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JURISDICTION OF THE APPELLATE COURT 
The court has jurisdiction conveyed by a letter from the Supreme Court of Utah, dated 
February 13, 1998, assigning the appeal of this case to the Court of Appeals (R. at 622). 
STATEMENTS OF THE ISSUES 
The following issues are addressed in reply to Plaintiffs Appellee brief. Plaintiff 
attempted to prejudice the Court and introduce inaccuracies into this appeal. Each of the 
significant inaccuracies is individually addressed in this reply. Additionally, Plaintiff argued 
I 
that Defendant had not marshaled the evidence as is generally required in challenges to the 
validity and accuracy of findings of fact and conclusions of law. In reply, Defendant provides 
complete itemization of evidence to findings and conclusions in Addendum A. 
DETERMINATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES, ORDINANCES, 
i 
AND RULES 
None 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND PROCEEDINGS 
Please refer to Defendant's Brief in Chief, 7/6/98, for a complete statement of the case 
and proceedings. That statement does not include appeal actions. 
RELEVANT FACTS 
The relevant facts of this case, in addition to those stated in Defendant's Brief in Chief, 
are provided individually for each of the trial court's 26 findings of fact and 13 conclusions of 
law, At Addendum A to this reply. Additionally, pertinent facts that were overlooked by the 
trial court are provided. An addendum was used to present these facts in detail because of the 
volume of overlooked and abused facts in this case. It was simply impossible to address all the 
evidence germane to the findings and conclusions in this case and present argument within the 
page limits imposed on reply briefs. 
It should be noted that the one-day trial in this matter was conducted on 11/8/96, not 
11/19/96, as is repeatedly indicated throughout Plaintiffs Appellee brief, 8/10/98. While this 
fact is not significant by itself, it provides clear indication of Plaintiffs grasp of the details in 
this case. 
SUMMARY OF THE REPLY ARGUMENTS 
In addition to the preponderance of unsupported findings and inappropriate conclusions 
of law prepared by Plaintiff for the trial court, Plaintiff has provided an additional complement 
of inaccuracies in the Appellee Brief. Only the most significant of these are addressed in this 
reply brief. Discussion of the trial court's shortcomings and errors were adequately addressed 
in Defendant's Brief in Chief. The Plaintiffs Appellee page numbers and paragraph headings 
are used to facilitate direct correlation of replies. 
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DETAILS OF THE REPLY ARGUMENTS 
On page four, in the section titled "Determinative Constitutional or Statutory Provisions," 
Plaintiff inaccurately states "Defendant/Appellee [sic] suggests that the trial court committed 
error by refusing to award judgement to him under the Utah Fit Premises Act." This 
Defendant has never argued that the trial court should have awarded judgement based on the 
Utah Fit Premises Act (UFPA). To correct the record, Defendant argued that the trial court 
erred in ruling that compliance with tenant actions prescribed by the UFPA is a prerequisite to 
legal action against Plaintiff for breach of contract and constructive eviction (Defendant's Brief 
in Chief, pages 9 & 41-44). 
And Plaintiff inaccurately stated that "Defendant Appellant also seems to argue that he 
has some private right of action under an Ogden City ordinance." To correct the record, 
Defendant did not argue for any right of action under any Ogden City ordinance. Defendant 
simply argued that failure to secure the required rental license when the requirement was 
known, is a clear indication of the unscrupulous practices of Plaintiffs agent, Third-Party 
Defendant, and an indication of the failure to comply with applicable residential rental statutes 
and ordinances as required by the UFPA. 
At page 9 of the Appellee Brief, Plaintiff calls attention to Defendant and his living 
companion, and by so doing, blatantly attempts to prejudice this Court against Defendant on 
the basis of marital status. 
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On page 10, Plaintiff states "no mention was made on this lengthy list of any problems 
with or objections to the electrical system or the stairs." Plaintiff fails to consider Exhibit 78-
D, the 7/7/95 cover letter to Plaintiffs agent, to which the lengthy defects listing was attached. 
That letter specifically addressed the electrical system in paragraph three as follows: 
"Please note that the extensive electrical and lighting problems with the 
property were only listed in general terms, not exhaustive detail as that 
would have added many entries (and pages) to the inspection list enclosed 
herein. As you are aware, the wiring problems with the house include, but 
are not limited to: missing lighting fixtures; missing or dead light bulbs; 
non functioning lighting fixtures; inadequate lighting fixtures; non 
functioning, improperly wired and/or missing wall switches; non 
functioning electrical outlets; missing electrical outlet plates, light bulbs 
connected directly to dangling wires, and exposed wiring. These 
problems are hazardous and unacceptable and must be repaired 
immediately." 
On page 12, paragraph 7, Plaintiff inaccurately states that "no agreement or termination 
of the lease was reached [with Plaintiff]." This statement ignores testimony by Plaintiffs agent 
at trial (Trial Transcript pages 222-223) where he described his conversation with Plaintiff, her 
acceptance of the termination, and his subsequent acceptance of Defendant's surrender based 
on that conversation, as follows: 
[Judge] I have one question I would like to refer to EXHIBIT #81-D which is a 
letter that was written to you from Mr. Fink and I'll give you a— Have you got 
that? 
[Fink] I have a copy, Your Honor. 
[Judge] Do you recall a conversation relating to a paragraph one of this letter? 
[Wheeler - Witness] This, this was a unilateral yes, uh-huh (affirmative), 
agreement I think, that it would cease on or- Yes, that's correct. I, I remember 
talking with Pat. I do. 
[Judge] Did you agree to that? 
[Wheeler] I called Pam. And Pam had had it at that point. And she said at that 
point fine, I've had it with this thing, that's the end of it. Which I relayed to Mr. 
Fink it's then been changed. 
[Judge] Explain that to me. 
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[Wheeler] I was informed that it was okay to terminate this lease based on the 
problems that she had had on this. She was at her wits end. Her children were in 
a wreck, she couldn't get down here to get this furniture out of this property and 
we had all these pressures on her. And so when I talked with her I don't know if 
she knew what I had asked her or not. I don't know to this, right now I don't 
know. But in her conversation with me she just, it was like she threw her hands 
in the air and she said I've had it, that's fine, that's it. And so that's what we 
acted upon with our conversation with Mr. Fink. So... [emphasis added] 
On page 12, paragraph 8, Plaintiff inaccurately states "Fink testified that his primary 
motivation for moving from the premises was the fact that his job had changed venue." This 
corruption of the actual testimony ignores the aggregate testimony of both deposition and trial, 
which convincingly revealed that Defendant vacated the premises due to the unsafe condition 
of the premises and the encumbrance of Plaintiffs personal property. In the process of 
vacating the premises, Defendant used the vehicle of a job change and relocation to 
Washington State as a means of reducing out-of-pocket expenses associated with relocating 
from the leased premises to habitable conditions. The actual testimonies can be found in the 
trial transcript and in the transcript of Defendant's Deposition, both of which are detailed in 
Addendum A to this document. 
On page 13, paragraph 11, Plaintiff inaccurately states "Payments of these reduced 
amounts were accepted as payment in full." This statement flatly ignores Plaintiffs own 
complaint, which states in pertinent part at paragraphs 5 and 6 as follows: 
5. That Defendant has paid only partial rent for the months of September and 
October 1995, taking unauthorized "credits" to refurbish or repair the 
property. 
6. That Plaintiff [sic] has failed and refused to pay late fees for the 
months of September and October 1995. 
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On page 19, in paragraph 23b, Plaintiff inaccurately states ". . . based on the parties' 
practical construction of the lease . . ." This statement implies agreement that simply did not 
exist, and there is no credible evidence in the record to support this implication or statement. 
In Plaintiffs reply to Defendant's counterclaim, Plaintiff sharply states that Defendant 
deductions of rent were "wrongful, unjustified and in violation of the lease and the law." That 
statement is hardly an indication of agreement. 
On pages 19 & 20, in paragraph 24, Plaintiff proves with compelling clarity that his grasp 
of both facts and simple arithmetic is deficient. If Plaintiff s attorney billed at two rates, but 
tried to charge the court with only the higher of the two, correction of the situation would 
amount to reduction of the overall cost, not increase. And Plaintiffs attorney is fabricating this 
version of the costs for his Affidavit, rather than relying on actual billing statements to his 
client; those which should be used to calculate the actual costs to his client. According to this 
fabrication, Plaintiffs attorney is including inappropriate charges to the court, which are not 
billable to his client. 
And, while at page 20 (and others), Plaintiff would have the Court believe that Defendant 
failed to point to the record for evidence in his Brief in Chief, it is actually Plaintiff who 
manages to point only to the documents he created for the court as the source of all pertinent 
facts in this case. Defendant provided more than 125 citations to the record (excluding those to 
the findings of fact and conclusions of law) to support the arguments presented in his Brief in 
Chief. Plaintiff cites only to the very findings and conclusions that are challenged in this 
appeal, those without a basis of evidence in the record. This circular argument leaves 
Defendant without recourse but to specifically cite each and every article of evidence that is 
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germane to each and every finding, cite pertinent evidence that was overlooked in support of 
findings of fact the trial court failed to make, identify each of the trial court's failures to 
properly find from that evidence, and identify each of the court's failures to apply established 
law to those properly found facts. While Plaintiff complains that Defendant did not properly 
marshal the evidence in argument against the accuracy of the court's findings, the findings and 
conclusions of the trial court were of insufficient quality to warrant that exercise, according to 
the opinion cited below: 
"In all actions tried upon the facts without a jury or with an advisory jury, 
the court shall find the facts specially and state separately its conclusions or law 
thereon . . . Utah appellate courts "consistently stress" the importance of 
adequate findings of fact . . . Therefore, if we are to determine whether the 
evidence adduced at trial supports the trial court's findings, the findings must 
embody sufficient detail and include enough subsidiary facts to clearly show the 
evidence upon which they are grounded . . . Absent adequate findings of fact, 
meaningful review of a decision's evidentiary basis is virtually impossible . . . 
There is, in effect no need for an appellant to marshal the evidence when the 
findings are so inadequate that they cannot be meaningfully challenged as 
factual determination. In other words, the way to attack findings which appear 
to be complete and which are sufficiently detailed. . . But where the findings are 
not of that caliber, appellant need not go through a futile marshaling exercise. 
Rather, appellant can simply argue the legal insufficiency of the court9s 
findings as framed. " [Emphasis added] Woodward v. Fazio, 823 P.2d 474 (Utah 
1991) 
However, all of the pertinent evidence was marshaled by Defendant, and given the 
voluminous task of identifying and cross-referencing this large conglomeration of evidence and 
testimony, Defendant provides Addendum A to catalog and sort through the myriad articles of 
germane evidence, testimony, and information in this case. 
At the top of page 23, Plaintiff claims that "each and every fact contains referenced to the 
record . . .". This absurd claim is made with regard to the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
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Law document, which does not contain any references to any portion of the record for any 
finding or conclusion. 
At page 24, Plaintiff states "The trial court was well within its discretion to accept the 
testimony of Messrs. Wheeler, Froerer and Glover and to reject the evidence of Fink and the 
handyman." While the court has a certain amount of discretion, it certainly cannot ignore 
competent testimony and valid, credible evidence. And that evidence includes the entire 
testimony from competent and credible witnesses, as well as the documented evidence 
presented at trial, most of which contradicts the findings of the court. To off-handedly dismiss 
the Defendant's testimony and that of the handyman, just because they contradict the biased 
opinion of Plaintiff s attorney, is unconsionable. 
On page 25, Plaintiff inaccurately states "Defendant conveniently ignores the actual 
arrangement that he entered with Plaintiff and "Ultimately, Plaintiff accepted this 
arrangement". This mischaracterization of the facts ignores the evidence of record, which 
clearly shows that there was no arrangement into which Defendant entered except the written 
and oral agreements for the lease. The evidence of record (see Addendum A) is undisputed 
that Plaintiff did not accept any reduction of rent. And further, Defendant's testimony was 
clear that the reduction of rent was intended as incentive to Plaintiff, to get the personal 
property removed and defects cured (See Addendum A). 
Also on page 25, Plaintiff incorrectly states "Defendant points to no provision where 
Plaintiff undertook this responsibility [to make repairs]". It was the testimony of both Third-
Party Defendant (Plaintiffs agent) and Defendant that established the oral agreements upon 
which the signing of the written lease agreement was contingent. In the oral agreements, 
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Plaintiffs agent obligated Plaintiff to effect repair of identified defects as soon as possible and 
to remove Plaintiffs personal property from the premises within two weeks. The simple fact 
of principal/agent relationships is that the agent obligates the principal by act or word. 
On page 26, Plaintiff openly displays his ignorance of what constitutes constructive 
eviction. The encumbrance of Plaintiffs personal property was sufficient to constitute 
constructive eviction by preventing Defendant from full access to, use, and enjoyment of the 
leased premises. 
On page 27, Plaintiff refers to "abatement the parties had accepted in the course of their 
dealings" as though there is evidence to support such a statement. The evidence is clear from 
Plaintiffs complaint (See Addendum A) that there was no such agreement or acceptance of 
abatement, nor was there ever any intent by Defendant to have any such agreement. 
Also on page 27, Plaintiff makes the blatantly incorrect statement "There was no 
surrender [sic]." This obvious misstatement overlooks the testimony of Plaintiff s agent who 
specifically told the Judge that Plaintiff agreed to termination of the lease and that he (Third-
Party Defendant) acted with that understanding in his dealings with Defendant. As recited 
earlier in this brief: 
[Wheeler to Judge] I was informed that it was okay to terminate this lease 
based on the problems that she had had on this. She was at her wits end. Her 
children were in a wreck, she couldn't get down here to get this furniture out of 
this property and we had all these pressures on her. And so when I talked with her 
I don't know if she knew what I had asked her or not. I don't know to this, right 
now I don't know. But in her conversation with me she just, it was like she threw 
her hands in the air and she said I've had it, that's fine, that's it. And so that's 
what we acted upon with our conversation with Mr. Fink, [emphasis added] 
Plaintiffs agent later accepted Defendant's surrender of the premises and termination of 
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the lease on October 20,1995, thereby obligating Plaintiff to that condition. 
In a footnote on page 28, Plaintiff claims that defendant did nothing to bring to the 
attention of the Judge, the testimony of Plaintiffs agent regarding Plaintiffs agreement to 
termination of the lease and his (Third-Party Defendant's) subsequent acceptance of 
defendant's surrender of the premises. This notice would hardly have been necessary, as the 
testimony was in response to questions posed directly by the Judge to the Witness on the stand. 
It is surely not the responsibility of a Pro Se litigant to tell the Judge how to conduct his court. 
On page 30, paragraph IV, Plaintiff suggests that the court had discretion to dismiss 
Defendant" counterclaims and Third-Party claims. While the court might point to its flawed 
findings of fact when dismissing the counterclaim, there is no basis, even in those flawed 
findings, to support dismissal of the Third-Party claims. In fact, there is no discussion in any 
of the court's documents of the Third-Party Defendant's failure to return Defendant's security 
deposit or provide timely itemization as required by Utah law. 
On page 31, at the end of paragraph VI, Plaintiff suggests that there was action by the 
trial court regarding Defendant's Motion in Limine. This motion was not acted upon by the 
court, and as a result of that inaction, Plaintiff was allowed to submit into evidence the single 
article of evidence upon which her entire case rests. 
On page 33, Plaintiffs attorney tries to make the Court believe that he should be 
compensated for actions for which his client was not billed; specifically, preparation of the 
final judgment documents for the trial court. Plaintiffs attorney, according to the Appellee 
brief dated 8/10/98, page 33, expended "approximately 30 hours" in preparation of the ". . . 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, attorney's fee affidavit, and Judgment." These 
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documents totaled approximately 24 pages. The time spent creating these documents was 
allegedly expended between 9/10/97, when the Memorandum Decision was signed by Judge 
Baldwin, and 9/19/97, when the documents were signed out for mailing by Plaintiffs attorney. 
A total of no more than nine working days, and probably less, when taking into account the 
weekend and days in transit. 
In the 12 months period from December 1995, through December 1996, Plaintiffs 
attorney expended approximately 31.33 hours on this case. This number was calculated by 
subtracting the "approximately 30 hours" claimed in the Appellee brief on page 33 from the 
"total of 61.33 hours on this case" found in number 26 of the Findings of Fact he prepared for the 
court. These 31.33 hours were expended over the course a full calendar year to: 
a. produce in excess of 150 pages of documents, including review of documents 
received, 
b. communicate with and counsel his client, 
c. prepare for and participate in a full day trial, 
d. prepare for and participate in two depositions, 
e. prepare for and participate in two pre-trial hearings, 
f. prepare for and participate in two inspections of the property at 3402 Tyler Ave. 
One must conclude that Plaintiffs attorney either became considerably less efficient 
when working for the trial court instead of his client, or his claim of the hours expended on 
preparation of court documents is false. 
Plaintiffs attorney also claims that Defendant should be held liable for the time expended 
in the preparation of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and the Judgement 
document for the trial court. This is absurd. Since these hours were expended for the 
convenience of the court (which is funded by taxpayer money to perform this work) and to 
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allow Plaintiffs attorney to substitute his personal and biased opinion of the case for the actual 
facts, these hours are not billable to his client. And, since they are not billable to his client, 
they do not constitute a reimbursable expense of the Plaintiff in litigating this action against 
Defendant. Using the words of Plaintiffs attorney found in Finding of Fact number 25 
(though not actually a finding of fact), "Plaintiff is awarded her attorney's fees and costs." 
Therefore the perceived cost of these hours cannot be passed on to the Defendant. Defendant's 
attorney is once again simply attempting to abuse the legal system to fatten his wallet. 
On page 40, Plaintiff suggests that the burden of proof was appropriately placed on 
Defendant, even though the Plaintiff failed to satisfy the requirements for presentation of a case 
for Breach of contract. Defendant alerted the court to the error, but was overruled on the matter 
as follows: 
[Fink] I have a question about it. I thought there were four elements of 
the case that needed to be proven in breach. 
[Judge] Okay. 
[Fink] They were that there was a legal contract, there was performance 
by the party claiming the breach, there was breach on the other party and 
that there were damages incurred by it. But those four elements had to be 
proven. I have heard nothing here to suggest that to me before I put on a 
defense. 
[Judge] Well, I think what the- Well I'll let you respond to that, 
Counsel. Certainly you may respond to it. 
[Smith] I don't disagree with the legal analysis. I think we've heard that 
Mr. Fink entered into a lease and that was stipulated to. That he took 
possession of a lease and that was stipulated to. That in October he broke 
the lease and left and has paid nothing since and that under the terms of 
the lease the plaintiff was entitled to 12 months of rent and in addition to 
her attorney's fees or whatever else the lease provides for. And so as I 
said, I think that establishes the prima facie case of breach of lease. He 
may have some defenses, he may have offsets. That's really the guts of 
this case. And I would suggest that it would be on that basis we could 
move forward with that. 
[Judge] They've definitely got to prove that. And they've done that by 
stipulation saying that you had a lease, you left the lease early. I 
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understand that you're going to come in with a defense as to why you left 
the property and that there was problems with possession, with other items 
there and with other problems with the property. 
[Fink] Well, the fundamental question and what I'm asking up front is I 
haven't heard anything to prove that there was performance on the part of 
the plaintiff before I present a defense. Is that necessary or do I just 
proceed? 
[Judge] The performance of the- At this point the performance that is 
being alleged is that there was a written lease and that you were given 
possession of the property. I - Are you getting, are you getting to the 
point where you're going to go through the lease and itemize things that 
were not, not completed in the lease? 
[Fink] I have a defense prepared, Your Honor, and I'm not against 
starting that. I just, I was expecting a little more is my point. 
[Judge] And that's not, that's not uncommon that it be, that it be spelled 
out on the stand. But it seems to me like where we're at those facts, it's 
commonly done that there be some stipulation and then you can, you can 
proceed to say, you know, I did take it but these are the problems with it 
and go on from there. 
[Fink] Okay. I understand now. I guess I was expecting more than just 
stipulations as a case. 
CONCLUSION 
It is plainly evident from the preceding sections that the Plaintiff has completely failed 
to either grasp the facts of this case or understand the applicable law. It is equally evident that 
the trial court erred throughout the course of this case, and in so doing, clearly established that 
due process was not an option in the jurisdiction of that court. It is also clear that Plaintiff has 
no actual evidence in the record upon which to base an argument, since all contentions posed in 
the Appellee brief contain references only to the very findings and conclusions challenged in 
this appeal. 
It is only through reversal of all aspects of the judgement, or a complete and impartial 
review of the facts in this matter by the appellate court, that justice can be achieved in this 
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matter. The trial court has demonstrated a noticeable unwillingness to address, honor, and 
protect Defendant's rights in this matter. Therefore, Defendant requests full reversal on all 
rulings of the trial court or a de novo review by the appellate court of the evidence of record in 
this case, with damages, expenses and appeal costs (to be provided via later affidavit) awarded 
to Defendant. 
DATED this # ^ a y of September, 1998. 
PATRICK A. FINK 
Appellant 
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ADDENDUM A 
ITEMIZATION OF EVIDENCE AND INFORMATION IN THE 
RECORD AS A BASIS UPON WHICH FINDINGS OF FACT 
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW CAN BE ESTABLISHED 
ITEMIZATION OF EVIDENCE AND INFORMATION IN THE 
RECORD AS A BASIS UPON WHICH FINDINGS OF FACT 
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW CAN BE ESTABLISHED 
September5? 1998 
The following collection of evidence in the record and other pertinent information is provided as 
support for and contradiction of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law entered by the 
Trial Court in this case. This information is organized as follows: 
Heading for Finding of Fact or Conclusion of Law 
Complete reiteration of the finding or conclusion as found in the court document 
Heading for relevant evidence presented 
Evidence #1 
Evidence #2 
Etc. 
Summary of relevant evidence and information 
a. Details of evidence article one 
b. Details of evidence article two 
c. Etc. 
Table of Contents 
Finding #1 
Evidence Germane to this Finding _ 
a. Exhibits 1-Pand76-D 
b. Defendant's Deposition page 11 
c. Defendant's Deposition page 13 
d. Trial Transcript page 185 
e. Trial Transcript pages 204-205 
f. Trial Transcript page 214 
g. Trial Transcript page 228 
h. Trial Transcript page 257 
Summary of the Evidence 1 
Finding #2 3 
Evidence Germane to this Finding 4 
a. Trial Transcript pages 137-138 4 
b. Trial Transcript pages 142-143 4 
Summary of the Evidence 4 
Finding #3 5 
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Evidence Germane to this Finding 5 
a. Exhibits 1-P and 76-D 6 
b. Exhibit 88-D 6 
c. Exhibit 18-D 6 
d-1. Exhibit 19-D 6 
d-2. Exhibit 20-D 6 
d-3. Exhibit 21 -D 6 
d-4. Exhibit 22-D 6 
d-5. Exhibit 30-D 6 
d-6. Exhibit 51 -D 6 
d-7. Exhibit 58-D 6 
d-8. Exhibit 59-D 6 
d-9. Exhibit 63-D 6 
d-10. Exhibit 65-D 6 
e. There is no evidence in the record upon which to base the court's finding that the 
house is "not conventionally framed". 6 
There is no evidence in the record upon which to base the court's finding that the 
house contained "numerous luxury items". 
g. There is no evidence in the record upon which to base the court's findings about the 
house, that it: "is a very large, log home," is "massive," "is of an unusually large, 
massive construction," "are numerous luxury items," and "is most unusual." 6 
Summary of the Evidence 6 
Finding #4 7 
Evidence Germane to this Finding 7 
a. Trial Transcript page 80 7 
b. Trial Transcript page 103 7 
c. Trial Transcript pages 166-167 7 
d. Trial Transcript page 182 7 
e. Trial Transcript page 281 7 
f-1. R. at 137-144 7 
f-2. R. at 151-160 7 
f-3. R. at 149-150 7 
f-4. R. at 213-214 7 
f-5. R. at 299-305 7 
f-6. R. at 496-499 7 
f-7. R. at 500-502 7 
Summary of the Evidence 7 
Finding #5 9 
Evidence Germane to this Finding 9 
a. Exhibits 1-P and 76-D 10 
b. Stipulation (unrecorded) 10 
c. Trial Transcript pages 144-148 10 
d. Exhibits 10,11,12,15,16,17, and 53-D 10 
e. Exhibit 64-D 10 
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f. 
g-
h. 
i. 
j . 
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i Findings of Fact 
2 
3 Finding #1 
4 On 30 June 1995, Plaintiff and Defendant entered into a written lease agreement 
5 for a home located in Ogden, Utah. Plaintiff entered this agreement through her 
6 agent. Third Party Defendant. The term of the lease was for one yean from 1 July 
7 1995 through 30 June 1996. The monthly rental was to be $1,495.00, payable in 
8 advance, and Defendant was required to pay a security deposit of $800.00. 
9 
10 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
11 
12 a. Exhibits 1-P and 76-D 
13 b. Defendant's Deposition page 11 
14 c. Defendant's Deposition page 13 
15 d. Trial Transcript page 185 
16 e. Trial Transcript pages 204-205 
17 f. Trial Transcript page 214 
18 g. Trial Transcript page 228 
19 h. Trial Transcript page 257 
20 
21 Summary of the Evidence 
22 
23 - Oral agreement by Plaintiffs agent to remove personal property within two weeks 
24 - Oral agreement by Plaintiffs agent to repair known defects as soon as possible 
25 - Written provisions of the lease agreement 
26 
27 The following exhibits and testimony describe the written lease agreement and the oral 
28 agreements between Plaintiffs agent, Third-Party Defendant, and Defendant, pertaining 
29 to the leased premises at 3402 Tyler Ave, Ogden, Utah. The dates, terms, and provisions 
30 are described in the written lease agreement, and the oral agreements for removal of 
31 Plaintiffs personal property and repair of known defects, upon which signing of the 
32 written lease were contingent, are described in the testimony at trial. Clearly, Plaintiffs 
33 agent obligated Plaintiff to removal of her personal property and repair of identified 
34 defects in the premises. 
35 
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37 a. The term, rent rate, deposit amount, possession provisions, refund provisions, etc 
38 were established with Exhibits 1-P and 76-D: Lease Agreement 
39 b. The oral agreement between Plaintiffs agent and Defendant, regarding removal 
40 of Plaintiff s personal property was discussed in Defendant's Deposition page 
41 11, as follows: 
1 
Q. [Smith] Did you have any discussion with him [Mr. Wheeler] at that 
time regarding the personal property that you have identified? 
A. [Fink] Yes. 
Q. What was the nature of that discussion? 
A. Personal property would be removed within two weeks. 
Q. Was that Mr. Wheeler's representation? 
A. Yes. 
Defendant's Deposition page 13, continues with: 
Q. [Smith] Does this lease accurately represent the agreement that you made 
regarding rental of the premises on Tyler? 
A. [Fink] It does not reflect the verbal agreements between Mr. Wheeler 
and myself regarding personal property. 
Q. And those agreements would have been made prior to the time you 
entered this lease; is that correct? 
A. And restated at the time the lease was signed, yes. 
Q. And that was not included in the lease? 
A. It is not reflected on the lease agreement. 
Trial Transcript page 185 on the subject of the handwritten entry on the lease 
agreement regarding the electrical system condition: 
Q: [Fink] Okay. It says electrical system was not finished 
A: [Wheeler - Witness] That's correct. To the best of my knowledge. I'm 
not an electrician. 
Q: It doesn't say it was broken. It says it was not finished. So the intent was 
to come in and fix everything, or finish everything? 
A: It needed to be completed, yes. 
Q: If I recall — Do you recall what the verbal agreement was on when it 
would be done? 
A: The agreement was just as soon as we could get to it. 
Trial Transcript pages 204-205 on the subject of the oral agreement between 
Plaintiffs agent and Defendant regarding Plaintiffs personal property prior to 
signing the lease: 
Q: [Smith] Did you have any discussion [with Mr. Fink] about the property 
of Ms. Naisbitt that was in the premises at that time? 
A: [Wheeler] We did. 
Q: What was the nature of that discussion? 
A: They were wondering when it would be removed and I told them 
approximately a couple of weeks is what I told them. 
Q: Might you have simply indicated, might you have indicated anything 
different? 
A: No. 
Q: Okay 
[Fink] Objection, Your Honor. I don't, I don't understand that question. 
Might you have— what did you just say, sir? I'm sorry, I missed it. 
[Judge] Can you, can you repeat that question? 
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Q: [Smith] Might there have been anything else that you indicated at that 
time? 
A: [Wheeler - Witness] As far as— 
Q: [Smith] As far as the time frame for removal of personal property. 
A: No. 
Trial Transcript page 214, lines 9-11, on the subject of oral agreements, Mr. 
Wheeler states as follows: 
"You know, I told them we'd get on it as soon as we could and move the 
personal property, you know, within a couple of weeks." 
Trial Transcript page 228, on the subject of oral agreements prior to signing the 
lease agreement: 
[Fink - Witness] But we found some things in the house that we didn't 
like, personal property being one of them, condition of the electrical and a 
need to go through and assess the rest of the condition of the house. We 
found some things that we felt needed to be documented. 
The verbal agreements were at the time between Mr. Wheeler and 
myself that the personal property would be removed within two weeks if 
at all possible, or shortly, very shortly thereafter at the latest. The 
electrical would be fixed, completed, finished for lack of a better term, 
within the two week period. And other defects as identified during our 
initial occupancy inspection were we would go through and check the 
condition of the premises and all the appliances. 
Trial Transcript page 257, on the subject of oral agreements between 
Defendant and Plaintiffs agent, Third-Party Defendant: 
Q: [Smith] Well, what did you understand it to mean to mean [sic], that one 
the [sic] says the forgoing constitutes the entire agreement between the 
parties? 
A: [Fink - Witness] That that was the entire agreement with the verbal 
agreements that we had. 
It doesn't say that, does it? 
No, it doesn't. 
Is there a reason you signed this agreement without putting in something 
about these verbal agreements? 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Why? 
I made the mistake of trusting the property manager. 
Q 
A 
Q 
A: 
Q: 
A: 
Finding #2 
At all times relevant hereto. Third Party Defendant acted for the benefit of and 
subject to the control of Plaintiff. At all times relevant hereto. Third Party 
Defendant was the agent of Plaintiff. At all times relevant to this action. Plaintiff 
lived in West Yellowstone. Montana. 
3 
1 
2 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
3 
4 a. Trial Transcript pages 137-138 
5 b. Trial Transcript pages 142-143 
6 
7 Summary of the Evidence 
8 
9 Third-Party Defendant was agent for Plaintiff during Defendant's tenancy 
10 
11 The evidence in this section establishes that Third-Party Defendant (Wheeler) was 
12 employed by Plaintiff (Naisbitt) as her Agent for all matters pertaining to the lease of the 
13 premises at 3402 Tyler Avenue to Defendant (Fink). As her agent, both he and she were 
14 bound by the words and actions of Wheeler, with regard to Fink. Therefore, Plaintiffs 
15 agent obligated them both to removal of personal property and repair of identified defects 
16 by oral agreement prior to signing the lease agreement on 6/30/95. Plaintiffs agent also 
17 committed them both to termination of the lease, and acceptance of surrender of the 
18 premises from Defendant on 10/20/95. 
19 
20 
21 a. The Principle-Agent relationship of Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendant were 
22 discussed during the trial at Transcript pages 137-138, relating to relationship 
23 between Plaintiff (Naisbitt) and Third-Party Defendant (Wheeler): 
24 Q: [Fink] Third-party defendant Wheeler was, because I've not introduced 
25 anything to tell me, was you property manager for this property from some 
26 time in April until some time in November? 
27 A: [Wells] We'd stipulate to April 11th, 1995. 
28 Q: [Fink] That works for me. 
29 [Judge] Thank you. 
30 [Smith] No objection. 
31 [Judge] Thank you. That's the stipulation. 
32 [Fink] Thank you very much. 
33 I'll take that off in just a minute. 
34 Q: [Fink] He was acting as your agent during that entire time for this 
35 property, is that true? 
36 [Smith] Your Honor, I'll object. I think that calls for a pure legal 
37 conclusion. We'll stipulate that he was the property manager of the 
38 premises. 
39 [Fink] I would argue, Your Honor, on the point on #76-D, the exhibit that 
40 everybody was looking at. The term agent is use five times in that 
41 document, owner or person or authorized agent. I can show you where 
42 they are if you look. They're highlighted in red on my copy. 
43 [Smith] Your Honor, let me just cut through some of this. We'll stipulate 
44 that the lease was entered into between Mr. Fink and Mr. Wheeler, and 
45 that when Mr. Wheeler so he was acting pursuant to the Property 
46 Management Agreement between him and Ms. Naisbitt. 
4 
1 [Judge] As her agent? 
2 [Smith] As her, as her agent. 
3 [Judge] Okay. 
4 b. Trial Transcript pages 142-143, where the subject of Plaintiff and Agent was 
5 discussed: 
6 [Judge] I mean will you stipulate, is there a stipulation that the, that the 
7 home was leased from the plaintiff and that the third-party defendant was 
8 a, a manager and sighed the document as agent for Ms. Naisbitt? I mean, 
9 I'm just trying to save time. Is that where you're headed? 
10 [Smith] I have, I have absolutely no problem stipulating to that, Your 
11 Honor. As far as this lease is concerned I have absolutely no problem 
12 stipulating that in the execution of this lease Mr. Wheeler executed this 
13 lease as the agent of Ms. Naisbitt. There may be other acts that Mr. 
14 Wheeler did later that maybe there's some question on. As far as 
15 executing this lease he executed as her agent and there's no dispute about 
16 that that I'm aware of. 
17 [Judge] Mr. Wells? 
18 [Wells] No. No dispute with that one. 
20 Finding #3 
21 The house in question is located at 3402 Tyler Avenue, Ogden, Utah. It is a very 
22 large, log home. Its construction is unusual in that it is made of large logs and is 
23 not conventionally framed. The house is well in excess of 6500 square feet, and is 
24 of an unusually large, massive construction. The staircases in the home are 
25 constructed of split logs and are massive. There are numerous luxury items in the 
26 premises including a jetted bathtub, wood-burning stove, vaulted ceilings, large 
27 fireplaces, and a kitchen open to the floor above. The home is most unusual. 
28 
29 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
30 
5 
1 a. Exhibits 1-P and 76-D 
2 b. Exhibit 88-D 
3 c. Exhibit 18-D 
4 d-1. Exhibit 19-D 
5 d-2. Exhibit 20-D 
6 d-3. Exhibit 21-D 
7 d-4. Exhibit 22-D 
8 d-5. Exhibit 30-D 
9 d-6. Exhibit 51-D 
10 d-7. Exhibit 58-D 
11 d-8. Exhibit 59-D 
12 d-9. Exhibit 63-D 
13 d-10. Exhibit 65-D 
14 e. There is no evidence in the record upon which to base the court's finding that the 
15 house is "not conventionally framed". 
16 f. There is no evidence in the record upon which to base the court's finding that the 
17 house contained "numerous luxury items". 
18 g. There is no evidence in the record upon which to base the court's findings about 
19 the house, that it: "is a very large, log home," is "massive," "is of an unusually 
20 large, massive construction," "are numerous luxury items," and "is most 
21 unusual." 
22 
23 Summary of the Evidence 
24 
25 - Premises located at 3402 Tyler Avenue, Ogden, Utah 
26 - Square footage of property is approximately 5500 
27 - Plaintiff acted as general contractor for remodeling construction which made the 
28 house into a log home in 1987 
29 
30 This evidence provides information regarding the house and premises, including structure 
31 type, architecture, and some of the contents. Many things can be said about this 
32 property, but some of those stated in the finding (such as square footage, luxury items, 
33 etc., are without basis in the evidence. 
34 
35 
36 a. The address of the rental premises was established with Exhibits 1-P and 76-D: 
37 Lease Agreement. 
38 b. There is no evidence in the record upon which to base the court's finding of 
39 "well in excess of 6500 square feet". 
40 c. Exhibit 88-D, records of Froerer Real Estate, which indicates the square footage 
41 is 5500. 
42 d. Exhibits 18,19, 20, 21,22,30, 51, 58, 59 and 63-D provide pictures for 
43 staircases, fireplaces, and kitchen. 
6 
1 e. There is no evidence in the record upon which to base the court's finding that 
2 the house is "not conventionally framed". In fact, there were both conventional 
3 and log style framing in the house. The log addition to the house was added to the 
4 original section of the house during the 1987 modification performed under the 
5 guidance of Plaintiff; by her own admission during her deposition, she was the 
6 general contractor (Exhibit 65-D, page 4, lines 24-25 "I helped design the house, 
7 I helped build it, I was involved with all of it." and on page 5, lines 6-7) as 
8 follows: 
9 Q. [Fink] Did you act as a general contractor? 
10 A. [Naisbitt] Yes. 
11 f. There is no evidence in the record upon which to base the court's finding that 
12 the house contained "numerous luxury items". 
13 g. There is no evidence in the record upon which to base the court's findings about 
14 the house, that it: "is a very large, log home," is "massive," "is of an unusually 
15 large, massive construction," "are numerous luxury items," and "is most 
16 unusual." 
18 Finding #4 
19 The Defendant is a very bright, intelligent, technically skilled person. He is 
20 well-spoken and able to assert himself. He has had a full opportunity to litigate 
21 this case and in fact has filed many memoranda and motions of sophisticated 
22 nature, including motions to compel and motions to disqualify. 
23 
24 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
25 
26 a. Trial Transcript page 80 
27 b. Trial Transcript page 103 
28 c. Trial Transcript pages 166-167 
29 d. Trial Transcript page 182 
30 e. Trial Transcript page 281 
31 f-1. R. at 137-144 
32 f-2. R. at 151-160 
33 f-3. R. at 149-150 
34 f-4. R. at 213-214 
35 f-5. R. at 299-305 
36 f-6. R. at 496-499 
37 f-7. R. at 500-502 
38 
39 Summary of the Evidence 
40 
41 - Judge Baldwin received a threat early in the trial proceedings 
42 - Judge Baldwin wanted parties to watch the entrance to courtroom 
43 - Judge Baldwin dictated that the proceedings would end at 5:00 p.m. 
7 
1 Judge Baldwin failed to act on several motions submitted by Defendant 
2 
3 This evidence provides indication of the quantity and nature of motions submitted by 
4 Defendant that were not acted on by the Trial Court and the time limits arbitrarily 
5 imposed by the Court on the trial proceedings after the proceedings were underway. The 
6 composite indication is clearly evident that the court was not interested in rights of the 
7 Defendant in this matter. As a result of the Court's failure to act upon motions submitted, 
8 Plaintiff was able to introduce evidence which was used in a prejudicial manner against 
9 Defendant. Because of the Court's imposed time limits on the trial proceedings, 
10 Defendant was unable to call to the stand two witnesses who had traveled from out of 
11 state for the trial, and who were present in the courtroom. Defendant was unable to call 
12 them to testify, because, after finishing cross and re-direct examination of himself, 
13 Defendant was left with about 20 minutes remaining in the day, and the Court still needed 
14 to provide closing instructions to the parties. And, Defendant was led to believe that 
15 closing arguments were to be presented in real-time prior to the Court imposed 5:00 p.m. 
16 deadline for completion of the trial. 
17 
18 
19 a. Trial Transcript page 80, where the Judge calls a sidebar to let the parties know 
20 of threat he received and his concern for who enters the courtroom. He asked that 
21 the parties keep an eye on the entrance for unusual persons. Sidebar not recorded. 
22 b. Trial Transcript page 103, where the Judge states "Well this case is going to be 
23 over at 5:00 o'clock", and Mr. Wells counters with "4:00 o'clock." 
24 c. Trial Transcript pages 166-167, where the following dialogue is provided: 
25 [Judge] Let me stop for just a minute and tell all of you I have until 5:00 
26 o'clock to hear this case. Monday is a holiday. I have a trial set the 
27 following two days that is going for sure. I have a law and motion day on 
28 Thursday, I have four cases set for Friday. This case has got to finish 
29 today. I cannot hold the staff past 5:00 o'clock so we're going to have 
30 to—". 
31 [Fink] I'll pick up the pace, Your Honor. 
32 [Judge] We've got to move forward. 
33 [Fink] I'll try my best. 
34 d. Trial Transcript page 182, where Mr. Fink states upon initiation of direct 
35 examination of Mr. Wheeler "Okay. I've been told I have 10 minutes. Please if 
36 you would, state your name . . . " 
37 e- Trial Transcript page 281, where the Judge states "So that you're aware we 
38 have about 20 minutes. It's an unique day and a lot of times I could go over. It's 
39 just I've got a lot of Weber County Sheriffs that are here because of the earlier 
40 threat. I can't go over. I'm holding too many people. It's Friday I can't hold 
41 them. So we have, you know, this amount of time to complete the, to complete 
42 the case." 
43 £ Defendant's Motions Not Acted Upon by Trial Court: 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
R. at 137-144, Defendant's Motion to compel TPD compliance with 
discovery, 6/14/96. 
R. at 151-160, Defendant's Motion for order to compel Plaintiffs 
compliance with discovery, 6/27/96. 
R. at 149-150, Defendant's Motion for order compelling inspection in 
accordance with request, 6/25/96 
R. at 213-214, Defendant's Motion to strike, 7/10/96. 
R. at 299-305, Defendant's Motion in limine, 10/28/96. 
R. at 496-499, Defendant's Motion for default judgment, 12/10/96. 
R. at 500-502, Defendant's Motion for contempt of court citation on 
Third-Party Defendant's counsel, Motion to strike, and Motion for default 
judgment against Third-Party Defendant, 12/13/96. 
13 
14 Finding #5 
15 The lease was executed on 30 June 1995 and Defendant took possession of the 
16 premises on 1 July 1995. The Defendant had an opportunity to walk through the 
17 premises with Third Party Defendant prior to executing the lease. The opportunity 
18 to review the premises was not limited or cut short in any fashion. Defendant was 
19 allowed to review the entire home, except for a room in which Plaintiff stored her 
20 personal property, which room was not leased to Defendant. In particular, the 
21 Defendant was shown that certain aspects of the electrical system were 
22 incomplete or nonfunctional. This included faulty or missing light fixtures, both 
23 inside and outside of the premises, missing light switches and other problems in 
24 the premises. Defendant saw the nature and extent of the personally Plaintiff 
25 stored in the premises. The Defendant had a full, complete, and adequate 
26 opportunity to inspect and view the premises prior to executing the lease. 
27 
28 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
29 
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23 
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28 
29 
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a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g-
h. 
i. 
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k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
0. 
P-
q-
r. 
s. 
t. 
u. 
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-
-
-
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-
Exhibits 1-P and 76-D 
Stipulation (unrecorded) 
Trial Transcript pages 144-148 
Exhibits 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, and 53-D 
Exhibit 64-D 
Exhibit 65-D 
Exhibit 66-D 
Trial Transcript pages 167-168 
Exhibit 78-D 
Exhibit 79-D 
Exhibit 80-D 
Defendant's Deposition, pages 9-11 
Exhibit 103-D 
Trial Transcript pages 232-234 
R. at 346-407 
R. at 408-446 
Exhibit 100-D 
Exhibit 75-D 
Defendant's Deposition pages 35-38 
Exhibit 105-D 
Trial Transcript pages 216-218 
mary of the Evidence 
Lease began on July 1, 1995 with a full term of one year 
Defendant accepted the keys to the property on June 30, 1995 
Plaintiff left a preponderance of personal property on the premises during 
Defendant's tenancy 
Plaintiffs personal property seriously impeded Defendant's use and enjoyment of 
the leased premises 
Defendant leased 100% of the property was not given possession of the entire 
property 
Defendant conducted an extensive initial inspection of the premises and provided 
a defect listing to Plaintiffs agent on July 7, 1995 
Defendant notified Plaintiffs agent on July 7, 1995 of defects in the premises and 
demanded cure 
As is clear in the evidence, that while Defendant sought to occupy the premises 
on 7/1/95, only a portion of the premises was delivered to Defendant on 7/1/95. 
That condition did not change appreciably during Defendant's tenancy. Although 
Plaintiff testified to renting 100% of the premises to Defendant, the evidence is 
clear that her personal property prevented Defendant from fully accessing or 
enjoying the premises. Additionally, defects in the premises further prevented 
Defendant from use and enjoyment of the property as leased. This condition was 
magnified by the presence of Defendant's property which could not be properly 
stored in bookcases, shelves, or in the garage, thereby consuming otherwise 
10 
usable portions of the premises. It can also be seen in the evidence that there was 
no "room in which Plaintiff stored her personal property, which room was not 
leased to Defendant," and the statement "Defendant had a full, complete, and 
adequate opportunity to inspect." is in direct conflict with the verified agreement 
with the Plaintiffs agent for the initial inspection to be performed and 
documented after occupancy by Defendant. While individually insignificant, 
collectively these corruption's of the testimony and evidence wrongfully dilute 
the strength of Defendant's case as to the disputed issue of Plaintiff s 
acknowledged failure to fully delivery the premises as formally and orally agreed. 
The execution date for the lease can be found at Exhibits 1-P and 76-D: Lease 
Agreement. 
Stipulation (not recorded) to acceptance of keys and moving into property on 
July 1, 1995 
Trial Transcript pages 144-148 addresses the Plaintiffs personal property that 
was left on the premises and restricted full possession of the leased property as 
follows: 
[Smith] There's no dispute that there was property left on the premises 
when Mr. Fink took it over. 
[Judge] And is there any dispute as to what that property was in 
accordance with the deposition that was— 
[Smith] I don't know that it's particularly disputed, no. I mean, I think 
it's set forth in the deposition. 
[Judge] Okay. Why don't you perhaps provide the witness with a copy 
of her response on the deposition and maybe that will refresh her memory 
if you have no objection. Then she can respond. What you're, what 
you're requesting now is a more thorough answer than she just gave? 
[Fink] The contention, the significance of the personal property, the 
significance of the volume and it's impediment to occupancy and 
enjoyment of the premises are the focal point of issue. 
[Judge] Oh, I recognize that. 
[Fink] Starting up here we talk about the personal property that was here 
and here. We went through each of the rooms— 
[Smith] What page are you on in the deposition, Pat? 
[Naisbitt - Witness] 32. 
Q. [Fink] 32. Anybody need copies? Starting on line five, we started 
talking about personal property and we started in the den asking about a 
daybed, approximate height of two feet, length of five feet, width of three 
feet and you concurred with that. The chandelier that was also stored by 
the daybed, approximate height of one feet, length of two feet and 
approximate width of two feet and you agreed to that as well. Pool table, 
height of about three feet, length of about seven feet, width of about five 
feet. Pool table paraphernalia rack where the pool table cues were 
located, five feet tall, two feet by one. You agreed to that. A large 
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Q. 
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stuffed animal referred to in other testimony as an elk or a moose or 
something, seven feet by two feet by 2-1/2 feet. Washer and dryer. 
Washer, 43 by 27 by 29 and a dryer, 43 by 27 by 29. Clothes rack also in 
the laundryroom, six feet high, five feet in length and two feet wide. 
Winter clothing and skis and seat covers and things in the cabinets 
between the familyroom and the garage in that hallway where all the 
cabinets were full. You agreed to that. Stereo and personal belongings of 
your son in the downstairs north unfinished bedroom with a composite 
envelope of approximately 3-1/2 feet high, three feet wide and three feet 
long and you agreed to that. Two pinball machines approximately five 
feet high, five feet long and 2-1/2 feet wide and you agreed to that. 
Variety of books in the bookcase that took up about 100% of the available 
bookshelf space in that office. Two large safes in the garage, six feet 
high, four feet wide, four feet in length and four feet wide. Excuse me. A 
large outdoor light that was stored inside the familyroom as being about 
two feet square and seven feet tall. Some personal property that was 
outside in the back; barbecue grill, dog kennel, cans of paint, screen door, 
approximate size of four feet long, four feet or six feet in height, four feet 
in length. And while I didn't cover personal property that was in the 
garage at that point, that's been covered by Mr. Froerer's testimony. 
You've agreed to that personal property being there. Okay? 
[Naisbitt] Yes. 
Some of it was removed by, during my tenancy. You made a visit out on, 
I will offer you made a visit on about July 18th, picked up some property. 
You admitted that, to that in testimony as well in deposition? 
Yes. 
Why did you remove that stuff? 
Your request through Mr. Wheeler. 
Okay. But when you took that stuff you also left a lot of stuff. 
I came down with one person to help me. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
And a horse trailer. 
Okay. 
And I put as much in my horse trailer as I could. 
Okay. Did you move some of that stuff later? 
Not personally, no. 
Did, was some of that stuff moved for you later? 
Later, yes. 
Why was it moved then? 
I had found certain spaces that I could take them. I needed to use a few of 
those things. 
The crux of what I get here is there was personal property left on the 
premises when you moved, when I moved into the tenant, as a tenant. 
You came out and removed some of that you say at my request. That's 
fine. And you left a major portion or a lot of personal property still there 
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1 which you then went back later after my tenancy and removed. Is that 
2 true? 
3 A. That's true. 
4 d. Exhibits 10,11,12,15,16,17, and 53-D provide pictures of some of the 
5 personal property that was left on the premises by Plaintiff. These pictures were 
6 taken after Froerer Property Management had relocated most of the property to a 
7 locked room to which no access was allowed during inspection of the premises on 
8 the day these pictures were taken. 
9 e. Exhibit 64-D, where Plaintiff admits to the personal property that was left on the 
10 premises during the term of Defendant's lease. 
11 f. Exhibit 65-D, pages 31-35, where Plaintiff admits to the personal property that 
12 was left on the premises during the term of Defendant's lease. 
13 g. Exhibit 66-D, page 3, paragraph 6, lines 11, where Plaintiff indicates there is a 
14 basement in the house, with a "room in which Plaintiff stored her personal 
15 property, which was not leased to Defendant". There is no basement in the house. 
16 h. Trial Transcript pages 167-168, where Plaintiff admits to Defendant being 
17 provided less than full possession of the property: 
18 Q. [Fink] You just looked at the pictures of the property, of the premises that 
19 represent a reasonable representation of the layout. Can you tell me what 
20 percentage of that property was rented to me on the Lease Agreement. 
21 A. [Naisbitt - Witness] I, I can't tell you that. I don't recall. 
22 Q. Did you rent me half the house? The whole house? 
23 A. On the Lease Agreement? 
24 Q. Yes. 
25 A. It looks— It was- I can only assume it was for the whole house. 
26 Q. Okay. When you removed some of your personal property from the 
27 house you said you came out on July 18th and removed personal property. 
28 What, how did that change the percentage that was leased to me? Did it 
29 increase it or decrease it? Did I have more property then or did I have 
30 less? Because the question is were you leasing me your personal property 
31 or did you lease me the residence? 
32 A. Obviously if I took things out I gave you more floor space. 
33 Q. You just said you rented me the entire house at the start. 
34 A. Yes, I did. Andthen-
35 Q. That would suggest you didn't give me the entire house when you said you 
36 rented it to me. 
37 [Smith] Your Honor, we're not even there yet but I believe he had full 
38 inspection of the premises when he occupied the premises and that's sort 
39 of begging the question. 
40 [Judge] Well I think the, i t - I think the question is argumentative and 
41 I'm going to ask you to go on. 
42 i. Exhibit 78-D (Fink letter to Wheeler, 7/7/95), which states in pertinent part as 
43 follows: 
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Enclosed is a copy of the "Checklist" which you requested be completed 
for the rental property at 3402 Tyler Avenue. Attached to the "Checklist" is a 
five-page listing of some of the more noticeably deficient items found in the 
inspection of the property. 
The items in that listing have been separated into three categories: Urgent; 
Repair; and Record. Those items marked "Urgent" are in need of immediate 
repair. Those notated with "Repair" are in need of repair but are not of the 
immediate nature of those marked "Urgent." The items marked "Record" are 
damaged and/or deficient items that do not directly affect livability of the house 
but have been detailed as a matter of record. 
Please note that the extensive electrical and lighting problems with the 
property were only listed in general terms, not exhaustive detail as that would 
have added many entries (and pages) to the inspection list enclosed herein. As you 
are aware, the wiring problems with the house include, but are not limited to: 
missing lighting fixtures; missing or dead light bulbs; non functioning lighting 
fixtures; inadequate lighting fixtures; non functioning, improperly wired and/or 
missing wall switches; non functioning electrical outlets; missing electrical outlet 
plates, light bulbs connected directly to dangling wires, and exposed wiring. 
These problems are hazardous and unacceptable and must be repaired 
immediately. 
Please contact me immediately with the schedule of repairs for the 
electrical system and the other items in the inspection list marked "Urgent." 
Please also provide a proposed schedule for the repair of all the deficiencies 
identified as "Repair" in the enclosed list. 
Exhibit 79-D (Fink letter to Wheeler, 7/29/95), which states in pertinent part as 
follows: 
Enclosed is check number 3107 for the August 1995 rent on the 3402 
Tyler Avenue property. As we detailed in our "Tyler Inspection" list provided 
directly to Wheeler and Associates on 6 July, to Mike Goddard on 8 July and to 
the owner of the property, Pam Naisbitt on 18 July, the property at 3402 Tyler has 
many serious deficiencies and does not meet the 1994 Uniform Code for Building 
Conservation. Additionally, owner property still remains on the premises, 
restricting our use of the property for which we are paying rent. 
We experienced the following inconveniences and expenses in July 1995 
which warrant reimbursement: 
1. (-$164) Seventeen days for which we suffered a loss of use of portions 
of the house due to owner property storage. The seventeen days are prorated 
based upon the 31 days in the month of July and began accumulating after a very 
reasonable two week grace period was allowed for owner removal of said 
property. Calculation of deduction was made as follows: 
Days beyond grace period divided by number of days in the month 
multiplied by the percentage of the house that is unavailable to us and multiplied 
by the rental amount. 
Exhibit 80-D (Fink letter to Wheeler, 8/31/95) 
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Defendant's Deposition, pages 9-11, where Defendant describes the Plaintiffs 
personal property that remained on the premises and the oral agreement with 
Plaintiffs agent to have the property removed within two weeks 
Exhibit 103-D (Floor plans) 
Trial Transcript pages 232-234, where Defendant describes the impact of 
Plaintiffs personal property on usability and access to the entire house, using 
Exhibit 103-D as follows: 
[Fink - Witness] I'm going to learn this one of these days. I had #103. 
Since we don't need to discuss the personal property itself since it's 
already been discussed at some length. We'll talk about what the premises 
looked like, what the impact of the property was, or the premises. 
This is #102 or #103. This is a line drawing, a duplicate of what 
was admitted to earlier as a reasonable representation of the property, only 
this time I went in and I highlighted with (inaudible word) what I was not 
allowed access to or did not have full access to because of personal 
property. Okay? And it says in here arcade games. Disregard the one 
that says spiral stairs. That was not personal property, that's a stairway. I 
just didn't have access to it nor (short inaudible, no mic). 
Those things that are hashmarked personal property, personal 
property out in, underneath the deck in the back yard, a lot of personal 
property in the garage, two safes. The unfinished bedroom had personal 
property, we couldn't use it because it was unfinished. Arcade games. 
And there was personal property in the unfinished bedroom that's been 
admitted to. 
But there's a, a point that I want to make when looking at this 
picture that because I did not have access to some of these areas because 
of personal property my stuff went elsewhere. My garage belongings sat 
in the familyroom because I couldn't put them in the garage. When I say 
garage belongings, the cars didn't sit in there, they sat in the driveway. 
But the stuff that I normally put in the garage, lawn mowers, the lawn 
mower is out back, my stack of tires, spare snow tires sat in the 
familyroom. My shelves for the garage with all of the stuff that I've been 
known to put in the garage, lawn tools and all that stuff was in this room 
stacked up because I could not put it in there. The point being for lack of 
access to the areas that I would normally have used for storage I used 
livable space of the house to store my, my stuff that I would normally 
store and not use all the time. 
Okay. This is the downstairs. And this is the upstairs. And the 
same thing is true up here with one added aggravation and that is on the 
sides here the roofline eats away at the available space because of the 
angle of the roof. I can show you a picture in the stack. It cuts into what 
would be livable space by a reasonable chunk and so that's why that's 
highlighted out there. And then the pool table, daybed, chandelier, the 
moose we've referred to. Washer and dryer. And it's been admitted that 
there was a washer and dryer there. Mine was downstairs. Corners of the 
walls. Okay. The point being again not all of the house was available. 
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o. R. at 346-407, Defendant's Closing Arguments for the Counterclaim and Third-
Party Claim, pages 6-8 describe Plaintiffs personal property that remained on the 
premises during Defendant's tenancy. 
p. R. at 408-446, Defendant's Rebuttal to Plaintiffs Closing Argument, page 12, 
second paragraph provides description of the walk-through initial viewing of the 
house prior to signing the lease. 
q. Exhibit 100-D (Wheeler checklist for initial inspection during move-in) 
r. Exhibit 75-D, pages 20-24 (Deficiency listing) 
s. Defendant's Deposition pages 35-38, where Defendant describes the discussion 
of personal property and impedance to access as follows: 
Q. [Smith] Can you describe for me how the personal property that was left 
in the premises hindered your access to the premises? 
A. [Fink] Took up all the space. 
Q. Could you elaborate on that? 
A. Sure. I couldn't put my cars in the garage because of the personal property 
there. I couldn't put my personal property in the garage because I had to 
store my stuff in other rooms. I couldn't use the rooms I would normally 
use for storage because the owner had personal property there. So I had to 
use rooms for living for storage. 
Q. On the 18th when Miss Naisbitt came and took property away were you 
able to use more of the premises? 
A. No. 
Q. So her removing a trailer full of property didn't help that situation at all? 
A. We never noticed a difference. 
Q. My understanding of your testimony — and please correct me if I am 
wrong — is that in the garage there were two large safes and some 
miscellaneous tools. Was there anything else in the garage? 
A. All sorts of personal belongings, sports equipment. 
Q. When you say "sports equipment," skis, basketballs, what? 
A. I don't know the details at this point. I just recall there being lots of stuff. 
Q. Can you describe the safes? 
A. Extremely large. They appeared to be the type you store guns in. I would 
guess them to be inches square, 36 to 48 inches square, and about six feet 
tall. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Each. 
Q. And there were two of them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Where were they located physically in the garage? 
A. North side. 
Q. Were they against a wall? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was in the center of the garage? 
A. Two pillars. One or two. I don't know for sure. 
Q. Is this a single or double car garage? 
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A. Double car garage. 
Q. Was there anything in the parking area where you might park an 
automobile? 
A. Sure, but I can't remember what it was. I remember carpets and boxes of 
stuff. There was the remnants of a twin bed or something, headboard and 
footboard, for sale signs, miscellaneous. 
Q. Okay. And that was all there when you went into the premises; is that 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When you inspected it with Mr. Wheeler on the 28th or 29th? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So other than taking up space where you wanted to store other property, 
this personal property that was left, did it affect your access to the 
premises? 
A. That would seem to be a contradictory question within itself. 
Q. Let me -
A. It did prevent access. 
Q. Did you have ingress and egress from the premises? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Were you able to walk around inside the home? 
A. I was able to walk around most of the home, yes. 
Q. The property that was left occupied space that you desired to use; is that a 
fair statement? 
A. That is a fair statement, yes. 
Q. Other than the space it actually took, it didn't physically limit your ability 
to moves throughout the premises? 
A. It did in the sense that because it existed, my personal property was in 
places I didn't want it to be and further impeded my mobility around the 
house. 
Exhibit 105-D, Initial inspection checklist of Froerer Property Management, used 
to indicate the condition of the premises upon assumption of responsibilities for 
the premises. 
Trial Transcript pages 216-218, where the condition of the premises prior to 
Defendant's lease was discussed by Mr. Wheeler on re-direct by Mr. Fink as 
follows: 
Q. [Fink] What did you do to make the property habitable, presentable, fix 
things that were wrong with it during that time? 
A. [Wheeler - Witness] We didn't do much because of lack of income. 
Okay? We didn't do a lot to it. We maintained the outside of the yard. 
Didn't do anything electrical inside or anything that way. 
Q. So that was— 
A. Pam didn't have a lot of funds to put into this property to get this thing put 
back together and wanted to use some of the rental money to fix it up. 
Q. So then it was, correct me if I'm wrong, is that to surmise that it was 
acceptable to have a tenant move in in those conditions and fix it with 
their money in effect? 
17 
1 [Wells] That begs the question, Your Honor. 
2 [Judge] Well that's, that's appropriate. You can answer if you-
3 [Wheeler - Witness] Could you state that question again please, Pat? 
4 Q. [Fink] Was the intent to have a tenant move in and fix the property with 
5 their money, the rental income? They were going to live in the conditions 
6 that you felt weren't right but you were going to use their money to fix it? 
7 A. [Wheeler] For a short period of time. 
8 Q. Oh. How short? 
9 A. That was our agreement between Pam and myself. You know, anything 
10 that was hazardous had to be fixed immediately, Pat. And that's what we 
11 discussed when we walked through there. 
12 Q. Was it? Was it fixed? 
13 A. We scheduled with, well we tried to have you schedule with Murphy Neal. 
14 Q. But the maintenance records don't support that there was much activity. 
15 A. Okay. 
17 Finding #6 
18 The written lease between the parties included a specific written disclaimer of the 
19 condition of the electrical system. This disclaimer was a handwritten notation on 
20 the face of the lease itself indicating that the electrical system was not finished 
21 and that the Defendant would need to be careful. Although the Defendant has 
22 claimed in his closing arguments that this disclaimer was neither clear nor 
23 conspicuous, the evidence is to the contrary. The court finds that the disclaimer 
24 related to items disclosed to Defendant, and being handwritten was clear and 
25 conspicuous on the face of the lease itself. 
26 
27 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
28 
29 a. Exhibit 1-P and 76-D 
30 b. Plaintiffs Deposition, page 19 
31 c. Trial Transcript pages 173 -174 
32 
33 Summary of the Evidence 
34 
35 - Written lease agreement contained a handwritten disclaimer regarding the 
36 electrical system 
37 - The handwritten notes at the bottom of the lease agreement were illegible to the 
38 Plaintiff 
39 
40 The statement in this finding that the handwritten disclaimer on the lease was "clear and 
41 conspicuous" is a blatant misstatement of fact written by opposing counsel and adopted 
42 by the court in the face of Plaintiff s own testimony that she could not read the 
43 handwritten words and extensive argument at trial as to the meaning. The record is clear 
18 
1 that no one in the courtroom, most notably the Plaintiff, could read the handwritten 
2 words, nor could agreement be reached on interpretation. 
3 
5 a. Exhibit 1-P and 76-D: Lease agreement (for disclaimer on electrical system) 
6 b. Plaintiffs Deposition, page 19, where when asked by Defendant "Are you 
7 familiar with the handwritten entries at the bottom [of the lease agreement]", 
8 Plaintiff responded with "I can't read it. I've never been able to read it" 
9 c. Trial Transcript pages 173-174, where the legibility of the handwritten entries 
10 on the lease agreement form was discussed during the trial as follows: 
11 Q. [Fink] Okay. This is a Lease Agreement. You still have a copy of it 
12 there. Can you tell me what these handwritten entries say? 
13 A. [Naisbitt - Witness] It's very difficult for me to read. It's not my 
14 handwriting. 
15 [Wells] Your Honor, Mr. Wheeler made those entries and obviously she 
16 wouldn't have any capability interpreting that. 
17 [Judge] Okay. Can we cut through this by having Mr. Wheeler tell us 
18 what that says? 
19 [Wells] Sure. 
20 [Judge] Do you know what it says, Mr. Fink? 
21 [Fink] Yes. I do, sir. 
22 [Judge] Okay. If she doesn't know—I mean, if we're trying to elicit 
23 actually what it says, I don't know what it says either. 
24 [Fink] Let me offer the reason for the question, Your Honor. 
25 [Judge] Okay. Go ahead. 
26 [Fink] I've been sued based on this Lease Agreement— 
27 [Judge] Uh-huh (affirmative). 
28 [Fink] - bytheowner-
29 [Judge] Okay. 
30 [Fink] — who says she can't read this. 
31 [Judge] Okay. 
32 [Fink] Who says she didn't know anything about the property or 
33 indicates that to me. And I don't want to be unfair in my, in my 
34 characterization of this. 
35 [Wells] But this is argumentative. 
36 [Fink] I'm just posing that's the reason this question is— I'm being sued 
37 over this thing. 
38 [Judge] Uh-huh (affirmative). And so your question is, is whether or 
39 not she could read that bottom part and her response is no. 
41 Finding #7 
42 In July 1995, shortly after moving into the premises. Defendant prepared a six 
43 page listing of problems he had found in the premises. Defendant divided the 
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1 dozens of problems he perceived in the premises into three categories of 
2 increasing seriousness -in his view. Least serious were items marked "record;" 
3 more serious items were marked "repair;" and the most serious items were marked 
4 "urgent." The items on this list are almost entirely trivial even silly, items. 
5 "Urgent" items included the need for a second garage door opener, missing blind 
6 slats, and missing address numbers. Other items included loose toilet seats, loose 
7 bathroom towel hangers, missing ceramic hot/cold water faucet indicator disks, 
8 and a faulty stopper for the jet tub. While some items were less frivolous than 
9 others, none affected the habitability or use of the premises to any material extent. 
10 
11 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
12 
13 a. Exhibit 75-D 
14 b. Trial Transcript pages 206-207 
15 c. There is no evidence in the record on validity of categorizations 
16 d. There is no evidence in the record on "silly" or "trivial" 
17 e. There is no evidence in the record on "affected the habitability or use of the 
18 premises" 
19 f. Trial Transcript pages 130-131 
20 g. Trial Transcript pages 85-102 
21 h. Trial Transcript pages 228-231 
22 i. Exhibit 78-D 
23 j . Exhibit 82-D 
24 k. There is no evidence in the record on "Faucet indicator disks[sic]". 
25 
26 Summary of the Evidence 
27 
28 - Defendant identified numerous defects in the premises during his initial 
29 inspection 
30 - Plaintiffs agent was provided the defect listing on July 7, 1995 
31 - Plaintiffs maintenance man believed that the premises required about six months 
32 rent to fix the defects 
33 - Froerer Real Estate identified numerous defects in the premises during their initial 
34 inspection, after Defendant vacated the premises 
35 - Defendant provided notification of the need for repair of defects on July 7, 1995 
36 - Defendant notified Plaintiffs agent and Ogden City on 10/18/95 that defect 
37 repairs had not been completed as agreed to 
38 
39 The statement in this finding that "the items on this list are almost entirely trivial, even 
40 silly, items" is simply an unsubstantiated, personal opinion of the opposing attorney, 
41 without basis in the record. And that "Other items included . . . faucet indicator 
42 disks[sic]" is an unfounded and incorrect finding. While this finding suggests that "none 
43 affected the habitability or use of the premises to any material extent," this is simply an 
44 unsubstantiated, personal opinion of the opposing attorney, without basis in the record. 
45 In point of fact, the Plaintiffs own property maintenance superintendent provided 
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1 unrefuted testimony at trial that given the poor condition of the premises there was "no 
2 way" he would live there, hardly a characterization of habitability. 
3 
5 a. Exhibit 75-D, pages 20-24 (Deficiency listing) 
6 b. Trial Transcript pages 206-207, where Mr. Wheeler discusses the defect listing 
7 Defendant provided early in the lease term (See Exhibit 75-D, pages 20-24): 
8 Q. [Wells] Okay. Do you recall receiving this lengthy list that Mr. Fink has 
9 introduced about-
10 A. [Wheeler - Witness] I do. 
11 Q. What was— Did you have any particular feelings about it at the time? 
12 A. In, in— Yes, I did. The property versus this inspection list I didn't feel— 
13 This inspection list did not meet the property. It didn't match. I was, I 
14 was dumbfounded. Mr. Fink was issued an inspection list when we wrote 
15 up the rental agreement, when we wrote up the lease. That I don't know 
16 was discarded or they didn't use it or whatever. But this generated list 
17 was the one that was delivered to my office or mailed to me, I don't recall 
18 which. 
19 Q. Did you have a feeling that the items that you were, that the bulk of the 
20 items he was listing were of a serious nature or of a trivial nature? 
21 A. Some are serious, some are trivial. 
22 Q. Would you say that most of them are trivial? Would that be fair to say? 
23 A. A lot of this list is to record in that it's a checkoff sheet type thing where 
24 there was no repairs needed but still he wanted to be, have it known that— 
25 Q. In other words, he wanted to make sure that he didn't— 
26 A. Exactly. 
27 Q. — get tagged for damage when he left? 
28 A. Exactly. 
29 c There is no evidence in the record on validity of categorizations 
30 cr There is no evidence in the record on "silly" or "trivial" 
31 e. There is no evidence in the record on "affected the habitability or use of the 
32 premises" 
33 f. Trial Transcript pages 130-131, where Mr. Goddard, the only witness without 
34 personal agenda regarding the condition of the premises, discusses his opinion of 
35 the condition of the premises as follows: 
36 Q. [Fink] You came out at some point after, at the request of Mr. Wheeler? 
37 A. [Goddard - Witness] You had made a list of problems and gave it to Mr. 
38 Wheeler and he asked me to check it out. 
39 Q. Okay. And you came out to the property 
40 (short inaudible, no mic)? 
41 A. And whatever the date was on that list was just before the time I came out. 
42 Q. Okay. What did you find when you first came out? What was your initial 
43 assessment of the property? 
44 A. It needed a lot of work. 
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Q. Okay. 
A. Had I walked through that place to rent it myself I wouldn't have rented it. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall making any knee jerk, gut feel reaction comment to 
what you thought the extent of the repairs were that were necessary? 
A. There was some repairs I wouldn't touch because I'm not qualified like the 
electrical— 
Q. Okay. 
A. — because it was a major electrical. If it's a switch or a plug or this I can 
take care of. But when you've got wires hanging down ~ And I told Mr. 
Wheeler that he should get a qualified electrician which I believe he did. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall making the statement that the owner needs to spend 
about six months rent or about $10,000 to fix this place? 
A. Yes. I probably said that. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall any discussions either with me or with me and Ms. 
Tannehill regarding the owner of personal property? 
A. All my afterthought was that if I had rented the place, which I don't think I 
would, I would have put all the stuff in one area and charged somebody 
rent for it. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall any description of the personal property? 
A. The only thing I can really remember is a moose or something that looked 
like a moose. It was made up by taxidermy for a joke I believe. 
Q. I take it it was sizeable. 
A. Well, it was the size of a moose. 
Trial Transcript pages 85-102, where the replacement property manager, Mr. 
Froerer, testifies on property condition and Plaintiffs personal property left on 
the premises when he accepted responsibility to manage the property for Plaintiff 
as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Fourth sheet back, let's go to the 6th sheet back. That's the third to 
the last sheet under description of work, where it says "Box up and store 
items in unfinished bathroom and lock. See Marsha for details". Can you 
give us some insight into what that task involved? 
A. [Froerer - Witness] When we, when we entered the property there were 
numerous personal property items in the home. And we recommended 
prior to leasing it that those items be properly secured in one area rather 
than left on bookshelves, left in open rooms, those kind of things— 
Q. Okay. 
A. — for the protection of those items. 
Q. And so this task was to relocate those things and secure them somewhere? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. The next page back has a description of work. "Repair electrical 
cover plates. See Zane for details". Can you give us a description of just 
in general terms what that consisted of, that task? 
A. Well, when we went into the home there were plugs, electrical boxes, 
wiring that was open and loose so before we wanted rent the property we 
felt that it was prudent to cover those up for safety. 
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1 Q. Bear with me for a second, please. I don't have that page. Sorry, I had 
2 copier problems this morning and lost a page. The, the- I have four 
3 questions for you regarding all the tasks that you, have been performed 
4 and they are what did you fix or what did your maintenance staff fix 
5 during the time you were property manager? In general you just talked 
6 about the electrical covers and stuff. 
7 A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
8 Q. The next question I have, the last sheet on your property records showed 
9 repair of electrical light fixtures. Repair light fixtures. Excuse me. 
10 A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
11 Q. I'm trying to find through the course of these questions what did you fix, 
12 what did you move and what did you remove from the property? 
13 A. Well, to the best of my knowledge, my recollection, we went in and, and 
14 the items that were noted to be fixed was the loose wiring, properly put 
15 boxes on them. My minds eyes tell me that there were some light fixtures 
16 that were not there, just the, the bare wire was hanging down so we had a 
17 box and a ceramic light put on in the livingroom area, familyroom area I 
18 guess you'd call it. There were numerous plug covers, light switch covers 
19 that were missing so that the wires were accessible. Someone could, you 
20 know, stick a finger in or whatever. Accessible. 
21 Q. Let me, let me say it a different way. Rather than having you recite this, 
22 we've got an evidence thing we'll get to in a minute— 
23 A. Okay. 
24 Q. — that you can, might help. EXHIBIT #49. This is a picture everybody 
25 has already. This is a picture of a couple of light boxes in the house. 
26 A. Okay. 
27 Q. Do you recall if those are boxes that your maintenance folks installed? 
28 A. Yes. They would have been. 
29 Q. Can you tell me why they put them in? 
30 A. I think those were in the living, those were in the familyroom. So it 
31 looked like the original light fixture or chandelier or whatever was 
32 hanging there had just been removed and so, you know, to have the proper 
33 lighting and also to, to have the safety factor, in our minds eye, we 
34 installed the box and the light fixture. 
35 Q. Okay. EXHIBIT #52. This is a picture of the, the railing and, and the 
36 framework just above the kitchen. There's a strip of wood just below the 
37 railing. Did your maintenance staff install that? 
38 A. Yes, we did. 
39 Q. Can you tell me why? 
40 A. As a safety factor for children to be able not to squeeze through and fall 
41 off of the deck along the base there so it would, you know— 
42 Q. So you were reducing the gap? 
43 A. Reducing the gap so that it wasn't as big of a gap. 
44 Q. Okay. The strip of wood that you replaced, did you replace it because you 
45 thought it looked better or to improve safety? You just mentioned that— 
46 A. As a safety factor. 
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Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
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A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
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A. 
Q. 
Okay. Were you requested to do it or did you— 
We requested it be done. 
Okay. Thank you. EXHIBIT #105. I'm sorry. EXHIBIT #86, the one 
we were talking about earlier, the maintenance records. I forgot to 
introduce that. 
[Judge] Any objections to EXHIBIT #86? 
[Smith] No. I have no objection. 
[Judge] EXHIBIT #86 is received. 
[Fink] Thank you. Okay. These are copies of notes made by Froerer 
Property Management done on initial inspection of property. And you, 
sir, do you recognize this document? 
[Froerer] Yes. That would be our condition, our property condition 
report. 
Okay. And this was made- It says on here it's dated 11-16-95 and it's 
shown as a preinspection checked over on the left-hand side. 
[Froerer - Witness] Correct. 
So this was as you assumed responsibilities as property manager? 
Approximately that date, yes. 
I'd like to ask you a couple of questions about some of the entries in here. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
And I'm going to point to them because, I do this for everybody, they're 
highlighted in my copy so I can find where they are. About two-thirds of 
the way down on the right-hand side it says, and I'll point, it says, "three 
don't work". 
Yes. 
Under windows it looks like. 
I think that was actually under the switch outlets. This is in the 
livingroom area. 
Okay. 
So I think it was an extension of the outlets and switches and that. 
There seems to be several entries in here throughout this document that 
reference some splitting and logs splitting. Here and here and throughout 
this area. 
The construction of the home is a log home, interior the logs are there and 
so, you know, there's — When we go back to make this inspection report 
it's for the benefit of the, of the landlord and i.e., the tenant so that when 
they come back after occupancy there's a question as far as its condition 
and the tenant then is not going to be charged i.e. for a splitting log in 
essence, that they didn't damage it. So that would be a note for our 
benefit just to show its present condition. 
Okay. Let's go to the second page if you will. Second entry from the top 
it says under, under light fixture "Not working" and then something else. 
I don't know what that is. Can you describe to the best of your 
recollection what that entry refers to? It's in the kitchen. 
This was at the sink, above the sink. "Not working above sink". 
Okay. 
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A. We didn't know where the switch was. Come to find out after we'd talked 
to Pam, the landlord, it's underneath the counter. So in our walk-through 
inspection, you know, we made a note and so that's what that was for. 
Q. I have to thank Mr. Smith. He showed me where it was. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Under the den, light fixtures. First off you have there's a fixture, there's 
an entry that appears to be right next to the light fixtures that says "Don't 
work by thermostat". 
A. On the left-hand side? 
Q. On the left-hand side? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. Is that the light fixtures don't work? 
A. Well, either the switches and light fixtures and that. 
Q. Over in the right-hand side same area talks about under light fixtures, 
"Only two work, rest dangling". 
A. Yes. Some not working. 
Q. Right below the words closets in den it says "Books left". Left-hand side. 
A. Correct. On the, in the den area, familyroom area there, there was a built-
in— Well you had the fireplace on the south side of the wall and on the 
north side of the wall was a built-in book cabinet. 
Q. Okay. And it was full of books? 
A. It was all, it was full of books. Personal property of the landlord. 
Q. Okay. On the right-hand side ofthat same area it implies or it says "One 
not working" I believe on the top. The thing on an angle on the left, on the 
right-hand side it says, "red stairs dirty" or something. It's not terribly 
important. 
A. It would probably be the light fixtures again not working. 
Q. Not working? Okay. Just below that it says, "One cover replace 
switching"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Appears to be "on switches and outlets"? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. Down at the bottom ofthat master bedroom entry, smoke alarm 
needs a battery? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. Now this was— And how did you determine it needed a battery, 
sir? 
A. Well, I pushed the button and it didn't buzz. 
Q. Okay. And this was on November 16th? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Light fixtures, it looks like downstairs bathroom. 
A. Where are you? On the same page? 
Q. A lot of sets of entries on the same page. 
A. Okay. 
Q. It says, "Switches and outlets, none", that true? 
A. Yes. 
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1 Q. There were, there were no switches or outlets in that room? 
2 A. Well I -
3 Q. I'm, I'm asking out of your recollection based on these notes. 
4 A. Now, now this might be— Well, let's see. The bathroom. 
5 Q. I'm sure there was a light switch as you walked in the room. 
6 A. Well this might be, it's— I, I don't recall exactly what the none reference 
7 would be to switches and outlets. 
8 Q. Okay. Now let's go up to— 
9 A. There is, there is a little bathroom area off of the familyroom, off the 
10 kitchen that is roughed in, unfinished. That little storage room, we turned 
11 it into a storage room for the personal property. So that could be the 
12 reference there but— 
13 Q. My guess is from the fact that there's, there— 
14 A. - but I don't recall without-
15 Q. — doesn't appear to be any other reference to a downstairs bathroom, that 
16 this is probably the bathroom in the hallway. 
17 A. And that's what I'm— I don't remember exactly— 
18 Q. Okay. 
19 A. — what the none reference would be. 
20 Q. Okay. Over on the right-hand side of that same area under light fixtures it 
21 says, "No bulb" something with fan. Does that indicate that there was a 
22 bulb missing? 
23 A. I don't recall exactly. 
24 Q. Okay. Next page over on the master— Excuse me, it's not the master. It's 
25 the next bedroom down. It's the one with the squiggley note to the side of 
26 it. Light fixtures. It says "No light", I believe. 
27 A. Okay. 
28 Q. Is that-
29 A. Could be that in that room there was no center light and it had to be 
30 switched lamps. 
31 Q. Oh, okay. 
32 A. That could be what that was referencing. My recollection there, there 
33 wasn't a, a, a room light so you had to have lamps. 
34 Q. Okay. There's an entry, several, a couple entries in that same area over on 
35 the right-hand side that imply unfinished. 
36 A. Bedroom? 
37 Q. Yes. Does that look like unfinished ceiling? 
38 A. Ceilings, walls, drapes. Let's see. Well the home was, you know, there 
39 were things that needed to be finished in the home in the retrofitting of the 
40 old existing to the new addition. So those, those are just— I guess there 
41 again I'd have to go back in and see what, what we were referring to in 
42 that area. 
43 Q. Okay. Just below that area you've got a long series of handwritten notes 
44 on the left-hand side that point to the room bedroom. 
45 A. Okay. 
46 Q. Can you tell me what those say? 
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A. Boxes-- Oh, okay. This. Yes. Thatareaisoffofthefamilyroom. 
There was the unfinished bedroom and this where the bedroom is there, 
there were some personal property items. That's, that's listing some of 
those personal property items. 
Q. It looks to say~ 
A. Machine. 
Q. — two pinball machines, boxes— 
A. Pinball, boxes, stereo, vacuum. Those kind of things were there, yes. 
Q. And it says over to the right side of that under light fixtures, "Dangling, no 
cover". 
A. Correct. 
Q. If I'm correct. Okay. And a little bit below that the walls are not finished 
around the doors? 
A. Correct. There was no trim, molding put on the doors. 
Q. And no smoke alarm according to this as well; is that true? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Anytime in a bedroom area we suggest a smoke alarm to be located close 
to it. 
Q. Down at the bottom of that, well, bottom of that under bedroom you've got 
"Switches and outlets" I believe. On the right-hand side it says "One 
cover plate missing" and just above that it says "Can't figure out how to 
work light fixtures". 
A. There were multiple switches with the—I guess they, kind of a, a fan type 
circulating switch, on-off light. So it was, it was an interesting type switch 
that we didn't take the time, you know, at that point ~ 
Not totally obvious? 
~ to go through. And it was four or five different switches in the box 
and so we just made a note to see what was going on. 
Okay. Turn to the next page. Top entry, smoke alarm. Says it needs a 
battery. Is that true? 
Correct. 
Okay. Oh, I was trying to figure— The next entry down under the 
upstairs bathroom there's an entry over here on the right-hand side that 
looks like it says "One hole by shower in the wall". 
Off of the, the bathroom? 
Yes. It says (short inaudible, no mic)? 
Yes. And I don't, without seeing it again to remind myself what it was but 
there, you know, in the wall or something there would have been a, a hole 
to express some damage or something there. 
Q. Okay. There's an entry below the furnace, water heater and air 
conditioner. It's just above the one that says hallways on the left-hand 
side. My interpretation, and correct me if I'm wrong, says "Lots of 
dangling wires, no cover plates". Is that true? It's on the left-hand side. 
A. In the laundryroom that's what it says, yes. Lots of dangling. 
Q. Do you recall those? 
Q. 
A. 
A. 
Q-
A. 
Q. 
A. 
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A. 
Q-
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q-
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
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A. 
Q-
A. 
Q. 
That's— Well the loose wires again, fixtures, those kind of things. 
Okay. 
Or else, you know, coming out of the plugs, yes. 
Okay. Let's go down to the garage. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
There's a handwritten entry about the middle of the page across— 
"Full of stuff? 
Yes. 
Yes. 
Will you describe that to me? 
Well, there were a couple of safes in there as I remember, miscellaneous 
personal property, a water ski, boxes of things in the, in the cabinets and 
closet type. So that's— 
Okay. Right below that there's another handwritten entry that says if I'm 
correct, "Room by garage full of stuff. 
Yes. That would have been the entry way into the familyroom from the 
garage. Closets again full of personal property, clothing items, those kind 
of things as I recall, miscellaneous things. 
Last sheet. This apparently has to do with the entertainment room 
upstairs? 
The big familyroom, yes. Entertainment room. 
Yes. It talks about there's a bulb out above the pool table if I read that 
correctly, and a huge stuffed buffalo. Can you describe that to us? 
Huge stuffed buffalo? 
Yes. 
There was just a six foot by six foot something like that stuffed buffalo. 
It was just a toy my kids would love to have. 
Okay. 
One of those stuffed animals that's a monster. It's just a family toy. And a 
pool table up there. Personal property items again. 
And there's a reference to the daybed as well. 
Yes. Well a couch, daybed type item. 
I'd like to introduce this as an exhibit. 
[Judge] Mr. Smith? 
[Smith] No objection. 
[Judge] Mr. Wells? 
[Wells] No objection. 
[Judge] EXHIBIT #105-D is received. Mr. Froerer, I hate to do this to 
you. 
[Froerer - Witness] No. 
[Judge] I know that you'd like, I know that you'd like to go on and get 
completed. It's now reaching the noon hour. 
[Fink] Yes. I've got-
[Judge] Go ahead. 
[Fink] I'd like to ask one question before we break. 
[Judge] Okay. 
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[Fink] And it has to do with what we just talked about. 
[Judge] Okay. 
[Fink] The personal property that was described in here is, is this all the 
personal property you ran into? I mean this talks about the inside of the 
house, the garage, the rooms. Did you find any other personal property, 
did you find any personal property on that premises that was not 
documented here? 
[Froerer - Witness] Well, I don't know that all the personal property was 
documented but, you know, there were numerous personal property items 
inside. A few items outside. Yard lawn mower, as I recall. But not 
much outside. 
Trial Transcript pages 228-231, where the subject of condition of the premises 
was discussed by Defendant as follows: 
[Fink - Witness] But we found some things in the house that we didn't 
like, personal property being one of them, condition of the electrical and a 
need to go through and assess the rest of the condition of the house. We 
found some things that we felt needed to be documented. The verbal 
agreements were at the time between Mr. Wheeler and myself that the 
personal property would be removed within two weeks if at all possible, or 
shortly, very shortly thereafter at the latest. The electrical would be fixed, 
completed, finished for lack of a better term. It says unfinished so 
finished fits, within the two week period. And other defects as identified 
during our initial occupancy inspection where we would go through and 
check the condition of the premises and all the appliances. Mr. Wheeler 
gave us a checklist to use. We found that inadequate in doing the 
inspection and therefore created the, the seven or six page listing that was 
attached to the letter that we provided. And I probably ought to, because 
that exhibit didn't get put in, the July 7th letter EXHIBIT #78-
[Smith] I think you put that in, Pat. 
[Fink] I gave it to everybody. I couldn't introduce it because it wasn't-
[Smith] That's right. That's right. 
[Fink] — wasn't a valid- This is a— I did, I made this, I wrote it, I 
signed it, I sent it. Excuse me. I sent it. I handed it to Ms. Tannehill who 
handed it to Mr. Wheeler. I can testify that I wrote it. She can testify 
later that she handed it to Mr. Wheeler. 
[Judge] Mr. Wells, this was your objection. Do you have any objection 
to this document? 
[Wells] No. 
[Judge] What's the number? 
[Fink] #78. 
[Judge] EXHIBIT #78, Mr. Smith. EXHIBIT #78 is received. 
[Fink] In that document it says very specifically, and we looked at an 
overhead projection of that before and we can do it again. Says very 
specifically these problems are hazardous, unacceptable and must be 
repaired immediately. That was addressing the electrical problem. And it 
says in here that these things were not listed in the listing of defects in the 
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house because they were, there was too many of them so they were 
addressed in general terms only. Okay? This talks about what the, what 
does it mean by repair, repair versus urgent versus report. And please 
contact me immediately with a schedule. Okay. So on 7 July we've 
identify or identify by letter to the property manager that the conditions 
were unacceptable. 
Sorry. Next exhibit. And to get to Mr. Wheeler's checklist. Because the 
goal of this exercise (short inaudible) goes without recognition. Mr. 
Wheeler's— 
[Judge] This is already the point of #78. 
[Fink] But I wanted to point out that this is what the checklist consists 
of and it was absolutely impossible to document what we found wrong 
with the house on this checklist. This checklist focuses on, if you can 
read it~ 
[Judge] Well, any objections to EXHIBIT #100-D? It is part of-
[Wells] Well, it's repetitive. 
[Judge] The Court will receive it. 
[Fink] If I can find it. As has already been introduced into evidence, 
#78, #79, #80 and #81 talk to defects found in - Not defects. #78 lists all 
the defects. #79 adds some new defects to the listing in the garage door, 
keyless entry system being inoperative. And I don't remember the other 
one because I don't have it in front of me. #80 and #81 reiterate what was 
also said in #78 and #79. Or #79, excuse me. 
Exhibit 78-D (Fink letter 7/7/95), which states in pertinent part as follows: 
Enclosed is a copy of the "Checklist" which you requested be completed 
for the rental property at 3402 Tyler Avenue. Attached to the "Checklist" is a 
five-page listing of some of the more noticeably deficient items found in the 
inspection of the property. 
The items in that listing have been separated into three categories: Urgent; 
Repair; and Record. Those items marked "Urgent" are in need of immediate 
repair. Those notated with "Repair" are in need of repair but are not of the 
immediate nature of those marked "Urgent." The items marked "Record" are 
damaged and/or deficient items that do not directly affect livability of the house 
but have been detailed as a matter of record. 
Please note that the extensive electrical and lighting problems with the 
property were only listed in general terms, not exhaustive detail as that would 
have added many entries (and pages) to the inspection list enclosed herein. As you 
are aware, the wiring problems with the house include, but are not limited to: 
missing lighting fixtures; missing or dead light bulbs; non functioning lighting 
fixtures; inadequate lighting fixtures; non functioning, improperly wired and/or 
missing wall switches; non functioning electrical outlets; missing electrical outlet 
plates, light bulbs connected directly to dangling wires, and exposed wiring. 
These problems are hazardous and unacceptable and must be repaired 
immediately. 
Please contact me immediately with the schedule of repairs for the 
electrical system and the other items in the inspection list marked "Urgent." 
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Please also provide a proposed schedule for the repair of all the deficiencies 
identified as "Repair" in the enclosed list. 
Exhibit 82-D (Fink 10/18/95 letter), which states in pertinent part as follows: 
Our telephone conservation today indicated to me that it might be prudent 
to provide reminder of some of our agreements. I submit the following to assist 
you in the decisions you make regarding the termination of our lease agreement 
for the property at 3402 Tyler Avenue in Ogden, Utah. 
1. The lease was signed with the understanding of the following: 
a. The property would be licensed for operation as a rental unit in the 
city of Ogden. 
It currently is not licensed. 
b. The house would be code compliant. 
The property is not in compliance with the 1994 
Uniform Code for Building Conservation. 
c. The owner's belongings and property would be removed within 
two weeks to facilitate use of the full house. 
The property has not been removed. 
d. The deficiencies identified during the occupancy inspection (and 
detailed in the seven page listing provided to you, the property 
owner and to Mike Goddard) would be repaired within a short time 
period. 
An overwhelming majority of the repairs have not been 
effected. Also, two recent no-shows by Mr. Goddard 
proved to be quite an inconvenience after we arranged our 
schedule to accommodate his repair work. 
2. The gas, electric, cable, and phone utilities have been scheduled for 
termination on October 21, 1995, with final billing direct to me. You will 
not be involved in that process. 
3. Water service was never included in rental charges. Bills were not sent to 
me nor was request for payment made at any time during occupancy of the 
property. 
4. The security deposit of $800 was tendered to protect the owner in the 
event of damage to the property. It is not intended to accommodate late 
billing purposes. 
5. A recent plumbing problem caused considerable inconvenience when we 
were without water service for two days. Compensation for that 
inconvenience is clearly warranted. Completion of the repair work was 
not accomplished for 10 days. 
6. During the course of our business, I have never given you any reason to 
suspect that I would not promptly pay any legitimate bill presented to me. 
7. Please provide copies of any billing charges levied on me. 
8. With reference to my September 30 letter, confirming our agreement for a 
full refund, and with consideration to the property being in better 
condition now, than when I moved in (reference attached deficiency 
listing), full refund of the $800 security deposit is expected at your earliest 
opportunity, to be mailed to the address indicated below. 
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1 k. There is no evidence in the record on "Faucet indicator disks[sic]". 
3 Finding #8 
4 Defendant was employed by TRW the entire time he leased the premises from 
5 Plaintiff. Initially, he worked at Hill Air Force Base, but shortly after entering the 
6 lease, his place of work changed. In mid-August 1995, Defendant began working 
7 near Hanford, Washington. At first, his position was temporary, and he merely 
8 traveled from Utah to Washington. By September 1995, however, Defendant had 
9 been offered a permanent position in Washington and he decided to accept the 
10 position. Defendant was under no pressure to immediately move, however. 
11 TRW's policy provided that for at least a year, he could commute back and forth, 
12 with the company paying for the travel-related expenses. Moreover, the company 
13 also had a policy to pay moving-related expenses. 
14 
15 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
16 
17 a. Defendant's Deposition, pages 9, 19,38-44 
18 b. Trial Transcript pages 236-23 8 
19 c. There is no evidence in the record on TRW policy about travel 
20 
21 Summary of the Evidence 
22 
23 - Defendant began travel to Washington state for temporary work in early August, 
24 1995 
25 - Defendant accepted a permanent job change in late September, 1995 
26 - Defendant accelerated reassignment to occur in late October, 1995 
27 - Defendant could have remained on travel status through the original term of the 
28 lease 
29 
30 Whether the trial court erred in finding number eight: that "TRW's policy provided that 
31 for at least one year, he could commute back and forth, with the company paying for the 
32 travel-related expenses." There simply is no evidence to support this creative finding. 
33 The provision that would have allowed Defendant to remain on travel status for a year 
34 was a work contract clause for travel reimbursement for persons who were imported from 
35 out of the immediate work area in support of the tasks for which TRW had contracted, 
36 not a TRW policy. 
37 
38 ****************************** 
39 a. Defendant's Deposition, pages 9,19, 38-44 provides discussion of Defendant's 
40 employment, travel, and relocation. 
41 b. Trial Transcript pages 236-238, where Defendant describes his employment and 
42 travel status, as well as the relationship between his accepting a permanent 
43 position and vacating the leased premises as follows: 
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1 [Fink - Witness] I used a vehicle of a job opportunity in Washington 
2 to reduce my expenses in getting out of the house. I was on temporary 
3 work assignment in Washington from here. I was up on loan to Hanford, 
4 Washington, worked on the Hanford site there on travel status. Up two 
5 weeks, back one week, up two weeks, back one week. And as has been 
6 alluded to by Mr. Wheeler there was, I wasn't always available right here. 
7 Although Kim was available in the house all day long every day with the 
8 exception of the time she went to, to walk the dog or go shopping or to 
9 conduct other business. I wasn't necessarily available to conduct, to set up 
10 scheduling for repairs although it could have been done with the normal 
11 schedule with Mr. Goddard. 
12 The point being I was on travel status to Washington, a job 
13 opportunity was offered to me, they said do you want to come work for 
14 us. And I accepted that but I accepted it on the condition that I could 
15 accelerate the assignment of that job, not keep it on travel status for six 
16 months like the other folks that I had, that I worked with— 
17 [Smith] Your Honor, I don't see where this is relevant. 
18 [Fink] It's relevant because- Excuse me. 
19 [Judge] Well, wait a minute, I'll make the decision on whether or not it's 
20 relevant. I think this is getting to the point that is being raised throughout 
21 all of the pleadings whether or not there was a, an early termination. I 
22 think that's what- I mean he's going to, I'm going to let him go into it 
23 because I think that's exactly where both of you are going to head. Go 
24 ahead. 
25 [Fink - Witness] Okay. I was, I was offered a job assignment and I took 
26 the job assignment accelerating both the permanent assignment and the 
27 relocation that I was offered on the job. And I, and I have to explain 
28 what that means. I had the opportunity to stay on travel status just as I 
29 was doing, two weeks up, one week back and have somebody else pay for 
30 all that travel and pay me the per diem for the next six months if I wanted 
31 to because that's the way the budget had been laid out, they had bid that to 
32 the, the contractor that our company was working for that they would keep 
33 somebody on travel status and they would pay that extra bill. But I had 
34 an opportunity there to get out of the house and have somebody else pay 
35 for that because I didn't have to pay out of my own pocket to move then. 
36 One of the problems that I had with the condition of the house is in order 
37 for me for move out it would cost me money. Well, this way my 
38 company would, would cover my bill for me, get me out of the house as 
39 soon as I could. 
40 So I accelerated that to an October 21st start date on full-time status 
41 relocation on October 21st. So October 18th I came back, October 19th 
42 they packed me up, October 20th they moved out the household goods and 
43 on October 20th I handed Mr. Wheeler the keys saying I'm out of here. 
44 Now I had given notice and I had communicated with Mr. Wheeler in 
45 writing that I was going to do that without any negative response 
46 whatsoever. I had communicated with him that I, my understanding was it 
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1 was an agreement that that would happen, the lease would be terminated 
2 and I would get my full refund of my security deposit. Okay? 
3 So I left on October 20th, vacated the premises and never heard a 
4 word. To the best of my knowledge I surrendered the keys and they were 
5 accepted by the agent. 
6 c. There is no evidence in the record on TRW policy about travel - the opportunity 
7 to continue on travel status was a contract provision unique to the task order 
8 contracts with Hanford contractors, and was addressed in Defendant's testimony 
9 above. 
12 Defendant announced that he would be moving on 20 October 1995 to Third 
13 Party Defendant in late September 1995. Third Party Defendant indicated that he 
14 would inform Plaintiff. No agreement, deal or accommodation was made or 
15 accepted by Third Party Defendant, who merely acknowledged Defendant's 
16 announcement and informed him that he would convey the message to the 
17 Plaintiff. Defendant's suggestion to the contrary is not believable, particularly in 
18 light of testimony from other witnesses and the Plaintiffs subsequent action in 
19 filing this matter on 20 October 1995. 
20 
21 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
22 
23 a. Exhibit 81-D 
24 b. Exhibit 82-D 
25 c. Exhibit 75-D 
26 d. Defendant's Deposition pages 59-61 
27 e. Trial Transcript pages 224-225 
28 f. Trial Transcript pages 222-223 
29 g. There is no evidence in the record on "Defendant's suggestion 20 October 
30 1995). 
31 
32 Summary of the Evidence 
33 
34 - Defendant provided written notification of intent to terminate the lease and vacate 
35 the premises to Plaintiffs agent on September 30, 1995, confirming agreement 
36 reached by telephone on September 26, 1995 
37 - Defendant reiterated the agreement to Plaintiffs agent in a letter on October 18, 
38 1995 
39 - Defendant never communicated directly with Plaintiff regarding the lease 
40 termination 
41 - Plaintiff agreed by telephone to termination of the lease agreement 
42 - Plaintiffs agent accepted surrender of the premises according to his 
43 understanding of Plaintiff s agreement to the termination 
44 
34 
1 This evidence clearly reveals an agreement by Plaintiff to accept termination of 
2 Defendant's lease, and action by her agent in effecting that agreement. Testimony 
3 provided by Plaintiffs agent directly to the Judge revealed that agreement, and the 
4 resultant acceptance of the termination by the agent. This action is fortified by the 
5 agent's acknowledgement of Defendant's oral and written notice without rebuttal, and by 
6 the acceptance of Defendant's written confirmation of the agreement without rebuttal. 
7 This acceptance of termination and surrender clearly terminates Defendant's obligations 
8 to the lease agreement effective 10/20/95. 
9 
11 a. Exhibit 81-D (Letter to Wheeler 9/30/95), which states in pertinent part as 
12 follows: 
13 "This is to confirm that, by mutual agreement reached per telecon 
14 on September 26, 1995, the lease agreement for the 3402 Tyler 
15 Avenue property will cease on October 23, 1995. Upon my return 
16 of keys for the property on or before October 23, 1995, Wheeler 
17 and Associates will provide a full refund of my $800 security 
18 deposit." 
19 b. Exhibit 82-D (Letter to Wheeler 10/18/95), which states in pertinent part as 
20 follows: 
21 Our telephone conservation today indicated to me that it might be prudent 
22 to provide reminder of some of our agreements. I submit the following to assist 
23 you in the decisions you make regarding the termination of our lease agreement 
24 for the property at 3402 Tyler Avenue in Ogden, Utah. 
25 1. The lease was signed with the understanding of the following: 
26 a. The property would be licensed for operation as a rental unit in the 
27 city of Ogden. 
28 It currently is not licensed. 
29 b. The house would be code compliant. 
30 The property is not in compliance with the 1994 
31 Uniform Code for Building Conservation. 
32 c. The owner's belongings and property would be removed within 
33 two weeks to facilitate use of the full house. 
34 The property has not been removed. 
35 d. The deficiencies identified during the occupancy inspection (and 
36 detailed in the seven page listing provided to you, the property 
37 owner and to Mike Goddard) would be repaired within a short time 
38 period. 
39 An overwhelming majority of the repairs have not been 
40 effected. Also, two recent no-shows by Mr. Goddard 
41 proved to be quite an inconvenience after we arranged our 
42 schedule to accommodate his repair work. 
43 2. The gas, electric, cable, and phone utilities have been scheduled for 
44 termination on October 21, 1995, with final billing direct to me. You will 
45 not be involved in that process. 
46 3. Water service was never included in rental charges. Bills were not sent to 
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me nor was request for payment made at any time during occupancy of the 
property. 
4. The security deposit of $800 was tendered to protect the owner in the 
event of damage to the property. It is not intended to accommodate late 
billing purposes. 
5. A recent plumbing problem caused considerable inconvenience when we 
were without water service for two days. Compensation for that 
inconvenience is clearly warranted. Completion of the repair work was 
not accomplished for 10 days. 
6. During the course of our business, I have never given you any reason to 
suspect that I would not promptly pay any legitimate bill presented to me. 
7. Please provide copies of any billing charges levied on me. 
8. With reference to my September 30 letter, confirming our agreement for a 
full refund, and with consideration to the property being in better 
condition now, than when I moved in (reference attached deficiency 
listing), full refund of the $800 security deposit is expected at your earliest 
opportunity, to be mailed to the address indicated below. 
Exhibit 75-D, page 28 (copy of 9/30/95 letter with single handwritten note on 
bottom, note does not contradict agreement in paragraph one), and page 29 (copy 
of 10/18/95 letter with first paragraph circled, indicating only item of interest to 
property manger was the license issue. Curiously, the second page of this letter 
was not provided by Third-Party Defendant during discovery. It can be found at 
Exhibit 82-D). 
Defendant's Deposition pages 59-61, where termination agreements with Mr. 
Wheeler are discussed as follows: 
A. [Fink] My understanding is that the agent and the owner act jointly in the 
capacity of the landlord. I dealt only with the agent. 
Q. [Smith] When you say "the agent," you mean Mr. Wheeler? 
A. Mr. Wheeler. 
Q. And so you never talked with Miss Naisbitt? You never spoke with Miss 
Naisbitt about terminating the lease? 
A. No. 
Q. Could you describe for me what discussions you had with Mr. Wheeler 
about terminating the lease? 
A. As reflected - well, there was a telephone conversation on the 26 of 
September when I first notified him of intent. I sent him a letter followed 
up on 30 September reiterating the agreements made in the telephone 
conversation. I sent him a letter on October 18th. 
Q. What were the agreements that you and Mr. Wheeler reached during your 
telephone conversations? 
A. I would be terminating and expect a full refund of my deposit. 
Q. You informed Mr. Wheeler you would be terminating the lease? 
A. Yes, that I would be handing over the keys to the residence. 
Q. What did Mr. Wheeler indicate to you? 
A. No objection whatsoever. 
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Q. Did he say that would be acceptable? 
A. I don't recall his exact words. 
Q. Do you recall what his representations were of any kind? 
A. I recall only that there was no objection posed. 
Q. Did he indicate acceptance in any way? May not have used that word, but 
did he indicate he accepted that in any way? 
A. And I have to offer that for lack of objection acceptance was assumed. 
Q. So you construed his silence as acquiescence? 
A. I am hesitating because I don't know the particular words he used. It's 
been too long ago to remember a phone call. I know that when I talked to 
him I had no indication whatsoever that that was not acceptable to him. 
And I sent him a letter four days later saying we agreed to this on the 
phone. Now, that suggests to me at the time the phone call took place, my 
understanding was it was agreed to. 
Trial Transcript pages 224-225, where Mr. Wheeler discusses his view of 
Defendant's notice of termination as follows: 
Q. [Wells] Do you recall that conversation on 26 September with Mr. Fink? 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A, 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
A 
Q 
A 
[Wheeler - Witness] I don't. 
Do you recall reaching an agreement with Mr. Fink that he could vacate 
the premises? 
This was more of a unilateral agreement based on Mr. Fink's— 
When you say a unilateral agreement-
Mr. Fink says I am moving out and I'll have the keys in here on this date. 
And you acknowledge that he told you that? 
Yes, I do. 
At that time you acknowledged to him that he told you that. Is that a fair 
statement? 
And at that time when I talked to him on the phone. 
When he said, when he said I'm moving out on October whatever it was? 
Right. 
You acknowledged all right, Pat, I understand you're, you're going to be 
moving on that date? 
I didn't say anything like that, no. 
Okay. 
It's just he, he said I'm bringing the keys in, I'm moving as, as I recall. 
This has been a while ago. I have a lot of calls and so I don't know 
exactly. 
Okay. Thank you. 
[Wells] Nothing further, Your Honor. 
[Judge] Well I want to pursue that. The discussion you had then with 
Ms. Naisbitt following your discussion apparently on September 26th. 
Was there a follow-up discussion with, with Mr. Fink that the terms that 
he had, as you described them, unilaterally given to you were acceptable? 
[Wheeler - Witness] I don't recall. 
[Judge] Okay. Anything further? 
[Wells] No. 
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1 f. Trial Transcript pages 222-223, where the Judge questioned Mr. Wheeler about 
2 his communication with Plaintiff regarding termination of the lease as follows: 
3 [Judge] I have one question I would like to refer to EXHIBIT #81 -D 
4 which is a letter that was written to you from Mr. Fink and I'll give you a— 
5 Have you got that? 
6 [Fink] I have a copy, Your Honor. 
7 [Judge] Do you recall a conversation relating to a paragraph one of this 
8 letter? 
9 [Wheeler - Witness] This, this was a unilateral yes, uh-huh 
10 (affirmative), agreement I think, that it would cease on or— Yes, that's 
11 correct. I, I remember talking with Pat. I do. 
12 [Judge] Did you agree to that? 
13 [Wheeler] I called Pam. And Pam had had it at that point. And she said 
14 at that point fine, I've had it with this thing, that's the end of it. Which I 
15 relayed to Mr. Fink it's then been changed. 
16 [Judge] Explain that to me. 
17 [Wheeler] I was informed that it was okay to terminate this lease based 
18 on the problems that she had had on this. She was at her wits end. Her 
19 children were in a wreck, she couldn't get down here to get this furniture 
20 out of this property and we had all these pressures on her. And so when I 
21 talked with her I don't know if she knew what I had asked her or not. I 
22 don't know to this, right now I don't know. But in her conversation with 
23 me she just, it was like she threw her hands in the air and she said I've had 
24 it, that's fine, that's it. And so that's what we acted upon with our 
25 conversation with Mr. Fink. So... [emphasis added] 
26 g. There is no evidence in the record on "Defendant's suggestion 20 October 
27 1995). 
28 
29 Finding #10 
30 Defendant moved from the premises on 20 October 1995. 
31 
32 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
33 Okay - No disagreement with this finding. 
34 
35 Finding #11 
36 Defendant claims that he moved from the premises because they were uninhabitable. The 
37 court rejects this contention for two reasons. First, the premises were not uninhabitable 
38 under any reasonable view of the evidence. Second, the court finds that the condition of 
39 the premises was not the substantial motivating factor for Defendant's decision to move. 
40 
41 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
42 
38 
1 a. R. at 006-020 
2 b. Trial Transcript pages 13-14 
3 c. Trial Transcript pages 252-254 
4 d. Defendant's Deposition pages 10-11 
5 e. Defendant's Deposition, pages 24-29 
6 f. Exhibit 75-D 
7 g. Exhibits 1 -D through 57-D 
8 h. Exhibit 105-D 
9 i. Trial Transcript page 74 
10 j . Trial Transcript page 210 
11 k. Trial Transcript pages 216-218 
12 1. Trial Transcript page 116 
13 m. Trial Transcript page 120 
14 n. Trial Transcript pages 130-131 
15 o. R. at 346-407, pages 4-11 
16 p. R. at 346-407, pages 13-20 
17 q. There is no evidence in the record on "condition of the premises was not the 
18 substantial motivating factor . . . " 
19 r. There is no evidence in the record on "uninhabitable under any. . . " 
20 s. This finding is really a conclusion (biased opinion), not a finding of fact. 
21 
22 Summary of the Evidence 
23 
24 - The premises contained numerous safety defects 
25 - The premises contained numerous construction code violations 
26 - The Ogden city inspector (without seeing the premises) thought it might be 
27 tenantable, but needed repairs 
28 - Plaintiffs agent claimed it was tenantable, but planned to use rental income to 
29 repair known safety defects 
30 - Plaintiffs replacement agent thought it would be tenantable, after repairs 
31 - Plaintiff s maintenance man thought it was untenantable 
32 - Defendant thought it was untenantable 
33 
34 This evidence clearly depicts a residence where code violations were the frequent, since 
35 no building code compliance inspections were conducted during the remodeling 
36 (rebuilding) of the home in 1987. The inspections were not performed because no plans 
37 were ever submitted to the city inspectors for review and approval. The result of this 
38 intentional oversight by Plaintiff is a house filled with safety defects and design flaws 
39 which provide hazard at virtually corner. Additionally, the preponderance of personal 
40 property which Plaintiff left on the premises was such an impedance to use and 
41 enjoyment of the premises that Defendant was finally forced to relocate to habitable 
42 conditions. Since Defendant had expended considerable funds moving into the house in 
43 July, the opportunity to mitigate moving expenses using a job relocation was attractive to 
44 Defendant. The job change then became a vehicle for reduction of the personal costs of 
45 moving to out of the uninhabitable rental property and into habitable conditions. 
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1 And testimony by the property managers, maintenance man, and city inspector 
2 combine to describe a property with many defects, which when corrected might make the 
3 property tenantable. And the one witness who had nothing to gain by making the 
4 residence seem better than it was claimed he would never live in it, and that it would take 
5 six months rent income to fix the problems. The other witnesses on property condition 
6 were Plaintiff, her property managers who had tried to rent the residence, and the city 
7 inspector responsible for the quality of rental stock in the city. Given Plaintiffs personal 
8 property on the premises, however, the leased premises was not usable, even if the known 
9 defects had been repaired, which they were not. 
10 
11 
12 a. R. at 006-020, Counterclaims by Defendant, pages 3-5, as follows: 
13 1. That the premises at 3402 Tyler Avenue were not licensed as a Residential 
14 Rental with Ogden City Corporation. 
15 2. That said premises did not meet full compliance with the Uniform Code 
16 for Building Conservation. 
17 3. That said premises did not meet full compliance with the Utah Fit 
18 Premises Act, Section 57-22 of Utah Code. 
19 4. That Plaintiff was aware of or should have been aware of the Ogden City 
20 license requirement for Residential Rentals. 
21 5. That Plaintiff was aware or should have been aware said premises did not 
22 meet full compliance with the Uniform Code for Building Conservation. 
23 6. That Plaintiff was aware or should have been aware said premises did not 
24 meet full compliance with the Utah Fit Premises Act. 
25 7. That by offering a lease/rental agreement for the premises, Plaintiff 
26 misrepresented that the premises were licensed for operation as a 
27 Residential Rental within Ogden City and were in full compliance with the 
28 Uniform Code for Building Conservation and the Utah Fit Premises Act. 
29 8. That by offering for a lease/rental agreement premises that were not 
30 licensed as a Residential Rental with Ogden City Corporation and that 
31 were not in full compliance with the Uniform Code for Building 
32 Conservation and the Utah Fit Premises Act, Plaintiff failed to deliver in 
33 conformity to the lease and is in default under the lease/rental agreement. 
34 9. That Plaintiff and her acting agent, Steve Wheeler (d.b.a. Wheeler and 
35 Associates), were repeatedly notified, both in writing and verbally, by the 
36 Defendant that the premises were not in full compliance with the Uniform 
37 Code for Building Conservation and the Utah Fit Premises Act. 
38 10. That Plaintiff, by failing to provide premises that were in full compliance 
39 with the Uniform Code for Building Conservation and the Utah Fit 
40 Premises Act, created a situation in which Defendant either had to live in 
41 substandard and unsafe conditions or through the expenditure of his 
42 personal funds and efforts attempt to rectify code violations. 
43 11. That Plaintiff failed to remove a substantial quantity of personal 
44 belongings from the premises thereby limiting Defendant's full use of the 
45 premises, failed to deliver the premises in conformity and is in default 
46 under the lease/rental agreement. 
40 
12. That Plaintiff, through her agent, was notified of the Defendant's intention 
to deduct money as a rental off-set due to Plaintiffs default under the lease 
from any part of the rent still owed. 
13. That because of Plaintiff s failure to deliver in conformity to the lease and 
default under the lease/rental agreement, Defendant was subjected to 
substandard living conditions which caused personal inconvenience and he 
incurred financial costs and labor expenditures as a direct result from 
attempts to bring the premises to a condition fit for human habitation. 
14. That because of the substandard condition of the premises, Defendant was 
compelled to relocate from the premises and incurred financial costs for 
the moving and storage fees for household goods, lodging and meal costs 
and expenditures for incidental items related to the forced move from the 
premises. 
15. That Plaintiff was aware that a significant amount of personal effects and 
household goods belonging to the Plaintiff were on and in the premises 
and limited Defendant's access to and use of the rental property. 
16. That Plaintiff removed only a portion of her personal property after 
Defendant demanded the removal of all such property. 
17. That Plaintiff having personal knowledge, and knowledge by and through 
her agent, that her personal property and household effects were 
encumbering and limiting Defendant's use of the premises, and of 
Defendant's objection thereto, failed to remove all of said property. 
18. That Plaintiff by and through her agent, agreed to make corrections and 
repairs to the premises to improve its habitability and bring it into 
compliance with the Uniform Code for Building Conservation and the Fit 
Premises Act. 
19. That Plaintiff by and through her agent, was notified by the Defendant to 
cure the Uniform Building Conservation Code and Utah Fit Premises Act 
violations. 
Trial Transcript pages 13-14, Defendant's opening statement as follows: 
OPENING STATEMENT BY MR. FINK 
[Fink] In opening, plaintiffs case is based— I'm going to read, Your 
Honor, because I've prepared this. And plaintiffs case is based neither in 
fact nor law and through extensive documentary evidence, testimony and 
reference to statute and case law I will demonstrate that the plaintiff and 
third-party defendant rendered the title or property to me knowing that it 
was both unsafe and unlicensed as a rental property in violation of the 
Utah Fit Premises Act and Ogden City Ordinance. 
That the plaintiff and the property manager obtained my agreement 
to a 12 month lease on the misrepresentation that defects in the property 
would be cured and the plaintiffs personal property would be moved from 
the premises within two weeks of occupancy, thereby delivering the full 
premises. The plaintiff and the property manager, the third-party 
defendant, failed to make the house safe or habitable by correcting 
significant hazards or removing personal effects thereby violating the 
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implied warranty of habitability. That by virtue of failure to deliver the 
habitable- Excuse me. 
By failure to deliver safe and habitable premises and after repeated 
unsuccessful attempts to obtain corrections I was constructively evicted 
and was, and I properly tendered for cause the keys and— Excuse me. 
Notice of termination was properly tendered for cause and the keys were 
accepted without objection or comment. 
Plaintiff and her property manager, third-party Wheeler, failed, or in 
failing to return my security deposit have misrepresented and 
misappropriated the actual deposition, or disposition of my security 
deposit in violation of Utah Civil Code 57-17. And that through these 
actions, omissions and the filing of what we'll show to be a totally 
groundless lawsuit plaintiff has inflicted on me enormous distress, expense 
and inconvenience for which I seek the recovery of all expenses incident 
to defending this action, rent paid, expenses incurred in relocating to 
habitable conditions as well as the return of my security deposit, penalty 
and interest through the third-party Wheeler. 
Trial Transcript pages 252-254,where Defendant testifies on the condition of 
the premises as follows: 
Q. [Smith] You testified earlier today that the house was untenantable for us. 
What did you mean by that? 
A. [Fink - Witness] Well there are three of us who lived there. Ms. 
Tannehill, myself, our fuzzy friend Tippy. It was unacceptable to fall 
down stairs, it was unacceptable to have stuff come on, or the electrical 
systems activate when nothing should have been activated. It was 
untenantable to not be able to turn on the light in the shower because of 
the safety hazard of having an exposed light bulb in the shower. It was 
untenantable in the stress related to the, the repairs that needed to be made 
and the, the fear that you would run into something else that needed to be 
repaired or something was going to hurt you because it was not the way it 
should be. 
Q. When you say it was untenantable because you had an exposed light in the 
bathroom, in the shower. 
A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q. What bathroom are you talking about? 
A. Master bath upstairs. 
Q. Upstairs? Okay. Could you describe how you have an exposed light? 
A. Light fixture is, I can go to the exhibit. 
Q. Just explain to us. 
A. Okay. Light fixture with a light bulb, no cover on it. 
Q. With no lens on it? 
A. No lens. 
Q. Okay. When say fall down the stairs, could you describe what you're 
talking about on that? 
A. Curved and uneven lacquered wood stairs are dangerous. The pictures 
speak for themselves. The stairs are not level, they're not even, they're 
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not the same size, they're not related to one another. And to top that off 
they're lacquered which makes them slippery. You cannot walk down a— 
I'll give you an example-
Q. No. I don't want you to give me an example. Just tell me what the 
problem is. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Describe for us what the stairs are made of. 
A. Split logs. 
Q. Split logs. And it's your- Is it your contention that the fact that the split 
logs are of uneven dimensions that that made the premises uninhabitable? 
A. It was not any single element that was identified on the list or the code 
violations we've identified in the pictures that made it untenantable. It 
was the combination of all factors that we had to live with during the 
tenancy that made it untenantable. 
Q. I see. Could you describe for me what in your mind the term 
untenantable means? 
A. Couldn't stand to live there. 
Q. You couldn't stand to live there? 
A. Yes. 
Defendant's Deposition pages 10-11, Defendant describe Plaintiffs personal 
property was left on the premises during Defendant's tenancy as follows: 
Q. [Smith] I am asking you to describe for me what property there is. If you 
are saying you are not going to answer the question, that's fine. 
A. [Fink] No, I can answer in summary. I do not have the to give you a 
detailed listing of the property. 
Q. That's fine. To the best of your recollection could you describe for me 
what property was in the premises when you inspected it with Mr. 
Wheeler on the 27th or 28th of June, 1995. 
A. To the best of my recollection? In the upstairs family room there was a 
pool table, a set of equipment that goes with a pool table, cue balls, cues, 
et cetera; a day bed; a chandelier. In the office, all the book cases in the 
office were filled with books, stuffed to the gills. In the room next to the 
office there was two pinball machines and personal equipment, stereo and 
such, some of which was in the bedroom next to that room, along with 
some chairs and other personal equipment. There was a tall lamp in the 
family room. Also, upstairs was a large stuffed moose; a large stuffed elk 
head in the family room. The hallway between the garage and the family 
room, all the cabinets were filled with personal belongings, winter 
clothing, sports equipment. Two large safes and all sorts of sports 
equipment and personal belongings; washer and dryer and two clothes 
racks in the upstairs laundry room. Personal belongings in the backyard in 
the form of a dog kennel, cans of paint and lacquer, whatever; a broken 
screen door. That's all I can remember off the top of my head. 
Defendant's Deposition pages 24-29, where Defendant describes the condition 
of the premises as follows: 
Q. [Smith] Were there items you felt needed to be repaired immediately? 
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[Fink] Yes. They were noted. 
Do you recall what they were? 
No, I do not. 
Do you recall if there was any particular item that you felt was particularly 
significant? 
Broken stairs, electrical system screwed up, yes. 
Let's take those one at a time. Could you describe which stairs you are 
referring to that were broken? 
The spiral stairway had three broken stairs on it. -
We're making a written record. Could you describe for me in the premises 
where the spiral staircase - from what room it leads. 
From the downstairs family room on the east side of the house, about the 
center of the house, up to the upstairs family room. 
What is the spiral staircase made out of? 
Split log. 
So it's sort of this log, timber frame construction? 
Yes. 
Which stairs were broken? 
I don't recall offhand. It is in the listings. 
Do you recall, were they near the bottom, top, middle? 
If I recall, they were all toward the top. 
Were they three stairs in a row? 
Two were together. The third one was one or two off from those. 
In what manner were they broken? 
The support mechanism that holds them to the railing and then to the 
support anchor had come unfastened so that the stair was movable. 
Could you tread on the stair? 
I didn't brother. I decided to move it and find out I didn't think it was safe. 
Did anyone ever come in to repair that? 
No. 
Did you ever repair that? 
No. 
Did you, in fact, know whether anyone else happened to walk on that stair 
while you were there? 
Not to my recollection. 
Did you walk on those stairs while you were inspecting the premises the 
first time you met Mr. Wheeler at the premises? 
I may have. 
I think the other thing you said was the electrical system was, to use your 
term, "screwed up." Could you describe for me in what manner it was 
screwed up. 
I could use the terms of the lease agreement. 
Well, just describe for me, first of all, what didn't work or what you felt 
was screwed up about it. 
There were no lights whatsoever in the kitchen. No lights in the kitchen. 
There were missing wall covers on outlets, wires dangling unconnected to 
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1 fixtures. There were light fixtures dangling from wires, from the roof. 
2 There were loose, unconnected wires hanging from the eaves of the house; 
3 every eve of the house, virtually. Switch covers without the switches 
4 behind them, which means you had a hole in the switch cover. Switch 
5 covers that did not have the switches. You got a bank of about six 
6 switches so you have four that are open you could stick stuff in and get the 
7 bare wires or powered wires. Fans and lights came on with no human 
8 intervention, just randomly came on, which we thought was real neat. I am 
9 thinking. A variety of stuff for lack of detail. I am sorry I can't provide 
10 that. I just don't recall at this point. 
11 Q. Okay. That's fair enough. Is it your testimony or do I understand your 
12 testimony to be that there was no electric lighting of any kind whatsoever 
13 in the kitchen? 
14 A. I'll qualify that. The only electric lighting that existed and functioned in 
15 the kitchen was there was a light in the vent above the stove. I can't 
16 remember if it worked. 
17 Q. Okay. 
18 A. But there was no other light fixtures in the kitchen. 
19 Q. Was there any other electric light of any kind in the kitchen? 
20 A. There was a strip light that was on the floor 24 that didn't work. It was 
21 underneath the molding. It is like a night light, but it never worked. There 
22 was no other light fixture in the kitchen. But you would have to 
23 understand the design of the house. There's no ceiling in the kitchen. 
24 Q. This is a timber frame, open rafter-type? 
25 A. But there was no light fixture hanging down so you could have light. 
26 Q. You have mentioned that there were dangling fixtures throughout the 
27 house. 
28 A. There were some, yes. 
29 Q. I take that to mean dangling light fixtures; is that correct? 
30 A. Ceramic light fixtures, the round ones that normally just bolt to a wall or 
31 ceiling. There were a couple of those that were just hanging. They were 
32 connected to the wires, but they were not connected to the ceiling. They 
33 were just hanging. 
34 Q. You have said that there were switch covers that had no switches behind 
35 the cover. 
36 A. I said multiple — a switch cover for multiple switches that did not have a 
37 full bank of switches. 
38 Q. Do you know whether in the areas of those bank of switches, for lack of a 
39 better term, did you ever take that off the wall? 
40 A. No. -
41 Q. Do you know whether there were wires behind the empty switch holes? 
42 A. I do not know that, no. 
43 Q. Describe for me in a little more detail, if you can, the fans and lights 
44 coming on randomly with no intervention. 
45 A. For some reason on occasion the ceiling or the bedroom and the upstairs 
46 family room and one light above the entrance way had fans on them, 
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circulating air fans and multiple bulb lights. And on occasions, several 
occasions, while I was there the light would just — and the fan would just 
come on foi no season. We neve* figged it out. 
Was there any way you could turn it off when this occurred? 
Sure. Walk over and turn it off. They were momentary switches. 
When you say "momentary switches/' describe for me what you mean. 
Momentary switch is the one that requires a momentary depression of the 
switch rather than an alternate action switch. 
Okay. That's clear enough. 
It's a push button, if you will. 
Are the lights controlled by individual switches or are they on some kind 
of unitary computerized system? 
I was not aware of any computer system. 
Was anything in the house controlled from any sort of central unitary 
system of any kind that you are aware of? 
Sprinkling system. 
Okay. Limiting to the lights now. 
Not to my knowledge. 
Did other things in the kitchen work; the stove or the garbage disposal, 
other appliances in the kitchen? 
We found after experimentation and going off and finding from Sears how 
the stove worked. It's a convection stove ~ conduction stove. I am sorry. 
Blows hot air? 
Does not allow the use of aluminum pans. We didn't have any 
non-aluminum pans. 
Were the lighting fixtures that you have as dangling from the ceiling, did 
you observe those when you inspected the premises on the 28th or 29th 
with Mr. Wheeler? 
I was not aware of them then. That's not to say they didn't exist. 
Was the lack of any lighting in the kitchen, were you able to observe that 
when you inspected the premises with Mr. Wheeler? 
It was daytime and we didn't notice. 
Did you turn on any lights in the kitchen or attempt to? 
I don't recall. 
Did you observe the switch banks without switches behind the cover plate 
when you inspected the premises with Mr. Wheeler? 
I am going to qualify by saying we went through the house and looked at 
all the things in a macro sense. We looked at the house for its, Yes, it 
looks like a house. We didn't go in and inspect the condition of the house 
to determine whether all the switches were there and stuff like that. We 
noticed some of that, but not all. It was not a detailed inspection of the 
house. 
Did Mr. Wheeler hurry you through that visit? 
No. 
When you inspected it with Mr. Wheeler I take it there was no randomly 
operating lights and fans at that time? 
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A. We weren't aware of any. 
Q. I take it from your testimony that you discussed these problems with Mr. 
Wheeler; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Exhibit 75-D, pages 20-24, Defect Listing 
Exhibits 1-D through 57-D (Pictures of improved condition) 
Exhibit 105-D (Froerer inspection listing) 
Trial Transcript page 74, where Mr. Glover, who had never seen or visited the 
premises, testifies on his opinion of the residence he has never visited or viewed 
as follows: 
Q. [Smith] Do you have an opinion as to whether this home in general was 
fit for residential rental? 
A. [Glover - Witness] My first impression is probably tenantable but it 
needs some maintenance. 
Trial Transcript page 210, where Wheeler testifies with his opinion of the 
residence he managed for Plaintiff as follows: 
Q. [Smith] Okay. When you listed the premises for rent in April did you 
believe that they were tenantable? 
A. [Wheeler - Witness] I did. 
Q. Did you believe that they were fit for human habitation? 
A. I did. 
Trial Transcript pages 216-218, where the agreement between Plaintiff and 
Third-Party Defendant to offer for rent a property with known defects was 
discussed by Mr. Wheeler on re-direct by Mr. Fink as follows: 
Q. [Fink] What did you do to make the property habitable, presentable, fix 
things that were wrong with it during that time? 
A. [Wheeler - Witness] We didn't do much because of lack of income. 
Okay? We didn't do a lot to it. We maintained the outside of the yard. 
Didn't do anything electrical inside or anything that way. 
Q. So that was-
A. Pam didn't have a lot of funds to put into this property to get this thing put 
back together and wanted to use some of the rental money to fix it up. 
Q. So then it was, correct me if I'm wrong, is that to surmise that it was 
acceptable to have a tenant move in in those conditions and fix it with 
their money in effect? 
[Wells] That begs the question, Your Honor. 
[Judge] Well that's, that's appropriate. You can answer if you— 
[Wheeler] Could you state that question again please, Pat? 
Q. [Fink] Was the intent to have a tenant move in and fix the property with 
their money, the rental income? They were going to live in the conditions 
that you felt weren't right but you were going to use their money to fix it? 
A. [Wheeler] For a short period of time. 
Q. . Oh. How short? 
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A. That was our agreement between Pam and myself. You know, anything 
that was hazardous had to be fixed immediately, Pat. And that's what we 
discussed when we walked through there. 
Q. Was it? Was it fixed? 
A. We scheduled with, well we tried to have you schedule with Murphy Neal. 
Q. But the maintenance records don't support that there was much activity. 
A. Okay. 
Trial Transcript page 116, where Mr. Froerer was questioned by Mr. Smith 
regarding the habitability of the premises as follows: 
Q. [Smith] Did you feel that the home was habitable and fit for human 
habitation? 
A. [Froerer] We had concerns. Those concerns were pointed out. And 
made recommendations to, you know, do some electrical things and that. 
Trial Transcript page 120, where on Re-direct, Mr. Froerer provides critical 
clarification on his earlier habitability response. 
Q. [Fink] Back to the question Counsel asked on whether or not you thought 
the house was habitable. 
A. [Froerer] Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q. With or without repair? 
A. No. We wanted repairs done. 
Trial Transcript page 130-131, where Mr. Goddard, the only witness without 
personal agenda regarding the condition of the premises, testified on his personal 
opinion of the condition of the premises as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Okay. What did you find when you first came out? What was 
your initial assessment of the property? 
A. [Goddard - Witness] It needed a lot of work. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Had I walked through that place to rent it myself I wouldn't have rented it. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall making any knee jerk, gut feel reaction comment to 
what you thought the extent of the repairs were that were necessary? 
A. There was some repairs I wouldn't touch because I'm not qualified like the 
electrical— 
Q. Okay. 
A. — because it was a major electrical. If it's a switch or a plug or this I can 
take care of. But when you've got wires hanging down — And I told Mr. 
Wheeler that he should get a qualified electrician which I believe he did. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall making the statement that the owner needs to spend 
about six months rent or about $10,000 to fix this place? 
A. Yes. I probably said that. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall any discussions either with me or with me and Ms. 
Tannehill regarding the owner of personal property? 
A. All my afterthought was that if I had rented the place, which I don't think I 
would, I would have put all the stuff in one area and charged somebody 
rent for it. 
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R. at 346-407, pages 4-11, Defendant describes the condition of the premises 
during tenancy as follows: 
a. Unsafe and hazardous conditions of premises 
In addition to the Plaintiffs personal property interfering with full use and 
enjoyment of the premises, Plaintiff breached the lease agreement by 
providing a property for rent when the condition of the premises was not 
in compliance with the Uniform Code for Building Conservation (UCBC), 
the Uniform Building Code (UBC), and the Uniform Electrical Code 
(UEC), and it was patently unsafe. These conditions existed in part 
because while acting as the general contractor in 1987 for the major 
remodeling of the property, Plaintiff failed to acquire necessary building 
permits and have required building inspections performed for the 
conversion of the house from a standard frame construction to a log-style 
house. Various code violations and the lack of permits and inspections 
were testified to by Mr. Glover, the housing inspection supervisor for 
Ogden city. Some of the identified code violations are documented in 
Exhibits 1-D through 4-D, 18-D, 19-D, 27-D, 29-D, 31-D, 33-D, 34-D, 
35-D, and 37-D through 43-D,while the Or lack of required building 
plans, permits, and inspections are documented in Exhibits 69-D, 70-D, 
and 72-D. Examples of other serious safety hazards on the premises are 
provided in Exhibits 7-D, 8-D, 9-D, 10-D, 14-D, 15-D, 20-D, 21-D, 22-D, 
25-D, 26-D, 30-D, 32-D, 45-D, 46-D, 47-D, 51-D, 54-D, 55-D, 56-D, and 
105-D. The aforementioned exhibits show the condition of the property as 
of August 30,1996, after extensive electrical repairs were performed by 
the maintenance staff of Froerer Real Estate, as documented in Exhibits 
86-D and 105-D and supported by the testimony by Mr. Froerer, including 
his reference to the many dangling wires listed in Exhibit 105-D. The 
actual conditions to which Defendant was subjected and which Plaintiff 
and Third Party Defendant unlawfully rented were significantly more 
unsafe than is reflected in the exhibits. Additionally, according to 
testimony provided by Mr. Goddard, Plaintiff, and Third-Party Defendant, 
no actions were undertaken by Plaintiff, or anyone acting on her behalf to 
correct any of the property defects in preparation for tenancy. The only 
actions that were taken were directed to making the residence cosmetically 
"presentable from outside" to prospective renters, such as Defendant, as 
was testified to by Goddard, Wheeler, and Froerer. 
b. Encumbrance of Plaintiff s personal property 
Plaintiff breached the lease agreement by failure to deliver the premises to 
Defendant during any of his tenancy. Plaintiff testified that 100% of the 
premises were included in the lease agreement. However, by admission of 
the Plaintiff and supported by testimony from Mr. Froerer, Mr. Goddard, 
and Defendant, it was proven that personal property belonging to the 
Plaintiff was left in several areas of the house and yard during Defendant's 
tenancy. Plaintiff testified to her obligation to remove this personal 
property as part of an oral agreement made between her agent and 
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1 Defendant with a statement describing her single visit to the premises to 
2 remove personal property in that she "planned to come down again on 
3 another trip, but I couldn't make it." The personal property consisted of: 
4 (1) Large gun-type safes and numerous other miscellaneous items of 
5 personal property that were stored in the garage (admitted to by 
6 Plaintiff and Wheeler) prevented Defendant's use of the 
7 miscellaneous storage, car storage, and workshop features of the 
8 garage. This forced Defendant to store those items that would 
9 normally have been stored in the garage elsewhere, in this case, in 
10 the front family room, since it was closest to the garage for 
11 relocation, in anticipation of Plaintiffs removal of her personal 
12 property as agreed to. The cars also had to always be parked 
13 outside in the driveway, for lack of access to the garage. 
14 (2) Books filling all available bookshelf space in the northeast office 
15 area (admitted to by Plaintiff and Wheeler) prevented Defendant 
16 from unpacking and using his professional reference and other 
17 books that remained packed during tenancy. Defendant's books 
18 were stored in boxes that took up otherwise livable space in the 
19 east living room. 
20 (3) Two large commercial arcade games of the pinball type, a stereo 
21 system, and other miscellaneous items of personal property that 
22 were stored in the bedroom and the room immediately outside that 
23 room (admitted to by Plaintiff and Wheeler) prevented Defendant's 
24 use of those rooms tenancy. 
25 (4) The full-size stuffed elk-family animal, day bed, chandelier, and 
26 pool table ensemble that were stored in the upstairs north family 
27 room (admitted to by Plaintiff and Wheeler) prevented full use of 
28 that room by Defendant. While Defendant agreed at the outset of 
29 the lease agreement that the pool table could remain, it was with 
30 the promise and understanding that other items of personal 
31 property would be removed immediately. When that did not occur, 
32 the other items combined with the pool table to "fill up the room" 
33 and make it effectively unusable for enjoyment and leisure 
34 activities. 
35 (5) Winter clothing, sporting clothing and equipment, Christmas 
36 decorations, electrical lighting fixtures, and other miscellaneous 
37 items of personal property that were stored in the cabinets in the 
38 hallway leading to the garage (admitted to by Plaintiff and 
39 Wheeler) prevented Defendant's use of those cabinets for storage. 
40 As a consequence, Defendant's belongings that would have 
41 otherwise been stored in those cabinets were stored elsewhere in 
42 the house, thereby limiting the use of that other storage for other 
43 purposes. 
44 (6) The portable dog kennel, no fewer than eight rusting, partially 
45 filled paint and stain cans, jagged sheet metal storm door 
46 components, and other miscellaneous personal property which was 
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stored in the back yard prevented Defendant's full use and 
enjoyment of the yard, in that the dog had to be watched to ensure 
personal safety (as did guests and their children), and items of 
Defendant's personal property such as the yard maintenance 
equipment that couldn't be stored in the garage, could not be stored 
under the deck either, because the owner's personal property was 
stored there. 
Because of the unwanted storage of owner personal property, 
Defendant could not use those portions of the house for their 
intended purposes and in fact, had to use other portions of the 
house for the storage of Defendant's personal property, which 
further encroached on the use and enjoyment of the premises, 
because otherwise livable areas of the house were consumed by 
storage of personal property that could not be properly stored 
elsewhere due to lack of access to storage areas. An overview of 
the obstruction of the Plaintiffs personal property was visually 
depicted in Exhibits 68-D and 103-D. These pictures indicate only 
the immediate obstruction of Plaintiff s personal property, not the 
total obstruction resulting from having to store Defendant's 
personal belongings in areas of the house which would have 
otherwise been used as living space, such as storing snow tires and 
yard tools which would normally be in the garage, in the front 
family room, because the garage was inaccessible to Defendant. 
These facts were not disputed by Plaintiff at trial. At trial, no 
exception was taken to Defendant's statement that Plaintiffs 
personal property prevented access to or use of 20% of the 
premises and that another 20% was encumbered due to the 
displacement of tenant's own property that could not be stored in 
appropriate areas. 
Landlord's obligation to grant full possession 
There is a paragraph in the lease (Exhibit 76-D and 106-P), titled 
POSSESSION. It reads "If owner is unable to deliver possession of the 
premises at the hereof, Owner shall not be liable for any damage caused 
thereby, nor shall this agreement be void or voidable, but Tenant shall not 
be liable for any rent until possession is delivered. Tenant may terminate 
this agreement if possession is not delivered within days of the 
commencement of the term hereof." This lease provision condones 
Defendant's termination of the lease due to Plaintiffs failure to deliver 
possession of the 100% of the premises that was leased to Defendant. 
Conspicuous by absence is any "N/A" entry in the blank just preceding 
"days," as clearly exists in other blocks on the lease form which were 
negated with specific entry by the agent. Additionally, this paragraph 
provides for relief from the burden of rent payment and indefinite time in 
which to terminate the agreement for failure to deliver possession. Since 
possession of almost one half of the residence was never accessible or 
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effectively delivered to Defendant for use per the terms of the collective 
agreements, no rent was ever due to Plaintiff. And, in fact, Defendant is 
entitled by the terms of the lease to a full refund of all rent paid and 
termination of the lease. 
Oral agreements at lease signing 
As was addressed previously, there were oral agreements which were 
inducements to the Defendant's signing of the written lease. These 
agreements were between Defendant and Third Party Defendant, and 
consisted of removal of Plaintiff s personal property from the premises, 
completion of the electrical system which was identified by the agent as 
"not finished" and repair of defects that may be identified during the 
Defendant's initial occupancy inspection, all within a period of two weeks 
from the signing of the lease on June 30,199S. The existence and content 
of these agreements were testified to by Mr. Wheeler, and supported by 
documentation in the form of written correspondence from Defendant to 
Third-Party Defendant where failure to complete required actions is 
referenced repeatedly. 
These agreements were necessary only because Plaintiff and Third-Party 
Defendant had failed to prepare the premises for occupancy by a tenant. 
The personal property, as described earlier, was scattered throughout 
several rooms of the house, as well as the back yard. The Plaintiffs 
personal property prevented complete use of a the garage, a hallway, and 
three full rooms in the house, along with a portion of the back yard, and 
portions of two other rooms in the house. The repairs which had not been 
completed in preparation for tenancy prevented the house from being safe 
and in compliance with the Utah Fir Premises Act. The unwritten 
agreements amounted to verbal promises made by Mr. Wheeler, as agent 
for Plaintiff, that Plaintiffs personal property would be removed and that 
required repairs would be completed within two weeks. Were it not for 
these verbal promises of action, Defendant would not have entered into the 
lease agreement for the Tyler property. 
As for Mr. Wheeler's promises to complete the electrical system, the 
defect condition was presented to Defendant as only a couple of minor 
defects, such as cover plates missing and a couple of loose wires hanging 
from the eaves. This deceptively simplistic description of the electrical 
system defects provided by Third-Party Defendant at signing of the lease 
is supported by discovery response from Third-Party Defendant Wheeler 
where he described the defects as "two light fixtures in family room and 
two exterior second story fixtures." (Third-Party Defendant's Answers to 
Third-Party Plaintiffs Request for Admissions to Third-Party Defendant, 
Dated March 29,1996, Page 7, answer to Request No. 27). It was with the 
understanding that the electrical "not finished" referred to only four minor 
defects and that those defects would be quickly corrected, that Defendant 
signed the lease. While it is a serious stretch to construe that the 
handwritten notation on the bottom of the lease constituted waiver of the 
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implied warranty of habitability, as opposed to simple notification of 
defect, in any case, it could only apply to the simple description of the 
defects provided by the agent, since all waivers must be express and 
specific to each defect that is waived. Also, the use of the term "not 
finished" in the handwritten notation on the lease clearly indicated to 
Defendant that the electrical system would in fact be finished, and at some 
time very soon after the signing of the lease according to the oral promises 
by Third-Party Defendant. The Third-Party Defendant's choice of words 
for that statement did not indicate to Defendant that the system was to 
remain as "unfinished", but would, in a short time, become the opposite of 
"not finished", or finished. Once the oral agreements were reached and 
the lease signed, Defendant moved into the premises as much as could be 
completed, given the obstructions of Plaintiff s personal property. During 
this initial settling-in period, an initial occupancy inspection was 
performed, per the instructions of the agent, who provided a checklist for 
completing this task (Exhibit 100-D). The form provided by Mr. Wheeler 
was apparently designed for use on a code compliant residence for 
documenting the cosmetic condition of the premises and appliances, not 
suited for documenting vast numbers of defects and incomplete systems. 
As a consequence, Defendant developed a more definitive and complete 
means to document the results of the initial inspection and establish a 
priority of repair based on the seriousness of the impairment. The results 
of this inspection (Exhibit 75-D, pages 20-24) were handed to Third-Party 
Defendant on July 7,199S, attached to a letter of that same date which 
summarized the findings and highlighted the seriousness of the defects 
identified (Exhibit 78-D). This correspondence was the first in a series 
which identified required actions for Third-Party Defendant and Plaintiff. 
R. at 346-407, pages 13-20, continues with discussion of the condition of the 
premises as follows: 
7. Untenantable Conditions 
During testimony, Mr. Glover, expert Defense witness with regard to 
building code application, building plans, permits, and inspections, and 
residential rental license requirements, cited multiple non-code compliant 
violations in the Tyler property. In cross examination, he was asked for a 
personal opinion (non-expert, since he was not a residential habitability 
expert) of the habitability of the residence, based solely on pictures 
provided by Defendant which were taken 10 months after the fact of 
Defendant's vacating the premises and the expenditure of hundreds of 
dollars in repairs. His response to that question seemed to contradict his 
previous testimony with the personal opinion that the residence was 
"questionable", meaning that even in its improved state, it was not clear 
whether it was safe for occupancy. The fact that there were known code 
violations with the electrical system in addition to other identified safety 
hazards, by definition, makes the residence untenantable, regardless of 
personal opinion. The testimony of Mr. Froerer indicated that in his 
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opinion, the premises would have been tenantable, but only after required 
repairs were completed. Perhaps most telling as to habitability was the 
testimony of the maintenance man who said the there was no way he 
would live in that house. 
Constructive eviction: 
When Plaintiff failed to comply with the oral agreements that led to the 
signing of the lease agreement, and thereby failed to deliver the premises 
in conformance with the terms of the lease agreement and prevailing law, 
Defendant was forced into an unacceptable situation. This unacceptable 
condition consisted of being afforded access to only a portion of the 
premises (due to the encumbrance of Plaintiff s personal property), when 
the lease (Exhibit 76-D and 106-P) did not indicate any such limitation, 
and according to testimony by Plaintiff, 100% of the premises was leased 
to Defendant. Additionally, a large portion of the premises that was leased 
to Defendant, were largely consumed with Defendant's personal 
belongings which could not be stored in the areas occupied by Plaintiffs 
personal property. Additionally, numerous safety hazards and building 
code violations (documented in Exhibits 1-D through 57-D and 105-D) 
made the premises unsafe for habitation by humans and animals alike. The 
combined effect of the Plaintiffs personal property coupled with the safety 
hazards and code violations was an unlivable condition where: 
a. Electrical circuits would randomly activate without human 
intervention. 
b. On at least two occasions, occupants fell down the stairway, due to 
its and irregular of slick, uneven (Exhibit 93-D), sharp-edged, 
dangerous stairways (Exhibit 19-D), and the inability to grip the 
wide and thick handrails (Exhibit 18-D). All of the above are 
conditions to which Mr. Glover testified as nod-code compliant. 
Additionally, the structural soundness of the main stairway was 
very questionable in light of the extreme patching that is revealed 
in Exhibit 22-D. 
c. Occupants had to shower in the dark, because the lighting fixture 
in the upstairs shower stall was unsafe without a cover over the 
exposed bulb (Exhibit 29-D). According to Mr. Glover, was not an 
approved or complete assembly, and was not code-compliant in 
that condition. It presented an eminent electrical hazard if turned 
on (inadvertently or otherwise). The downstairs bathtub was 
equally hazardous given the proximity of the fan and light fixture 
to anyone in the shower (Exhibit 32-D). 
d. Occupants could not use the spiral stairway for fear of the stairs 
falling apart due to cracked stairs (Exhibit 21-D) and clearly loose 
mounting structures (Exhibits 20-D and 21-D) and, as testified to 
by Mr. Glover, the obviously non-code compliant construction of 
rise, run, evenness, and handrails (Exhibits 93-D andl8-D). 
e. Visitors had to be warned of the safety hazards on the premises and 
constantly be on the alert for such hazards as the exposed 
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reinforcing bar protruding from the floor of the bedroom wall and 
the top of the living room planter (Exhibit 26-D), the loose 
decorative, heavy rocks on the wall in the of flee area (Exhibit 
25-D) which were (and are) a serious hazard to any small being, 
and the feet of anyone in the immediate area, trip hazards in the 
garage (Exhibit 14-D), loose and unconnected electrical wiring, 
exposed, non-code compliant electrical wiring (Exhibits 31-D, 
33-D, 37-D, 42-D, 45-D, and 46-D), which pose a significant 
hazard to visiting children. Additionally, numerous cans of toxic 
oil products improperly stored in the back yard that posed a 
constant and worrisome hazard. 
Loose and dangling light fixtures (Exhibits 30-D, 38-D, 39-D, 
41-D, and 43-D), posed a safety hazard to all resident and visiting 
occupants. 
The fireplace (woodburning stove) in the downstairs living room 
could not be used because of the carbon monoxide safety hazard 
posed by the missing glass pane in the left door (Exhibit 51-D). 
There was no overhead lighting in the kitchen and the only 
permanently installed lighting failed to operate, thereby forcing the 
use of floor lamps in order to use the facilities at night. 
All of the burn indications (Exhibits 54-D through 56-D) suggest 
that the installation of the water heater ventilation system was 
improper and therefore unsafe to occupants of the residence. 
The occupant's feeling of being inside a fire hazard was reinforced 
by the dangling electrical wires at every gable and cave around the 
outside of the log (read: wood) house (Exhibits 1-D through 4-D). 
Occupants could not comfortably use the deck off the master 
bedroom because the railing was so loose as to allow a movement 
of the railing of about one inch. This is dramatic because the 
railing was between 24" and 30" in height and with that 
abbreviated height, a swing of one inch is evidence of a 
dangerously loose condition. Exhibit 9-D provides a glimpse of the 
gaps that existed at virtually every connection. 
Large, vault/gun safes and numerous other bulky items of personal 
property that were stored in the garage (admitted to by Plaintiff 
and Wheeler) prevented Defendant's use of the miscellaneous 
storage areas, car storage, and workshop features of the garage. 
This condition forced Defendant to store those miscellaneous items 
that would normally have been stored in the garage elsewhere, in 
this case, in the front family room, since it was closest to the 
garage for relocation when the Plaintiff removed her personal 
property from the garage. The cars were parked outside in the 
driveway, for lack of access to the garage. 
Plaintiffs books filled the bookshelf in the northeast office area 
(admitted to by Plaintiff and Wheeler) and prevented Defendant 
from unpacking and using the professional reference and other 
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books that remained packed during tenancy. Defendant's books 
were stored in boxes that took up otherwise livable space in the 
east living room. 
Large, commercial pinball arcade games, a stereo system, and 
other miscellaneous items of personal property that were stored in 
the northwest bedroom and the room immediately outside that 
room (admitted to by Plaintiff and Wheeler) prevented Defendant's 
use of those rooms during tenancy. 
Huge, full-sized stuffed elk-family animal, day bed, chandelier, 
and pool table ensemble that were stored in the upstairs north 
family room (admitted to by Plaintiff and Wheeler) prevented full 
use of that room by Defendant. While Defendant agreed at the 
outset of the lease agreement that the pool table could remain, it 
was with the promise and understanding that other items of 
personal property would be removed immediately. When that did 
not occur, the other items combined with the pool table to "fill up 
the room" and make it effectively unusable for enjoyment and 
leisure activities. 
Winter clothing, sporting clothing and equipment, Christmas 
decorations, electrical lighting fixtures, and other miscellaneous 
items of personal property that were stored in the cabinets in the 
hallway leading to the garage (admitted to by Plaintiff and 
Wheeler) prevented Defendant's use of those cabinets for storage. 
As a consequence, Defendant's belongings that would have 
otherwise been stored in those cabinets were stored elsewhere in 
the house, thereby limiting the use of that other storage for other 
purposes. 
The portable dog kennel, paint cans, and other miscellaneous 
personal property which was stored in the back yard (Exhibit 
10-D) prevented Defendant's full use and enjoyment of the yard, in 
that the dog had to be watched to ensure personal safety (as did 
guests and their children), and items of Defendant's personal 
property such as the yard maintenance equipment that couldn't be 
stored in the garage, could not be stored under the deck either, 
because the owner's personal property stored there. 
Because of the unwanted storage of owner personal property, 
Defendant could not use those portions of the house for their 
intended purposes and in fact, had to use other portions of the 
house for the storage of Defendant's personal property, which 
further obstructed the use and enjoyment of the premises, because 
otherwise livable areas of the house were consumed by storage of 
personal property that could not be properly stored elsewhere due 
to lack of access to storage areas. An overview of the obstruction 
of the Plaintiffs personal property was visually depicted in 
Exhibits 68-D and 103-D. These pictures indicate only the 
immediate obstruction of Plaintiff s personal property, not the total 
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obstruction resulting from having to store Defendant's personal 
belongings in areas of the house which would have otherwise been 
used as living space. 
s. Because of the unsafe condition of the premises, Defendant could 
not comfortably invite guests with children or animals to visit, for 
fear of injury or worse from the numerous hazards. These 
uninhabitable conditions forced Defendant to vacate the premises 
in search of livable conditions. That these conditions were created 
by actions and inactions of Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendant in 
violation of statute, ordinance, and oral and written lease 
agreement amounts to constructive eviction. 
Violation of the Implied Warranty of Habitability 
During questioning, Mr. Wheeler revealed a plan between himself and 
Plaintiff to use rental income to repair known defects in the premises. 
Additionally, Plaintiff, who by her own testimony during deposition stated 
"I helped design the house, I helped build it, I was involved with all of it." 
and that she lived in the house for about 10 years until 1993, or 1994, 
(Exhibit 65-D, page 4) was in the best position of anyone involved with 
this case to know the actual unsafe condition of the premises. Since the 
condition of the premises that is reflected in Exhibits 1-D through 57-D 
are the" improved" condition resulting from the repair efforts of the 
Froerer maintenance staff, and since the discovery responses provided by 
Mr. Wheeler in response to Request No. 3 for admissions, dated March 29, 
1996, indicate that the condition of the property was better after 
Defendant's tenancy, and since Plaintiff stated in response to Defendant's 
Interrogatories and Request for Production of Document request no. 19 
that Defendant was the only person to whom the property was rented 
(Exhibit 74-D, page 8), then the condition of the property must have been 
worse before and during Defendant's term of tenancy and Plaintiff must 
have been knowledgeable of that condition. The "conditions" of the 
property clearly are in violation of building codes and safety standards, 
and since there is no evidence to indicate otherwise, may likely have never 
been approved for construction or inspected for compliance. 
Equally serious is the clear intent of Third-Party Defendant to 
disguise the serious non-code compliant conditions at the house as being 
only in need of repair of two upstairs and two downstairs light fixtures, 
when in fact, he it to require the infusion of significant amounts of rent 
money to repair. Indeed, his own maintenance man stated that it would 
take about $10,000 or six months of rent income to make the house 
habitable. 
Although repeated requests for cure were made by Defendant, 
there was little noticeable change in the condition of the property. Some 
repairs were effected in September (none before), but only a couple of the 
minor code-compliance and none of the safety repairs were completed 
during Defendant's tenancy (Exhibit 75-D, pages 13-18). As described 
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1 above, the result of the safety and code violations was a residence which 
2 use was severely impaired. 
3 In addition to the safety and code compliance defects noted above, 
4 Plaintiffs personal property aggravated the overall condition of the 
5 property, in that the premises were not in satisfactory condition to be used 
6 for their intended purpose, that being a residence for the Defendant. With 
7 the encumbrance of Plaintiff s personal property, Defendant could not 
8 fully use the premises. As testified to by Mr. Froerer and Mr. Goddard, 
9 admitted to in discovery response by Mr. Wheeler, and testified to by 
10 Plaintiff in deposition (Exhibit 65-D, pages 32-35), a considerable amount 
11 of Plaintiff s personal property was left on the premises before, during, and 
12 after Defendant's tenancy. This personal property prevented access to 
13 major areas of the house, such as the garage, one bedroom, the upstairs 
14 laundry room, portions of the upstairs family room, the hallway to the 
15 garage, the office bookshelves, and the room between the office and north 
16 bedroom. Since the premises were leased by Defendant with the intent of 
17 establishing residence and occupying the property, this encumbrance 
18 prevented Defendant from successfully accomplishing that objective. 
19 q. There is no evidence in the record on "condition of the premises was not the 
20 substantial motivating factor . . . " 
21 r. There is no evidence in the record on "uninhabitable under any.. . " 
22 s. This finding is really a conclusion (biased opinion), not a finding of fact. 
24 Finding #12 
25 Defendant moved from the premises was because of the change in his job. It was 
26 much more convenient to live and work near his place of work, rather than 
27 commuting back and forth between Utah and Washington. Defendant's 
28 suggestions to the contrary at trial are not credible because they directly conflict 
29 with his deposition testimony, which the court accepts. The condition of the 
30 premises was merely an attempt to justify moving before the term of the lease had 
31 expired. 
32 
33 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
34 
35 a. Trial Transcript pages 237-23 8 
36 b. Trial Transcript pages 244-245 
37 c. Trial Transcript page 246 
38 d. Trial Transcript page 269 
39 e. Trial Transcript pages 272-273 
40 g. There is no evidence in the record on "much more convenient..." 
41 h. Defendant Deposition page 40 
42 i. There is no evidence in the record on "The condition of the premises . . . " 
43 
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1 Summary of the Evidence 
2 
3 - Defendant vacated the premises due to its condition and the encumbrance of 
4 Plaintiffs personal property 
5 - Defendant used a job change as a means of reducing out-of-pocket expenses of 
6 relocating 
7 - Defendant could have remained on travel status throughout the original term of 
8 the lease agreement , 
9 
10 The safety defects and preponderance of personal property which Plaintiff left on the 
11 premises was such an impedance to use and enjoyment of the premises that Defendant 
12 was finally forced to relocate to habitable conditions. Since Defendant had expended 
13 considerable funds in moving into the house in July, the opportunity to mitigate moving 
14 expenses using a job relocation was attractive to Defendant. The job change then became 
15 a vehicle for reduction of the personal costs of moving to out of the uninhabitable rental 
16 property and into habitable conditions. Defendant had no time motive to move to 
17 Washington, no company pressure, no customer pressure. It provided a vehicle to get out 
18 of untenantable conditions and have someone else pay the bills for the move. The 
19 evidence in the record simply supports no other finding. 
20 
21 ********************************** 
22 a. Trial Transcript pages 237-238, where Defendant testifies to the relationship 
23 between his job reassignment and vacating the premises as follows: 
24 [Fink - Witness] The point being I was on travel status to Washington, a 
25 job opportunity was offered to me, said do you want to come work for us. 
26 And I accepted that but I accepted it on the condition that I could 
27 accelerate the assignment of that job, not keep it on travel status for six 
28 months like the other folks that I had, that I worked with— 
29 [Smith] Your Honor, I don't see where this is relevant. 
30 [Fink] It's relevant because— 
31 Excuse me. 
32 [Judge] Well, wait a minute, I'll make the decision on whether or not it's 
33 relevant. I think this is getting to the point that is being raised throughout 
34 all of the pleadings whether or not there was a, an early termination. I 
35 think that's what— I mean he's going to, I'm going to let him go into it 
36 because I think that's exactly where both of you are going to head. Go 
37 ahead. 
38 [Fink] Okay. I was, I was offered a job assignment and I took the job 
39 assignment accelerating both the permanent assignment and the relocation 
40 that I was offered on the job. And I, and I have to explain what that 
41 means. 
42 I had the opportunity to stay on travel status just as I was doing, 
43 two weeks up, one week back and have somebody else pay for all that 
44 travel and pay me the per diem for the next six months if I wanted to 
45 because that's the way the budget had been laid out, they had bid that to 
46 the, the contractor that our company was working for that they would keep 
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somebody on travel status and they would pay that extra bill. But I had 
an opportunity there to get out of the house and have else pay for that 
because I didn't have to pay out of my own pocket to move then. 
One of the problems that I had with the condition of the house is in 
order for me for move out it would cost me money. Well, this way my 
company would, would cover my bill for me, get me out of the house as 
soon as I could. 
Trial Transcript pages 244-245, with cross-examination by Plaintiff: 
Q. [Smith] . . . What was the reason you vacated the premises in October? 
A. [Fink - Witness] Couldn't stand to live in it anymore. 
Q. You couldn't stand it. Is that the sole reason? Was there any other 
reason you vacated the premises other than the condition? 
A. No, the condition and the personal property. It didn't give me what I was 
asking for. 
Trial Transcript page 246, with continuation of Plaintiff s cross-examination: 
Q. [Smith] That's fine. So your job, the change of your place of venue of 
your work played a substantial role in your decision to move. Is that fair 
to say? 
A. [Fink - Witness] It provided an opportunity to reduce costs, yes. 
Trial Transcript page 269, during redirect of Defendant on the why he used the 
job transfer to vacate the premises as follows: 
[Fink - Witness] We talked about the move to Washington, whether or 
not it influenced my decision to move out of the house. Yes, it did. It 
provided an opportunity to mitigate my costs moving out. I could have 
moved out at any other time, the costs would have been greater. I had a 
job. Somebody said I'll pay your move. I'll take it. I'm out of here. It's 
an opportunity. I accelerated it as fast as I could. Okay. So yes, it 
influenced. It provided an opportunity. 
Trial Transcript pages 272-273, during re-cross-examination by Plaintiff: 
Q. [Smith] And during that time you could have continued traveling back 
and forth to Washington and have them pay for it? 
A. [Fink] Once, once I became full-time, as I said earlier, I had an 
opportunity to stay on travel status for up to six months from the time I 
was offered the job. I didn't have to accept it right then. I said, I could 
have said I want to stay on travel status, I'll accept the job on 1 February 
and then I'll start my one year clock then. 
Q. Okay. 
A. But yes, I had a year from the time I accepted the job to effect the move 
and still have it covered by TRW. 
Q. The expenses of moving? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And so it would have been possible for you to stay in this place and fill out 
your one year lease term and still have TRW pick up your expenses? 
A. Exactly. 
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1 Q. And in fact, in support of that very contention you took two depositions of 
2 who I presume are your coworkers up in Washington to that effect? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 f. There is no evidence in the record on "much more convenient..." 
5 g. Defendant Deposition page 40, lines 19-20 (job a major factor), where 
6 Defendant answers the specific questions posed by Plaintiffs attorney regarding 
7 relocation to Washington state as follows: 
8 Q. [Smith] When you became aware that your position in Washington was 
9 going to be permanent did you make a decision to permanently relocate to 
10 Washington? 
11 A. [Fink] Yes. 
12 Q. When did you make that decision? 
13 A. Late September. 
14 Q. Did that have any role in your decision to vacate the premises? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Would you say that that played a substantial part in your decision to 
17 vacate the premises? 
18 A. The opportunity to move to Washington played a substantial part in my 
19 decision to vacate the premises, yes. 
20 h. There is no evidence in the record on "The condition of the premises . . . " 
22 Finding #13 
23 The premises were fully fit for human habitation and were inhabitable and 
24 tenantable. 
25 
26 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
27 
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Exhibits 1-D through 57-D 
Trial Transcript page 35 
Trial Transcript page 38 
Trial Transcript pages 42-43 
Trial Transcript pages 48-50 
Trial Transcript page 53 
Trial Transcript page 56 
Trial Transcript pages 68-69 
Trial Transcript pages 76-77 
Trial Transcript page 74 
Trial Transcript page 210 
Trial Transcript pages 216-218 
Trial Transcript pages 130-131 
Trial Transcript page 116 
Trial Transcript page 120 
Trial Transcript pages 244-245 
Trial Transcript page 246 
Exhibits 69-D through 72-D 
Trial Transcript pages 61 
Trial Transcript page 63 
Trial Transcript pages 65-66 
Exhibit 75-D 
Trial Transcript pages 143- 48 
Trial Transcript pages 85-102 
Trial Transcript pages 232-234 
Exhibits 103-D 
Plaintiffs Deposition, pages 3 1 - 35 
ary of the Evidence 
There were numerous construction code violations at the leased premises 
The Ogden city inspector thought the premises (without having seen the property) 
might be tenantable, but needed repairs 
Plaintiffs agent claimed the premises were tenantable, but planned to conduct 
repair of known safety defects with rent income 
Plaintiffs replacement agent thought the property would be tenantable after 
repairs 
Plaintiffs maintenance man thought the premises was untenantable 
Defendant thought the premises were untenantable 
Ogden city requires permits for all building construction 
Ogden city building permits for unique construction requires detailed plans from 
engineers or architects 
Required plans were never submitted to Ogden city for review 
Required permits were not obtained for the remodeling which transformed the 
house into a log home 
Required code compliance inspections were never conducted by Ogden city 
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1 - Numerous defects were identified to Plaintiffs agent by Defendant 
2 - Plaintiff left a preponderance of personal property on the premises during 
3 Defendant's tenancy 
4 - Plaintiffs personal property significantly impeded Defendant's use and 
5 enj oyment of the premises 
6 - Defendant vacated the premises and terminated the lease because of the condition 
7 of the premises and the encumbrance of Plaintiff s personal property. 
8 - Defendant use a job relocation as a vehicle to reduce the costs of relocating to 
9 habitable conditions 
10 
11 This collection of evidence in the record is undisputed and unarguable. It clearly 
12 describes a residence with numerous code and safety defects, fundamentally unsafe 
13 conditions, lack of repair, and a preponderance of personal property left by Plaintiff. The 
14 result is a completely untenantable and uninhabitable residence. 
15 
16 
17 a. Exhibits 1-D through 57-D (Pictures of premises) 
18 b. Trial Transcript page 35, where Ogden City Inspector Supervisor, Mr. Glover 
19 testifies regarding code violations relating to measurements of the stairs in the 
20 rented premises (Exhibit 93-D): 
21 Q. [Fink] Given that requirement, do the stair measurements indicated on 
22 those sheets conform to the requirements of the code? 
23 A. [Glover - Witness] They appear not to be. No, sir. 
24 c. Trial Transcript page 38, when viewing a picture of the premises: 
25 Q. [Fink] I would like to offer EXHIBIT #18-D to the witness to assess the 
26 widths and compliance of the handrails. Do the handrails depicted in 
27 those two pictures conform to the requirements you just read to us? 
28 A. [Glover] No, sir. They do not. 
29 d. Trial Transcript pages 42-43, in dialogue with the court: 
30 [Judge] The answer in, and the previous questions that were, that related 
31 to stairs and railings,— 
32 [Glover - Witness] Uh-huh (affirmative). 
33 [Judge] — your answer to those were that that, that they were in violation 
34 at the time of the construction of this property. Not relating to what the 
35 new construction was but actually relating to the, what was the, what was 
36 the code at the time of the construction of this, of this dwelling. 
37 [Glover] It referred to the new portion of the building because there was a 
38 permit issued that actually created the structure that we're all referring here 
39 today about. The building, there was a log building built in 1980. Excuse 
40 me while I refer to my building permit data. 1987, early 1987. 
41 And so all the features that we're talking about, the handrails and 
42 the stairs, should have been in compliance with the 1985 Uniform 
43 Building Code. 
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Trial Transcript pages 48-50, where Mr. Glover offers his expert opinion of the 
condition shown in Exhibit 29-D as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Is there any code for, code requirements that prescribe what type 
of light fixtures go in showers, what type of protections they have to have? 
And I guess rather than having you recite the code I'll show you picture 
EXHIBIT #29-D and can you tell me if it violates any of that code? 
A. [Glover - Witness] I'll be glad to tell you what the code says. The code 
says that devices in wet or damp locations should be listed for that 
installation. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Okay. 
Q. But do they have to be maintained fit? I mean, do they have to be in good 
condition when they're there? 
A. Well, it doesn't talk about maintenance. It talks about how they shall be 
installed. 
Q. Okay. 
A. From looking at this picture it appears that there is a label on the fixture. I 
can't read it obviously. But it appears that it is a listed device, probably 
approved for installation in damp or wet climate, which is what a shower 
stall is. The only thing I see missing is the lens, the cover, the glass cover. 
Q. Which is what protects the bulb from, separates the bulb from the person? 
A. Yes. And it would be part of the, of the listed assembly, obviously, that 
was intended to prevent moisture from getting in the device. 
Q. Then the question I would ask you is in order for an item like the light 
fixture to conform to the code its integrity has to be intact? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Trial Transcript page 53, where Mr. Glover views Exhibit 31-D as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Okay. EXHIBIT #31. Does this conform? 
A. [Glover - Witness] No. It looks like somebody took the light fixture off 
the ceiling. 
Trial Transcript page 56, regarding Exhibit 44-D as follows: 
Q. [Fink] . . . I offer you EXHIBIT #44 showing a picture of the electricians 
tape and the gap in the front door and the upright beam. 
A. [Glover] It appears to be a Romex wiring which is spliced in at least two 
locations in a wall cavity which is intended to be covered, it appears, by 
some sort of caulking compound or putty looking substance. I'm not too 
sure quite what that is. 
Q. It is not a code compliant installation? 
A. No, sir. It is not. 
Trial Transcript pages 68-69, where required building permits and code 
compliance inspections were discussed as follows: 
[Judge] I think from the, the evidence there was a substantial 
construction. 
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Q. [Fink] Okay. The, the permit that you had for the outside meter change, 
did that have anything to do with the remodeling of internal electrical and 
the house electrical itself? 
A. [Glover - Witness] No, sir. It does not. 
Q. Had only to do with the service provided? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That said, in the stipulation that the remodeling was substantial, were all 
the required permits requested issued, or requested? 
A. There were no permits issued or requested for the interior portion of the 
building. 
Q. Would they have been required? 
A. Yes, sir. They would have. 
Q. Okay. Were all required inspections completed? 
A. For the permits that were issued. 
Q. For the permits that were issued the evidence suggests that the inspections 
for those permits were completed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But since there were other— 
[Judge] Your point is well taken, Mr. Fink. I think we were— 
[Fink] Thatsaid-
[Glover - Witness] We did not inspect anything other than the inspection 
records that we referred to. 
Trial Transcript pages 76-77, where the Mr. Glover offers his expert opinion on 
building code application to log homes as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Yes, Your Honor. I would like to ask a question regarding a 
custom home. The log home is a custom design, does not easily fall into 
the prescription of general design that is covered in code. Does the fact 
that it is a custom design allow deviation from the code or ignoring the 
code? The thrust of the question is the code still applies. Is that true? 
A. [Glover - Witness] Yes, sir. It still applies. 
Trial Transcript page 74, where Mr. Glover, who had never seen or visited the 
premises, provides his opinion of it's habitability as follows: 
Q. [Smith] Do you have an opinion as to whether this home in general was 
fit for residential rental? 
A. [Glover - Witness] My first impression is probably tenantable but it 
needs some maintenance. 
Trial Transcript page 210, where Plaintiffs agent offers his personal opinion on 
the habitability of the premise as follows: 
Q. [Smith] Okay. When you listed the premises for rent in April did you 
believe that they were tenantable? 
A. [Wheeler - Witness] I did. 
Q. Did you believe that they were fit for human habitation? 
A. I did. 
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Trial Transcript pages 216-218, where the condition of the premises prior to 
Defendant's lease was discussed by Mr. Wheeler on re-direct by Mr. Fink as 
follows: 
Q. [Fink] What did you do to make the property habitable, presentable, fix 
things that were wrong with it during that time? 
A. [Wheeler - Witness] We didn't do much because of lack of income. 
Okay? We didn't do a lot to it. We maintained the outside of the yard. 
Didn't do anything electrical inside or anything that way. 
Q. So that was-
A. Pam didn't have a lot of funds to put into this property to get this thing put 
back together and wanted to use some of the rental money to fix it up. 
Q. So then it was, correct me if I'm wrong, is that to surmise that it was 
acceptable to have a tenant move in in those conditions and fix it with 
their money in effect? 
[Wells] That begs the question, Your Honor. 
[Judge] Well that's, that's appropriate. You can answer if you— 
[Wheeler - Witness] Could you state that question again please, Pat? 
Q. [Fink] Was the intent to have a tenant move in and fix the property with 
their money, the rental income? They were going to live in the conditions 
that you felt weren't right but you were going to use their money to fix it? 
A. [Wheeler] For a short period of time. 
Trial Transcript pages 130-131, where the only witness who had no personal 
agenda regarding the condition of the premise offers his own opinion after 
performing maintenance on the property as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Okay. What did you find when you first came out? What was 
your initial assessment of the property? 
A. [Goddard - Witness] It needed a lot of work. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Had I walked through that place to rent it myself I wouldn't have rented it. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall making any knee jerk, gut feel reaction comment to 
what you thought the extent of the repairs were that were necessary? 
A. There was some repairs I wouldn't touch because I'm not qualified like the 
electrical--
Q. Okay. 
A. — because it was a major electrical. If it's a switch or a plug or this I can 
take care of. But when you've got wires hanging down ~ And I told Mr. 
Wheeler that he should get a qualified electrician which I believe he did. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall making the statement that the owner needs to spend 
about six months rent or about $10,000 to fix this place? 
A. Yes. I probably said that. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall any discussions either with me or with me and Ms. 
Tannehill regarding the owner of personal property? 
A. All my afterthought was that if I had rented the place, which I don't think I 
would, I would have put all the stuff in one area and charged somebody 
rent for it. 
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1 n. Trial Transcript page 116, where the replacement property manager responds to 
2 inquiry by Plaintiffs attorney regarding habitability of the premises as follows: 
3 Q. [Smith] Did you feel that the home was habitable and fit for human 
4 habitation? 
5 A. [Froerer - Witness] We had concerns. Those concerns were pointed 
6 out. And made recommendations to, you know, do some electrical things 
7 and that. 
8 o. Trial Transcript page 120, where on re-direct by Defendant, Mr. Froerer 
9 provides critical clarification to his earlier response as follows: 
10 Q. [Fink] Back to the question Counsel asked on whether or not you thought 
11 the house was habitable. 
12 A. [Froerer - Witness] Uh-huh (affirmative). 
13 Q. With or without repair? 
14 A. No. We wanted repairs done. 
15 p. Trial Transcript pages 244-245, where Defendant responds to questioning by 
16 Plaintiff s Attorney as follows: 
17 Q. [Smith] What was the reason you vacated the premises in October? 
18 A. [Fink - Witness] Couldn't stand to live in it anymore. 
19 Q. You couldn't stand it. Is that the sole reason? Was there any other 
20 reason you vacated the premises other than the condition? 
21 A. No, the condition and the personal property. It didn't give me what I was 
22 asking for. 
23 q. Trial Transcript page 246, where the line of questioning continued as follows: 
24 Q. [Smith] That's fine. So your job, the change of your place of venue of 
25 your work played a substantial role in your decision to move. Is that fair 
26 to say? 
27 A. [Fink - Witness] It provided an opportunity to reduce costs, yes. 
28 r. Exhibits 69-D through 72-D (Permits and inspection records) 
29 s. Trial Transcript pages 61, where Mr. Glover responds to inquiry by Defendant 
30 regarding Exhibit 70-D as follows: 
31 [Glover - Witness] It is as you prescribed, an Ogden City Plan Review 
32 Application. It's a comment sheet basically that we, Ogden City, make on 
33 a set of plans that were submitted to us for the purposes of obtaining a 
34 building permit. 
35 Q. [Fink] Can you tell me what plans were submitted? 
36 A. [Glover] No, sir. I can tell you what this cover sheet says. 
37 Q. Can you tell me what the cover sheet says with regard what plans were 
38 submitted? 
39 A. Says that the plan, the building permit was approved but the plans were 
40 not approved and permits may not be obtained subject to the comments 
41 listed below. And the comments indicate that at this point in time we did 
42 not have the interior finish plans; basically electrical, plumbing and 
43 heating. And some generic comments out of the code about separations 
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between garages and residences and some structural things about solid 
blocking which is a generic comment we throw on all the plan reviews. 
Trial Transcript page 63, where Mr. Glover discusses Exhibit 69-D as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Down the right-hand side of this form in the comments block, 
what does the last line in the comments say? 
A. [Glover - Witness] Does not include plumbing, electrical or mechanical. 
Trial Transcript pages 65-66, where the discussion changes to permits for the 
premises as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Were there any other permits issued for that property? 
A. [Glover - Witness] There was one other permit issued. Yes, sir. 
Q. And what was that for, sir? 
A. That was a permit for the electrical service. That was a permit dated, or 
excuse me, permit number 1490, 1-4-9-0, dated 5-12-1987, a residential 
service change to install new meter in a panel. That would have been on 
the outside of the building. 
Q. I'd like to offer EXHIBIT #72. 
[Smith] Same excep-, objection. 
[Judge] Thank you. The objection is noted. The exhibit is received. 
Final construction, that's signed off by Mr. Muerbrick. What does that 
mean? 
[Glover] THE WITNESS: In the case of this permit, Your Honor, 
inasmuch as it basically is a shell building he would have closed out the 
exterior walls, roof sheathing, doors and windows on the building only. 
[Fink] One final question, sir. According to the records that we've just 
been through, were all the requirements completed for building? I mean, 
the permits were submitted. Were all the required permits requested and 
issued? 
Sorry. I gave multiple questions. 
A. [Glover] I don't think I understand your question. 
Q. [Fink] Okay. Let me back up just a moment. The evidence you went 
through on the permit application indicated that they were, only one 
permit was issued and that was for the shell? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Exhibit 75-D, pages 20-24 (Deficiency listing) 
Trial Transcript pages 143- 48, where the Plaintiff testifies on direct 
examination by Defendant on the subject of personal property left on the premises 
as follows: 
Q. [Fink] When I took over the property, when you left the premises you left 
some personal property on the Tyler property. Is that true? 
A. [Naisbitt - Witness] Yes. 
Q. Could you describe that personal property? 
A. There was some books, there was a pool table, there was a washer and 
dryer, there was a very large stuffed animal, a daybed. There was a few 
items that were left in the house, yes. 
[Fink] I could use your deposition as a remainder if you'd like. 
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[Judge] Well, let's look for a stipulation here. Is there— 
[Smith] There's no dispute that there was property left on the premises 
when Mr. Fink took it over. 
[Judge] And is there any dispute as to what that property was in 
accordance with the deposition that was--
[Smith] I don't know that it's particularly disputed, no. I mean, I think 
it's set forth in the deposition. 
[Judge] Okay. Why don't you perhaps provide the witness with a copy of 
her response on the deposition and maybe that will refresh her memory if 
you have no objection. Then she can respond. What you're, what you're 
requesting now is a more thorough answer than she just gave? 
[Fink] The contention, the significance of the personal property, the 
significance of the volume and it's impediment to occupancy and 
enjoyment of the premises are the focal point of issue. 
[Judge] Oh, I recognize that 
[Fink] Starting up here we talk about the personal property that was here 
and here. We went through each of the rooms— 
[Smith] What page are you on in the deposition, Pat? 
[Naisbitt - Witness] 32. 
[Fink] 32. Anybody need copies? Starting on line five, we started 
talking about personal property and we started in the den asking about a 
daybed, approximate height of two feet, length of five feet, width of three 
feet and you concurred with that. The chandelier that was also stored by 
the daybed, approximate height of one feet, length of two feet and 
approximate width of two feet and you agreed to that as well. Pool table, 
height of about three feet, length of about seven feet, width of about five 
feet. Pool table paraphernalia rack where the pool table cues were 
located, five feet tall, two feet by one. You agreed to that. A large 
stuffed animal referred to in other testimony as an elk or a moose or 
something, seven feet by two feet by 2-1/2 feet. Washer and dryer. 
Washer, 43 by 27 by 29 and a dryer, 43 by 27 by 29. Clothes rack also in 
the laundryroom, six feet high, five feet in length and two feet wide. 
Winter clothing and skis and seat covers and things in the cabinets 
between the familyroom and the garage in that hallway where all the 
cabinets were full. You agreed to that. Stereo and personal belongings of 
your son in the downstairs north unfinished bedroom with a composite 
envelope of approximately 3-1/2 feet high, three feet wide and three feet 
long and you agreed to that. Two pinball machines approximately five 
feet high, five feet long and 2-1/2 feet wide and you agreed to that. 
Variety of books in the bookcase that took up about 100% of the available 
bookshelf space in that office. Two large safes in the garage, six feet 
high, four feet wide, four feet in length and four feet wide. Excuse me. A 
large outdoor light that was stored inside the familyroom as being about 
two feet square and seven feet tall. Some personal property that was 
outside in the back; barbecue grill, dog kennel, cans of paint, screen door, 
approximate size of four feet long, four feet or six feet in height, four feet 
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in length. And while I didn't cover personal property that was in the 
garage at that point, that's been covered by Mr. Froerer's testimony. 
You've agreed to that personal property being there. Okay? 
A. [Naisbitt] Yes. 
Q. [Fink] Some of it was removed by, during my tenancy. You made a 
visit out on, I will offer you made a visit on about July 18th, picked up 
some property. You admitted that, to that in testimony as well in 
deposition? 
A. [Naisbitt] Yes. 
Q. Why did you remove that stuff? 
A. Your request through Mr. Wheeler. 
Q. Okay. But when you took that stuff you also left a lot of stuff. 
A. I came down with one person to help me. 
Q. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
A. And a horse trailer. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And I put as much in my horse trailer as I could. 
Q. Okay. Did you move some of that stuff later? 
A. Not personally, no. 
Q. Did, was some of that stuff moved for you later? 
A. Later, yes. 
Q. Why was it moved then? 
A. I had found certain spaces that I could take them. I needed to use a few of 
those things. 
Q. The crux of what I get here is there was personal property left on the 
premises when you moved, when I moved into the tenant, as a tenant. 
You came out and removed some of that you say at my request. That's 
fine. And you left a major portion or a lot of personal property still there 
which you then went back later after my tenancy and removed. Is that 
true? 
A. That's true. 
Trial Transcript pages 85-102, where the replacement property manager, Mr. 
Froerer, testifies on property condition and Plaintiffs personal property left on the 
premises when he accepted responsibility to manage the property for Plaintiff as 
follows: 
Q. [Fink] Fourth sheet back, let's go to the 6th sheet back. That's the third to 
the last sheet under description of work, where it says "Box up and store 
items in unfinished bathroom and lock. See Marsha for details". Can you 
give us some insight into what that task involved? 
A. [Froerer - Witness] When we, when we entered the property there were 
numerous personal property items in the home. And we recommended 
prior to leasing it that those items be properly secured in one area rather 
than left on bookshelves, left in open rooms, those kind of things-
Q. Okay. 
A. — for the protection of those items. 
Q. And so this task was to relocate those things and secure them somewhere? 
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1 A. Correct. 
2 Q. Okay. The next page back has a description of work. "Repair electrical 
3 cover plates. See Zane for details". Can you give us a description of just 
4 in general terms what that consisted of, that task? 
5 A. Well, when we went into the home there were plugs, electrical boxes, 
6 wiring that was open and loose so before we wanted rent the property we 
7 felt that it was prudent to cover those up for safety. 
8 Q. Bear with me for a second, please. I don't have that page. Sorry, I had 
9 copier problems this morning and lost a page. The, the— I have four 
10 questions for you regarding all the tasks that you, have been performed 
11 and they are what did you fix or what did your maintenance staff fix 
12 during the time you were property manager? In general you just talked 
13 about the electrical covers and stuff. 
14 A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
15 Q. The next question I have, the last sheet on your property records showed 
16 repair of electrical light fixtures. Repair light fixtures. Excuse me. 
17 A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
18 Q. I'm trying to find through the course of these questions what did you fix, 
19 what did you move and what did you remove from the property? 
20 A. Well, to the best of my knowledge, my recollection, we went in and, and 
21 the items that were noted to be fixed was the loose wiring, properly put 
22 boxes on them. My minds eyes tell me that there were some light fixtures 
23 that were not there, just the, the bare wire was hanging down so we had a 
24 box and a ceramic light put on in the livingroom area, familyroom area I 
25 guess youfd call it. There were numerous plug covers, light switch covers 
26 that were missing so that the wires were accessible. Someone could, you 
27 know, stick a finger in or whatever. Accessible. 
28 Q. Let me, let me say it a different way. Rather than having you recite this, 
29 we've got an evidence thing we'll get to in a minute— 
30 A. Okay. 
31 Q. that you can, might help. EXHIBIT #49. This is a picture everybody 
32 has already. This is a picture of a couple of light boxes in the house. 
33 A. Okay. 
34 Q. Do you recall if those are boxes that your maintenance folks installed? 
35 A. Yes. They would have been. 
36 Q. Can you tell me why they put them in? 
37 A. I think those were in the living, those were in the familyroom. So it 
38 looked like the original light fixture or chandelier or whatever was 
39 hanging there had just been removed and so, you know, to have the proper 
40 lighting and also to, to have the safety factor, in our minds eye, we 
41 installed the box and the light fixture. 
42 Q. Okay. EXHIBIT #52. This is a picture of the, the railing and, and the 
43 framework just above the kitchen. There's a strip of wood just below the 
44 railing. Did your maintenance staff install that? 
45 A. Yes, we did. 
46 Q. Can you tell me why? 
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As a safety factor for children to be able not to squeeze through and fall 
off of the deck along the base there so it would, you know-
So you were reducing the gap? 
Reducing the gap so that it wasn't as big of a gap. 
Okay. The strip of wood that you replaced, did you replace it because you 
thought it looked better or to improve safety? You just mentioned that— 
As a safety factor. 
Okay. Were you requested to do it or did you— 
We requested it be done. 
Okay. Thank you. EXHIBIT #105. I'm sorry. EXHIBIT #86, the one 
we were talking about earlier, the maintenance records. I forgot to 
introduce that. 
[Judge] Any objections to EXHIBIT #86? 
[Smith] No. I have no objection. 
[Judge] EXHIBIT #86 is received. 
[Fink] Thank you. Okay. These are copies of notes made by Froerer 
Property Management done on initial inspection of property. And you, 
sir, do you recognize this document? 
[Froerer] Yes. That would be our condition, our property condition 
report. 
Okay. And this was made— It says on here it's dated 11-16-95 and it's 
shown as a preinspection checked over on the left-hand side. 
Correct. 
So this was as you assumed responsibilities as property manager? 
Approximately that date, yes. 
I'd like to ask you a couple of questions about some of the entries in here. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
And I'm going to point to them because, I do this for everybody, they're 
highlighted in my copy so I can find where they are. About two-thirds of 
the way down on the right-hand side it says, and I'll point, it says, "three 
don't work". 
Yes. 
Under windows it looks like. 
I think that was actually under the switch outlets. This is in the 
livingroom area. 
Okay. 
So I think it was an extension of the outlets and switches and that. 
There seems to be several entries in here throughout this document that 
reference some splitting and logs splitting. Here and here and throughout 
this area. 
The construction of the home is a log home, interior the logs are there and 
so, you know, there's — When we go back to make this inspection report 
it's for the benefit of the, of the landlord and i.e., the tenant so that when 
they come back after occupancy there's a question as far as its condition 
and the tenant then is not going to be charged i.e. for a splitting log in 
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1 essence, that they didn't damage it. So that would be a note for our 
2 benefit just to show its present condition. 
3 Q. Okay. Let's go to the second page if you will. Second entry from the top 
4 it says under, under light fixture "Not working" and then something else. 
5 I don't know what that is. Can you describe to the best of your 
6 recollection what that entry refers to? It's in the kitchen. 
7 A. This was at the sink, above the sink. "Not working above sink". 
8 Q. Okay. 
9 A. We didn't know where the switch was. Come to find out after we'd talked 
10 to Pam, the landlord, it's underneath the counter. So in our walk-through 
11 inspection, you know, we made a note and so that's what that was for. 
12 Q. I have to thank Mr. Smith. He showed me where it was. 
13 A. Okay. 
14 Q. Under the den, light fixtures. First off you have there's a fixture, there's 
15 an entry that appears to be right next to the light fixtures that says "Don't 
16 work by thermostat". 
17 A. On the left-hand side? 
18 Q. On the left-hand side? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. All right. Is that the light fixtures don't work? 
21 A. Well, either the switches and light fixtures and that. 
22 Q. Over in the right-hand side same area talks about under light fixtures, 
23 "Only two work, rest dangling". 
24 A. Yes. Some not working. 
25 Q. Right below the words closets in den it says "Books left". Left-hand side. 
26 A. Correct. On the, in the den area, familyroom area there, there was a built-
27 in- Well you had the fireplace on the south side of the wall and on the 
28 north side of the wall was a built-in book cabinet. 
29 Q. Okay. And it was full of books? 
30 A. It was all, it was full of books. Personal property of the landlord. 
31 Q. Okay. On the right-hand side of that same area it implies or it says "One 
32 not working" I believe on the top. The thing on an angle on the left, on the 
33 right-hand side it says, "red stairs dirty" or something. It's not terribly 
34 important. 
35 A. It would probably be the light fixtures again not working. 
36 Q. Not working? Okay. Just below that it says, "One cover replace 
37 switching"? 
38 A. Yes. 
39 Q. Appears to be "on switches and outlets"? 
40 A. Correct. 
41 Q. Okay. Down at the bottom of that master bedroom entry, smoke alarm 
42 needs a battery? 
43 A. Correct. 
44 Q. Okay. Now this was— And how did you determine it needed a battery, 
45 sir? 
46 A. Well, I pushed the button and it didn't buzz. 
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Okay. And this was on November 16th? 
Correct. 
Light fixtures, it looks like downstairs bathroom. 
Where are you? On the same page? 
A lot of sets of entries on the same page. 
Okay. 
It says, "Switches and outlets, none", that true? 
Yes. 
There were, there were no switches or outlets in that room? 
Well I -
I'm, I'm asking out of your recollection based on these notes. 
Now, now this might be— Well, let's see. The bathroom. 
I'm sure there was a light switch as you walked in the room. 
Well this might be, it's— I, I don't recall exactly what the none reference 
would be to switches and outlets. 
Okay. Now let's go up to~ 
There is, there is a little bathroom area off of the familyroom, off the 
kitchen that is roughed in, unfinished. That little storage room, we turned 
it into a storage room for the personal property. So that could be the 
reference there but~ 
My guess is from the fact that there's, there— 
~ but I don't recall without--
— doesn't appear to be any other reference to a downstairs bathroom, that 
this is probably the bathroom in the hallway. 
And that's what I'm— I don't remember exactly-
Okay. 
— what the none reference would be. 
Okay. Over on the right-hand side of that same area under light fixtures it 
says, "No bulb" something with fan. Does that indicate that there was a 
bulb missing? 
I don't recall exactly. 
Okay. Next page over on the master— Excuse me, it's not the master. It's 
the next bedroom down. It's the one with the squiggley note to the side of 
it. Light fixtures. It says "No light", I believe. 
Okay. 
Is that-
Could be that in that room there was no center light and it had to be 
switched lamps. 
Oh, okay. 
That could be what that was referencing. My recollection there, there 
wasn't a, a, a room light so you had to have lamps. 
Okay. There's an entry, several, a couple entries in that same area over on 
the right-hand side that imply unfinished. 
Bedroom? 
Yes. Does that look like unfinished ceiling? 
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Ceilings, walls, drapes. Let's see. Well the home was, you know, there 
were things that needed to be finished in the home in the retrofitting of the 
old existing to the new addition. So those, those are just— I guess there 
again I'd have to go back in and see what, what we were referring to in 
that area. 
Okay. Just below that area you've got a long series of handwritten notes 
on the left-hand side that point to the room bedroom. 
Okay. 
Can you tell me what those say? 
Boxes— Oh, okay. This. Yes. Thatareaisoffofthefamilyroom. 
There was the unfinished bedroom and this where the bedroom is there, 
there were some personal property items. That's, that's listing some of 
those personal property items. 
It looks to say-
Machine. 
— two pinball machines, boxes— 
Pinball, boxes, stereo, vacuum. Those kind of things were there, yes. 
And it says over to the right side of that under light fixtures, "Dangling, no 
cover". 
Correct. 
If I'm correct. Okay. And a little bit below that the walls are not finished 
around the doors? 
Correct. There was no trim, molding put on the doors. 
And no smoke alarm according to this as well; is that true? 
Yes. 
Okay. 
Anytime in a bedroom area we suggest a smoke alarm to be located close 
to it. 
Down at the bottom of that, well, bottom of that under bedroom you've got 
"Switches and outlets" I believe. On the right-hand side it says "One 
cover plate missing" and just above that it says "Can't figure out how to 
work light fixtures". 
There were multiple switches with the—I guess they, kind of a, a fan type 
circulating switch, on-off light. So it was, it was an interesting type switch 
that we didn't take the time, you know, at that point — 
Not totally obvious? 
— to go through. And it was four or five different switches in the box 
and so we just made a note to see what was going on. 
Okay. Turn to the next page. Top entry, smoke alarm. Says it needs a 
battery. Is that true? 
Correct. 
Okay. Oh, I was trying to figure— The next entry down under the 
upstairs bathroom there's an entry over here on the right-hand side that 
looks like it says "One hole by shower in the wall". 
Off of the, the bathroom? 
Yes. It says (short inaudible, no mic)? 
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Yes. And I don't, without seeing it again to remind myself what it was but 
there, you know, in the wall or something there would have been a, a hole 
to express some damage or something there. 
Okay. There's an entry below the furnace, water heater and air 
conditioner. It's just above the one that says hallways on the left-hand 
side. My interpretation, and correct me if I'm wrong, says "Lots of 
dangling wires, no cover plates". Is that true? It's on the left-hand side. 
In the laundryroom that's what it says, yes. Lots of dangling. 
Do you recall those? 
That's-- Well the loose wires again, fixtures, those kind of things. 
Okay. 
Or else, you know, coming out of the plugs, yes. 
Okay. Let's go down to the garage. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
There's a handwritten entry about the middle of the page across— 
"Full of stuff? 
Yes. 
Yes. 
Will you describe that to me? 
Well, there were a couple of safes in there as I remember, miscellaneous 
personal property, a water ski, boxes of things in the, in the cabinets and 
closet type. So that's— 
Okay. Right below that there's another handwritten entry that says if I'm 
correct, "Room by garage full of stuff. 
Yes. That would have been the entry way into the familyroom from the 
garage. Closets again full of personal property, clothing items, those kind 
of things as I recall, miscellaneous things. 
Last sheet. This apparently has to do with the entertainment room 
upstairs? 
The big familyroom, yes. Entertainment room. 
Yes. It talks about there's a bulb out above the pool table if I read that 
correctly, and a huge stuffed buffalo. Can you describe that to us? 
Huge stuffed buffalo? 
Yes. 
There was just a six foot by six foot something like that stuffed buffalo. 
It was just a toy my kids would love to have. 
Okay. 
One of those stuffed animals that's a monster. It's just a family toy. And a 
pool table up there. Personal property items again. 
And there's a reference to the daybed as well. 
Yes. Well a couch, daybed type item. 
I'd like to introduce this as an exhibit. 
[Judge] Mr. Smith? 
[Smith] No objection. 
[Judge] Mr. Wells? 
[Wells] No objection. 
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[Judge] EXHIBIT #105-D is received. Mr. Froerer, I hate to do this to 
you. 
[Froerer - Witness] No. 
[Judge] I know that you'd like, I know that you'd like to go on and get 
completed. It's now reaching the noon hour. 
[Fink] Yes. I'vegot-
[Judge] Go ahead. 
[Fink] I'd like to ask one question before we break. 
[Judge] Okay. 
[Fink] And it has to do with what we just talked about. 
[Judge] Okay. 
Q. [Fink] The personal property that was described in here is, is this all the 
personal property you ran into? I mean this talks about the inside of the 
house, the garage, the rooms. Did you find any other personal property, 
did you find any personal property on that premises that was not 
documented here? 
A. [Froerer - Witness] Well, I don't know that all the personal property was 
documented but, you know, there were numerous personal property items 
inside. A few items outside. Yard lawn mower, as I recall. But not 
much outside. 
Trial Transcript pages 232-234, where Defendant describes the impact of 
Plaintiffs personal property on usability and access to the entire house, using 
Exhibit 103-D as follows: 
[Fink - Witness] I'm going to learn this one of these days. I had #103. 
Since we don't need to discuss the personal property itself since it's 
already been discussed at some length. We'll talk about what the premises 
looked like, what the impact of the property was, or the premises. 
This is #102 or #103. This is a line drawing, a duplicate of what 
was admitted to earlier as a reasonable representation of the property, only 
this time I went in and I highlighted with (inaudible word) what I was not 
allowed access to or did not have full access to because of personal 
property. Okay? And it says in here arcade games. Disregard the one 
that says spiral stairs. That was not personal property, that's a stairway. I 
just didn't have access to it nor (short inaudible, no mic). 
Those things that are hashmarked personal property, personal 
property out in, underneath the deck in the back yard, a lot of personal 
property in the garage, two safes. The unfinished bedroom had personal 
property, we couldn't use it because it was unfinished. Arcade games. 
And there was personal property in the unfinished bedroom that's been 
admitted to. 
But there's a, a point that I want to make when looking at this 
picture that because I did not have access to some of these areas because 
of personal property my stuff went elsewhere. My garage belongings sat 
in the familyroom because I couldn't put them in the garage. When I say 
garage belongings, the cars didn't sit in there, they sat in the driveway. 
But the stuff that I normally put in the garage, lawn mowers, the lawn 
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mower is out back, my stack of tires, spare snow tires sat in the 
familyroom. My shelves for the garage with all of the stuff that I've been 
known to put in the garage, lawn tools and all that stuff was in this room 
stacked up because I could not put it in there. The point being for lack of 
access to the areas that I would normally have used for storage I used 
livable space of the house to store my, my stuff that I would normally 
store and not use all the time. 
Okay. This is the downstairs. And this is the upstairs. And the 
same thing is true up here with one added aggravation and that is on the 
sides here the roofline eats away at the available space because of the 
angle of the roof. I can show you a picture in the stack. It cuts into what 
would be livable space by a reasonable chunk and so that's why that's 
highlighted out there. And then the pool table, daybed, chandelier, the 
moose we've referred to. Washer and dryer. And it's been admitted that 
there was a washer and dryer there. Mine was downstairs. Corners of the 
walls. Okay. The point being again not all of the house was available. 
Exhibits 103-D (Floorplans of house) 
Plaintiffs Deposition, pages 31-35, where Plaintiffs personal property is 
discussed by Plaintiff as follows: 
Q. [Fink] For the purposes of the next few questions, I intend to offer my 
estimate of size and mode of size for each piece of equipment, article of 
personal property. If the size is reasonably accurate, please reflect an 
affirmative answer, if it was not, I would ask that you offer your own 
estimation of size. 
For the item of personal property described as a day bed, which 
was stored in the upstairs den of the property - talking too fast? I would 
offer that the height of approximately two feet, length of approximately 
five feet, width of approximately three feet. 
A. [Naisbitt] Okay. 
Q. Is that close? For the piece of personal property described as a chandelier, 
also stored upstairs, approximate height, one foot, approximately length, 
two feet, approximate width, two feet. 
A. Okay. 
Q. For the pool table, height, about three and a half feet, length, about seven 
feet, width, about five feet. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Pool table paraphernalia, rack, that's where the pool cues and such were 
located, commonly the pool table is about five foot tall, and maybe two 
foot by one on the -
A. Okay. 
Q. Large stuffed animal of the elk family, seven feet high, approximately, 
approximately seven feet in length, about two and a half feet in width. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Washer, the washroom. Approximately 43 inches high, 27 inches in 
length, and 29 inches in width. That's going to be approximate. 
A. Okay. 
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1 Q. For the dryer, approximately 43 by 27 by 29, same dimensions. 
2 A. Okay. 
3 Q. Clothes rack, also in the laundry room, about six feet high, five feet in 
4 length, and two feet wide. 
5 A. Okay. 
6 Q. Winter clothing, water skis, seat covers, those things stored in the cabinets 
7 between the family room and the garage, the hallway, if you will. Since I 
8 don't have a size for each piece of personal property I'm going to ask you 
9 in terms of the amount of space, available space occupied by those, and 
10 I'm going to say it, that personal property - or that personal property 
11 occupied a hundred percent of the available storage space in that area. 
12 A. I agree. 
13 Q. Stereo and personal belongings of your son, that's a description you used, 
14 stored in the downstairs north unfinished bedroom, composite envelope 
15 about three and a half feet high, about three feet wide, and three feet long. 
16 A. Okay. 
17 Q. The pinball machines, and there were two of them, about five feet high, 
18 five feet long, and two and a half feet wide. 
19 A. Okay. 
20 Q. Each. Variety of books in the bookcase, and again because of the nature of 
21 the item I'll relate it to the amount of space occupied and offer that it 
22 occupied a hundred percent of the available bookshelf space in that office. 
23 A. Okay. 
24 Q. Large safes in the garage, approximate size, and rim since there were two 
25 different sizes I'll use only one and say there were two of them, about six 
26 feet high, four feet in length, and four feet in width. 
27 A. Okay. 
28 Q. A large outdoor light that was stored inside right next to the family room, 
29 between the family room and dining room there's a pedestal-type light 
30 about seven feet tall and two feet square, it's one of the big -
31 A. Oh, yeah. 
32 Q. The one that rattled every time you walked by, green street lamp is 
33 probably a better 
34 A. (Nods head.) 
35 Q. Personal property described as barbecue grill, dog kennel, and also paint 
36 cans and a screen door, approximate envelope size for that combination 
37 about six feet long, four feet — excuse me, six feet in height, four feet in 
38 length, four feet in width. 
39 A. I — I wouldn't have a clue, but. 
41 Finding #14 
42 Defendant presented photographs, diagrams, and argument to the court that the 
43 premises did not comply with the Uniform Building Code, the Uniform Code for 
44 Building Conservation, or other building codes. The items Defendant claims were 
45 out of compliance related primarily to the electrical system. The Defendant 
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1 claimed that these items made the house unsafe. However the Defendant 
2 presented no evidence that any of the claimed deficiencies posed any safety risk. 
3 He failed to establish that wires dangling on the eves of the house were 
4 electrified. He failed to demonstrate that the electrical system was anything other 
5 than what was represented in the lease itself: unfinished. This does not amount to 
6 uninhabitability. While the electrical system may have been unfinished, the mere 
7 absence of light fixtures or globes in some rooms, the absence of switches from 
8 switch boxes, or the presence of wiring, demonstrated neither uninhabitability or 
9 any unsafe condition. 
10 
11 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
12 
13 a. Exhibits 1 -D through 57-D 
14 b. Trial Transcript pages 244-245 
15 c. Trial Transcript page 246 
16 d. Trial Transcript page 3 5 
17 e. Trial Transcript page 3 8 
18 f. Trial Transcript pages 42-43 
19 g. Trial Transcript pages 48-50 
20 h. Trial Transcript page 53 
21 i. Trial Transcript page 56 
22 j . Trial Transcript pages 68-69 
23 k. Trial Transcript pages 76-77 
24 1. Trial Transcript pages 85-102 
25 m. Trial Transcript pages 130-131 
26 
27 Summary of the Evidence 
28 
29 - Defendant vacated the premises due to the condition of the premises and the 
3 0 encumbrance of Plaintiff s personal property 
31 - There were numerous construction code violations at the premise 
32 - Required building permits were not obtained and required inspections were not 
33 conducted for the remodeling effort in 1987 which resulted in the log home 
34 - Plaintiff left a preponderance of personal property on the premises during 
35 defendant's tenancy 
36 - Plaintiffs maintenance man thought the premises was untenantable and required 
37 significant repair 
38 - Plaintiffs replacement property manager thought the premises required 
39 significant safety repairs. 
40 
41 The following evidence provides clear information on the condition of the premises, and 
42 Defendant's testimony at trial and during deposition which establish the sole reason for 
43 leaving the premises was the unsafe condition posed by known defects and the 
44 encumbrance of Plaintiff s personal property. The vehicle for reducing personal expense 
45 of relocating was a job offer in Washington state, whereby TRW would absorb many of 
46 the expenses of relocation to habitable conditions. 
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1 
2 
3 a. Exhibits 1-D through 57-D (Pictures of house) 
4 b. Trial Transcript pages 244-245, where Defendant responds to inquiry into the 
5 motivation for vacating the premises as follows: 
6 Q. [Smith] 26th of September. What was the reason you vacated the 
7 premises in October? 
8 A. [Fink - Witness] Couldn't stand to live in it anymore. 
9 Q. You couldn't stand it. Is that the sole reason? Was there any other 
10 reason you vacated the premises other than the condition? 
11 A. No, the condition and the personal property. It didn't give me what I was 
12 asking for. 
13 c. Trial Transcript page 246, where Plaintiff continues to question Defendant on 
14 the reason for vacating the premises as follows: 
15 Q. [Smith] So your job, the change of your place of venue of your work 
16 played a substantial role in your decision to move. Is that fair to say? 
17 A. [Fink - Witness] It provided an opportunity to reduce costs, yes. 
18 d. Trial Transcript page 35, where Ogden City Inspector Supervisor, Mr. Glover 
19 testifies regarding code violations relating to measurements of the stairs in the 
20 rented premises (Exhibit 93-D): 
21 Q. [Fink] Given that requirement, do the stair measurements indicated on 
22 those sheets conform to the requirements of the code? 
23 A. [Glover - Witness] They appear not to be. No, sir. 
24 e. Trial Transcript page 38, when viewing a picture of the premises: 
25 Q. [Fink] I would like to offer EXHIBIT #18-D to the witness to assess the 
26 widths and compliance of the handrails. Do the handrails depicted in 
27 those two pictures conform to the requirements you just read to us? 
28 A. [Glover] No, sir. They do not. 
29 f. Trial Transcript pages 42-43, in dialogue with the court: 
30 [Judge] The answer in, and the previous questions that were, that related 
31 to stairs and railings,--
32 [Glover - Witness] Uh-huh (affirmative). 
33 [Judge] — your answer to those were that that, that they were in violation 
34 at the time of the construction of this property. Not relating to what the 
35 new construction was but actually relating to the, what was the, what was 
36 the code at the time of the construction of this, of this dwelling. 
37 [Glover] It referred to the new portion of the building because there was a 
38 permit issued that actually created the structure that we're all referring here 
39 today about. The building, there was a log building built in 1980. Excuse 
40 me while I refer to my building permit data. 1987, early 1987. 
41 And so all the features that we're talking about, the handrails and 
42 the stairs, should have been in compliance with the 1985 Uniform 
43 Building Code. 
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Trial Transcript pages 48-50, where Mr. Glover offers his expert opinion of the 
condition shown in Exhibit 29-D as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Is there any code for, code requirements that prescribe what type 
of light fixtures go in showers, what type of protections they have to have? 
And I guess rather than having you recite the code 111 show you picture 
EXHIBIT #29-D and can you tell me if it violates any of that code? 
A. [Glover - Witness] 111 be glad to tell you what the code says. The code 
says that devices in wet or damp locations should be listed for that 
installation. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Okay. 
Q. But do they have to be maintained fit? I mean, do they have to be in good 
condition when they're there? 
A. Well, it doesn't talk about maintenance. It talks about how they shall be 
installed. 
Q. Okay. 
A. From looking at this picture it appears that there is a label on the fixture. I 
can't read it obviously. But it appears that it is a listed device, probably 
approved for installation in damp or wet climate, which is what a shower 
stall is. The only thing I see missing is the lens, the cover, the glass cover. 
Q. Which is what protects the bulb from, separates the bulb from the person? 
A. Yes. And it would be part of the, of the listed assembly, obviously, that 
was intended to prevent moisture from getting in the device. 
Q. Then the question I would ask you is in order for an item like the light 
fixture to conform to the code its integrity has to be intact? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Trial Transcript page 53, where Mr. Glover views Exhibit 31-D as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Okay. EXHIBIT #31. Does this conform? 
A. [Glover - Witness] No. It looks like somebody took the light fixture off 
the ceiling. 
Trial Transcript page 56, regarding Exhibit 44-D as follows: 
Q. [Fink] . . . I offer you EXHIBIT #44 showing a picture of the electricians 
tape and the gap in the front door and the upright beam. 
A. [Glover] It appears to be a Romex wiring which is spliced in at least two 
locations in a wall cavity which is intended to be covered, it appears, by 
some sort of caulking compound or putty looking substance. I'm not too 
sure quite what that is. 
Q. It is not a code compliant installation? 
A. No, sir. It is not. 
Trial Transcript pages 68-69, where required building permits and code 
compliance inspections were discussed as follows: 
[Judge] I think from the, the evidence there was a substantial construction. 
Q. [Fink] Okay. The, the permit that you had for the outside meter change, 
did that have anything to do with the remodeling of internal electrical and 
the house electrical itself? 
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A. [Glover - Witness] No, sir. It does not. 
Q. Had only to do with the service provided? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That said, in the stipulation that the remodeling was substantial, were all 
the required permits requested issued, or requested? 
A. There were no permits issued or requested for the interior portion of the 
building. 
Q. Would they have been required? 
A. Yes, sir. They would have. 
Q. Okay. Were all required inspections completed? 
A. For the permits that were issued. 
Q. For the permits that were issued the evidence suggests that the inspections 
for those permits were completed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But since there were other— 
[Judge] Your point is well taken, Mr. Fink. I think we were— 
[Fink] Thatsaid-
[Glover - Witness] We did not inspect anything other than the inspection 
records that we referred to. 
Trial Transcript pages 76-77, where the Mr. Glover offers his expert opinion on 
building code application to log homes as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Yes, Your Honor. I would like to ask a question regarding a 
custom home. The log home is a custom design, does not easily fall into 
the prescription of general design that is covered in code. Does the fact 
that it is a custom design allow deviation from the code or ignoring the 
code? The thrust of the question is the code still applies. Is that true? 
A. [Glover - Witness] Yes, sir. It still applies. 
Trial Transcript pages 85-102, where the replacement property manager, Mr. 
Froerer, testifies on property condition and Plaintiffs personal property left on 
the premises when he accepted responsibility to manage the property for Plaintiff 
as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Fourth sheet back, let's go to the 6th sheet back. That's the third to 
the last sheet under description of work, where it says "Box up and store 
items in unfinished bathroom and lock. See Marsha for details". Can you 
give us some insight into what that task involved? 
A. [Froerer - Witness] When we, when we entered the property there were 
numerous personal property items in the home. And we recommended 
prior to leasing it that those items be properly secured in one area rather 
than left on bookshelves, left in open rooms, those kind of things— 
Q. Okay. 
A. — for the protection of those items. 
Q. And so this task was to relocate those things and secure them somewhere? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. The next page back has a description of work. "Repair electrical 
cover plates. See Zane for details". Can you give us a description of just 
in general terms what that consisted of, that task? 
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A. Well, when we went into the home there were plugs, electrical boxes, 
wiring that was open and loose so before we wanted rent the property we 
felt that it was prudent to cover those up for safety. 
Q. Bear with me for a second, please. I don't have that page. Sorry, I had 
copier problems this morning and lost a page. The, the— I have four 
questions for you regarding all the tasks that you, have been performed 
and they are what did you fix or what did your maintenance staff fix 
during the time you were property manager? In general you just talked 
about the electrical covers and stuff. 
A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q. The next question I have, the last sheet on your property records showed 
repair of electrical light fixtures. Repair light fixtures. Excuse me. 
A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q. I'm trying to find through the course of these questions what did you fix, 
what did you move and what did you remove from the property? 
A. Well, to the best of my knowledge, my recollection, we went in and, and 
the items that were noted to be fixed was the loose wiring, properly put 
boxes on them. My minds eyes tell me that there were some light fixtures 
that were not there, just the, the bare wire was hanging down so we had a 
box and a ceramic light put on in the livingroom area, familyroom area I 
guess you'd call it. There were numerous plug covers, light switch covers 
that were missing so that the wires were accessible. Someone could, you 
know, stick a finger in or whatever. Accessible. 
Q. Let me, let me say it a different way. Rather than having you recite this, 
we've got an evidence thing we'll get to in a minute--
A. Okay. 
Q. — that you can, might help. EXHIBIT #49. This is a picture everybody 
has already. This is a picture of a couple of light boxes in the house. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Do you recall if those are boxes that your maintenance folks installed? 
A. Yes. They would have been. 
Q. Can you tell me why they put them in? 
A. I think those were in the living, those were in the familyroom. So it 
looked like the original light fixture or chandelier or whatever was 
hanging there had just been removed and so, you know, to have the proper 
lighting and also to, to have the safety factor, in our minds eye, we 
installed the box and the light fixture. 
Q. Okay. EXHIBIT #52. This is a picture of the, the railing and, and the 
framework just above the kitchen. There's a strip of wood just below the 
railing. Did your maintenance staff install that? 
A. Yes, we did. 
Q. Can you tell me why? 
A. As a safety factor for children to be able not to squeeze through and fall 
off of the deck along the base there so it would, you know— 
Q. So you were reducing the gap? 
A. Reducing the gap so that it wasn't as big of a gap. 
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Okay. The strip of wood that you replaced, did you replace it because you 
thought it looked better or to improve safety? You just mentioned that--
As a safety factor. 
Okay. Were you requested to do it or did you— 
We requested it be done. 
Okay. Thank you. EXHIBIT #105. I'm sorry. EXHIBIT #86, the one 
we were talking about earlier, the maintenance records. I forgot to 
introduce that. 
[Judge] Any objections to EXHIBIT #86? 
[Smith] No. I have no objection. 
[Judge] EXHIBIT #86 is received. 
[Fink] Thank you. Okay. These are copies of notes made by Froerer 
Property Management done on initial inspection of property. And you, 
sir, do you recognize this document? 
[Froerer - Witness] Yes. That would be our condition, our property 
condition report. 
Okay. And this was made- It says on here it's dated 11-16-95 and it's 
shown as a preinspection checked over on the left-hand side. 
Correct. 
So this was as you assumed responsibilities as property manager? 
Approximately that date, yes. 
I'd like to ask you a couple of questions about some of the entries in here. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
And I'm going to point to them because, I do this for everybody, they're 
highlighted in my copy so I can find where they are. About two-thirds of 
the way down on the right-hand side it says, and I'll point, it says, "three 
don't work". 
Yes. 
Under windows it looks like. 
I think that was actually under the switch outlets. This is in the 
livingroom area. 
Okay. 
So I think it was an extension of the outlets and switches and that. 
There seems to be several entries in here throughout this document that 
reference some splitting and logs splitting. Here and here and throughout 
this area. 
The construction of the home is a log home, interior the logs are there and 
so, you know, there's — When we go back to make this inspection report 
it's for the benefit of the, of the landlord and i.e., the tenant so that when 
they come back after occupancy there's a question as far as its condition 
and the tenant then is not going to be charged i.e. for a splitting log in 
essence, that they didn't damage it. So that would be a note for our 
benefit just to show its present condition. 
Okay. Let's go to the second page if you will. Second entry from the top 
it says under, under light fixture "Not working" and then something else. 
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I don't know what that is. Can you describe to the best of your 
recollection what that entry refers to? It's in the kitchen. 
This was at the sink, above the sink. "Not working above sink". 
Okay. 
We didn't know where the switch was. Come to find out after we'd talked 
to Pam, the landlord, it's underneath the counter. So in our walk-through 
inspection, you know, we made a note and so that's what that was for. 
I have to thank Mr. Smith. He showed me where it was. 
Okay. 
Under the den, light fixtures. First off you have there's a fixture, there's 
an entry that appears to be right next to the light fixtures that says "Don't 
work by thermostat". 
On the left-hand side? 
On the left-hand side? 
Yes. 
All right. Is that the light fixtures don't work? 
Well, either the switches and light fixtures and that. 
Over in the right-hand side same area talks about under light fixtures, 
"Only two work, rest dangling". 
Yes. Some not working. 
Right below the words closets in den it says "Books left". Left-hand side. 
Correct. On the, in the den area, familyroom area there, there was a built-
in— Well you had the fireplace on the south side of the wall and on the 
north side of the wall was a built-in book cabinet. 
Okay. And it was full of books? 
It was all, it was full of books. Personal property of the landlord. 
Okay. On the right-hand side of that same area it implies or it says "One 
not working" I believe on the top. The thing on an angle on the left, on the 
right-hand side it says, "red stairs dirty" or something. It's not terribly 
important. 
It would probably be the light fixtures again not working. 
Not working? Okay. Just below that it says, "One cover replace 
switching"? 
Yes. 
Appears to be "on switches and outlets"? 
Correct. 
Okay. Down at the bottom of that master bedroom entry, smoke alarm 
needs a battery? 
Correct. 
Okay. Now this was— And how did you determine it needed a battery, 
sir? 
Well, I pushed the button and it didn't buzz. 
Okay. And this was on November 16th? 
Correct. 
Light fixtures, it looks like downstairs bathroom. 
Where are you? On the same page? 
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A lot of sets of entries on the same page. 
Okay. 
It says, "Switches and outlets, none", that true? 
Yes. 
There were, there were no switches or outlets in that room? 
Well I--
I'm, I'm asking out of your recollection based on these notes. 
Now, now this might be— Well, let's see. The bathroom. 
I'm sure there was a light switch as you walked in the room. 
Well this might be, it's— I, I don't recall exactly what the none reference 
would be to switches and outlets. 
Okay. Now let's go up to~ 
There is, there is a little bathroom area off of the familyroom, off the 
kitchen that is roughed in, unfinished. That little storage room, we turned 
it into a storage room for the personal property. So that could be the 
reference there but— 
My guess is from the fact that there's, there— 
— but I don't recall without— 
— doesn't appear to be any other reference to a downstairs bathroom, that 
this is probably the bathroom in the hallway. 
And that's what I'm— I don't remember exactly-
Okay. 
— what the none reference would be. 
Okay. Over on the right-hand side of that same area under light fixtures it 
says, "No bulb" something with fan. Does that indicate that there was a 
bulb missing? 
I don't recall exactly. 
Okay. Next page over on the master— Excuse me, it's not the master. It's 
the next bedroom down. It's the one with the squiggley note to the side of 
it. Light fixtures. It says "No light", I believe. 
Okay. 
Is that-
Could be that in that room there was no center light and it had to be 
switched lamps. 
Oh, okay. 
That could be what that was referencing. My recollection there, there 
wasn't a, a, a room light so you had to have lamps. 
Okay. There's an entry, several, a couple entries in that same area over on 
the right-hand side that imply unfinished. 
Bedroom? 
Yes. Does that look like unfinished ceiling? 
Ceilings, walls, drapes. Let's see. Well the home was, you know, there 
were things that needed to be finished in the home in the retrofitting of the 
old existing to the new addition. So those, those are just— I guess there 
again I'd have to go back in and see what, what we were referring to in 
that area. 
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Okay. Just below that area you've got a long series of handwritten notes 
on the left-hand side that point to the room bedroom. 
Okay. 
Can you tell me what those say? 
Boxes-- Oh,okay. This. Yes. Thatareaisoffofthefamilyroom. 
There was the unfinished bedroom and this where the bedroom is there, 
there were some personal property items. That's, that's listing some of 
those personal property items. 
It looks to say-
Machine. 
~ two pinball machines, boxes— 
Pinball, boxes, stereo, vacuum. Those kind of things were there, yes. 
And it says over to the right side of that under light fixtures, "Dangling, no 
cover". 
Correct. 
If I'm correct. Okay. And a little bit below that the walls are not finished 
around the doors? 
Correct. There was no trim, molding put on the doors. 
And no smoke alarm according to this as well; is that true? 
Yes. 
Okay. 
Anytime in a bedroom area we suggest a smoke alarm to be located close 
to it. 
Down at the bottom of that, well, bottom of that under bedroom you've got 
"Switches and outlets" I believe. On the right-hand side it says "One 
cover plate missing" and just above that it says "Can't figure out how to 
work light fixtures". 
There were multiple switches with the—I guess they, kind of a, a fan type 
circulating switch, on-off light. So it was, it was an interesting type switch 
that we didn't take the time, you know, at that point — 
Not totally obvious? 
— to go through. And it was four or five different switches in the box 
and so we just made a note to see what was going on. 
Okay. Turn to the next page. Top entry, smoke alarm. Says it needs a 
battery. Is that true? 
Correct. 
Okay. Oh, I was trying to figure- The next entry down under the 
upstairs bathroom there's an entry over here on the right-hand side that 
looks like it says "One hole by shower in the wall". 
Off of the, the bathroom? 
Yes. It says (short inaudible, no mic)? 
Yes. And I don't, without seeing it again to remind myself what it was but 
there, you know, in the wall or something there would have been a, a hole 
to express some damage or something there. 
Okay. There's an entry below the furnace, water heater and air 
conditioner. It's just above the one that says hallways on the left-hand 
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side. My interpretation, and correct me if I'm wrong, says "Lots of 
dangling wires, no cover plates". Is that true? It's on the left-hand side. 
In the laundryroom that's what it says, yes. Lots of dangling. 
Do you recall those? 
That's- Well the loose wires again, fixtures, those kind of things. 
Okay. 
Or else, you know, coming out of the plugs, yes. 
Okay. Let's go down to the garage. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
There's a handwritten entry about the middle of the page across— 
"Full of stuff? 
Yes. 
Yes. 
Will you describe that to me? 
Well, there were a couple of safes in there as I remember, miscellaneous 
personal property, a water ski, boxes of things in the, in the cabinets and 
closet type. So that's-
Okay. Right below that there's another handwritten entry that says if I'm 
correct, "Room by garage full of stuff. 
Yes. That would have been the entry way into the familyroom from the 
garage. Closets again full of personal property, clothing items, those kind 
of things as I recall, miscellaneous things. 
Last sheet. This apparently has to do with the entertainment room 
upstairs? 
The big familyroom, yes. Entertainment room. 
Yes. It talks about there's a bulb out above the pool table if I read that 
correctly, and a huge stuffed buffalo. Can you describe that to us? 
Huge stuffed buffalo? 
Yes. 
There was just a six foot by six foot something like that stuffed buffalo. 
It was just a toy my kids would love to have. 
Okay. 
One of those stuffed animals that's a monster. It's just a family toy. And a 
pool table up there. Personal property items again. 
And there's a reference to the daybed as well. 
Yes. Well a couch, daybed type item. 
I'd like to introduce this as an exhibit, 
[Judge] Mr. Smith? 
[Smith] No objection. 
[Judge] Mr. Wells? 
[Wells] No objection. 
[Judge] EXHIBIT #105-D is received. Mr. Froerer, I hate to do this to 
you. 
[Froerer - Witness] No. 
[Judge] I know that you'd like, I know that you'd like to go on and get 
completed. It's now reaching the noon hour. 
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[Fink] Yes. I'vegot--
[Judge] Go ahead. 
[Fink] I'd like to ask one question before we break. 
[Judge] Okay. 
[Fink] And it has to do with what we just talked about. 
[Judge] Okay. 
Q. [Fink] The personal property that was described in here is, is this all the 
personal property you ran into? I mean this talks about the inside of the 
house, the garage, the rooms. Did you find any other personal property, 
did you find any personal property on that premises that was not 
documented here? 
A. [Froerer - Witness] Well, I don't know that all the personal property was 
documented but, you know, there were numerous personal property items 
inside. A few items outside. Yard lawn mower, as I recall. But not 
much outside. 
m. Trial Transcript pages 130-131, where Mr. Goddard discusses his opinion of the 
condition of the premises as follows: 
Q. [Fink] You came out at some point after, at the request of Mr. Wheeler? 
A. [Goddard] You had made a list of problems and gave it to Mr. Wheeler 
and he asked me to check it out. 
Q. Okay. And you came out to the property 
(short inaudible, no mic)? 
A. And whatever the date was on that list was just before the time I came out. 
Q. Okay. What did you find when you first came out? What was your initial 
assessment of the property? 
A. It needed a lot of work. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Had I walked through that place to rent it myself I wouldn't have rented it. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall making any knee jerk, gut feel reaction comment to 
what you thought the extent of the repairs were that were necessary? 
A. There was some repairs I wouldn't touch because I'm not qualified like the 
electrical--
Q. Okay. 
A. — because it was a major electrical. If it's a switch or a plug or this I can 
take care of. But when you've got wires hanging down ~ And I told Mr. 
Wheeler that he should get a qualified electrician which I believe he did. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall making the statement that the owner needs to spend 
about six months rent or about $10,000 to fix this place? 
A. Yes. I probably said that. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall any discussions either with me or with me and Ms. 
Tannehill regarding the owner of personal property? 
A. All my afterthought was that if I had rented the place, which I don't think I 
would, I would have put all the stuff in one area and charged somebody 
rent for it. 
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9C 
1 Finding #15 
2 Defendant also complained of various other areas of noncompliance with building 
3 codes. Defendant complained of the stairs and handrails. He complained that the 
4 rise and width of each stair was too great. He complained about the angle of some 
5 stairs. He complained about the width of handrails. Given the unique nature of a 
6 log home, and in particular, the uniqueness of split log stairs, it is unclear to the 
7 court what building codes would apply and what they would demand in this case. 
8 The Defendant simply failed to convince the court that any of these sorts of 
9 defects violated any building code. More importantly, however, the Court finds 
10 that these relatively minor variations, apparently inherent in this type of 
11 construction, do not singly or in concert constitute or create any condition of 
12 unsafely or uninhabitability. 
13 
14 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
15 
16 a. Exhibits 1 -D through 57-D 
17 b. Trial Transcript page 3 5 
18 c. Trial Transcript page 3 8 
19 d. Trial Transcript pages 42-43 
20 e. Trial Transcript pages 48-50 
21 f. Trial Transcript page 53 
22 g. Trial Transcript page 56 
23 h. Trial Transcript pages 68-69 
24 i. Trial Transcript pages 76-77 
25 j . Trial Transcript pages 85-102 
26 k. Trial Transcript pages 130-131 
27 1. Trial Transcript pages 244-245 
28 m. Exhibit 69-D through 72-D 
29 n. Trial Transcript page 61 
30 o. Trial Transcript page 63 
31 p. Trial Transcript pages 65-66 
32 q. Trial Transcript page 246 
33 r. Trial Transcript pages 76-77 
34 s. Exhibit 94-D 
35 
36 Summary of the Evidence 
37 
38 - There were numerous construction code violations at the premises 
39 - Building codes apply to unique construction homes 
40 - There were numerous safety defects in the premises 
41 - The electrical system defects were beyond the capabilities of the hired 
42 maintenance man 
43 - Defendant vacated the premises due to the condition of the premises and the 
44 encumbrance of Plaintiff s personal property 
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1 - Required building permits were not obtained and required inspections were not 
2 performed during the remodeling in 1987 
3 - The Ogden City Residential Rental License Ordinance requires compliance with 
4 applicable building codes 
5 
6 This collection of evidence provides a litany of code violations and safety defects 
7 resulting from failure to repair that continued to pose personal hazard to Defendant and 
8 others during his tenancy. The conditions resulted from failure to provide building plans 
9 for inspection, failure to secure required building permits, failure to have required code 
10 compliance inspections performed, and failure to perform required repairs. The result 
11 was an unsafe residence which Plaintiff and her agent were aware of prior to placing the 
12 property on the rental market without correction of the known defects. 
13 
15 a. Exhibits 1-D through 57-D (Pictures of house) 
16 b. Trial Transcript page 35, where Ogden City Inspector Supervisor, Mr. Glover 
17 testifies regarding code violations relating to measurements of the stairs in the 
18 rented premises: 
19 Q. [Fink] Given that requirement, do the stair measurements indicated on 
20 those sheets conform to the requirements of the code? 
21 A. [Glover - Witness] They appear not to be. No, sir. 
22 Q. I'd like to introduce EXHIBIT #93-D. 
23 c. Trial Transcript page 38, when viewing a picture of the premises: 
24 Q. [Fink] I would like to offer EXHIBIT #18-D to the witness to assess the 
25 widths and compliance of the handrails. Do the handrails depicted in 
26 those two pictures conform to the requirements you just read to us? 
27 A. [Glover] No, sir. They do not. 
28 d. Trial Transcript pages 42-43, in dialogue with the court: 
29 [Judge] The answer in, and the previous questions that were, that related 
30 to stairs and railings,— 
31 [Glover - Witness] Uh-huh (affirmative). 
32 [Judge] — your answer to those were that that, that they were in violation 
33 at the time of the construction of this property. Not relating to what the 
34 new construction was but actually relating to the, what was the, what was 
35 the code at the time of the construction of this, of this dwelling. 
36 [Glover] It referred to the new portion of the building because there was a 
37 permit issued that actually created the structure that we're all referring here 
38 today about. The building, there was a log building built in 1980. Excuse 
39 me while I refer to my building permit data. 1987, early 1987. 
40 And so all the features that we're talking about, the handrails and 
41 the stairs, should have been in compliance with the 1985 Uniform 
42 Building Code. 
43 e. Trial Transcript pages 48-50, where Mr. Glover offers his expert opinion of the 
44 condition shown in Exhibit 29-D as follows: 
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Q. [Fink] Is there any code for, code requirements that prescribe what type 
of light fixtures go in showers, what type of protections they have to have? 
And I guess rather than having you recite the code I'll show you picture 
EXHIBIT #29-D and can you tell me if it violates any of that code? 
A. [Glover - Witness] I'll be glad to tell you what the code says. The code 
says that devices in wet or damp locations should be listed for that 
installation. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Okay. 
Q. But do they have to be maintained fit? I mean, do they have to be in good 
condition when they're there? 
A. Well, it doesn't talk about maintenance. It talks about how they shall be 
installed. 
Q. Okay. 
A. From looking at this picture it appears that there is a label on the fixture. I 
can't read it obviously. But it appears that it is a listed device, probably 
approved for installation in damp or wet climate, which is what a shower 
stall is. The only thing I see missing is the lens, the cover, the glass cover. 
Q. Which is what protects the bulb from, separates the bulb from the person? 
A. Yes. And it would be part of the, of the listed assembly, obviously, that 
was intended to prevent moisture from getting in the device. 
Q. Then the question I would ask you is in order for an item like the light 
fixture to conform to the code its integrity has to be intact? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Trial Transcript page 53, where Mr. Glover views Exhibit 31-D as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Okay. EXHIBIT #31. Does this conform? 
A. [Glover - Witness] No. It looks like somebody took the light fixture off 
the ceiling. 
Trial Transcript page 56, regarding Exhibit 44-D as follows: 
Q. [Fink] . . . I offer you EXHIBIT #44 showing a picture of the electricians 
tape and the gap in the front door and the upright beam. 
A. [Glover] It appears to be a Romex wiring which is spliced in at least two 
locations in a wall cavity which is intended to be covered, it appears, by 
some sort of caulking compound or putty looking substance. I'm not too 
sure quite what that is. 
Q. It is not a code compliant installation? 
A. No, sir. It is not. 
Trial Transcript pages 68-69, where required building permits and code 
compliance inspections were discussed as follows: 
[Judge] I think from the, the evidence there was a substantial 
construction. 
Q. [Fink] Okay. The, the permit that you had for the outside meter change, 
did that have anything to do with the remodeling of internal electrical and 
the house electrical itself? 
A. [Glover - Witness] No, sir. It does not. 
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Q. Had only to do with the service provided? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That said, in the stipulation that the remodeling was substantial, were all 
the required permits requested issued, or requested? 
A. There were no permits issued or requested for the interior portion of the 
building. 
Q. Would they have been required? 
A. Yes, sir. They would have. 
Q. Okay. Were all required inspections completed? 
A. For the permits that were issued. 
Q. For the permits that were issued the evidence suggests that the inspections 
for those permits were completed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But since there were other— 
[Judge] Your point is well taken, Mr. Fink. I think we were— 
[Fink] Thatsaid-
[Glover - Witness] We did not inspect anything other than the inspection 
records that we referred to. 
Trial Transcript pages 76-77, where the Mr. Glover offers his expert opinion on 
building code application to log homes as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Yes, Your Honor. I would like to ask a question regarding a 
custom home. The log home is a custom design, does not easily fall into 
the prescription of general design that is covered in code. Does the fact 
that it is a custom design allow deviation from the code or ignoring the 
code? The thrust of the question is the code still applies. Is that true? 
A. [Glover - Witness] Yes, sir. It still applies. 
Trial Transcript pages 85-102, where the replacement property manager, Mr. 
Froerer, testifies on property condition and Plaintiffs personal property left on 
the premises when he accepted responsibility to manage the property for Plaintiff 
as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Fourth sheet back, let's go to the 6th sheet back. That's the third to 
the last sheet under description of work, where it says "Box up and store 
items in unfinished bathroom and lock. See Marsha for details". Can you 
give us some insight into what that task involved? 
A. [Froerer - Witness] When we, when we entered the property there were 
numerous personal property items in the home. And we recommended 
prior to leasing it that those items be properly secured in one area rather 
than left on bookshelves, left in open rooms, those kind of things— 
Q. Okay. 
A. — for the protection of those items. 
Q. And so this task was to relocate those things and secure them somewhere? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. The next page back has a description of work. "Repair electrical 
cover plates. See Zane for details". Can you give us a description of just 
in general terms what that consisted of, that task? 
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1 A. Well, when we went into the home there were plugs, electrical boxes, 
2 wiring that was open and loose so before we wanted rent the property we 
3 felt that it was prudent to cover those up for safety. 
4 Q. Bear with me for a second, please. I don't have that page. Sorry, I had 
5 copier problems this morning and lost a page. The, the- I have four 
6 questions for you regarding all the tasks that you, have been performed 
7 and they are what did you fix or what did your maintenance staff fix 
8 during the time you were property manager? In general you just talked 
9 about the electrical covers and stuff. 
10 A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
11 Q. The next question I have, the last sheet on your property records showed 
12 repair of electrical light fixtures. Repair light fixtures. Excuse me. 
13 A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
14 Q. I'm trying to find through the course of these questions what did you fix, 
15 what did you move and what did you remove from the property? 
16 A. Well, to the best of my knowledge, my recollection, we went in and, and 
17 the items that were noted to be fixed was the loose wiring, properly put 
18 boxes on them. My minds eyes tell me that there were some light fixtures 
19 that were not there, just the, the bare wire was hanging down so we had a 
20 box and a ceramic light put on in the livingroom area, familyroom area I 
21 guess you'd call it. There were numerous plug covers, light switch covers 
22 that were missing so that the wires were accessible. Someone could, you 
23 know, stick a finger in or whatever. Accessible. 
24 Q. Let me, let me say it a different way. Rather than having you recite this, 
25 we've got an evidence thing we'll get to in a minute— 
26 A. Okay. 
27 Q. — that you can, might help. EXHIBIT #49. This is a picture everybody 
28 has already. This is a picture of a couple of light boxes in the house. 
29 A. Okay. 
30 Q. Do you recall if those are boxes that your maintenance folks installed? 
31 A. Yes. They would have been. 
32 Q. Can you tell me why they put them in? 
33 A. I think those were in the living, those were in the familyroom. So it 
34 looked like the original light fixture or chandelier or whatever was 
35 hanging there had just been removed and so, you know, to have the proper 
36 lighting and also to, to have the safety factor, in our minds eye, we 
37 installed the box and the light fixture. 
38 Q. Okay. EXHIBIT #52. This is a picture of the, the railing and, and the 
39 framework just above the kitchen. There's a strip of wood just below the 
40 railing. Did your maintenance staff install that? 
41 A. Yes, we did. 
42 Q. Can you tell me why? 
43 A. As a safety factor for children to be able not to squeeze through and fall 
44 off of the deck along the base there so it would, you know— 
45 Q. So you were reducing the gap? 
46 A. Reducing the gap so that it wasn't as big of a gap. 
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Okay. The strip of wood that you replaced, did you replace it because you 
thought it looked better or to improve safety? You just mentioned that— 
As a safety factor. 
Okay. Were you requested to do it or did you— 
We requested it be done. 
Okay. Thank you. EXHIBIT #105. I'm sorry. EXHIBIT #86, the one 
we were talking about earlier, the maintenance records. I forgot to 
introduce that. 
[Judge] Any objections to EXHIBIT #86? 
[Smith] No. I have no objection. 
[Judge] EXHIBIT #86 is received. 
[Fink] Thank you. Okay. These are copies of notes made by Froerer 
Property Management done on initial inspection of property. And you, 
sir, do you recognize this document? 
[Froerer] Yes. That would be our condition, our property condition 
report. 
Okay. And this was made- It says on here it's dated 11-16-95 and it's 
shown as a preinspection checked over on the left-hand side. 
Correct. 
So this was as you assumed responsibilities as property manager? 
Approximately that date, yes. 
I'd like to ask you a couple of questions about some of the entries in here. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
And I'm going to point to them because, I do this for everybody, they're 
highlighted in my copy so I can find where they are. About two-thirds of 
the* way down on the right-hand side it says, and I'll point, it says, "three 
don't work". 
Yes. 
Under windows it looks like. 
I think that was actually under the switch outlets. This is in the 
livingroom area. 
Okay. 
So I think it was an extension of the outlets and switches and that. 
There seems to be several entries in here throughout this document that 
reference some splitting and logs splitting. Here and here and throughout 
this area. 
The construction of the home is a log home, interior the logs are there and 
so, you know, there's ~ When we go back to make this inspection report 
it's for the benefit of the, of the landlord and i.e., the tenant so that when 
they come back after occupancy there's a question as far as its condition 
and the tenant then is not going to be charged i.e. for a splitting log in 
essence, that they didn't damage it. So that would be a note for our 
benefit just to show its present condition. 
Okay. Let's go to the second page if you will. Second entry from the top 
it says under, under light fixture "Not working" and then something else. 
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I don't know what that is. Can you describe to the best of your 
recollection what that entry refers to? It's in the kitchen. 
This was at the sink, above the sink. "Not working above sink". 
Okay. 
We didn't know where the switch was. Come to find out after we'd talked 
to Pam, the landlord, it's underneath the counter. So in our walk-through 
inspection, you know, we made a note and so that's what that was for. 
I have to thank Mr. Smith. He showed me where it was. 
Okay. 
Under the den, light fixtures. First off you have there's a fixture, there's 
an entry that appears to be right next to the light fixtures that says "Don't 
work by thermostat". 
On the left-hand side? 
On the left-hand side? 
Yes. 
All right. Is that the light fixtures don't work? 
Well, either the switches and light fixtures and that. 
Over in the right-hand side same area talks about under light fixtures, 
"Only two work, rest dangling". 
Yes. Some not working. 
Right below the words closets in den it says "Books left". Left-hand side. 
Correct. On the, in the den area, familyroom area there, there was a built-
in- Well you had the fireplace on the south side of the wall and on the 
north side of the wall was a built-in book cabinet. 
Okay. And it was full of books? 
It was all, it was full of books. Personal property of the landlord. 
Okay. On the right-hand side of that same area it implies or it says "One 
not working" I believe on the top. The thing on an angle on the left, on the 
right-hand side it says, "red stairs dirty" or something. It's not terribly 
important. 
It would probably be the light fixtures again not working. 
Not working? Okay. Just below that it says, "One cover replace 
switching"? 
Yes. 
Appears to be "on switches and outlets"? 
Correct. 
Okay. Down at the bottom of that master bedroom entry, smoke alarm 
needs a battery? 
Correct. 
Okay. Now this was- And how did you determine it needed a battery, 
sir? 
Well, I pushed the button and it didn't buzz. 
Okay. And this was on November 16th? 
Correct. 
Light fixtures, it looks like downstairs bathroom. 
Where are you? On the same page? 
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A lot of sets of entries on the same page. 
Okay. 
It says, "Switches and outlets, none", that true? 
Yes. 
There were, there were no switches or outlets in that room? 
Well I -
I'm, I'm asking out of your recollection based on these notes. 
Now, now this might be - Well, let's see. The bathroom. 
I'm sure there was a light switch as you walked in the room. 
Well this might be, it's— I, I don't recall exactly what the none reference 
would be to switches and outlets. 
Okay. Now let's go up to— 
There is, there is a little bathroom area off of the familyroom, off the 
kitchen that is roughed in, unfinished. That little storage room, we turned 
it into a storage room for the personal property. So that could be the 
reference there but— 
My guess is from the fact that there's, there— 
— but I don't recall without— 
— doesn't appear to be any other reference to a downstairs bathroom, that 
this is probably the bathroom in the hallway. 
And that's what I'm— I don't remember exactly-
Okay. 
— what the none reference would be. 
Okay. Over on the right-hand side of that same area under light fixtures it 
says, "No bulb" something with fan. Does that indicate that there was a 
bulb missing? 
I don't recall exactly. 
Okay. Next page over on the master— Excuse me, it's not the master. It's 
the next bedroom down. It's the one with the squiggley note to the side of 
it. Light fixtures. It says "No light", I believe. 
Okay. 
Is that-
Could be that in that room there was no center light and it had to be 
switched lamps. 
Oh, okay. 
That could be what that was referencing. My recollection there, there 
wasn't a, a, a room light so you had to have lamps. 
Okay. There's an entry, several, a couple entries in that same area over on 
the right-hand side that imply unfinished. 
Bedroom? 
Yes. Does that look like unfinished ceiling? 
Ceilings, walls, drapes. Let's see. Well the home was, you know, there 
were things that needed to be finished in the home in the retrofitting of the 
old existing to the new addition. So those, those are just— I guess there 
again I'd have to go back in and see what, what we were referring to in 
that area. 
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Okay. Just below that area you've got a long series of handwritten notes 
on the left-hand side that point to the room bedroom. 
Okay. 
Can you tell me what those say? 
Boxes-- Oh,okay. This. Yes. Thatareaisoffofthefamilyroom. 
There was the unfinished bedroom and this where the bedroom is there, 
there were some personal property items. That's, that's listing some of 
those personal property items. 
It looks to say-
Machine. 
~ two pinball machines, boxes— 
Pinball, boxes, stereo, vacuum. Those kind of things were there, yes. 
And it says over to the right side of that under light fixtures, "Dangling, no 
cover". 
Correct. 
If I'm correct. Okay. And a little bit below that the walls are not finished 
around the doors? 
Correct. There was no trim, molding put on the doors. 
And no smoke alarm according to this as well; is that true? 
Yes. 
Okay. 
Anytime in a bedroom area we suggest a smoke alarm to be located close 
to it. 
Down at the bottom of that, well, bottom of that under bedroom you've got 
"Switches and outlets" I believe. On the right-hand side it says "One 
cover plate missing" and just above that it says "Can't figure out how to 
work light fixtures". 
There were multiple switches with the—I guess they, kind of a, a fan type 
circulating switch, on-off light. So it was, it was an interesting type switch 
that we didn't take the time, you know, at that point ~ 
Not totally obvious? 
— to go through. And it was four or five different switches in the box 
and so we just made a note to see what was going on. 
Okay. Turn to the next page. Top entry, smoke alarm. Says it needs a 
battery. Is that true? 
Correct. 
Okay. Oh, I was trying to figure— The next entry down under the 
upstairs bathroom there's an entry over here on the right-hand side that 
looks like it says "One hole by shower in the wall". 
Off of the, the bathroom? 
Yes. It says (short inaudible, no mic)? 
Yes. And I don't, without seeing it again to remind myself what it was but 
there, you know, in the wall or something there would have been a, a hole 
to express some damage or something there. 
Okay. There's an entry below the furnace, water heater and air 
conditioner. It's just above the one that says hallways on the left-hand 
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side. My interpretation, and correct me if I'm wrong, says "Lots of 
dangling wires, no cover plates". Is that true? It's on the left-hand side. 
In the laundryroom that's what it says, yes. Lots of dangling. 
Do you recall those? 
That's— Well the loose wires again, fixtures, those kind of things. 
Okay. 
Or else, you know, coming out of the plugs, yes. 
Okay. Let's go down to the garage. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
There's a handwritten entry about the middle of the page across— 
"Full of stuff? 
Yes. 
Yes. 
Will you describe that to me? 
Well, there were a couple of safes in there as I remember, miscellaneous 
personal property, a water ski, boxes of things in the, in the cabinets and 
closet type. So that's-
Okay. Right below that there's another handwritten entry that says if I'm 
correct, "Room by garage full of stuff'. 
Yes. That would have been the entry way into the family room from the 
garage. Closets again full of personal property, clothing items, those kind 
of things as I recall, miscellaneous things. 
Last sheet. This apparently has to do with the entertainment room 
upstairs? 
The big familyroom, yes. Entertainment room. 
Yes. It talks about there's a bulb out above the pool table if I read that 
correctly, and a huge stuffed buffalo. Can you describe that to us? 
Huge stuffed buffalo? 
Yes. 
There was just a six foot by six foot something like that stuffed buffalo. 
It was just a toy my kids would love to have. 
Okay. 
One of those stuffed animals that's a monster. It's just a family toy. And a 
pool table up there. Personal property items again. 
And there's a reference to the daybed as well. 
Yes. Well a couch, daybed type item. 
I'd like to introduce this as an exhibit. 
[Judge] Mr. Smith? 
[Smith] No objection. 
[Judge] Mr. Wells? 
[Wells] No objection. 
[Judge] EXHIBIT #105-D is received. Mr. Froerer, I hate to do this to 
you. 
[Froerer - Witness] No. 
[Judge] I know that you'd like, I know that you'd like to go on and get 
completed. It's now reaching the noon hour. 
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[Fink] Yes. IVegot-
[Judge] Go ahead. 
[Fink] I'd like to ask one question before we break. 
[Judge] Okay. 
[Fink] And it has to do with what we just talked about. 
[Judge] Okay. 
Q. [Fink] The personal property that was described in here is, is this all the 
personal property you ran into? I mean this talks about the inside of the 
house, the garage, the rooms. Did you find any other personal property, 
did you find any personal property on that premises that was not 
documented here? 
A. [Froerer - Witness] Well, I don't know that all the personal property was 
documented but, you know, there were numerous personal property items 
inside. A few items outside. Yard lawn mower, as I recall. But not 
much outside. 
Trial Transcript pages 130-131, where Mr. Goddard discusses his opinion of the 
condition of the premises as follows: 
Q. [Fink] You came out at some point after, at the request of Mr. Wheeler? 
[Goddard] You had made a list of problems and gave it to Mr. Wheeler 
and he asked me to check it out. 
Okay. And you came out to the property 
(short inaudible, no mic)? 
A. And whatever the date was on that list was just before the time I came out. 
Q. Okay. What did you find when you first came out? What was your initial 
assessment of the property? 
A. It needed a lot of work. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Had I walked through that place to rent it myself I wouldn't have rented it. 
Okay. Do you recall making any knee jerk, gut feel reaction comment to 
what you thought the extent of the repairs were that were necessary? 
There was some repairs I wouldn't touch because I'm not qualified like the 
electrical— 
Q. Okay. 
A. ~ because it was a major electrical. If it's a switch or a plug or this I can 
take care of. But when you've got wires hanging down ~ And I told Mr. 
Wheeler that he should get a qualified electrician which I believe he did. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall making the statement that the owner needs to spend 
about six months rent or about $10,000 to fix this place? 
A. Yes. I probably said that. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall any discussions either with me or with me and Ms. 
Tannehill regarding the owner of personal property? 
A. All my afterthought was that if I had rented the place, which I don't think I 
would, I would have put all the stuff in one area and charged somebody 
rent for it. 
Trial Transcript pages 244-245, where Defendant responds to cross for Plaintiff 
as follows: 
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Q. [Smith] What was the reason you vacated the premises in October? 
A. [Fink] Couldn't stand to live in it anymore. 
Q. You couldn't stand it. Is that the sole reason? Was there any other 
reason you vacated the premises other than the condition? 
A. No, the condition and the personal property. It didn't give me what I was 
asking for. 
Trial Transcript page 246, where Defendant continues to respond to cross for 
Plaintiff as follows: 
Q. [Smith] So your job, the change of your place of venue of your work 
played a substantial role in your decision to move. Is that fair to say? 
A. [Fink] It provided an opportunity to reduce costs, yes. 
Exhibit 69-D through 72-D (Permit and inspection records) 
Note: In the following series the Ogden City Inspector Supervisor (Mr. 
Glover) provides testimony on code compliance, permits, and records. 
Trial Transcript page 61, where Mr. Glover responds to inquiry by Defendant 
regarding Exhibit 70-D as follows: 
[Glover - Witness] It is as you prescribed, an Ogden City Plan Review 
Application. It's a comment sheet basically that we, Ogden City, make on 
a set of plans that were submitted to us for the purposes of obtaining a 
building permit. 
Q. [Fink] Can you tell me what plans were submitted? 
A. [Glover] No, sir. I can tell you what this cover sheet says. 
Q. Can you tell me what the cover sheet says with regard what plans were 
submitted? 
A. Says that the plan, the building permit was approved but the plans were 
not approved and permits may not be obtained subject to the comments 
listed below. And the comments indicate that at this point in time we did 
not have the interior finish plans; basically electrical, plumbing and 
heating. And some generic comments out of the code about separations 
between garages and residences and some structural things about solid 
blocking which is a generic comment we throw on all the plan reviews. 
Trial Transcript page 63, where Mr. Glover discusses Exhibit 69-D as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Down the right-hand side of this form in the comments block, 
what does the last line in the comments say? 
A. [Glover - Witness] Does not include plumbing, electrical or mechanical. 
Trial Transcript pages 65-66, where the discussion changes to permits for the 
premises as follows (Exhibit 72-D): 
Q. [Fink] Were there any other permits issued for that property? 
A. [Glover - Witness] There was one other permit issued. Yes, sir. 
Q. And what was that for, sir? 
A. That was a permit for the electrical service. That was a permit dated, or 
excuse me, permit number 1490, 1-4-9-0, dated 5-12-1987, a residential 
service change to install new meter in a panel. That would have been on 
the outside of the building. 
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1 Q. I'd like to offer EXHIBIT #72. 
2 [Smith] Same excep--, objection. 
3 [Judge] Thank you. The objection is noted. The exhibit is received. 
4 Final construction, that's signed off by Mr. Muerbrick. What does that 
5 mean? 
6 [Glover] THE WITNESS: In the case of this permit, Your Honor, 
7 inasmuch as it basically is a shell building he would have closed out the 
8 exterior walls, roof sheathing, doors and windows on the building only. 
9 [Fink] One final question, sir. According to the records that we've just 
10 been through, were all the requirements completed for building? I mean, 
11 the permits were submitted. Were all the required permits requested and 
12 issued? 
13 Sorry. I gave multiple questions. 
14 A. [Glover] I don't think I understand your question. 
15 Q. Okay. Let me back up just a moment. The evidence you went through on 
16 the permit application indicated that they were, only one permit was issued 
17 and that was for the shell? 
18 A. Yes, sir. 
19 r. Trial Transcript pages 76-77, where the Mr. Glover offers his expert opinion on 
20 building code application to log homes as follows: 
21 Q. [Fink] Yes, Your Honor. I would like to ask a question regarding a 
22 custom home. The log home is a custom design, does not easily fall into 
23 the prescription of general design that is covered in code. Does the fact 
24 that it is a custom design allow deviation from the code or ignoring the 
25 code? The thrust of the question is the code still applies. Is that true? 
26 A. [Glover - Witness] Yes, sir. It still applies. 
27 s. Exhibit 94-D (Ogden City Ordinance) 
29 Finding #16 
30 Defendant presented evidence from Mr. Wayne Glover, an Ogden City Building 
31 inspector. Mr. Glover testified as an expert witness dealing with building codes, 
32 code compliance, and Ogden City's new ordinance requiring residential rental 
33 units to be registered as businesses. Mr. Glover specifically testified that he found 
34 the premises to be "tenantable." Two experience residential property managers 
35 testified that in their opinions, the premises were also fit for tenants as well. The 
36 court finds the opinions of these persons more accurately express the condition 
37 and nature of the premises. Their collective testimony and opinion -that the 
38 premises were inhabitable— is simply more credible than any evidence presented 
39 to the contrary. 
40 
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vi ence Germane to this Finding 
Trial Transcript page 35 
Trial Transcript page 38 
Trial Transcript pages 42-43 
Trial Transcript pages 48-50 
Trial Transcript page 53 
Trial Transcript page 56 
Trial Transcript pages 68-69 
Trial Transcript pages 76-77 
Trial Transcript page 46 
Trial Transcript page 70 
Trial Transcript page 61 
Trial Transcript page 63 
Trial Transcript pages 65-66 
Trial Transcript pages 76-77 
Trial Transcript page 74 
Trial Transcript pages 85-102 
Trial Transcript page 116 
Trial Transcript page 120 
Trial Transcript page 210 
Trial Transcript pages 216-218 
Trial Transcript pages 228-231 
Trial Transcript pages 232-234 
Trial Transcript pages 235- 236 
Trial Transcript pages 244 -245 
Trial Transcript pages 252-254 
Defendant Deposition pages 22-27 
Exhibit 75-D 
Exhibits 1-D through 57-D 
Trial Transcript pages 130-131 
ary of the Evidence 
There were numerous construction and safety code violations in the premises 
Required building permits were not obtained and required code compliance 
inspections were not performed during the 1987 remodeling 
Required building plans were not submitted to Ogden city for review and 
approval 
The Ogden city inspector thought (while having never seen the premises) that the 
premises might be habitable, although repair was required 
The replacement property manage thought the premises would be tenantable, after 
extensive safety related repair 
Plaintiffs agent claimed the premises were habitable, but had plans to use rental 
income to repair known defects 
Defendant thought the residence was untenantable 
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1 - Defendant vacated the premises due to the condition of the premises and the 
2 encumbrance of Plaintiff s personal property 
3 - Plaintiffs maintenance man thought the residence was uninhabitable 
4 
5 This collection of testimony and exhibits will provide clarity into the actual contributions 
6 of the witnesses, such as where Mr. Glover actually offered that even though he had not 
7 seen the premises, his personal opinion was that the premises was tenantable, but needed 
8 repair. And this offering was without ever having seen the premises. And the testimony 
9 of the property managers (Wheeler and Froerer) provides insight into the actual condition 
10 of the premises and their efforts (or lack thereof) to make the premises tenantable. Also 
11 in this collection of evidence is credible testimony by the Plaintiffs maintenance man 
12 who essentially condemned the premises after his initial personal visits to the premises. 
13 This opinion was based on his intimate technical knowledge of the condition of the 
14 premises. 
15 
16 
17 a. Trial Transcript page 35, where Ogden City Inspector Supervisor, Mr. Glover 
18 testifies regarding code violations relating to measurements of the stairs in the 
19 rented premises (Exhibit 93 -D): 
20 Q. [Fink] Given that requirement, do the stair measurements indicated on 
21 those sheets conform to the requirements of the code? 
22 A. [Glover - Witness] They appear not to be. No, sir. 
23 b. Trial Transcript page 38, when viewing a picture of the premises: 
24 Q. [Fink] I would like to offer EXHIBIT #18-D to the witness to assess the 
25 widths and compliance of the handrails. Do the handrails depicted in 
26 those two pictures conform to the requirements you just read to us? 
27 A. [Glover] No, sir. They do not. 
28 c. Trial Transcript pages 42-43, in dialogue with the court: 
29 [Judge] The answer in, and the previous questions that were, that related 
30 to stairs and railings,--
31 [Glover - Witness] Uh-huh (affirmative). 
32 [Judge] ~ your answer to those were that that, that they were in violation 
33 at the time of the construction of this property. Not relating to what the 
34 new construction was but actually relating to the, what was the, what was 
35 the code at the time of the construction of this, of this dwelling. 
36 [Glover] It referred to the new portion of the building because there was a 
37 permit issued that actually created the structure that we're all referring here 
38 today about. The building, there was a log building built in 1980. Excuse 
39 me while I refer to my building permit data. 1987, early 1987. 
40 And so all the features that we're talking about, the handrails and the 
41 stairs, should have been in compliance with the 1985 Uniform Building 
42 Code. 
43 d. Trial Transcript pages 48-50, where Mr. Glover offers his expert opinion of the 
44 condition shown in Exhibit 29-D as follows: 
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Q. [Fink] Is there any code for, code requirements that prescribe what type 
of light fixtures go in showers, what type of protections they have to have? 
And I guess rather than having you recite the code I'll show you picture 
EXHIBIT #29-D and can you tell me if it violates any of that code? 
A. [Glover - Witness] I'll be glad to tell you what the code says. The code 
says that devices in wet or damp locations should be listed for that 
installation. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Okay. 
Q. But do they have to be maintained fit? I mean, do they have to be in good 
condition when they're there? 
A. Well, it doesn't talk about maintenance. It talks about how they shall be 
installed. 
Q. Okay. 
A. From looking at this picture it appears that there is a label on the fixture. I 
can't read it obviously. But it appears that it is a listed device, probably 
approved for installation in damp or wet climate, which is what a shower 
stall is. The only thing I see missing is the lens, the cover, the glass cover. 
Q. Which is what protects the bulb from, separates the bulb from the person? 
A. Yes. And it would be part of the, of the listed assembly, obviously, that 
was intended to prevent moisture from getting in the device. 
Q. Then the question I would ask you is in order for an item like the light 
fixture to conform to the code its integrity has to be intact? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Trial Transcript page 53, where Mr. Glover views Exhibit 31-D as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Okay. EXHIBIT #31. Does this conform? 
A. [Glover - Witness] No. It looks like somebody took the light fixture off 
the ceiling. 
Trial Transcript page 56, regarding Exhibit 44-D as follows: 
Q. [Fink] . . . I offer you EXHIBIT #44 showing a picture of the electricians 
tape and the gap in the front door and the upright beam. 
A. [Glover] It appears to be a Romex wiring which is spliced in at least two 
locations in a wall cavity which is intended to be covered, it appears, by 
some sort of caulking compound or putty looking substance. I'm not too 
sure quite what that is. 
Q. It is not a code compliant installation? 
A. No, sir. It is not. 
Trial Transcript pages 68-69, where required building permits and code 
compliance inspections were discussed as follows: 
[Judge] I think from the, the evidence there was a substantial 
construction. 
Q. [Fink] Okay. The, the permit that you had for the outside meter change, 
did that have anything to do with the remodeling of internal electrical and 
the house electrical itself? 
A. [Glover - Witness] No, sir. It does not. 
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Q. Had only to do with the service provided? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That said, in the stipulation that the remodeling was substantial, were all 
the required permits requested issued, or requested? 
A. There were no permits issued or requested for the interior portion of the 
building. 
Q. Would they have been required? 
A. Yes, sir. They would have. 
Q. Okay. Were all required inspections completed? 
A. For the permits that were issued. 
Q. For the permits that were issued the evidence suggests that the inspections 
for those permits were completed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But since there were other-
[Judge] Your point is well taken, Mr. Fink. I think we were— 
[Fink] Thatsaid-
[Glover - Witness] We did not inspect anything other than the inspection 
records that we referred to. 
Trial Transcript pages 76-77, where the Mr. Glover offers his expert opinion on 
building code application to log homes as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Yes, Your Honor. I would like to ask a question regarding a 
custom home. The log home is a custom design, does not easily fall into 
the prescription of general design that is covered in code. Does the fact 
that it is a custom design allow deviation from the code or ignoring the 
code? The thrust of the question is the code still applies. Is that true? 
A. [Glover - Witness] Yes, sir. It still applies. 
Trial Transcript page 46, where Mr. Glover describes the requirement for the 
submittal of plans for construction, so that permits may be issued, and so that 
inspectors have a guideline for construction and code compliance inspections as 
follows: 
Q. [Fink] Can you tell us what an engineered structure means? 
A. [Glover] It would be a structure that, for example, stick framing or 
conventional framing kinds of things, we can look in the building code 
and determine strengths, structural capacity and nailing, fastening and 
those kinds of things for those kinds of lumber. This is a log home. 
There is no comparable table in the Uniform Building Code to give us 
structural capacities and fastening methods and those sorts of things. So 
we would have required that someone design the building, typically it 
would be an engineer, could be an architect, some licensed professional.. 
Trial Transcript page 70, where Mr. Glover continues his description of the 
requirement for the submittal of plans for construction, so that permits may be 
issued, and so that inspectors have a guideline for construction and code 
compliance inspections as follows: 
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Q. [Fink] Given the uniqueness of that type of construction, are there special 
considerations that in inspecting and improving such a building Ogden 
City might allow? 
A. [Glover] Any special considerations basically the inspector is, is 
restricted to the plan that was approved, the methods of fastening, all of 
the things that a design professional expected to have done. There isn't 
any generic inspection out of the Uniform Building Code for log homes. 
Trial Transcript page 61, where Mr. Glover responds to inquiry by Defendant 
regarding Exhibit 70-D as follows: 
[Glover - Witness] It is as you prescribed, an Ogden City Plan Review 
Application. It's a comment sheet basically that we, Ogden City, make on 
a set of plans that were submitted to us for the purposes of obtaining a 
building permit. 
Q. [Fink] Can you tell me what plans were submitted? 
A. [Glover] No, sir. I can tell you what this cover sheet says. 
Q. Can you tell me what the cover sheet says with regard what plans were 
submitted? 
A. Says that the plan, the building permit was approved but the plans were 
not approved and permits may not be obtained subject to the comments 
listed below. And the comments indicate that at this point in time we did 
not have the interior finish plans; basically electrical, plumbing and 
heating. And some generic comments out of the code about separations 
between garages and residences and some structural things about solid 
blocking which is a generic comment we throw on all the plan reviews. 
Trial Transcript page 63, where Mr. Glover discusses Exhibit 69-D as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Down the right-hand side of this form in the comments block, 
what does the last line in the comments say? 
A. [Glover - Witness] Does not include plumbing, electrical or mechanical. 
Trial Transcript pages 65-66, where the discussion changes to permits for the 
premises as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Were there any other permits issued for that property? 
A. [Glover - Witness] There was one other permit issued. Yes, sir. 
Q. And what was that for, sir? 
A. That was a permit for the electrical service. That was a permit dated, or 
excuse me, permit number 1490, 1-4-9-0, dated 5-12-1987, a residential 
service change to install new meter in a panel. That would have been on 
the outside of the building. 
Q. I'd like to offer EXHIBIT #72. 
[Smith] Same excep—, objection. 
[Judge] Thank you. The objection is noted. The exhibit is received. 
Final construction, that's signed off by Mr. Muerbrick. What does that 
mean? 
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[Glover] THE WITNESS: In the case of this permit, Your Honor, 
inasmuch as it basically is a shell building he would have closed out the 
exterior walls, roof sheathing, doors and windows on the building only. 
[Fink] One final question, sir. According to the records that we've just 
been through, were all the requirements completed for building? I mean, 
the permits were submitted. Were all the required permits requested and 
issued? 
Sorry. I gave multiple questions. 
A. [Glover] I don't think I understand your question. 
Q. Okay. Let me back up just a moment. The evidence you went through on 
the permit application indicated that they were, only one permit was issued 
and that was for the shell? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Trial Transcript pages 76-77, where the Mr. Glover offers his expert opinion on 
building code application to log homes as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Yes, Your Honor. I would like to ask a question regarding a 
custom home. The log home is a custom design, does not easily fall into 
the prescription of general design that is covered in code. Does the fact 
that it is a custom design allow deviation from the code or ignoring the 
code? The thrust of the question is the code still applies. Is that true? 
A. [Glover - Witness] Yes, sir. It still applies. 
Trial Transcript page 74, where Mr. Glover offers his personal opinion of the 
habitability of a house he has never seen or visited as follows: 
Q. [Smith] Do you have an opinion as to whether this home in general was 
fit for residential rental? 
A. [Glover - Witness] My first impression is probably tenantable but it 
needs some maintenance. 
Trial Transcript pages 85-102, where the replacement property manager, Mr. 
Froerer, testifies on property condition and Plaintiffs personal property left on the 
premises when he accepted responsibility to manage the property for Plaintiff as 
follows: 
Q. [Fink] Fourth sheet back, let's go to the 6th sheet back. That's the third to 
the last sheet under description of work, where it says "Box up and store 
items in unfinished bathroom and lock. See Marsha for details". Can you 
give us some insight into what that task involved? 
A. [Froerer - Witness] When we, when we entered the property there were 
numerous personal property items in the home. And we recommended 
prior to leasing it that those items be properly secured in one area rather 
than left on bookshelves, left in open rooms, those kind of things--
Q. Okay. 
A. — for the protection of those items. 
Q. And so this task was to relocate those things and secure them somewhere? 
A. Correct. 
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1 Q. Okay. The next page back has a description of work. "Repair electrical 
2 cover plates. See Zane for details". Can you give us a description of just 
3 in general terms what that consisted of, that task? 
4 A. Well, when we went into the home there were plugs, electrical boxes, 
5 wiring that was open and loose so before we wanted rent the property we 
6 felt that it was prudent to cover those up for safety. 
7 Q. Bear with me for a second, please. I don't have that page. Sorry, I had 
8 copier problems this morning and lost a page. The, the— I have four 
9 questions for you regarding all the tasks that you, have been performed 
10 and they are what did you fix or what did your maintenance staff fix 
11 during the time you were property manager? In general you just talked 
12 about the electrical covers and stuff. 
13 A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
14 Q. The next question I have, the last sheet on your property records showed 
15 repair of electrical light fixtures. Repair light fixtures. Excuse me. 
16 A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
17 Q. I'm trying to find through the course of these questions what did you fix, 
18 what did you move and what did you remove from the property? 
19 A. Well, to the best of my knowledge, my recollection, we went in and, and 
20 the items that were noted to be fixed was the loose wiring, properly put 
21 boxes on them. My minds eyes tell me that there were some light fixtures 
22 that were not there, just the, the bare wire was hanging down so we had a 
23 box and a ceramic light put on in the livingroom area, familyroom area I 
24 guess you'd call it. There were numerous plug covers, light switch covers 
25 that were missing so that the wires were accessible. Someone could, you 
26 know, stick a finger in or whatever. Accessible. 
27 Q. Let me, let me say it a different way. Rather than having you recite this, 
28 we've got an evidence thing we'll get to in a minute— 
29 A. Okay. 
30 Q. — that you can, might help. EXHIBIT #49. This is a picture everybody 
31 has already. This is a picture of a couple of light boxes in the house. 
32 A. Okay. 
33 Q. Do you recall if those are boxes that your maintenance folks installed? 
34 A. Yes. They would have been. 
35 Q. Can you tell me why they put them in? 
36 A. I think those were in the living, those were in the familyroom. So it 
37 looked like the original light fixture or chandelier or whatever was 
38 hanging there had just been removed and so, you know, to have the proper 
39 lighting and also to, to have the safety factor, in our minds eye, we 
40 installed the box and the light fixture. 
41 Q. Okay. EXHIBIT #52. This is a picture of the, the railing and, and the 
42 framework just above the kitchen. There's a strip of wood just below the 
43 railing. Did your maintenance staff install that? 
44 A. Yes, we did. 
45 Q. Can you tell me why? 
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A. 
As a safety factor for children to be able not to squeeze through and fall 
off of the deck along the base there so it would, you know-
So you were reducing the gap? 
Reducing the gap so that it wasn't as big of a gap. 
Okay. The strip of wood that you replaced, did you replace it because you 
thought it looked better or to improve safety? You just mentioned that-
As a safety factor. 
Okay. Were you requested to do it or did you~ 
We requested it be done. 
Okay. Thank you. EXHIBIT #105. I'm sorry. EXHIBIT #86, the one 
we were talking about earlier, the maintenance records. I forgot to 
introduce that. 
[Judge] Any objections to EXHIBIT #86? 
[Smith] No. I have no objection. 
[Judge] EXHIBIT #86 is received. 
[Fink] Thank you. Okay. These are copies of notes made by Froerer 
Property Management done on initial inspection of property. And you, 
sir, do you recognize this document? 
[Froerer] Yes. That would be our condition, our property condition 
report. 
Okay. And this was made- It says on here it's dated 11-16-95 and it's 
shown as a preinspection checked over on the left-hand side. 
Correct. 
So this was as you assumed responsibilities as property manager? 
Approximately that date, yes. 
I'd like to ask you a couple of questions about some of the entries in here. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
And I'm going to point to them because, I do this for everybody, they're 
highlighted in my copy so I can find where they are. About two-thirds of 
the way down on the right-hand side it says, and I'll point, it says, "three 
don't work". 
Yes. 
Under windows it looks like. 
I think that was actually under the switch outlets. This is in the 
livingroom area. 
Okay. 
So I think it was an extension of the outlets and switches and that. 
There seems to be several entries in here throughout this document that 
reference some splitting and logs splitting. Here and here and throughout 
this area. 
The construction of the home is a log home, interior the logs are there and 
so, you know, there's — When we go back to make this inspection report 
it's for the benefit of the, of the landlord and i.e., the tenant so that when 
they come back after occupancy there's a question as far as its condition 
and the tenant then is not going to be charged i.e. for a splitting log in 
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essence, that they didn't damage it. So that would be a note for our 
benefit just to show its present condition. 
Okay. Let's go to the second page if you will. Second entry from the top 
it says under, under light fixture "Not working" and then something else. 
I don't know what that is. Can you describe to the best of your 
recollection what that entry refers to? It's in the kitchen. 
This was at the sink, above the sink. "Not working above sink". 
Okay. 
We didn't know where the switch was. Come to find out after we'd talked 
to Pam, the landlord, it's underneath the counter. So in our walk-through 
inspection, you know, we made a note and so that's what that was for. 
I have to thank Mr. Smith. He showed me where it was. 
Okay. 
Under the den, light fixtures. First off you have there's a fixture, there's 
an entry that appears to be right next to the light fixtures that says "Don't 
work by thermostat". 
On the left-hand side? 
On the left-hand side? 
Yes. 
All right. Is that the light fixtures don't work? 
Well, either the switches and light fixtures and that. 
Over in the right-hand side same area talks about under light fixtures, 
"Only two work, rest dangling". 
Yes. Some not working. 
Right below the words closets in den it says "Books left". Left-hand side. 
Correct. On the, in the den area, familyroom area there, there was a built-
in- Well you had the fireplace on the south side of the wall and on the 
north side of the wall was a built-in book cabinet. 
Okay. And it was full of books? 
It was all, it was full of books. Personal property of the landlord. 
Okay. On the right-hand side of that same area it implies or it says "One 
not working" I believe on the top. The thing on an angle on the left, on the 
right-hand side it says, "red stairs dirty" or something. It's not terribly 
important. 
It would probably be the light fixtures again not working. 
Not working? Okay. Just below that it says, "One cover replace 
switching"? 
Yes. 
Appears to be "on switches and outlets"? 
Correct. 
Okay. Down at the bottom of that master bedroom entry, smoke alarm 
needs a battery? 
Correct. 
Okay. Now this was— And how did you determine it needed a battery, 
sir? 
Well, I pushed the button and it didn't buzz. 
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Okay. And this was on November 16th? 
Correct. 
Light fixtures, it looks like downstairs bathroom. 
Where are you? On the same page? 
A lot of sets of entries on the same page. 
Okay. 
It says, "Switches and outlets, none", that true? 
Yes. 
There were, there were no switches or outlets in that room? 
Well I -
I'm, I'm asking out of your recollection based on these notes. 
Now, now this might be— Well, let's see. The bathroom. 
I'm sure there was a light switch as you walked in the room. 
Well this might be, it's— I, I don't recall exactly what the none reference 
would be to switches and outlets. 
Okay. Now let's go up to— 
There is, there is a little bathroom area off of the familyroom, off the 
kitchen that is roughed in, unfinished. That little storage room, we turned 
it into a storage room for the personal property. So that could be the 
reference there but— 
My guess is from the fact that there's, there— 
— but I don't recall without— 
— doesn't appear to be any other reference to a downstairs bathroom, that 
this is probably the bathroom in the hallway. 
And that's what I'm— I don't remember exactly-
Okay. 
— what the none reference would be. 
Okay. Over on the right-hand side of that same area under light fixtures it 
says, "No bulb" something with fan. Does that indicate that there was a 
bulb missing? 
I don't recall exactly. 
Okay. Next page over on the master— Excuse me, it's not the master. It's 
the next bedroom down. It's the one with the squiggley note to the side of 
it. Light fixtures. It says "No light", I believe. 
Okay. 
Is that-
Could be that in that room there was no center light and it had to be 
switched lamps. 
Oh, okay. 
That could be what that was referencing. My recollection there, there 
wasn't a, a, a room light so you had to have lamps. 
Okay. There's an entry, several, a couple entries in that same area over on 
the right-hand side that imply unfinished. 
Bedroom? 
Yes. Does that look like unfinished ceiling? 
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Ceilings, walls, drapes. Let's see. Well the home was, you know, there 
were things that needed to be finished in the home in the retrofitting of the 
old existing to the new addition. So those, those are just-- I guess there 
again I'd have to go back in and see what, what we were referring to in 
that area. 
Okay. Just below that area you've got a long series of handwritten notes 
on the left-hand side that point to the room bedroom. 
Okay. 
Can you tell me what those say? 
Boxes-- Oh, okay. This. Yes. That area is off of the familyroom. 
There was the unfinished bedroom and this where the bedroom is there, 
there were some personal property items. That's, that's listing some of 
those personal property items. 
It looks to say-
Machine. 
~ two pinball machines, boxes--
Pinball, boxes, stereo, vacuum. Those kind of things were there, yes. 
And it says over to the right side of that under light fixtures, "Dangling, no 
cover". 
Correct. 
If I'm correct. Okay. And a little bit below that the walls are not finished 
around the doors? 
Correct. There was no trim, molding put on the doors. 
And no smoke alarm according to this as well; is that true? 
Yes. 
Okay. 
Anytime in a bedroom area we suggest a smoke alarm to be located close 
to it. 
Down at the bottom of that, well, bottom of that under bedroom you've got 
"Switches and outlets" I believe. On the right-hand side it says "One 
cover plate missing" and just above that it says "Can't figure out how to 
work light fixtures". 
There were multiple switches with the—I guess they, kind of a, a fan type 
circulating switch, on-off light. So it was, it was an interesting type switch 
that we didn't take the time, you know, at that point — 
Not totally obvious? 
~ to go through. And it was four or five different switches in the box 
and so we just made a note to see what was going on. 
Okay. Turn to the next page. Top entry, smoke alarm. Says it needs a 
battery. Is that true? 
Correct. 
Okay. Oh, I was trying to figure— The next entry down under the 
upstairs bathroom there's an entry over here on the right-hand side that 
looks like it says "One hole by shower in the wall". 
Off of the, the bathroom? 
Yes. It says (short inaudible, no mic)? 
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Yes. And I don't, without seeing it again to remind myself what it was but 
there, you know, in the wall or something there would have been a, a hole 
to express some damage or something there. 
Okay. There's an entry below the furnace, water heater and air 
conditioner. It's just above the one that says hallways on the left-hand 
side. My interpretation, and correct me if I'm wrong, says "Lots of 
dangling wires, no cover plates". Is that true? It's on the left-hand side. 
In the laundryroom that's what it says, yes. Lots of dangling. 
Do you recall those? 
That's— Well the loose wires again, fixtures, those kind of things. 
Okay. 
Or else, you know, coming out of the plugs, yes. 
Okay. Let's go down to the garage. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
There's a handwritten entry about the middle of the page across— 
"Full of stuff? 
Yes. 
Yes. 
Will you describe that to me? 
Well, there were a couple of safes in there as I remember, miscellaneous 
personal property, a water ski, boxes of things in the, in the cabinets and 
closet type. So that's— 
Okay. Right below that there's another handwritten entry that says if I'm 
correct, "Room by garage full of stuff. 
Yes. That would have been the entryway into the familyroom from the 
garage. Closets again full of personal property, clothing items, those kind 
of things as I recall, miscellaneous things. 
Last sheet. This apparently has to do with the entertainment room 
upstairs? 
The big familyroom, yes. Entertainment room. 
Yes. It talks about there's a bulb out above the pool table if I read that 
correctly, and a huge stuffed buffalo. Can you describe that to us? 
Huge stuffed buffalo? 
Yes. 
There was just a six foot by six foot something like that stuffed buffalo. 
It was just a toy my kids would love to have. 
Okay. 
One of those stuffed animals that's a monster. It's just a family toy. And a 
pool table up there. Personal property items again. 
And there's a reference to the daybed as well. 
Yes. Well a couch, daybed type item. 
I'd like to introduce this as an exhibit. 
[Judge] Mr. Smith? 
[Smith] No objection. 
[Judge] Mr. Wells? 
[Wells] No objection. 
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[Judge] EXHIBIT #105-D is received. Mr. Froerer, I hate to do this to 
you. 
[Froerer - Witness] No. 
[Judge] I know that you'd like, I know that you'd like to go on and get 
completed. It's now reaching the noon hour. 
[Fink] Yes. I'vegot-
[Judge] Go ahead. 
[Fink] I'd like to ask one question before we break. 
[Judge] Okay. 
[Fink] And it has to do with what we just talked about. 
[Judge] Okay. 
Q. [Fink] The personal property that was described in here is, is this all the 
personal property you ran into? I mean this talks about the inside of the 
house, the garage, the rooms. Did you find any other personal property, 
did you find any personal property on that premises that was not 
documented here? 
A. [Froerer - Witness] Well, I don't know that all the personal property was 
documented but, you know, there were numerous personal property items 
inside. A few items outside. Yard lawn mower, as I recall. But not 
much outside. 
Trial Transcript page 116, where Mr. Froerer was questioned by Mr. Smith 
regarding the habitability of the premises as follows: 
Q. [Smith] Did you feel that the home was habitable and fit for human 
habitation? 
A. [Froerer] We had concerns. Those concerns were pointed out. And 
made recommendations to, you know, do some electrical things and that. 
Trial Transcript page 120, where on Re-direct, Mr. Froerer provides critical 
clarification on his earlier habitability response. 
Q. [Fink] Back to the question Counsel asked on whether or not you thought 
the house was habitable. 
A. [Froerer] Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q. With or without repair? 
A. No. We wanted repairs done. 
Trial Transcript page 210, where Mr. Wheeler offers his personal opinion on 
the habitability of the premises as follows: 
Q. [Smith] When you listed the premises for rent in April did you believe 
that they were tenantable? 
A. [Wheeler - Witness] I did. 
Q. Did you believe that they were fit for human habitation? 
A. I did. 
Trial Transcript pages 216-218, where the condition of the premises prior to 
Defendant's lease was discussed by Mr. Wheeler on re-direct by Mr. Fink as 
follows: 
Q. [Fink] What did you do to make the property habitable, presentable, fix 
things that were wrong with it during that time? 
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A. [Wheeler] We didn't do much because of lack of income. Okay? We 
didn't do a lot to it. We maintained the outside of the yard. Didn't do 
anything electrical inside or anything that way. 
Q. So that was-
A. Pam didn't have a lot of funds to put into this property to get this thing put 
back together and wanted to use some of the rental money to fix it up. 
Q. So then it was, correct me if I'm wrong, is that to surmise that it was ^ 
acceptable to have a tenant move in in those conditions and fix it with 
their money in effect? 
[Wells] That begs the question, Your Honor. 
[Judge] Well that's, that's appropriate. You can answer if you~ 
[Wheeler] Could you state that question again please, Pat? 
Q. [Fink] Was the intent to have a tenant move in and fix the property with 
their money, the rental income? They were going to live in the conditions 
that you felt weren't right but you were going to use their money to fix it? 
A. [Wheeler] For a short period of time. 
Q. Oh. How short? 
A. That was our agreement between Pam and myself. You know, anything 
that was hazardous had to be fixed immediately, Pat. And that's what we 
discussed when we walked through there. 
Q. Was it? Was it fixed? 
A. We scheduled with, well we tried to have you schedule with Murphy Neal. 
Q. But the maintenance records don't support that there was much activity. 
A. Okay. 
Trial Transcript pages 228-231, where the subject of condition of the premises 
was discussed by Defendant as follows: 
[Fink - Witness] But we found some things in the house that we didn't 
like, personal property being one of them, condition of the electrical and a 
need to go through and assess the rest of the condition of the house. We 
found some things that we felt needed to be documented. The verbal 
agreements were at the time between Mr. Wheeler and myself that the 
personal property would be removed within two weeks if at all possible, or 
shortly, very shortly thereafter at the latest. The electrical would be fixed, 
completed, finished for lack of a better term. It says unfinished so 
finished fits, within the two week period. And other defects as identified 
during our initial occupancy inspection where we would go through and 
check the condition of the premises and all the appliances. Mr. Wheeler 
gave us a checklist to use. We found that inadequate in doing the 
inspection and therefore created the, the seven or six page listing that was 
attached to the letter that we provided. And I probably ought to, because 
that exhibit didn't get put in, the July 7th letter EXHIBIT #78-
[Smith] I think you put that in, Pat. 
[Fink] I gave it to everybody. I couldn't introduce it because it wasn't— 
[Smith] That's right. That's right. 
[Fink] — wasn't a valid- This is a— I did, I made this, I wrote it, I 
signed it, I sent it. Excuse me. I sent it. I handed it to Ms. Tannehill who 
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handed it to Mr. Wheeler. I can testify that I wrote it. She can testify 
later that she handed it to Mr. Wheeler. 
[Judge] Mr. Wells, this was your objection. Do you have any objection 
to this document? 
[Wells] No. 
[Judge] What's the number? 
[Fink] #78. 
[Judge] EXHIBIT #78, Mr. Smith. EXHIBIT #78 is received. 
[Fink] In that document it says very specifically, and we looked at an 
overhead projection of that before and we can do it again. Says very 
specifically these problems are hazardous, unacceptable and must be 
repaired immediately. That was addressing the electrical problem. And it 
says in here that these things were not listed in the listing of defects in the 
house because they were, there was too many of them so they were 
addressed in general terms only. Okay? This talks about what the, what 
does it mean by repair, repair versus urgent versus report. And please 
contact me immediately with a schedule. Okay. So on 7 July we've 
identify or identify by letter to the property manager that the conditions 
were unacceptable. 
Sorry. Next exhibit. And to get to Mr. Wheeler's checklist. Because the 
goal of this exercise (short inaudible) goes without recognition. Mr. 
Wheeler's--
[Judge] This is already the point of #78. 
[Fink] But I wanted to point out that this is what the checklist consists 
of and it was absolutely impossible to document what we found wrong 
with the house on this checklist. This checklist focuses on, if you can 
read it— 
[Judge] Well, any objections to EXHIBIT #100-D? It is part of-
[Wells] Well, it's repetitive. 
[Judge] The Court will receive it. 
[Fink] If I can find it. As has already been introduced into evidence, 
#78, #79, #80 and #81 talk to defects found in- Not defects. #78 lists all 
the defects. #79 adds some new defects to the listing in the garage door, 
keyless entry system being inoperative. And I don't remember the other 
one because I don't have it in front of me. #80 and #81 reiterate what was 
also said in #78 and #79. Or #79, excuse me. 
Trial Transcript pages 232-234, where Defendant describes the impact of 
Plaintiffs personal property on usability and access to the entire house, using 
Exhibit 103-D as follows: 
[Fink] I'm going to learn this one of these days. I had #103. Since we 
don't need to discuss the personal property itself since it's already been 
discussed at some length. We'll talk about what the premises looked like, 
what the impact of the property was, or the premises. 
This is #102 or #103. This is a line drawing, a duplicate of what 
was admitted to earlier as a reasonable representation of the property, only 
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this time I went in and I highlighted with (inaudible word) what I was not 
allowed access to or did not have full access to because of personal 
property. Okay? And it says in here arcade games. Disregard the one 
that says spiral stairs. That was not personal property, that's a stairway. I 
just didn't have access to it nor (short inaudible, no mic). 
Those things that are hashmarked personal property, personal 
property out in, underneath the deck in the back yard, a lot of personal 
property in the garage, two safes. The unfinished bedroom had personal 
property, we couldn't use it because it was unfinished. Arcade games. 
And there was personal property in the unfinished bedroom that's been 
admitted to. 
But there's a, a point that I want to make when looking at this 
picture that because I did not have access to some of these areas because 
of personal property my stuff went elsewhere. My garage belongings sat 
in the familyroom because I couldn't put them in the garage. When I say 
garage belongings, the cars didn't sit in there, they sat in the driveway. 
But the stuff that I normally put in the garage, lawn mowers, the lawn 
mower is out back, my stack of tires, spare snow tires sat in the 
familyroom. My shelves for the garage with all of the stuff that I've been 
known to put in the garage, lawn tools and all that stuff was in this room 
stacked up because I could not put it in there. The point being for lack of 
access to the areas that I would normally have used for storage I used 
livable space of the house to store my, my stuff that I would normally 
store and not use all the time. 
Okay. This is the downstairs. And this is the upstairs. And the 
same thing is true up here with one added aggravation and that is on the 
sides here the roofline eats away at the available space because of the 
angle of the roof. I can show you a picture in the stack. It cuts into what 
would be livable space by a reasonable chunk and so that's why that's 
highlighted out there. And then the pool table, daybed, chandelier, the 
moose we've referred to. Washer and dryer. And it's been admitted that 
there was a washer and dryer there. Mine was downstairs. Corners of the 
walls. Okay. The point being again not all of the house was available. 
Trial Transcript pages 235- 236, where Defendant describes the condition of 
the premises as follows: 
[Fink - Witness] We lived with the property, we had the problems, we 
experienced the difficulties of the conditions that were identified in the, 
the list of defects. Experienced activity as lights and fans coming on by 
themselves for no reason. Go to turn them off they'd go off but then they'd 
come back on by themselves. And as was addressed by Mr. Froerer, the 
switches were unique. Our conclusion from living there for the, the time 
that we did was that the house was untenable to us. It was unsafe. We 
didn't feel comfortable living in it. There were too many defects in it. 
Unsafe taking a shower, couldn't turn on the light because there was no 
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cover on the light bulb. And after repeated attempts to get the thing fixed 
we moved out or we gave notice and left. 
Trial Transcript pages 244 -245, where Defendant responds to inquiry by 
Plaintiff as follows: 
Q. [Smith] What was the reason you vacated the premises in October? 
A. [Fink] Couldn't stand to live in it anymore. 
Q. You couldn't stand it. Is that the sole reason? Was there any other 
reason you vacated the premises other than the condition? 
A. No, the condition and the personal property. It didn't give me what I was 
asking for. 
Trial Transcript pages 252-254, where Defendant responds to inquiry from 
Plaintiff regarding condition of the premises as follows: 
Q. [Smith] You testified earlier today that the house was untenantable for us. 
What did you mean by that? 
A. [Fink] Well there are three of us who lived there. Ms. Tannehill, myself, 
our fuzzy friend Tippy. It was unacceptable to fall down stairs, it was 
unacceptable to have stuff come on, or the electrical systems activate 
when nothing should have been activated. It was untenantable to not be 
able to turn on the light in the shower because of the safety hazard of 
having an exposed light bulb in the shower. It was untenantable in the 
stress related to the, the repairs that needed to be made and the, the fear 
that you would run into something else that needed to be repaired or 
something was going to hurt you because it was not the way it should be. 
Q. When you say it was untenantable because you had an exposed light in the 
bathroom, in the shower. 
A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q. What bathroom are you talking about? 
A. Master bath upstairs. 
Q. Upstairs? Okay. Could you describe how you have an exposed light? 
A. Light fixture is, I can go to the exhibit. 
Q. Just explain to us. 
A. Okay. Light fixture with a light bulb, no cover on it. 
Q. With no lens on it? 
A. No lens. 
Q. Okay. When say fall down the stairs, could you describe what you're 
talking about on that? 
A. Curved and uneven lacquered wood stairs are dangerous. The pictures 
speak for themselves. The stairs are not level, they're not even, they're 
not the same size, they're not related to one another. And to top that off 
they're lacquered which makes them slippery. You cannot walk down a~ 
I'll give you an example— 
Q. No. I don't want you to give me an example. Just tell me what the 
problem is. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Describe for us what the stairs are made of. 
A. Split logs. 
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Q. Split logs. And it's your- Is it your contention that the fact that the split 
logs are of uneven dimensions that that made the premises uninhabitable? 
A. It was not any single element that was identified on the list or the code 
violations we've identified in the pictures that made it untenantable. It 
was the combination of all factors that we had to live with during the 
tenancy that made it untenantable. 
Q. I see. Could you describe for me what in your mind the term 
untenantable means? 
A. Couldn't stand to live there. 
Q. You couldn't stand to live there? 
A. Yes. 
Defendant Deposition pages 22-27, where Defendant describes the condition of 
premises. 
Q. [Smith] Were there items you felt needed to be repaired immediately? 
[Fink] Yes. They were noted. 
Do you recall what they were? 
No, I do not. 
Do you recall if there was any particular item that you felt was particularly 
significant? 
Broken stairs, electrical system screwed up, yes. 
Let's take those one at a time. Could you describe which stairs you are 
referring to that were broken? 
The spiral stairway had three broken stairs on it. 
We're making a written record. Could you describe for me in the premises 
where the spiral staircase - from what room it leads. 
From the downstairs family room on the east side of the house, about the 
center of the house, up to the upstairs family room. 
What is the spiral staircase made out of? 
Split log. 
So it's sort of this log, timber frame construction? 
Yes. 
Which stairs were broken? 
I don't recall offhand. It is in the listings. 
Do you recall, were they near the bottom, top, middle? 
If I recall, they were all toward the top. 
Were they three stairs in a row? 
Two were together. The third one was one or two off from those. 
In what manner were they broken? 
The support mechanism that holds them to the railing and then to the 
support anchor had come unfastened so that the stair was movable. 
Could you tread on the stair? 
I didn't brother. I decided to move it and find out I didn't think it was safe. 
Did anyone ever come in to repair that? 
No. 
Did you ever repair that? 
No. 
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1 Q. Did you, in fact, know whether anyone else happened to walk on that stair 
2 while you were there? 
3 A. Not to my recollection. 
4 Q. Did you walk on those stairs while you were 11 inspecting the premises 
5 the first time you met Mr. Wheeler at the premises? 
6 A. I may have. 
7 Q . I think the other thing you said was the electrical system was, to use your 
8 term, "screwed up." Could you describe for me in what manner it was 
9 screwed up. 
10 A. I could use the terms of the lease agreement. 
11 Q. Well, just describe for me, first of all, what didn't work or what you felt 
12 was screwed up about it. 
13 A. There were no lights whatsoever in the kitchen. No lights in the kitchen. 
14 There were missing wall covers on outlets, wires dangling unconnected to 
15 fixtures. There were light fixtures dangling from wires, from the roof. 
16 There were loose, unconnected wires hanging from the eaves of the house; 
17 every eve of the house, virtually. Switch covers without the switches 
18 behind them, which means you had a hole in the switch cover. Switch 
19 covers that did not have the switches. You got a bank of about six 
20 switches so you have four that are open you could stick stuff in and get the 
21 bare wires or powered wires. Fans and lights came on with no human 
22 intervention, just randomly came on, which we thought was real neat. I am 
23 thinking. A variety of stuff for lack of detail. I am sorry I can't provide 
24 that. I just don't recall at this point. 
25 Q. Okay. That's fair enough. Is it your testimony or do I understand your 
26 testimony to be that there was no electric lighting of any kind whatsoever 
27 in the kitchen? 
28 A. I'll qualify that. The only electric lighting that existed and functioned in 
29 the kitchen was there was a light in the vent above the stove. I can't 
30 remember if it worked. 
31 Q. Okay. 
32 A. But there was no other light fixtures in the kitchen. 
33 Q. Was there any other electric light of any kind in the kitchen? 
34 A. There was a strip light that was on the floor that didn't work. It was 
35 underneath the molding. It is like a night light, but it never worked. There 
36 was no other light fixture in the kitchen. But you would have to 
37 understand the design of the house. There's no ceiling in the kitchen. 
38 Q. This is a timber frame, open rafter-type? 
39 A. But there was no light fixture hanging down so you could have light. 
40 Q. You have mentioned that there were dangling fixtures throughout the 
41 house. 
42 A. There were some, yes. 
43 Q. I take that to mean dangling light fixtures; is that correct? 
44 A. Ceramic light fixtures, the round ones that normally just bolt to a wall or 
45 ceiling. There were a couple of those that were just hanging. They were 
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connected to the wires, but they were not connected to the ceiling. They 
were just hanging. 
Q. You have said that there were switch covers that had no switches behind 
the cover. 
A. I said multiple — a switch cover for multiple switches that did not have a 
full bank of switches. 
Q. Do you know whether in the areas of those bank of switches, for lack of a 
better term, did you ever take that off the wall? 
A. No. -
Q. Do you know whether there were wires behind the empty switch holes? 
A. I do not know that, no. 
Q. Describe for me in a little more detail, if you can, the fans and lights 
coming on randomly with no intervention. 
A. For some reason on occasion the ceiling or the bedroom and the upstairs 
family room and one light above the entrance way had fans on them, 
circulating air fans and multiple bulb lights. And on occasions, several 
occasions, while I was there the light would just — and the fan would just 
come on for no reason. We never figured it out. 
Exhibit 75-D, pages 20-24 (defect listing) 
Exhibits 1-D through 57-D, pictures of premises. 
Trial Transcript pages 130-131, where Mr. Goddard discusses his opinion of the 
condition of the premises as follows: 
Q. [Fink] You came out at some point after, at the request of Mr. Wheeler? 
[Goddard] You had made a list of problems and gave it to Mr. Wheeler 
and he asked me to check it out. 
Okay. And you came out to the property 
(short inaudible, no mic)? 
And whatever the date was on that list was just before the time I came out. 
Okay. What did you find when you first came out? What was your initial 
assessment of the property? 
It needed a lot of work. 
Okay. 
Had I walked through that place to rent it myself I wouldn't have rented it. 
Okay. Do you recall making any knee jerk, gut feel reaction comment to 
what you thought the extent of the repairs were that were necessary? 
There was some repairs I wouldn't touch because I'm not qualified like the 
electrical-
Okay. 
~ because it was a major electrical. If it's a switch or a plug or this I can 
take care of. But when you've got wires hanging down — And I told Mr. 
Wheeler that he should get a qualified electrician which I believe he did. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall making the statement that the owner needs to spend 
about six months rent or about $10,000 to fix this place? 
A. Yes. I probably said that. 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A, 
Q 
Q 
A 
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1 Q. Okay. Do you recall any discussions either with me or with me and Ms. 
2 Tannehill regarding the owner of personal property? 
3 A. All my afterthought was that if I had rented the place, which I don't think I 
4 would, I would have put all the stuff in one area and charged somebody 
5 rent for it. 
7 Finding #17 
8 Mr. Glover further testified that because the premises were of an unusual timber 
9 frame/log construction, there were exceptions and variances the applicable 
10 building codes made. Because of this, the court is unable to determine whether the 
11 house complied with any of the particular building codes. However, the court 
12 does conclude that none of the particular problems in the premises made the 
13 house uninhabitable. 
14 
15 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
16 
17 a. Trial Transcript page 46 
18 b. Trial Transcript page 71 
19 c. Trial Transcript page 61 
20 d. Trial Transcript page 63 
21 e. Trail Transcript pages 65-66 
22 f. Trial Transcript pages 68-69 
23 g. Trial Transcript pages 76-77 
24 h. Trial Transcript page 35 
25 i. Trial Transcript page 38 
26 j . Trial Transcript pages 42-43 
27 k. Trial Transcript pages 48-50 
28 1. Trial Transcript page 53 
29 m. Trial Transcript page 56 
30 n. Exhibit 85-D 
31 o. Exhibit 94-D 
32 
33 Summary of the Evidence 
34 
35 - Required building plans were not submitted to Ogden city for application of 
36 building permits for the 1987 major remodeling 
37 - Required building permits were not obtained and required code compliance 
38 inspections were not performed during the 1987 remodeling 
39 - Building codes apply to log homes 
40 - There were numerous construction and safety code violations in the residence 
41 - The Ogden city residential rental license ordinance requires compliance with 
42 applicable building codes 
43 
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Q. That said, in the stipulation that the remodeling was substantial, were all 
the required permits requested issued, or requested? 
A. There were no permits issued or requested for the interior portion of the 
building. 
Q. Would they have been required? 
A. Yes, sir. They would have. 
Q. Okay. Were all required inspections completed? 
A. For the permits that were issued. 
Q. For the permits that were issued the evidence suggests that the inspections 
for those permits were completed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But since there were other-
[Judge] Your point is well taken, Mr. Fink. I think we were— 
[Fink] Thatsaid-
[Glover - Witness] We did not inspect anything other than the inspection 
records that we referred to. 
Trial Transcript pages 76-77, where the Mr. Glover offers his expert opinion on 
building code application to log homes as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Yes, Your Honor. I would like to ask a question regarding a 
custom home. The log home is a custom design, does not easily fall into 
the prescription of general design that is covered in code. Does the fact 
that it is a custom design allow deviation from the code or ignoring the 
code? The thrust of the question is the code still applies. Is that true? 
A. [Glover - Witness] Yes, sir. It still applies. 
Trial Transcript page 35, where Ogden City Inspector Supervisor, Mr. Glover 
testifies regarding code violations relating to measurements of the stairs in the 
rented premises (Exhibit 93-D): 
Q. [Fink] Given that requirement, do the stair measurements indicated on 
those sheets conform to the requirements of the code? 
A. [Glover - Witness] They appear not to be. No, sir. 
Trial Transcript page 38, when viewing a picture of the premises: 
Q. [Fink] I would like to offer EXHIBIT #18-D to the witness to assess the 
widths and compliance of the handrails. Do the handrails depicted in 
those two pictures conform to the requirements you just read to us? 
A. [Glover] No, sir. They do not. 
Trial Transcript pages 42-43, in dialogue with the court: 
[Judge] The answer in, and the previous questions that were, that related 
to stairs and railings,— 
[Glover - Witness] Uh-huh (affirmative). 
[Judge] — your answer to those were that that, that they were in violation 
at the time of the construction of this property. Not relating to what the 
new construction was but actually relating to the, what was the, what was 
the code at the time of the construction of this, of this dwelling. 
[Glover] It referred to the new portion of the building because there was a 
permit issued that actually created the structure that we're all referring here 
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today about. The building, there was a log building built in 1980. Excuse 
me while I refer to my building permit data. 1987, early 1987. 
And so all the features that we're talking about, the handrails and 
the stairs, should have been in compliance with the 1985 Uniform 
Building Code. 
Trial Transcript pages 48-50, where Mr. Glover offers his expert opinion of the 
condition shown in Exhibit 29-D as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Is there any code for, code requirements that prescribe what type 
of light fixtures go in showers, what type of protections they have to have? 
And I guess rather than having you recite the code I'll show you picture 
EXHIBIT #29-D and can you tell me if it violates any of that code? 
A. [Glover - Witness] I'll be glad to tell you what the code says. The code 
says that devices in wet or damp locations should be listed for that 
installation. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Okay. 
Q. But do they have to be maintained fit? I mean, do they have to be in good 
condition when they're there? 
A. Well, it doesn't talk about maintenance. It talks about how they shall be 
installed. 
Q. Okay. 
A. From looking at this picture it appears that there is a label on the fixture. I 
can't read it obviously. But it appears that it is a listed device, probably 
approved for installation in damp or wet climate, which is what a shower 
stall is. The only thing I see missing is the lens, the cover, the glass cover. 
Q. Which is what protects the bulb from, separates the bulb from the person? 
A. Yes. And it would be part of the, of the listed assembly, obviously, that 
was intended to prevent moisture from getting in the device. 
Q. Then the question I would ask you is in order for an item like the light 
fixture to conform to the code its integrity has to be intact? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Trial Transcript page 53, where Mr. Glover views Exhibit 31-D as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Okay. EXHIBIT #31. Does this conform? 
A. [Glover - Witness] No. It looks like somebody took the light fixture off 
the ceiling. 
Trial Transcript page 56, regarding Exhibit 44-D as follows: 
Q. [Fink] . . . I offer you EXHIBIT #44 showing a picture of the electricians 
tape and the gap in the front door and the upright beam. 
A. [Glover] It appears to be a Romex wiring which is spliced in at least two 
locations in a wall cavity which is intended to be covered, it appears, by 
some sort of caulking compound or putty looking substance. I'm not too 
sure quite what that is. 
Q. It is not a code compliant installation? 
A. No, sir. It is not. 
Exhibit 85-D (Ogden city residential rental license application form) 
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1 o. Exhibit 94-D (Ogden city ordinance) 
4 Considering each of Defendants complaints about the house individually, not one 
5 would make the house in any way unfit for human habitation, uninhabitable, or 
6 untenantable. Considering each of Defendant's complaints about the house 
7 collectively, considered as a whole, they do not make the house in any way unfit 
8 for human habitation, uninhabitable, or untenantable. The house was fit for human 
9 habitation, was inhabitable, and was fully tenantable. The house had heat and 
10 electricity. There were lights and power in the house. The plumbing and waste 
11 disposal systems worked. The house had running water. The kitchen appliances 
12 worked. The house was sound and kept out the weather. The windows and walls 
13 were intact. While there may have been things in the house that annoyed or 
14 inconvenienced the Defendant, none of these things made the house 
15 uninhabitable. 
16 
17 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
18 
19 a. There is no evidence that supports this finding, it is comprised of assumptions 
20 derived from other flawed findings 
22 Finding #19 
23 In the Spring of 1995, Ogden City passed a city ordinance requiring the 
24 registration and inspection of residential rental properties. The effective date of 
25 this ordinance was 1 July 1995. However, the ordinance provides no private right 
26 of action under its terms. Although Defendant has claimed that the Plaintiffs 
27 failure to comply with this ordinance constitutes fraud or misrepresentation on the 
28 part of the Plaintiff, the court finds that the Plaintiff was unaware of this 
29 requirement at the time the lease was executed and that the effective date of the 
30 ordinance was 1 July 1995, the day after the lease was signed. Furthermore, no 
31 affirmative representations of any kind regarding code or ordinance compliance 
32 were made to Defendant by any party. There was simply no credible evidence 
33 presented by the Defendant, from any witness, which would support a finding of 
34 fraud or misrepresentation of any sort. 
35 
36 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
37 
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1 a. Exhibit 92-D 
2 b. Trial Transcript pages 31-32 
3 c. Trial Transcript pages 137-138 
4 d. Trial Transcript pages 202-204 
5 e. Exhibit 75-D 
6 
7 Summary of the Evidence 
8 
9 - Third-Party Defendant was notified of the inspection and license requirement in 
10 May, 1995 
11 - Third-Party Defendant was Plaintiffs agent for all matters pertaining to lease of 
12 the property at 3402 Tyler from May through November 1995 
13 - Plaintiffs agent offered the premises for lease and coordinated Defendant's 
14 viewing of the residence in June 1995 
15 - Third-Party Defendant (Plaintiffs agent) has been a professional property 
16 manager in the city of Ogden Utah for several years 
17 
18 This evidence and testimony clearly describes how Plaintiffs agent was aware of the 
19 Ogden City residential licensing requirement in May 1995, because he was known to be 
20 working as a professional property manager in the city of Ogden, Utah. And, in spite of 
21 this early notification of the requirement, Plaintiffs agent and Plaintiff failed to apply for 
22 and obtain the required license prior to placing the property on the rental market. As a 
23 professional property manager in the city of Ogden, Utah, it was expected by Defendant 
24 that Third-Party Defendant had obtained the required licenses as a prerequisite to offering 
25 a property for rent. And by offering a property for rent in Utah, it is, by definition, 
26 represented by the agent to be legally compliant with the Utah Fit Premises Act, which 
27 requires compliance with local ordinances, and thereby compliance with applicable 
28 building codes and construction permit processes. The legal compliance was lacking. 
29 
30 ********************************** 
31 a. Exhibit 92-D (Letter w/mailing list from Glover - includes Wheeler) 
32 b. Trial Transcript pages 31-32, where Ogden City Inspection Supervisor testifies 
33 that Plaintiffs agent was advised of the residential rental license requirement in 
34 May, 1995 as follows: 
35 Q. [Fink] The next question I have for you, sir, is was Wheeler and 
36 Associates on your mailing list to receive that notification? 
37 A. [Glover - Witness] Yes, he was. 
38 [Fink] I'd like to offer this to the witness as a copy of a mailing list that 
39 was provided by the City of Ogden to me upon request showing that 
40 Wheeler and Associates was notified on May 25th. 
41 [Judge] Any objections to EXHIBIT #92-D? 
42 [Wells] Well, this is a repetition. Well, I guess— 
43 [Judge] This shows the, this shows a, a mailing list noting Wheeler and 
44 Associates. 
45 [Wells] That's May 25th if that's on the second page. 
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[Smith] Your Honor, I have no objection to receiving this list. The 
handwritten note up above "sent out 'May 25th" 
[Judge] That's the question. 
[Fink] Mr. Glover, I got the letter, the note from you. 
[Glover - Witness] That's not a note with my signature. That's a note 
from the person who does the work for me, Peggy Weight, who's an 
employee of Ogden City. 
[Fink] Okay. The question is, is it a valid statement that it was sent out 
on May 25th? 
[Glover - Witness: ^ es,: a\ i: i- a \ a!id statement. 
me Principle-Agent relationship of Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendant were 
discussed during the trial at Trial Transcript pages 137-138, relating to 
relationship between Plaintiff (Naisbitt) and Third-Party Defendant (Wheeler): 
Q. [Jink] Third-party defendant Wheeler was, because I've not introduced 
anything to tell me, was you property manager for this property from some 
time in April until some time in November? 
•is] We'd stipulate to April 11th, 1995. 
x>. tj inKj ; hat works for me. 
[Judge] Thank you. 
[Smith] No object:on. 
[Judge) 1 hank \v\.. i ha: - ih*j stipulation. 
[Fin? - : hank you ver\ vr *Ji. 
ake thai o\:\i> :<M *: .. 
Or [Fink] He was acting as your agent during that entire I iiic loi llii . 
property, is that tru ^' 
[Smith] Your Honor, I'll object, i UHHK . al 
conclusion. We'll stipulate that ho was th
 L w± the 
premises. 
[Fink] I would argue, Your Honor,, on the point on #76-D, the exhibit that 
everybody was looking at. The term agent is use five times in that 
document, owner or person or authorized agent. I can show you where 
they are if you look. They're highlighted in red on my copy. 
[Smith] Your Honor, let me just cut through some of this. We'll stipulate 
that the lease was entered into between Mr. Fink and Mr. Wheeler, and 
that when Mr. Wheeler so he was acting pursuant to the Property 
Management Agreement between him and Ms. Naisbitt 
[Judge] As her agent? 
[Smith] As her, as her agent. 
[Judge] Okay. 
1 d. Trial Transcript pages 202-204, where Plaintiffs agent testified that he showed 
2 the property to Defendant as follows: 
3 Q. [Smith] Okay. Do you recall the first time you met Mr. Fink? 
4 A. [Wheeler - Witness] I do. 
5 Q. When was that? 
6 A. Oh, it was about the same day that he signed the Rental Agreement. 
7 Q. So late June, 1995? 
8 A. Exactly. 
9 Q. Do you recall what the nature of your discussions with Mr. Fink were at 
10 that point? 
11 A. When he met me at the property? 
12 Q. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
13 A. We walked through the property, inspected the property. We discussed 
14 occupancy. He was in a hurry to, to occupy the property. 
15 Q. Let me, let m e - Go ahead. I'm sorry. 
16 A. No, that's fine. 
17 Q. Let's take those one at a time. When you say you walked through and 
18 inspected the property could you describe what you did? 
19 A. Actually what I usually do is have the tenant walk through at their own 
20 pace and inspect it on their own. That way they're more comfortable as 
21 far as renting the property without somebody standing in front of them 
22 saying this is the livingroom, this is the kitchen, that type thing. I let 
23 them-
24 Q. Did you-
25 A. I let them do their own inspections and walk-throughs. 
26 Q. Did you do that with Mr. Fink? 
27 A. I did. 
28 Q. Did you hurry him through the premises? 
29 A. I did not. 
30 Q. Did you observe him going through the premises? 
31 A. I did. 
32 Q. About how long did this take? 
33 A. Oh, we were probably in this property at least 45 minutes. We had a 
34 long discussion after we had inspected the property about numerous, 
35 numerous things. 
36 e. Exhibit 75-D, response to interrogatory #7 (Wheeler discovery with 
37 qualifications as prop manager) 
39 Finding #20 
40 Defendant had a consistent complaint with the Plaintiff regarding Plaintiffs 
41 personal property remaining in the premises. This included items in the garage. 
42 book in shelves, and items stored in other rooms of the house. The Defendant 
43 complained on numerous occasions about this property. Plaintiff removed some 
44 of her property in midJuly 1995, but not all. Defendant used some of the property 
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1 remaining - a washer and dryer. The property did not interfere with Defendant's 
2 use, enjoyment, or possession of the premises, but was only a minor annoyance 
3 and inconvenience, for which he demanded and received compensation. 
4 
5 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 Summary of the Evidence 
27 
28 - Defendant created a database to record defects identified during his initial 
29 inspection because the checklist provided by Plaintiffs agent was inadequate for 
30 the task 
31 - The defect listing was provided to Plaintiffs agent 
32 - Plaintiffs agent was notified of the need to remove Plaintiffs personal property 
33 - Plaintiffs agent was reminded of the need to remove Plaintiffs personal property 
34 - Plaintiffs agent and Ogden city were notified that the house had numerous 
35 defects and was not licensed as required 
36 - The replacement property manager identified many of the same defects in the 
37 premises, as well as the encumbrance of Plaintiff s personal property 
38 - Plaintiffs personal property on the premises restricted Defendant's access to and 
39 use of the leased premises 
40 - Defendant deducted rent as an incentive to Plaintiff to remove personal property 
41 and cure safety defects 
42 - Defendant was not delivered possession of the entire residence 
43 - Third-Party Defendant claims Plaintiff agreed to reduced rent 
44 - Plaintiff claims Defendant's rent deductions were "wrongful, unjustified and in 
45 violation of the lease and the law." 
46 - Plaintiff admits to leaving personal property on premises 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g-
h. 
i. 
j -
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
0. 
P-
q-
r. 
Exhibit 103-D 
Exhibit 78-D 
Exhibit 79-D 
Exhibit 80-D 
Exhibit 82-D 
Exhibits 1-D through 57-D 
Trial Transcript pages 85-102 
Trial Transcript pages 232-234 
Exhibit 75-D 
Trial Transcript pages 208-210 
Trial Transcript pages 273-275 
Trial Transcript pages 277-278 
Exhibit 66-D 
Trial Transcript pages 144-148 
Trial Transcript page 174-176 
Plaintiff Deposition pages 17-18 
Plaintiff Deposition pages 26-27 
Plaintiff Deposition pages 31-35 
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1 - Plaintiff admits to removing only some of the personal property during 
2 Defendant's tenancy 
3 - Plaintiff admits to most of the remaining personal property removed in 
4 preparation for selling the house 
5 
6 This collection of evidence and testimony provide clear insight into the volume of 
7 Plaintiffs personal property, and the degree of the inconvenience to Defendant imposed 
8 by the presence of that property. Insight is also provided into Defendant's use of the rent 
9 reduction as a mechanism for motivating Plaintiff to remove her personal property from 
10 the premises. Compensation was never requested, but rather motivation of Plaintiff to 
11 remove the property which was impeding Defendant's full use and enjoyment of the 
12 rented premises. 
13 
15 a. Exhibit 103-D (Floor plans of house) 
16 b. Exhibit 78-D (Letter 7/7/95), which states in pertinent part as follows: 
17 Enclosed is a copy of the "Checklist" which you requested be completed 
18 for the rental property at 3402 Tyler Avenue. Attached to the "Checklist" is a 
19 five-page listing of some of the more noticeably deficient items found in the 
20 inspection of the property. 
21 The items in that listing have been separated into three categories: Urgent; 
22 Repair; and Record. Those items marked "Urgent" are in need of immediate 
23 repair. Those notated with "Repair" are in need of repair but are not of the 
24 immediate nature of those marked "Urgent." The items marked "Record" are 
25 damaged and/or deficient items that do not directly affect livability of the house 
26 but have been detailed as a matter of record. 
27 Please note that the extensive electrical and lighting problems with the 
28 property were only listed in general terms, not exhaustive detail as that would 
29 have added many entries (and pages) to the inspection list enclosed herein. As you 
30 are aware, the wiring problems with the house include, but are not limited to: 
31 missing lighting fixtures; missing or dead light bulbs; non functioning lighting 
32 fixtures; inadequate lighting fixtures; non functioning, improperly wired and/or 
33 missing wall switches; non functioning electrical outlets; missing electrical outlet 
34 plates, light bulbs connected directly to dangling wires, and exposed wiring. 
35 These problems are hazardous and unacceptable and must be repaired 
36 immediately. 
37 Please contact me immediately with the schedule of repairs for the 
38 electrical system and the other items in the inspection list marked "Urgent." 
39 Please also provide a proposed schedule for the repair of all the deficiencies 
40 identified as "Repair" in the enclosed list. 
41 c. Exhibit 79-D (Letter 7/29/95), which states in pertinent part as follows: 
42 Enclosed is check number 3107 for the August 1995 rent on the 3402 
43 Tyler Avenue property. As we detailed in our "Tyler Inspection" list provided 
44 directly to Wheeler and Associates on 6 July, to Mike Goddard on 8 July and to 
45 the owner of the property, Pam Naisbitt on 18 July, the property at 3402 Tyler has 
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many serious deficiencies and does not meet the 1994 Uniform Code for Building 
Conservation. Additionally, owner property still remains on the premises, 
restricting our use of the property for which we are paying rent. 
We experienced the following inconveniences and expenses in July 1995 
which warrant reimbursement: 
1. (-$164) Seventeen days for which we suffered a loss of use of portions 
of the house due to owner property storage. The seventeen days are prorated 
based upon the 31 days in the month of July and began accumulating after a very 
reasonable two week grace period was allowed for owner removal of said 
property. Calculation of deduction was made as follows: 
Days beyond grace period divided by number of days in the month 
multiplied by the percentage of the house that is unavailable to us and multiplied 
by the rental amount. 
Exhibit 80-D (Letter 8/31/95) 
Exhibit 82-D (Letter 10/18/95), which states in pertinent part as follows: 
Our telephone conservation today indicated to me that it might be prudent 
to provide reminder of some of our agreements. I submit the following to assist 
you in the decisions you make regarding the termination of our lease agreement 
for the property at 3402 Tyler Avenue in Ogden, Utah. 
1. The lease was signed with the understanding of the following: 
a. The property would be licensed for operation as a rental unit in the 
city of Ogden. 
It currently is not licensed. 
b. The house would be code compliant. 
The property is not in compliance with the 1994 
Uniform Code for Building Conservation. 
c. The owner's belongings and property would be removed within 
two weeks to facilitate use of the full house. 
The property has not been removed. 
d. The deficiencies identified during the occupancy inspection (and 
detailed in the seven page listing provided to you, the property 
owner and to Mike Goddard) would be repaired within a short time 
period. 
An overwhelming majority of the repairs have not been 
effected. Also, two recent no-shows by Mr. Goddard 
proved to be quite an inconvenience after we arranged our 
schedule to accommodate his repair work. 
2. The gas, electric, cable, and phone utilities have been scheduled for 
termination on October 21,1995, with final billing direct to me. You will 
not be involved in that process. 
3. Water service was never included in rental charges. Bills were not sent to 
me nor was request for payment made at any time during occupancy of the 
property. 
4. The security deposit of $800 was tendered to protect the owner in the 
event of damage to the property. It is not intended to accommodate late 
billing purposes. 
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5. A recent plumbing problem caused considerable inconvenience when we 
were without water service for two days. Compensation for that 
inconvenience is clearly warranted. Completion of the repair work was 
not accomplished for 10 days. 
6. During the course of our business, I have never given you any reason to 
suspect that I would not promptly pay any legitimate bill presented to me. 
7. Please provide copies of any billing charges levied on me. 
8. With reference to my September 30 letter, confirming our agreement for a 
full refund, and with consideration to the property being in better 
condition now, than when I moved in (reference attached deficiency 
listing), full refund of the $800 security deposit is expected at your earliest 
opportunity, to be mailed to the address indicated below. 
Exhibits 1-D through 57-D (Pictures of property) 
Trial Transcript pages 85-102, where the replacement property manager, Mr. 
Froerer, testifies on property condition and Plaintiffs personal property left on 
the premises when he accepted responsibility to manage the property for Plaintiff 
as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Fourth sheet back, let's go to the 6th sheet back. That's the third to 
the last sheet under description of work, where it says "Box up and store 
items in unfinished bathroom and lock. See Marsha for details". Can you 
give us some insight into what that task involved? 
A. [Froerer - Witness] When we, when we entered the property there were 
numerous personal property items in the home. And we recommended 
prior to leasing it that those items be properly secured in one area rather 
than left on bookshelves, left in open rooms, those kind of things-
Q. Okay. 
A. — for the protection of those items. 
Q. And so this task was to relocate those things and secure them somewhere? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. The next page back has a description of work. "Repair electrical 
cover plates. See Zane for details". Can you give us a description of just 
in general terms what that consisted of, that task? 
A. Well, when we went into the home there were plugs, electrical boxes, 
wiring that was open and loose so before we wanted rent the property we 
felt that it was prudent to cover those up for safety. 
Q. Bear with me for a second, please. I don't have that page. Sorry, I had 
copier problems this morning and lost a page. The, the— I have four 
questions for you regarding all the tasks that you, have been performed 
and they are what did you fix or what did your maintenance staff fix 
during the time you were property manager? In general you just talked 
about the electrical covers and stuff. 
A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q. The next question I have, the last sheet on your property records showed 
repair of electrical light fixtures. Repair light fixtures. Excuse me. 
A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
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Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q-
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
I'm trying to find through the course of these questions what did you fix, 
what did you move and what did you remove from the property? 
Well, to the best of my knowledge, my recollection, we went in and, and 
the items that were noted to be fixed was the loose wiring, properly put 
boxes on them. My minds eyes tell me that there were some light fixtures 
that were not there, just the, the bare wire was hanging down so we had a 
box and a ceramic light put on in the livingroom area, familyroom area I 
guess you'd call it. There were numerous plug covers, light switch covers 
that were missing so that the wires were accessible. Someone could, you 
know, stick a finger in or whatever. Accessible. 
Let me, let me say it a different way. Rather than having you recite this, 
we've got an evidence thing we'll get to in a minute-
Okay. 
- that you can, might help. EXHIBIT #49. This is a picture everybody 
has already. This is a picture of a couple of light boxes in the house. 
Okay. 
Do you recall if those are boxes that your maintenance folks installed? 
Yes. They would have been. 
Can you tell me why they put them in? 
I think those were in the living, those were in the familyroom. So it 
looked like the original light fixture or chandelier or whatever was 
hanging there had just been removed and so, you know, to have the proper 
lighting and also to, to have the safety factor, in our minds eye, we 
installed the box and the light fixture. 
Okay. EXHIBIT #52. This is a picture of the, the railing and, and the 
framework just above the kitchen. There's a strip of wood just below the 
railing. Did your maintenance staff install that? 
Yes, we did. 
Can you tell me why? 
As a safety factor for children to be able not to squeeze through and fall 
off of the deck along the base there so it would, you know-
So you were reducing the gap? 
Reducing the gap so that it wasn't as big of a gap. 
Okay. The strip of wood that you replaced, did you replace it because you 
thought it looked better or to improve safety? You just mentioned that— 
As a safety factor. 
Okay. Were you requested to do it or did you— 
We requested it be done. 
Okay. Thank you. EXHIBIT #105. I'm sorry. EXHIBIT #86, the one 
we were talking about earlier, the maintenance records. I forgot to 
introduce that. 
[Judge] Any objections to EXHIBIT #86? 
[Smith] No. I have no objection. 
[Judge] EXHIBIT #86 is received. 
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1 Q. [Fink] Thank you. Okay. These are copies of notes made by Froerer 
2 Property Management done on initial inspection of property. And you, 
3 sir, do you recognize this document? 
4 A. [Froerer] Yes. That would be our condition, our property condition 
5 report. 
6 Q. Okay. And this was made— It says on here it's dated 11-16-95 and it's 
7 shown as a preinspection checked over on the left-hand side. 
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. So this was as you assumed responsibilities as property manager? 
10 A. Approximately that date, yes. 
11 Q. I'd like to ask you a couple of questions about some of the entries in here. 
12 A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
13 Q. And I'm going to point to them because, I do this for everybody, they're 
14 highlighted in my copy so I can find where they are. About two-thirds of 
15 the way down on the right-hand side it says, and I'll point, it says, "three 
16 don't work". 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Under windows it looks like. 
19 A. I think that was actually under the switch outlets. This is in the 
20 livingroom area. 
21 Q. Okay. 
22 A. So I think it was an extension of the outlets and switches and that. 
23 Q. There seems to be several entries in here throughout this document that 
24 reference some splitting and logs splitting. Here and here and throughout 
25 this area. 
26 A. The construction of the home is a log home, interior the logs are there and 
27 so, you know, there's ~ When we go back to make this inspection report 
28 it's for the benefit of the, of the landlord and i.e., the tenant so that when 
29 they come back after occupancy there's a question as far as its condition 
30 and the tenant then is not going to be charged i.e. for a splitting log in 
31 essence, that they didn't damage it. So that would be a note for our 
32 benefit just to show its present condition. 
33 Q. Okay. Let's go to the second page if you will. Second entry from the top 
34 it says under, under light fixture "Not working" and then something else. 
35 I don't know what that is. Can you describe to the best of your 
36 recollection what that entry refers to? It's in the kitchen. 
37 A. This was at the sink, above the sink. "Not working above sink". 
38 Q. Okay. 
39 A. We didn't know where the switch was. Come to find out after we'd talked 
40 to Pam, the landlord, it's underneath the counter. So in our walk-through 
41 inspection, you know, we made a note and so that's what that was for. 
42 Q. I have to thank Mr. Smith. He showed me where it was. 
43 A. Okay. 
44 Q. Under the den, light fixtures. First off you have there's a fixture, there's 
45 an entry that appears to be right next to the light fixtures that says "Don't 
46 work by thermostat". 
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A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q-
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
On the left-hand side? 
On the left-hand side? 
Yes. 
All right. Is that the light fixtures don't work? 
Well, either the switches and light fixtures and that. 
Over in the right-hand side same area talks about under light fixtures, 
"Only two work, rest dangling". 
Yes. Some not working. 
Right below the words closets in den it says "Books left". Left-hand side. 
Correct. On the, in the den area, familyroom area there, there was a built-
in— Well you had the fireplace on the south side of the wall and on the 
north side of the wall was a built-in book cabinet. 
Okay. And it was full of books? 
It was all, it was full of books. Personal property of the landlord. 
Okay. On the right-hand side of that same area it implies or it says "One 
not working" I believe on the top. The thing on an angle on the left, on the 
right-hand side it says, "red stairs dirty" or something. It's not terribly 
important. 
It would probably be the light fixtures again not working. 
Not working? Okay. Just below that it says, "One cover replace 
switching"? 
Yes. 
Appears to be "on switches and outlets"? 
Correct. 
Okay. Down at the bottom of that master bedroom entry, smoke alarm 
needs a battery? 
Correct. 
Okay. Now this was— And how did you determine it needed a battery, 
sir? 
Well, I pushed the button and it didn't buzz. 
Okay. And this was on November 16th? 
Correct. 
Light fixtures, it looks like downstairs bathroom. 
Where are you? On the same page? 
A lot of sets of entries on the same page. 
Okay. 
It says, "Switches and outlets, none", that true? 
Yes. 
There were, there were no switches or outlets in that room? 
Well I -
I'm, I'm asking out of your recollection based on these notes. 
Now, now this might be— Well, let's see. The bathroom. 
I'm sure there was a light switch as you walked in the room. 
Well this might be, it 's- I, I don't recall exactly what the none reference 
would be to switches and outlets. 
Okay. Now let's go up to~ 
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1 A. There is, there is a little bathroom area off of the familyroom, off the 
2 kitchen that is roughed in, unfinished. That little storage room, we turned 
3 it into a storage room for the personal property. So that could be the 
4 reference there but~ 
5 Q. My guess is from the fact that there's, there-
6 A. -- but I don't recall without— 
7 Q. doesn't appear to be any other reference to a downstairs bathroom, that 
8 this is probably the bathroom in the hallway. 
9 A. And that's what I'm— I don't remember exactly— 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. what the none reference would be. 
12 Q. Okay. Over on the right-hand side of that same area under light fixtures it 
13 says, "No bulb" something with fan. Does that indicate that there was a 
14 bulb missing? 
15 A. I don't recall exactly. 
16 Q. Okay. Next page over on the master—Excuse me, it's not the master. It's 
17 the next bedroom down. It's the one with the squiggley note to the side of 
18 it. Light fixtures. It says "No light", I believe. 
19 A. Okay. 
20 Q. Is that-
21 A. Could be that in that room there was no center light and it had to be 
22 switched lamps. 
23 Q. Oh, okay. 
24 A. That could be what that was referencing. My recollection there, there 
25 wasn't a, a, a room light so you had to have lamps. 
26 Q. Okay. There's an entry, several, a couple entries in that same area over on 
27 the right-hand side that imply unfinished. 
28 A. Bedroom? 
29 Q. Yes. Does that look like unfinished ceiling? 
30 A. Ceilings, walls, drapes. Let's see. Well the home was, you know, there 
31 were things that needed to be finished in the home in the retrofitting of the 
32 old existing to the new addition. So those, those are just— I guess there 
33 again I'd have to go back in and see what, what we were referring to in 
34 that area. 
35 Q. Okay. Just below that area you've got a long series of handwritten notes 
36 on the left-hand side that point to the room bedroom. 
37 A. Okay. 
38 Q. Can you tell me what those say? 
39 A. Boxes— Oh, okay. This. Yes. That area is off of the familyroom. 
40 There was the unfinished bedroom and this where the bedroom is there, 
41 there were some personal property items. That's, that's listing some of 
42 those personal property items. 
43 Q. It looks to say— 
44 A. Machine. 
45 Q. — two pinball machines, boxes— 
46 A. Pinball, boxes, stereo, vacuum. Those kind of things were there, yes. 
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Q. And it says over to the right side of that under light fixtures, "Dangling, no 
cover". 
A. Correct. 
Q. If I'm correct. Okay. And a little bit below that the walls are not finished 
around the doors? 
A. Correct. There was no trim, molding put on the doors. 
Q. And no smoke alarm according to this as well; is that true? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Anytime in a bedroom area we suggest a smoke alarm to be located close 
to it. 
Q. Down at the bottom of that, well, bottom of that under bedroom you've got 
"Switches and outlets" I believe. On the right-hand side it says "One 
cover plate missing" and just above that it says "Can't figure out how to 
work light fixtures". 
A. There were multiple switches with the—I guess they, kind of a, a fan type 
circulating switch, on-off light. So it was, it was an interesting type switch 
that we didn't take the time, you know, at that point — 
Not totally obvious? 
— to go through. And it was four or five different switches in the box 
and so we just made a note to see what was going on. 
Okay. Turn to the next page. Top entry, smoke alarm. Says it needs a 
battery. Is that true? 
Correct. 
Okay. Oh, I was trying to figure- The next entry down under the 
upstairs bathroom there's an entry over here on the right-hand side that 
looks like it says "One hole by shower in the wall". 
Off of the, the bathroom? 
Yes. It says (short inaudible, no mic)? 
Yes. And I don't, without seeing it again to remind myself what it was but 
there, you know, in the wall or something there would have been a, a hole 
to express some damage or something there. 
Q. Okay. There's an entry below the furnace, water heater and air 
conditioner. It's just above the one that says hallways on the left-hand 
side. My interpretation, and correct me if I'm wrong, says "Lots of 
dangling wires, no cover plates". Is that true? It's on the left-hand side. 
A. In the laundryroom that's what it says, yes. Lots of dangling. 
Q. Do you recall those? 
A. That's-- Well the loose wires again, fixtures, those kind of things. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Or else, you know, coming out of the plugs, yes. 
Q. Okay. Let's go down to the garage. 
A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q. There's a handwritten entry about the middle of the page across--
A. "Full of stuff? 
Q. Yes. 
Q-
A. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
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Yes. 
Will you describe that to me? 
Well, there were a couple of safes in there as I remember, miscellaneous 
personal property, a water ski, boxes of things in the, in the cabinets and 
closet type. Sothat's-
Okay. Right below that there's another handwritten entry that says if I'm 
correct, "Room by garage full of stuff. 
Yes. That would have been the entry way into the familyroom from the 
garage. Closets again full of personal property, clothing items, those kind 
of things as I recall, miscellaneous things. 
Last sheet. This apparently has to do with the entertainment room 
upstairs? 
The big familyroom, yes. Entertainment room. 
Yes. It talks about there's a bulb out above the pool table if I read that 
correctly, and a huge stuffed buffalo. Can you describe that to us? 
Huge stuffed buffalo? 
Yes. 
There was just a six foot by six foot something like that stuffed buffalo. 
It was just a toy my kids would love to have. 
Okay. 
One of those stuffed animals that's a monster. It's just a family toy. And a 
pool table up there. Personal property items again. 
And there's a reference to the daybed as well. 
Yes. Well a couch, daybed type item. 
I'd like to introduce this as an exhibit. 
[Judge] Mr. Smith? 
[Smith] No objection. 
[Judge] Mr. Wells? 
[Wells] No objection. 
[Judge] EXHIBIT #105-D is received. Mr. Froerer, I hate to do this to 
you. 
[Froerer - Witness] No. 
[Judge] I know that you'd like, I know that you'd like to go on and get 
completed. It's now reaching the noon hour. 
[Fink] Yes. I've got-
[Judge] Go ahead. 
[Fink] I'd like to ask one question before we break. 
[Judge] Okay. 
[Fink] And it has to do with what we just talked about. 
[Judge] Okay. 
[Fink] The personal property that was described in here is, is this all the 
personal property you ran into? I mean this talks about the inside of the 
house, the garage, the rooms. Did you find any other personal property, 
did you find any personal property on that premises that was not 
documented here? 
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A. [Froerer - Witness] Well, I don't know that all the personal property was 
documented but, you know, there were numerous personal property items 
inside. A few items outside. Yard lawn mower, as I recall. But not 
much outside. 
Trial Transcript pages 232-234, where Defendant describes the impact of 
Plaintiffs personal property on usability and access to the entire house, using 
Exhibit 103-D as follows: 
[Fink] I'm going to learn this one of these days. I had #103. Since we 
don't need to discuss the personal property itself since it's already been 
discussed at some length. We'll talk about what the premises looked like, 
what the impact of the property was, or the premises. 
This is #102 or #103. This is a line drawing, a duplicate of what 
was admitted to earlier as a reasonable representation of the property, only 
this time I went in and I highlighted with (inaudible word) what I was not 
allowed access to or did not have full access to because of personal 
property. Okay? And it says in here arcade games. Disregard the one 
that says spiral stairs. That was not personal property, that's a stairway. I 
just didn't have access to it nor (short inaudible, no mic). 
Those things that are hashmarked personal property, personal 
property out in, underneath the deck in the back yard, a lot of personal 
property in the garage, two safes. The unfinished bedroom had personal 
property, we couldn't use it because it was unfinished. Arcade games. 
And there was personal property in the unfinished bedroom that's been 
admitted to. 
But there's a, a point that I want to make when looking at this 
picture that because I did not have access to some of these areas because 
of personal property my stuff went elsewhere. My garage belongings sat 
in the familyroom because I couldn't put them in the garage. When I say 
garage belongings, the cars didn't sit in there, they sat in the driveway. 
But the stuff that I normally put in the garage, lawn mowers, the lawn 
mower is out back, my stack of tires, spare snow tires sat in the 
familyroom. My shelves for the garage with all of the stuff that I've been 
known to put in the garage, lawn tools and all that stuff was in this room 
stacked up because I could not put it in there. The point being for lack of 
access to the areas that I would normally have used for storage I used 
livable space of the house to store my, my stuff that I would normally 
store and not use all the time. 
Okay. This is the downstairs. And this is the upstairs. And the 
same thing is true up here with one added aggravation and that is on the 
sides here the roofline eats away at the available space because of the 
angle of the roof. I can show you a picture in the stack. It cuts into what 
would be livable space by a reasonable chunk and so that's why that's 
highlighted out there. And then the pool table, daybed, chandelier, the 
moose we've referred to. Washer and dryer. And it's been admitted that 
there was a washer and dryer there. Mine was downstairs. Corners of the 
walls. Okay. The point being again not all of the house was available. 
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Exhibit 75-D, pages 10-18 (Wheeler's records) 
Trial Transcript pages 208-210, where Plaintiffs agent testifies that Plaintiff 
agreed to the Defendant's rent withholding as follows: 
Q. [Smith] I show you what's been marked and accepted as EXHIBIT #79. 
Mr. Fink discussed with you that this document indicates he's taking some 
kind of an offset against the rent for property that was on the premises. 
Did you have any discussion with him about how he was calculating this 
amount? 
A. [Wheeler - Witness] I did not. 
Q. Did you have any agreement with him regarding that he could take this 
offset? 
A. I did not. 
Q. Did you have any discussion with the owner— Strike that. Never mind. 
Let me show you what's been marked and accepted at DEFENDANT'S 
EXHIBIT #80. On that document which is dated 31 August he indicates 
he's taking another $310.00 offset for storage. Is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. He also indicates he's taking an offset for carpet cleaning supplies and bug 
bombs? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Did he have any discussion with you about taking those offsets? 
A. No, he did not. 
Q. Did he have permission from you to take those offsets? 
A. He did not. 
Q. Let me go back to EXHIBIT #79 for just a minute, Mr. Wheeler. We 
have items that are listed as items 2 through 13. Did he have any 
discussion with you regarding those items, any of them? 
A. No. No wait-
er Did he have— 
A. Excuse me. Let me look. There's two pages. 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. No. 
Q. Could you describe for us the process that you went through in, in 
determining that you would honor his request for the, as he has described 
it total expenses/inconveniences of $345.50? 
A. Okay. What we did with this, what we did is we contacted Pam 
concerning these amounts which she agreed to that this would be, you 
know, okay until she could get her items out of the property as an offset 
for this. 
Trial Transcript pages 273-275, where Defendant testifies to withholding rent 
as an incentive to Plaintiff follows: 
Q. [Smith] Okay. You took the $300, $310.00 credit. How did you 
calculate that? 
A. [Fink - Witness] Based on what I perceived to be the square footage of 
the house and the percentage of the house that was not, I was not allowed 
access to because of the impedance of the personal property. 
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Q. Did that calculation of $310.00 included anything else? Did it cover 
anything else? 
A. The $310.00 you're referring to is in an August payment or— 
Q. Well, I think you said-
A. You're pulling a dollar figure out and asking me a question. 
Q. Okay. Let me, let me back up. And I'm not trying to trick you on that. 
My understanding, correct me if I'm wrong, is that for the months of part 
of July, all of August, all of September and part of October you claimed an 
offset against your rent for the property that was on the premises and for 
the perceived inconvenience that you had in, in the premises? 
A. I withheld rent and asked for a refund of rent. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And that amount that you, you calculated that amount and it was 
$310.00 for a whole month. Is that correct? 
A. Something about that. 
Q. And for July and October you prorated it based on the number of days. Is 
that a fair statement? 
A. There was- One of them was prorated. I think the others were all- But, 
yes. 
Q. Okay. I, I think your letters will show that both August, or both July and 
October were prorated. 
A. July was, you're right, because of the two week period in which it was 
supposed to have been fixed— 
Q. Okay. 
A. — and taken care of and corrected and provided and it wasn't. 
Q. And October was of course prorated from the first— 
A. Short month. 
Q. - until the date you left. Right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall testifying in your deposition that the $310.00 
covered both your perceived lack of ability to use the premises fully as 
well as your quote, inconvenience? 
A. I think, and I'm sure you're going to correct me if I'm wrong, but I think I 
recall telling you it was based only on the square footage of what I was not 
allowed access to. 
Trial Transcript pages 277-278, where Defendant testifies to having been 
delivered less than 100% possession of the premises as follows: 
Q. [Smith] One last thing. You claimed that you did not have possession of 
the premises. 
A. [Fink-Witness] I did. 
Q. You, you— 
A. I did say that. I did not have possession of the premises. 
Q. Okay. Could you describe what you mean by that? 
A. I did not have full use and enjoyment of the premises per the terms of the 
Lease Agreement. I was leased 100% of the property. I was not allowed 
access to 100%) of the property because of the owner's personal property 
that impeded my use. 
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Q. Okay. 
A. I repeatedly notified- Never mind. I'll shut up. 
Q. Okay. 
A. That's what I mean. 
Q. And it's your testimony that you were not allowed use of 20% 
approximately of the premises? 
A. I used that as a refuse [sic - should read "rough"] order of magnitude 
figure, yes. 
Q. Okay. But you were allowed to use obviously the other 80%. Correct? 
You had possession of the other 80%? 
A. I had possession but I had to use some of that to offset what I could not. 
The stuff I could not put in the 20% I was not allowed access to I had to 
put in the 80% and therefore lost some of that use. But I did not calculate 
that in the loss of use dollar figures, 
Exhibit 66-D, page 3, paragraph 7, where Plaintiff provides an admission 
regarding Defendant's withholding rent as an incentive as follows: 
"Plaintiff admits that Defendant deducted certain amounts from the 
monthly rental as a claimed off-set. Plaintiff affirmatively alleges 
that any such off-sets or deductions were wrongful, unjustified and 
in violation of the lease and the law." 
Trial Transcript pages 144-148 addresses the Plaintiffs personal property that 
was left on the premises and restricted full possession of the leased property as 
follows: 
[Smith] There's no dispute that there was property left on the premises 
when Mr. Fink took it over. 
[Judge] And is there any dispute as to what that property was in 
accordance with the deposition that was— 
[Smith] I don't know that it's particularly disputed, no. I mean, I think 
it's set forth in the deposition. 
[Judge] Okay. Why don't you perhaps provide the witness with a copy 
of her response on the deposition and maybe that will refresh her memory 
if you have no objection. Then she can respond. What you're, what 
you're requesting now is a more thorough answer than she just gave? 
[Fink] The contention, the significance of the personal property, the 
significance of the volume and it's impediment to occupancy and 
enjoyment of the premises are the focal point of issue. 
[Judge] Oh, I recognize that. 
[Fink] Starting up here we talk about the personal property that was here 
and here. We went through each of the rooms— 
[Smith] What page are you on in the deposition, Pat? 
[Naisbitt - Witness] 32. 
Q. [Fink] 32. Anybody need copies? Starting on line five, we started 
talking about personal property and we started in the den asking about a 
daybed, approximate height of two feet, length of five feet, width of three 
feet and you concurred with that. The chandelier that was also stored by 
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the day bed, approximate height of one feet, length of two feet and 
approximate width of two feet and you agreed to that as well. Pool table, 
height of about three feet, length of about seven feet, width of about five 
feet. Pool table paraphernalia rack where the pool table cues were 
located, five feet tall, two feet by one. You agreed to that. A large 
stuffed animal referred to in other testimony as an elk or a moose or 
something, seven feet by two feet by 2-1/2 feet. Washer and dryer. 
Washer, 43 by 27 by 29 and a dryer, 43 by 27 by 29. Clothes rack also in 
the laundryroom, six feet high, five feet in length and two feet wide. 
Winter clothing and skis and seat covers and things in the cabinets 
between the familyroom and the garage in that hallway where all the 
cabinets were full. You agreed to that. Stereo and personal belongings of 
your son in the downstairs north unfinished bedroom with a composite 
envelope of approximately 3-1/2 feet high, three feet wide and three feet 
long and you agreed to that. Two pinball machines approximately five 
feet high, five feet long and 2-1/2 feet wide and you agreed to that. 
Variety of books in the bookcase that took up about 100% of the available 
bookshelf space in that office. Two large safes in the garage, six feet 
high, four feet wide, four feet in length and four feet wide. Excuse me. A 
large outdoor light that was stored inside the familyroom as being about 
two feet square and seven feet tall. Some personal property that was 
outside in the back; barbecue grill, dog kennel, cans of paint, screen door, 
approximate size of four feet long, four feet or six feet in height, four feet 
in length. And while I didn't cover personal property that was in the 
garage at that point, that's been covered by Mr. Froerer's testimony. 
You've agreed to that personal property being there. Okay? 
[Naisbitt] Yes. 
Some of it was removed by, during my tenancy. You made a visit out on, 
I will offer you made a visit on about July 18th, picked up some property. 
You admitted that, to that in testimony as well in deposition? 
Yes. 
Why did you remove that stuff? 
Your request through Mr. Wheeler. 
Okay. But when you took that stuff you also left a lot of stuff. 
I came down with one person to help me. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
And a horse trailer. 
Okay. 
And I put as much in my horse trailer as I could. 
Okay. Did you move some of that stuff later? 
Not personally, no. 
Did, was some of that stuff moved for you later? 
Later, yes. 
Why was it moved then? 
I had found certain spaces that I could take them. I needed to use a few of 
those things. 
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Q. The crux of what I get here is there was personal property left on the 
premises when you moved, when I moved into the tenant, as a tenant. 
You came out and removed some of that you say at my request. That's 
fine. And you left a major portion or a lot of personal property still there 
which you then went back later after my tenancy and removed. Is that 
true? 
A. That's true. 
Trial Transcript page 174-176, where Plaintiff discusses the personal property 
she left on the rental premises during Defendant's tenancy as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Did you ever discuss with Mr. Wheeler verbal, verbal obligations 
made by Mr. Wheeler to me regarding your own or personal property? 
Did you ever discuss with Mr. Wheeler during my tenancy any verbal 
obligations made by Mr. Wheeler to me regarding your personal property 
on the premises? 
A. [Naisbitt - Witness] My obligations to you? 
Q. [Fink] No. 
A [Naisbitt] Mr. Wheeler's obligations to you? 
Q. Mr. Wheeler was acting as your agent on this Lease Agreement and made 
obligations to me regarding your personal property. Did he ever discuss 
those with you? 
[Wells] Your Honor, I object. I mean if— 
[Judge] Well, if you know. 
[Naisbitt] I, I don't recall. 
Q. [Fink] And you came out on July 18th and picked up some of your 
personal property so you discussed— 
A. [Naisbitt] Well I guess, I guess it was communicated to me that you 
needed a few things moved and I— 
Q. [Fink] Okay. Did he discuss with you the details regarding the verbal 
obligation he made to me for that personal property? 
A. [Naisbitt] I don't recall. 
Plaintiff Deposition pages 17-18, where Plaintiff describes why she removed 
some of the personal property during Defendant's tenancy as follows: 
Q. [Fink] If memory serves, on July 18th, 1995, you visited the premises 
with the intent of removing some personal property. Can you tell me why 
you removed the property? 
A. [Naisbitt] Was that the day that you were there? 
Q. Yes 
A. Because I had told you I would make an attempt to get my things out of 
there, which I did. 
Q. And that was the only reason? 
A. Yes. 
Plaintiff Deposition pages 26-27, where Plaintiff describes removing personal 
property from the premises in preparation for listing it for sale as follows: 
Q. [Fink] We visited the property yesterday, as we discussed in trial — at 
trial and hearing this morning, for the purposes of inspection. Some 
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personal property had been removed. Can you tell me when that personal 
property was removed? 
A. {Naisbitt] This last summer. Oh, I'm sorry. 
[Smith] Go ahead. No, that's fine. 
Q. [Fink] Last summer? 
A. This past summer. 
Q. Just in the past couple months then? 
A. (Nods head.) 
Q. Could you tell me why? 
A. Just to get it out of there. 
Q. Can you tell me what personal property you removed, a summary? 
A. Hmm? 
Q. A summary, or as much detail as you can offer, to the best of your 
recollection. 
A. The books have been moved, my safe was moved. I don't have a specific 
list in my mind. I didn't do it personally, but. 
Q. Some property was also relocated within the house. Can you tell me why 
that was done and when? 
A. I don't know when specifically it was done. It was moved so that I can 
prepare to get the house sold. 
Q. Do you have recollection and can you tell me which property was 
relocated within the house? 
A. I — I don't know. 
Plaintiff Deposition pages 31-35, where Plaintiff admits to the description and 
size for each collection of personal property left on the premises during 
Defendant's tenancy as follows: 
[Fink] I want to go on to personal property for a minute. We promised 
the judge we'd do that, as you know, because you have this set of requests 
for admissions, I have requested that I try and propose an envelope of size 
for each piece of personal property as best I can describe it, or at least the 
amount of space it occupied in the house. So I'm going to ask you off the 
top of your head, because that's the only opportunity we have right now to 
admit or deny the relative size of a piece of property. Now a caveat to this 
series of questions is these are not precise measurements, I haven't 
measured them any more than you have, but it's going to be my best guess, 
so I'm going to ask you if the numbers that I gave you are the approximate 
size of the piece of property. If s just a basis for discussion. 
Let me go off the record for just a minute if I may. 
(Discussion off the record.) 
Q. [Fink] For the purposes of the next few questions, I intend to offer my 
estimate of size and mode of size for each piece of equipment, article of 
personal property. If the size is reasonably accurate, please reflect an 
affirmative answer, if it was not, I would ask that you offer your own 
estimation of size. For the item of personal property described as a day 
bed, which was stored in the upstairs den of the property - talking too fast? 
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I would offer that the height of approximately two feet, length of 
approximately five feet, width of approximately three feet. 
[Naisbitt] Okay. 
Is that close? For the piece of personal property described as a chandelier, 
also stored upstairs, approximate height, one foot, approximately length, 
two feet, approximate width, two feet. 
Okay. 
For the pool table, height, about three and a half feet, length, about seven 
feet, width, about five feet. 
Okay. 
Pool table paraphernalia, rack, that's where the pool cues and such were 
located, commonly the pool table is about five foot tall, and maybe two 
foot by one on the -
Okay. 
Large stuffed animal of the elk family, seven feet high, approximately, 
approximately seven feet in length, about two and a half feet in width. 
Okay. 
Washer, the washroom. Approximately 43 inches high, 27 inches in 
length, and 29 inches in width. That's going to be approximate. 
Okay. 
For the dryer, approximately 43 by 27 by 29, same dimensions. 
Okay. 
Clothes rack, also in the laundry room, about six feet high, five feet in 
length, and two feet wide. 
Okay. 
Winter clothing, water skis, seat covers, those things stored in the cabinets 
between the family room and the garage, the hallway, if you will. Since I 
don't have a size for each piece of personal property I'm going to ask you 
in terms of the amount of space, available space occupied by those, and 
I'm going to say it, that personal property - or that personal property 
occupied a hundred percent of the 19 available storage space in that area. 
I agree. 
Stereo and personal belongings of your son, that's a description you used, 
stored in the downstairs north unfinished bedroom, composite envelope 
about three and a half feet high, about three feet wide, and three feet long. 
Okay. 
The pinball machines, and there were two of them, about five feet high, 
five feet long, and two and a half feet wide. 
Okay. 
Each. Variety of books in the bookcase, and again because of the nature of 
the item I'll relate it to the amount of space occupied and offer that it 
occupied a hundred percent of the available bookshelf space in that office. 
Okay. 
Large safes in the garage, approximate size, and rim since there were two 
different sizes I'll use only one and say there were two of them, about six 
feet high, four feet in length, and four feet in width. 
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Okay. 
A large outdoor light that was stored inside right next to the family room, 
between the family room and dining room there's a pedestal-type light 
about seven feet tall and two feet square, it's one of the big -
Oh, yeah. 
The one that rattled every time you walked by, green street lamp is 
probably a better 
(Nods head.) 
Personal property described as barbecue grill, dog kennel, and also paint 
cans and a screen door, approximate envelope size for that combination 
about six feet long, four feet — excuse me, six feet in height, four feet in 
length, four feet in width. 
I — I wouldn't have a clue, but. 
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15 Finding #21 
16 In order to fairly compensate him for the storage of Plaintiffs personally, 
17 Defendant requested and took a rebate of $310.00 from the August 1995 rent 
18 payment. He took a similar rebate in October 1995 for two weeks of July, which 
19 reflected his determination that Plaintiff should be allowed a two week grace 
20 period of full rent to remove her property. Third Party Defendant checked with 
21 Plaintiff and she agreed that such rent abatement was fair and reasonable. The 
22 parties accepted this arrangement. Accordingly, Defendant deducted the same 
23 amount from his September 1995 payment. For October 1995, Defendant 
24 calculated the prorated rent for twenty days of occupancy, reduced proportionally 
25 by the rent abatement amount for that time period as well as the aforementioned 
26 two week period for July 1995, and paid that amount. The agreed-upon abatement 
27 amount was $310.00, which represented approximately 20% of the rent payment. 
28 
29 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
30 
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J. 
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1. 
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n. 
o. 
Exhibit 79-D 
Exhibit 78-D 
Trial Transcript pages 189 
Trial Transcript page 208 
Trial Transcript pages 209-210 
Exhibit 66-D 
Plaintiffs Deposition, page 10 
Complaint, page 2 
Exhibit 80-D 
Exhibit 81-D 
Exhibit 82-D 
Trial Transcript pages 273-275 
Trial Transcript pages 277-278 
Exhibit 75-D 
Defendant's Deposition pages 54-57 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 Summary of the Evidence 
18 
19 - Notice was provided to Plaintiffs agent of the need to remove Plaintiffs personal 
20 property from the premises 
21 - Notice was provided to Plaintiffs agent regarding defects identified during 
22 Defendant's initial inspection of the premises 
23 - Copies of the defect listing were provided to Plaintiff and the maintenance man in 
24 July 1995 
25 - Written reminders of the need for repairs and removal of Plaintiff s personal 
26 property were provided to Plaintiffs agent 
27 - Written notice was provided to Plaintiffs agent and Ogden city that the residence 
28 was not safe or licensed as a residential rental in October 1995 
29 - Defendant deducted rent as an incentive to Plaintiff to make repairs and remove 
30 personal property from the premise 
31 - Plaintiff did not agree to reductions of rent 
32 - Plaintiffs agent provided a requested refund of rent to Defendant 
33 - Plaintiff did not deliver 100% possession of the leased premises 
34 
35 
36 The evidence that is germane to this finding convincingly details the complaints of 
37 Defendant, the withholding of rent as an incentive to Plaintiff to remove her 
38 personal property and repair known defects, and the distinct lack of any agreement 
39 by Plaintiff to the rent withholding. It is obvious that there was not any agreement 
40 between any of the parties, most notably between Plaintiff and her agent, regarding 
41 Defendant's attempts to induce Plaintiff to take action on the plainly voiced 
42 complaints of Defendant. While the finding claims that the rent withholding was 
43 agreed to as fair compensation, it was neither agreed to by Plaintiff, nor intended by 
44 Defendant as compensation for storage of personal property. It was always intended 
45 solely as an incentive to Plaintiff, since it was Defendant's handiest form of leverage 
46 to induce action by Plaintiff. 
47 
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Exhibit 79-D (Fink Letter 7/29/95), which states in pertinent part as follows: 
Enclosed is check number 3107 for the August 1995 rent on the 3402 
Tyler Avenue property. As we detailed in our "Tyler Inspection" list provided 
directly to Wheeler and Associates on 6 July, to Mike Goddard on 8 July and to 
the owner of the property, Pam Naisbitt on 18 July, the property at 3402 Tyler has 
many serious deficiencies and does not meet the 1994 Uniform Code for Building 
Conservation. Additionally, owner property still remains on the premises, 
restricting our use of the property for which we are paying rent. 
We experienced the following inconveniences and expenses in July 1995 
which warrant reimbursement: 
1. (-$164) Seventeen days for which we suffered a loss of use of portions 
of the house due to owner property storage. The seventeen days are prorated 
based upon the 31 days in the month of July and began accumulating after a very 
reasonable two week grace period was allowed for owner removal of said 
property. Calculation of deduction was made as follows: 
Days beyond grace period divided by number of days in the month 
multiplied by the percentage of the house that is unavailable to us and multiplied 
by the rental amount. 
Exhibit 78-D (Fink letter 7/7/95), which states in pertinent part as follows: 
Enclosed is a copy of the "Checklist" which you requested be completed 
for the rental property at 3402 Tyler Avenue. Attached to the "Checklist" is a 
five-page listing of some of the more noticeably deficient items found in the 
inspection of the property. 
The items in that listing have been separated into three categories: Urgent; 
Repair; and Record. Those items marked "Urgent" are in need of immediate 
repair. Those notated with "Repair" are in need of repair but are not of the 
immediate nature of those marked "Urgent." The items marked "Record" are 
damaged and/or deficient items that do not directly affect livability of the house 
but have been detailed as a matter of record. 
Please note that the extensive electrical and lighting problems with the 
property were only listed in general terms, not exhaustive detail as that would 
have added many entries (and pages) to the inspection list enclosed herein. As you 
are aware, the wiring problems with the house include, but are not limited to: 
missing lighting fixtures; missing or dead light bulbs; non functioning lighting 
fixtures; inadequate lighting fixtures; non functioning, improperly wired and/or 
missing wall switches; non functioning electrical outlets; missing electrical outlet 
plates, light bulbs connected directly to dangling wires, and exposed wiring. 
These problems are hazardous and unacceptable and must be repaired 
immediately. 
Please contact me immediately with the schedule of repairs for the 
electrical system and the other items in the inspection list marked "Urgent." 
Please also provide a proposed schedule for the repair of all the deficiencies 
identified as "Repair" in the enclosed list. 
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1 c. Trial Transcript pages 189, where Plaintiffs agent testifies regarding 
2 Defendant's withholding of rent as follows: 
3 Q. [Fink] In that I refer back to this letter which is the one you just received, 
4 #81 -D. And there's a note on that letter that says, "Pat, we paid $310.00 
5 storage for month of August on 8-16, check 1010". And then August was 
6 scratched out and it says July. Now, and you agree to that? 
7 A. [Wheeler - Witness] We have a different— Yes, the accounting was off. 
8 Q. Okay. But that's your note? 
9 A. That's my note. 
10 d. Trial Transcript page 208, where Plaintiffs agent admits there was no 
11 agreement with Defendant for reduction of rent as follows: 
12 Q. [Smith] I show you what's been marked and accepted as EXHIBIT #79. 
13 Mr. Fink discussed with you that this document indicates he's taking some 
14 kind of an offset against the rent for property that was on the premises. 
15 Did you have any discussion with him about how he was calculating this 
16 amount? 
17 A. [Wheeler - Witness] I did not. 
18 Q. Did you have any agreement with him regarding that he could take this 
19 offset? 
20 A. I did not. 
21 e. Trial Transcript pages 209-210, where Plaintiffs agent describes receiving 
22 approval for Defendant's withholding of rent as follows: 
23 Q. [Smith] Could you describe for us the process that you went through in, 
24 in determining that you would honor his request for the, as he has 
25 described it total expenses/inconveniences of $345.50? 
26 A. [Wheeler - Witness] Okay. What we did with this, what we did is we 
27 contacted Pam concerning these amounts which she agreed to that this 
28 would be, you know, okay until she could get her items out of the property 
29 as an offset for this. 
30 f. Exhibit 66-D, paragraph 7, where Plaintiff replies to Defendant's counterclaim 
31 with accusations that Defendant violated the lease and law by withholding rend as 
32 follows: 
33 "Answering paragraph 12 of the counterclaim, Plaintiff admits that 
34 Defendant deducted certain amounts from the monthly rental as a 
35 claimed off-set. Plaintiff affirmatively alleges that any such 
36 off-sets or deductions were wrongful, unjustified and in violation 
37 of the lease and the law." 
38 g. Plaintiffs Deposition, page 10, where Plaintiff describes her opinion of 
39 Defendant's deduction from the rent as follows: 
40 Q. [Fink] Sorry, take a deep breath. You said certain parts were 
41 inappropriate. I'm stumbling here. Which parts were inappropriate? 
42 A. [Naisbitt] Some of the charges that you claimed were, I thought, 
43 somewhat inappropriate. 
44 Q. Can you tell me which ones, to the best of your recollection? 
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A. Charging me for fertilizer for the lawn, charging me for insecticide to kill 
hornets, and your time to do that. I accepted that, but I thought it was 
inappropriate. I don't remember exactly. 
Q. Is that all? 
A. I'm sure there's more. 
Q. Is the basis for that claim documented anywhere? 
A. No. 
Complaint, page 2, paragraphs 5 and 6, where Plaintiff describes her some of her 
claims against Defendant as follows: 
5. That Defendant has paid only partial rent for the months of September and 
October 1995, taking unauthorized "credits" to refurbish or repair the 
property. 
6. That Plaintiff [sic] has failed and refused to pay late fees for the months of 
September and October 1995. 
Exhibit 80-D (Letter to Wheeler, 8/31/95) 
Exhibit 81-D (Letter to Wheeler, 9/30/95) 
Exhibit 82-D (Letter to Wheeler, 10/18/95), which states in pertinent part as 
follows: 
Our telephone conservation today indicated to me that it might be prudent 
to provide reminder of some of our agreements. I submit the following to assist 
you in the decisions you make regarding the termination of our lease agreement 
for the property at 3402 Tyler Avenue in Ogden, Utah. 
1. The lease was signed with the understanding of the following: 
a. The property would be licensed for operation as a rental unit in the 
city of Ogden. 
It currently is not licensed. 
b. The house would be code compliant. 
The property is not in compliance with the 1994 
Uniform Code for Building Conservation. 
c. The owner's belongings and property would be removed within 
two weeks to facilitate use of the full house. 
The property has not been removed. 
d. The deficiencies identified during the occupancy inspection (and 
detailed in the seven page listing provided to you, the property 
owner and to Mike Goddard) would be repaired within a short time 
period. 
An overwhelming majority of the repairs have not been 
effected. Also, two recent no-shows by Mr. Goddard 
proved to be quite an inconvenience after we arranged our 
schedule to accommodate his repair work. 
2. The gas, electric, cable, and phone utilities have been scheduled for 
termination on October 21,1995, with final billing direct to me. You will 
not be involved in that process. 
3. Water service was never included in rental charges. Bills were not sent to 
me nor was request for payment made at any time during occupancy of the 
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property. 
4. The security deposit of $800 was tendered to protect the owner in the 
event of damage to the property. It is not intended to accommodate late 
billing purposes. 
5. A recent plumbing problem caused considerable inconvenience when we 
were without water service for two days. Compensation for that 
inconvenience is clearly warranted. Completion of the repair work was 
not accomplished for 10 days. 
6. During the course of our business, I have never given you any reason to 
suspect that I would not promptly pay any legitimate bill presented to me. 
7. Please provide copies of any billing charges levied on me. 
8. With reference to my September 30 letter, confirming our agreement for a 
full refund, and with consideration to the property being in better 
condition now, than when I moved in (reference attached deficiency 
listing), full refund of the $800 security deposit is expected at your earliest 
opportunity, to be mailed to the address indicated below. 
Trial Transcript pages 273-275, where Defendant testifies to withholding rent 
as an incentive to Plaintiff follows: 
Q. [Smith] Okay. You took the $300, $310.00 credit. How did you 
calculate that? 
A. [Fink - Witness] Based on what I perceived to be the square footage of 
the house and the percentage of the house that was not, I was not allowed 
access to because of the impedance of the personal property. 
Q. Did that calculation of $310.00 included anything else? Did it cover 
anything else? 
A. The $310.00 you're referring to is in an August payment or— 
Q. Well, I think you said— 
A. You're pulling a dollar figure out and asking me a question. 
Q. Okay. Let me, let me back up. And I'm not trying to trick you on that. 
My understanding, correct me if I'm wrong, is that for the months of part 
of July, all of August, all of September and part of October you claimed an 
offset against your rent for the property that was on the premises and for 
the perceived inconvenience that you had in, in the premises? 
A. I withheld rent and asked for a refund of rent. Yes. 
Q 
A, 
Q 
Okay. And that amount that you, you calculated that amount and it was 
$310.00 for a whole month. Is that correct? 
Something about that. 
And for July and October you prorated it based on the number of days. Is 
that a fair statement? 
There was- One of them was prorated. I think the others were all- But, 
yes. 
Okay. I, I think your letters will show that both August, or both July and 
October were prorated. 
July was, you're right, because of the two week period in which it was 
supposed to have been fixed-
Okay. 
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A. — and taken care of and corrected and provided and it wasn't. 
Q. And October was of course prorated from the first— 
A. Short month. 
Q. - until the date you left. Right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall testifying in your deposition that the $310.00 
covered both your perceived lack of ability to use the premises fully as 
well as your quote, inconvenience? 
A. I think, and I'm sure you're going to correct me if I'm wrong, but I think I 
recall telling you it was based only on the square footage of what I was not 
allowed access to. 
Trial Transcript pages 277-278, where Defendant testifies to not having been 
delivered less than 100% possession of the premises as follows: 
Q. [Smith] One last thing. You claimed that you did not have possession of 
the premises. 
A. [Fink-Witness] I did. 
Q. You, you— 
A. I did say that. I did not have possession of the premises. 
Q. Okay. Could you describe what you mean by that? 
A. I did not have full use and enjoyment of the premises per the terms of the 
Lease Agreement. I was leased 100% of the property. I was not allowed 
access to 100% of the property because of the owner's personal property 
that impeded my use. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I repeatedly notified— Never mind. I'll shut up. 
Q. Okay. 
A. That's what I mean. 
Q. And it's your testimony that you were not allowed use of 20% 
approximately of the premises? 
A. I used that as a refuse [sic - should read "rough"] order of magnitude 
figure, yes. 
Q. Okay. But you were allowed to use obviously the other 80%. Correct? 
You had possession of the other 80%? 
A. I had possession but I had to use some of that to offset what I could not. 
The stuff I could not put in the 20% I was not allowed access to I had to 
put in the 80% and therefore lost some of that use. But I did not calculate 
that in the loss of use dollar figures. 
Exhibit 75-D, page 10 (Wheeler's records) 
Defendant's Deposition pages 54-57, where Defendant discusses withholding of 
rent as an incentive to motivate Plaintiff to remove her personal property and 
repair identified defects as follows: 
Q. [Smith] I believe you have testified, Mr. Fink, that at some point you 
claimed an offset as a result of the property of Miss Naisbitt that was left 
on the premises; is that correct? 
A. [Fink] I testified that I asked for refund or credit, yes. 
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Q. 
Let me ask you this. When you paid the September rent, what amount did 
you pay? 
I don't recall that number off the top of my head. 
Would it have been the full $1,495 or might it have been less? 
It might have been less. 
If it was less, what accounted for the lower amount? 
The refund provided by the property manager. 
And what was the refund that he provided? 
The requested amount from the previous month. 
For the property that was left on the premises? 
As requested, he provided a refund. I couldn't give you the dollar figure. 
The justification for it has already been discussed and he provided a 
refund. Based on that refund, some money was withheld or reduced 
payment was made in September. 
And just so we keep a record that's reasonably clear to someone reading 
this, the justification for that lesser amount was this property of Miss 
Naisbitt's that had been left in the premises? 
As stated before, as I recalled the statement it was expenses incurred by 
the tenant, me, and the inconvenience posed by the personal property left 
by the owner. 
Okay. Did Mr. Wheeler agree to allow you to make this reduction in the 
rent? 
I made the reduction in rent based on the precedent he set by sending me 
the check. 
Okay. Do you recall what amount — I am not talking about the expenses — 
for the property that was left in the premises? Do you recall what the 
amount you took was? 
I don't recall the amount. 
If I represented $310, is that a figure that could be correct? 
I am hesitating because I don't want to be held 1 accountable for a specific 
number. 
Okay. 
It's in the area. I don't know the exact number. It was calculated and 
documented in the correspondence provided to Wheeler and so been 
provided to you in discovery. 
Do you recall who came up with that figure? 
I did. 
Do you recall how you calculated it? 
Estimates based on the understanding of the size of the house and the 
estimate of square footage that was unavailable, specifically from the 
property that was maintained, personal property left on the premises by the 
owner. It was not — the inconvenience that I had posed by my personal 
property that I could not put away was not included in the calculation of 
that inconvenience. 
Let me see if I can restate this to make sure I understand. As I understand, 
you claimed approximately 20 percent of the premises were unavailable. 
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1 And so would it be fair to state that if the home was, let's say, 2,000 square 
2 feet, just to pick a number, that based on your contention that 400 square 
3 feet were taken up by -- these are just hypothetical numbers — 400 square 
4 feet were taken up by Miss Naisbitt's property, that amounted to 20 
5 percent of the premises and would allow that degree of percentage 
6 reduction in the rent? 
7 A. Close. It was not the amount of physical space of her property, but rather 
8 the amount of usable space that her property restricted me from using. 
9 That is to say if a room was unusable because of stuff in the room, I didn't 
10 count the square footage of the stuff, but the square footage of the room. 
11 Q. That's very clear. Let me see if I understand factually what happened. One 
12 month Mr. Wheeler refunded to you a certain amount of money based on 
13 that calculation and in subsequent months you simply took that amount as 
14 an offset against the rent you paid? 
15 A. I took that reduction in the rent, yes. 
16 Q. Okay. And was that pursuant to any discussion you had with Mr. Wheeler 
17 or just based on the fact you received this check? 
18 A. I received the check from Mr. Wheeler and no objections from anybody. 
20 Finding #22 
21 Following Defendant's departure from the premises. Plaintiff diligently tried to 
22 re-rent the house. She continued to use Third Party Defendant for a time and 
23 switched to another property manager who tried to rent or sell the premises for 
24 her. These persons were employed to work diligently on Plaintiffs behalf to lease 
25 or sell the house. These efforts were reasonable and appropriate. However, 
26 notwithstanding her efforts. Plaintiff was unable to rent or sell the premises 
27 during the term remaining on the lease. 
28 
29 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
30 
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Exhibit 87-D 
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Trial Transcript pages 85-102 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 Summary of the Evidence 
18 
19 - Plaintiffs agent (Wheeler) advertised the property for rent in September/October 
20 1995 for a higher rent than Defendant was paying ($ 1575 v. $ 1495/month) 
21 - Plaintiffs property manager (Froerer) advertised the property for rent in 
22 November/December 1995 and January 1996 for a higher rent than Defendant 
23 was paying ($ 1575 v. $ 1495/month with a higher security deposit ($ 1500 v. $800) 
24 thereby increasing the out-of-pocket expense to a potential tenant to $3075 (from 
25 $2295) 
26 - The property was "on the rental market" for only 82 days 
27 - The property was removed from the rental market on January 11, 1996 
28 - The property was listed for sale from January 11, 1996 through May 28, 1996 
29 when the listing arrangement with Froerer was terminated by Plaintiff. 
30 - Plaintiff was seeking the "high end" sales price through Froerer 
31 - No effort was made to actively seek renters after January 11,1996 
32 - Prospective tenants were turned away by Froerer without a stated criteria 
33 - Much of Plaintiff s personal property remained on the premises, although Froerer 
34 consolidated them into a single unfinished room 
35 - Froerer completed many safety related repairs during November and December 
36 1995 
37 
38 The evidence that is germane to this finding paints a radically different picture than the 
39 court's finding. Plaintiff attempted briefly to re-rent the premises via an advertisement 
40 posted by Third-Party Defendant, with an asking rent $80 higher than Defendant was 
41 paying. And when Plaintiff changed property managers, the asking rent remained at the 
42 elevated level and the security deposit requirement was raised from the $800 Defendant 
43 paid to a lofty $1500. And when the property did not rent immediately, Plaintiff removed 
44 the property from the rental market on 1/11/96, after being vacant for only 82 days. 
45 There was no further attempt to rent the property after that date. And all the while, 
46 Plaintiff continued to use the premises as a personal storage for multitude of her personal 
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1 property that remained on the premises. This scenario could hardly be considered 
2 diligent effort to mitigate her perceived damages. 
3 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
5 a. Exhibit 87-D, a telefax response from Froerer Real Estate, dated 1/23/96, which 
6 indicates in paragraph 6 that the asking rental rate for the 3402 Tyler property was 
7 $ 1500/month, and the security deposit was $ 1500. 
8 b. Exhibit 73-D, pages 5-9 (fax) (Rent Mgt agreement from Froerer) which 
9 indicates on the second page that the asking rental rate shall be "no less than 
10 $1200" and that the effective date of the management agreement was 11/16/95. 
11 c. Exhibit 75-D, page 11, (Wheeler response with ad for re-rent) which indicates the 
12 advertised rent was $ 1575/month and that the ad was initiated on 9/26/95 and 
13 discontinued on 11/9/95. 
14 d. Exhibit 88-D, records from Froerer Real Estate, indicate the asking rent rate was 
15 $ 1500/month with a $ 1500 security deposit. 
16 e. Exhibit 89-D, Sales listing agreement with Froerer Real Estate, effective 1/1/96 -
17 8/11/96, effectively withdrawing the property from the rental market. 
18 f. Exhibit 90-D, (Notice from Pam to Froerer, 1/31/96, asking high end for sales) 
19 which indicates that Plaintiff is willing to forgo immediate response and hold out 
20 for a high sales price. 
21 g. Exhibit 91-D, withdrawal of the property from MLS sales market. 
22 h. Exhibits 1-P and 76-D: Lease Agreement ($$$$) 
23 i. Trial Transcript pages 105-110, where the replacement property manager 
24 (Froerer) describes his term of responsibilities as rental agent, actions taken, and 
25 removal of the property from the rental market, placement on the sales market, 
26 and removal from the sales market as follows: 
27 Q. [Fink] Okay. And in this, this document dated 1-23-96, so January 23rd 
28 of this year I asked you what the monthly rental rate and security deposit 
29 were to be for the rental actions that you were taking with regard to the 
30 Tyler property. And according to your response it was $1,500 a month 
31 rent and $ 1,500 deposit. Is that true? 
32 A. [Froerer - Witness] That's what we were asking, yes. 
33 Q. Okay. And that is for a year lease and negotiable (short inaudible, no 
34 mic). When I asked you to describe the condition of the property in #4 
35 you, you described that some electrical fixtures were missing and some 
36 personal property of owner was in the home. 
37 A. Okay. 
38 Q. Is that true? And the actions taken on the part, on the part of the owner to 
39 rent the property, you put a rental sign out and it was placed on a rental 
40 available listing— 
41 A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
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Q. 
A. 
Q. 
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Q. 
A. 
Q. 
Q. 
A. 
Q-
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q-
A. 
- etcetera. I just wanted to, to introduce that primarily the rental rate of 
$1,500 a month and $1,500 security deposit. 
[Judge] Objection to #87-D? 
[Smith] No, Your Honor. 
[Judge] Received. 
[Fink] This is a copy of Mr. Froerer's records. I'll ask you to verify that. 
The primary point of interest on that document is (short inaudible, no mic) 
saying the same thing Mr. Froerer just attested to. 
[Judge] Any objections to #88-D? 
[Smith] No. 
[Judge] It's received. 
[Fink] This is a copy of the sale listing on the property. Mr. Froerer, do 
you recognize this document? 
[Froerer - Witness] Yes. 
[Fink] And this document is a listing contract for sale? 
Yes. 
For the Tyler property? 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
A Listing Agreement was entered into on 11 January '96 according to this. 
Yes. 
Okay. 
[Judge] Any objections to #89-D? 
[Wells] No objection. 
[Smith] None. 
[Judge] It's received. It appears to speak for itself. 
[Fink] According to the previous documents we just went through the 
property was listed for $ 1,500 a month, security deposit of $ 1,500. It was 
on the market from November 16th until what date when it was removed 
from the rental property market? 
[Froerer - Witness] Well, approximately January 11th is when we 
discontinued trying to rent the property I would guess. [Emphasis added] 
As a result of the sale? 
The instructions of the landlord to try and sell the property. 
Okay. So it was removed from the rental property market effective about 
that date? 
Yes. The first part of January, January 11th. 
This is a copy of the, of an MLS, Multiple Listing Service Document 
received by (inaudible, no mic). Do you recognize that document, sir? 
This is the follow-up document to the Part A that was the, the other exhibit 
that you showed. This is the, the data information form that goes to the 
Ogden Board, yes. 
(Short inaudible, no mic)? 
That's the, the memo that was attached back to that when it was returned 
to us from Pam. 
Okay. 
That's the note that she made on it. 
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A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
Q. 
A. 
And for the record it's, the listing price on the house is 345 to 350 and the 
note indicates from Pam to Zane Froerer to list the house start on the high 
side and see what type of offers we get. 
[Judge] Any objections to #90-D? 
[Smith] No. 
[Judge] It's received. 
[Fink] (Short inaudible) this is the listing, or withdrawal form. Do you 
recognize this document, sir? 
[Froerer - Witness] Yes. 
This document is the Unconditional Withdrawal Form signed by both Mr. 
Froerer and Ms. Naisbitt withdrawing the property from sale effective 
May 28th, '96. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Is that true? So it was taken off the sales market on that date? 
Yes. 
[Judge] Any objections to #91-D? 
[Smith] No objection. 
[Judge] Received. 
[Fink] To summarize the last few documents, you were commissioned on 
November 16th to, with property management responsibilities for the 
property to put it on the market to rent it. On January 11th you were 
commissioned to sell it. At that time you took it off the rental market and 
it was listed for sale only on the high side based on the note from Ms. 
Naisbitt. And on November, or on May 28th it was removed from the 
sales market. 
Was that the end of your responsibilities with regard to that property? 
[Smith] Your Honor, I'm going to object to that question as leading. 
[Judge] Sustained. What that means is this is your witness and you 
cannot— 
[Fink] Cannot lead him. 
[Judge] — cannot lead the witness. 
[Fink] Can't tell the story. Can you summarize the last few documents 
for me? 
[Froerer - Witness] The original Property Management Agreement that 
we had was dated November 16th, 1995 of which we entered into the 
property management of the property with Pam. And we put it up for rent 
putting signs, advertising, those kinds of things, $1,500 a month. There 
were different inquiries on it. None, none were acceptable as far as 
tenants. 
The property was then listed for sale. Circumstances had changed 
in the discussion with Pam, wanted to see if she couldn't can't get it sold. 
We listed the property January 11th of '96. And then I'm assuming 
circumstances changed again in May, end of April, first part of May and 
we withdrew that listing. And that was signed as those three documents. 
That's basically what happened. 
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1 Q. Did your responsibilities, any responsibilities to the Tyler property end on 
2 that date? 
th 3 A. Yes. Effective May 28 we were, we weren't any, we were no longer 
4 involved in trying to manage and/or sell or rent the property. 
5 j . Trial Transcript page 112, where Mr. Froerer describes how he did not actively 
6 seek tenants while the property was on the sales market as follows: 
7 Q. [Fink] Okay. During the time you had the property listed for sale you 
8 had a management responsibility only as with regard to the sale and not 
9 the rental of the property. Is that true? 
10 A. [Froerer - Witness] Pretty much. That's all we did is market it for the 
11 sale of the property. We were not trying to find a tenant and that so... 
12 k. Trial Transcript pages 112-113, where Mr. Froerer reiterates his not trying to 
13 rent the property after it was placed on the sales market on 1/11/96. 
14 Q. [Smith] When did your responsibilities to sell the home commence, Mr. 
15 Froerer? 
16 A. [Froerer - Witness] January 11 th. Right in that time period. 
17 Q. And it's your testimony that at that time your responsibilities to attempt to 
18 rent the premises terminated? 
19 A. Well, we did not make a, a concerted effort to rent the property after the 
20 discussion and the construction to try and sell the property. 
21 Q. Okay. 
22 A. If a proposal came we would have, you know, directed it. But no, we did 
23 not actively seek the rental of it. 
24 1. Trial Transcript pages 122-123, where Mr. Froerer describes his company's 
25 policy on acceptability of prospective tenants for rental units they manage as 
26 follows: 
27 Q. [Fink] Tenants that you get that apply for rental properties do you 
28 offhandedly reject them? What kind of screening process— Why do 
29 some candidates not end up in properties when you, when you show it to 
30 them? 
31 A. [Froerer - Witness] We'll have a tenant make an application. We will 
32 run that application, credit report, verifications of the references that the 
33 application calls for, employment, those kind of things. And then based 
34 on those reports back, a credit report and references, then make a 
35 judgment, good tenant, bad tenant. 
36 Q. So you could actually show a property to a tenant and then decide later 
37 that they really don't qualify (short inaudible, no mic)? 
38 A. Oh, yes. 
39 m. Trial Transcript pages 120, where Mr. Froerer clarifies an earlier response to 
40 Plaintiff on habitability of the premises as follows: 
41 Q. [Fink] Back to the question Counsel asked on whether or not you thought 
42 the house was habitable. 
43 A. [Froerer - Witness] Uh-huh (affirmative). 
44 Q. With or without repair? 
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A. No. We wanted repairs done. 
Exhibit 105-D (Froerer initial inspection records) 
Trial Transcript pages 85-102, where the replacement property manager, Mr. 
Froerer, testifies on property condition and Plaintiffs personal property left on 
the premises when he accepted responsibility to manage the property for Plaintiff 
as follows: 
Q. [Fink] Fourth sheet back, let's go to the 6th sheet back. That's the third to 
the last sheet under description of work, where it says "Box up and store 
items in unfinished bathroom and lock. See Marsha for details". Can you 
give us some insight into what that task involved? 
A. [Froerer - Witness] When we, when we entered the property there were 
numerous personal property items in the home. And we recommended 
prior to leasing it that those items be properly secured in one area rather 
than left on bookshelves, left in open rooms, those kind of things— 
Q. Okay. 
A. -- for the protection of those items. 
Q. And so this task was to relocate those things and secure them somewhere? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. The next page back has a description of work. "Repair electrical 
cover plates. See Zane for details". Can you give us a description of just 
in general terms what that consisted of, that task? 
A. Well, when we went into the home there were plugs, electrical boxes, 
wiring that was open and loose so before we wanted rent the property we 
felt that it was prudent to cover those up for safety. 
Q. Bear with me for a second, please. I don't have that page. Sorry, I had 
copier problems this morning and lost a page. The, the— I have four 
questions for you regarding all the tasks that you, have been performed 
and they are what did you fix or what did your maintenance staff fix 
during the time you were property manager? In general you just talked 
about the electrical covers and stuff. 
A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q. The next question I have, the last sheet on your property records showed 
repair of electrical light fixtures. Repair light fixtures. Excuse me. 
A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q. I'm trying to find through the course of these questions what did you fix, 
what did you move and what did you remove from the property? 
A. Well, to the best of my knowledge, my recollection, we went in and, and 
the items that were noted to be fixed was the loose wiring, properly put 
boxes on them. My minds eyes tell me that there were some light fixtures 
that were not there, just the, the bare wire was hanging down so we had a 
box and a ceramic light put on in the livingroom area, familyroom area I 
guess you'd call it. There were numerous plug covers, light switch covers 
that were missing so that the wires were accessible. Someone could, you 
know, stick a finger in or whatever. Accessible. 
Q. Let me, let me say it a different way. Rather than having you recite this, 
we've got an evidence thing we'll get to in a minute— 
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Okay. 
- that you can, might help. EXHIBIT #49. This is a picture everybody 
has already. This is a picture of a couple of light boxes in the house. 
Okay. 
Do you recall if those are boxes that your maintenance folks installed? 
Yes. They would have been. 
Can you tell me why they put them in? 
I think those were in the living, those were in the familyroom. So it 
looked like the original light fixture or chandelier or whatever was 
hanging there had just been removed and so, you know, to have the proper 
lighting and also to, to have the safety factor, in our minds eye, we 
installed the box and the light fixture. 
Okay. EXHIBIT #52. This is a picture of the, the railing and, and the 
framework just above the kitchen. There's a strip of wood just below the 
railing. Did your maintenance staff install that? 
Yes, we did. 
Can you tell me why? 
As a safety factor for children to be able not to squeeze through and fall 
off of the deck along the base there so it would, you know-
So you were reducing the gap? 
Reducing the gap so that it wasn't as big of a gap. 
Okay. The strip of wood that you replaced, did you replace it because you 
thought it looked better or to improve safety? You just mentioned that--
As a safety factor. 
Okay. Were you requested to do it or did you— 
We requested it be done. 
Okay. Thank you. EXHIBIT #105. I'm sorry. EXHIBIT #86, the one 
we were talking about earlier, the maintenance records. I forgot to 
introduce that. 
[Judge] Any objections to EXHIBIT #86? 
[Smith] No. I have no objection. 
[Judge] EXHIBIT #86 is received. 
[Fink] Thank you. Okay. These are copies of notes made by Froerer 
Property Management done on initial inspection of property. And you, 
sir, do you recognize this document? 
[Froerer] Yes. That would be our condition, our property condition 
report. 
Okay. And this was made- It says on here it's dated 11-16-95 and it's 
shown as a preinspection checked over on the left-hand side. 
Correct. 
So this was as you assumed responsibilities as property manager? 
Approximately that date, yes. 
I'd like to ask you a couple of questions about some of the entries in here. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
And I'm going to point to them because, I do this for everybody, they're 
highlighted in my copy so I can find where they are. About two-thirds of 
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1 the way down on the right-hand side it says, and I'll point, it says, "three 
2 don't work". 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Under windows it looks like. 
5 A. I think that was actually under the switch outlets. This is in the 
6 livingroom area. 
7 Q. Okay. 
8 A. So I think it was an extension of the outlets and switches and that. 
9 Q. There seems to be several entries in here throughout this document that 
10 reference some splitting and logs splitting. Here and here and throughout 
11 this area. 
12 A. The construction of the home is a log home, interior the logs are there and 
13 so, you know, there's— When we go back to make this inspection report 
14 it's for the benefit of the, of the landlord and i.e., the tenant so that when 
15 they come back after occupancy there's a question as far as its condition 
16 and the tenant then is not going to be charged i.e. for a splitting log in 
17 essence, that they didn't damage it. So that would be a note for our 
18 benefit just to show its present condition. 
19 Q. Okay. Let's go to the second page if you will. Second entry from the top 
20 it says under, under light fixture "Not working" and then something else. 
21 I don't know what that is. Can you describe to the best of your 
22 recollection what that entry refers to? It's in the kitchen. 
23 A. This was at the sink, above the sink. "Not working above sink". 
24 Q. Okay. 
25 A. We didn't know where the switch was. Come to find out after we'd talked 
26 to Pam, the landlord, it's underneath the counter. So in our walk-through 
27 inspection, you know, we made a note and so that's what that was for. 
28 Q. I have to thank Mr. Smith. He showed me where it was. 
29 A. Okay. 
30 Q. Under the den, light fixtures. First off you have there's a fixture, there's 
31 an entry that appears to be right next to the light fixtures that says "Don't 
32 work by thermostat". 
33 A. On the left-hand side? 
34 Q. On the left-hand side? 
35 A. Yes. 
36 Q. All right. Is that the light fixtures don't work? 
37 A. Well, either the switches and light fixtures and that. 
38 Q. Over in the right-hand side same area talks about under light fixtures, 
39 "Only two work, rest dangling". 
40 A. Yes. Some not working. 
41 Q. Right below the words closets in den it says "Books left". Left-hand side. 
42 A. Correct. On the, in the den area, familyroom area there, there was a built-
43 in— Well you had the fireplace on the south side of the wall and on the 
44 north side of the wall was a built-in book cabinet. 
45 Q. Okay. And it was full of books? 
46 A. It was all, it was full of books. Personal property of the landlord. 
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Okay. On the right-hand side of that same area it implies or it says "One 
not working" I believe on the top. The thing on an angle on the left, on the 
right-hand side it says, "red stairs dirty" or something. It's not terribly 
important. 
It would probably be the light fixtures again not working. 
Not working? Okay. Just below that it says, "One cover replace 
switching"? 
Yes. 
Appears to be "on switches and outlets"? 
Correct. 
Okay. Down at the bottom of that master bedroom entry, smoke alarm 
needs a battery? 
Correct. 
Okay. Now this was— And how did you determine it needed a battery, 
sir? 
Well, I pushed the button and it didn't buzz. 
Okay. And this was on November 16th? 
Correct. 
Light fixtures, it looks like downstairs bathroom. 
Where are you? On the same page? 
A lot of sets of entries on the same page. 
Okay. 
It says, "Switches and outlets, none", that true? 
Yes. 
There were, there were no switches or outlets in that room? 
Well I -
I'm, I'm asking out of your recollection based on these notes. 
Now, now this might be— Well, let's see. The bathroom. 
I'm sure there was a light switch as you walked in the room. 
Well this might be, it's— I, I don't recall exactly what the none reference 
would be to switches and outlets. 
Okay. Now let's go up to— 
There is, there is a little bathroom area off of the familyroom, off the 
kitchen that is roughed in, unfinished. That little storage room, we turned 
it into a storage room for the personal property. So that could be the 
reference there but— 
My guess is from the fact that there's, there— 
— but I don't recall without— 
— doesn't appear to be any other reference to a downstairs bathroom, that 
this is probably the bathroom in the hallway. 
And that's what I'm— I don't remember exactly-
Okay. 
— what the none reference would be. 
Okay. Over on the right-hand side of that same area under light fixtures it 
says, "No bulb" something with fan. Does that indicate that there was a 
bulb missing? 
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I don't recall exactly. 
Okay. Next page over on the master-- Excuse me, it's not the master. It's 
the next bedroom down. It's the one with the squiggley note to the side of 
it. Light fixtures. It says "No light", I believe. 
Okay. 
Is that-
Could be that in that room there was no center light and it had to be 
switched lamps. 
Oh, okay. 
That could be what that was referencing. My recollection there, there 
wasn't a, a, a room light so you had to have lamps. 
Okay. There's an entry, several, a couple entries in that same area over on 
the right-hand side that imply unfinished. 
Bedroom? 
Yes. Does that look like unfinished ceiling? 
Ceilings, walls, drapes. Let's see. Well the home was, you know, there 
were things that needed to be finished in the home in the retrofitting of the 
old existing to the new addition. So those, those are just-- I guess there 
again I'd have to go back in and see what, what we were referring to in 
that area. 
Okay. Just below that area you've got a long series of handwritten notes 
on the left-hand side that point to the room bedroom. 
Okay. 
Can you tell me what those say? 
Boxes-- Oh, okay. This. Yes. Thatareaisoffofthefamilyroom. 
There was the unfinished bedroom and this where the bedroom is there, 
there were some personal property items. That's, that's listing some of 
those personal property items. 
It looks to say-
Machine. 
~ two pinball machines, boxes— 
Pinball, boxes, stereo, vacuum. Those kind of things were there, yes. 
And it says over to the right side of that under light fixtures, "Dangling, no 
cover". 
Correct. 
If I'm correct. Okay. And a little bit below that the walls are not finished 
around the doors? 
Correct. There was no trim, molding put on the doors. 
And no smoke alarm according to this as well; is that true? 
Yes. 
Okay. 
Anytime in a bedroom area we suggest a smoke alarm to be located close 
to it. 
Down at the bottom of that, well, bottom of that under bedroom you've got 
"Switches and outlets" I believe. On the right-hand side it says "One 
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cover plate missing" and just above that it says "Can't figure out how to 
work light fixtures". 
There were multiple switches with the—I guess they, kind of a, a fan type 
circulating switch, on-off light. So it was, it was an interesting type switch 
that we didn't take the time, you know, at that point — 
Not totally obvious? 
~ to go through. And it was four or five different switches in the box 
and so we just made a note to see what was going on. 
Okay. Turn to the next page. Top entry, smoke alarm. Says it needs a 
battery. Is that true? 
Correct. 
Okay. Oh, I was trying to figure- The next entry down under the 
upstairs bathroom there's an entry over here on the right-hand side that 
looks like it says "One hole by shower in the wall". 
Off of the, the bathroom? 
Yes. It says (short inaudible, no mic)? 
Yes. And I don't, without seeing it again to remind myself what it was but 
there, you know, in the wall or something there would have been a, a hole 
to express some damage or something there. 
Okay. There's an entry below the furnace, water heater and air 
conditioner. It's just above the one that says hallways on the left-hand 
side. My interpretation, and correct me if I'm wrong, says "Lots of 
dangling wires, no cover plates". Is that true? It's on the left-hand side. 
In the laundryroom that's what it says, yes. Lots of dangling. 
Do you recall those? 
That's— Well the loose wires again, fixtures, those kind of things. 
Okay. 
Or else, you know, coming out of the plugs, yes. 
Okay. Let's go down to the garage. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
There's a handwritten entry about the middle of the page across— 
"Full of stuff? 
Yes. 
Yes. 
Will you describe that to me? 
Well, there were a couple of safes in there as I remember, miscellaneous 
personal property, a water ski, boxes of things in the, in the cabinets and 
closet type. So that's— 
Okay. Right below that there's another handwritten entry that says if I'm 
correct, "Room by garage full of stuff'. 
Yes. That would have been the entryway into the familyroom from the 
garage. Closets again full of personal property, clothing items, those kind 
of things as I recall, miscellaneous things. 
Last sheet. This apparently has to do with the entertainment room 
upstairs? 
The big familyroom, yes. Entertainment room. 
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1 Q. Yes. It talks about there's a bulb out above the pool table if I read that 
2 correctly, and a huge stuffed buffalo. Can you describe that to us? 
3 A. Huge stuffed buffalo? 
4 Q. Yes. 
5 A. There was just a six foot by six foot something like that stuffed buffalo. 
6 It was just a toy my kids would love to have. 
7 Q. Okay. 
8 A. One of those stuffed animals that's a monster. It's just a family toy. And a 
9 pool table up there. Personal property items again. 
10 Q. And there's a reference to the daybed as well. 
11 A. Yes. Well a couch, daybed type item. 
12 Q. I'd like to introduce this as an exhibit. 
13 [Judge] Mr. Smith? 
14 [Smith] No objection. 
15 [Judge] Mr. Wells? 
16 [Wells] No objection. 
17 [Judge] EXHIBIT #105-D is received. Mr. Froerer, I hate to do this to 
18 you. 
19 [Froerer - Witness] No. 
20 [Judge] I know that you'd like, I know that you'd like to go on and get 
21 completed. It's now reaching the noon hour. 
22 [Fink] Yes. I'vegot--
23 [Judge] Go ahead. 
24 [Fink] I'd like to ask one question before we break. 
25 [Judge] Okay. 
26 [Fink] And it has to do with what we just talked about. 
27 [Judge] Okay. 
28 Q. [Fink] The personal property that was described in here is, is this all the 
29 personal property you ran into? I mean this talks about the inside of the 
30 house, the garage, the rooms. Did you find any other personal property, 
31 did you find any personal property on that premises that was not 
32 documented here? 
33 A. [Froerer - Witness] Well, I don't know that all the personal property was 
34 documented but, you know, there were numerous personal property items 
35 inside. A few items outside. Yard lawn mower, as I recall. But not 
36 much outside. 
37 
38 Finding #23 
39 Defendant has complained that his trial presentation was in some way 
40 foreshortened or circumscribed. The Court notes that trial was set for a one-day 
41 non-jury trial by the consent of the parties in August 1990. At trial Plaintiff 
42 presented her case by proffer and stipulation, which consumed perhaps fifteen 
43 minutes. The remainder of the morning and the entire afternoon were consumed 
44 by Defendant's presentation. Third Party Defendant presented no evidence and 
45 merely submitted the matter. In order to accommodate Defendant, closing 
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1 arguments were presented to the Court in writing. Defendant took that opportunity 
2 to present ninety-nine pages of closing and rebuttal arguments. The Court finds 
3 that Defendant had ample time to present his case. 
4 
5 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
6 
7 a. Trial Transcript page 280 
8 b. Trial Transcript page 23 
9 c. Trial Transcript page 80 
10 d. Trial Transcript page 103 
11 e. Trial Transcript pages 166-167 
12 f. Trial Transcript page 2 81 
13 g. Trial Transcript page 186 
14 h. R. at 287-290 
15 i. R. at 408-446 
16 j . R. at 533-562 
17 k. Trial Transcript pages 281-285 
18 
19 Summary of the Evidence 
20 
21 - Defendant responded to the Judge's inquiry at 4:40 p.m. that he saw no reason to 
22 call more witnesses 
23 - Judge Baldwin received a personal threat early in the proceedings 
24 - Judge Baldwin asked the parties to keep a watch on the courtroom entrance 
25 - Judge Baldwin directed more than once that the proceedings would be completed 
26 by 5:00 p.m. that day 
27 - Judge Baldwin could not extend the case that day because he had two many 
28 sheriffs in the courtroom 
29 - Defendant had identified additional witnesses and they were present in the 
30 courtroom to testify 
31 
32 It quickly becomes clear when reviewing this evidence that the trial court had but one 
33 interest on the day the trial was conducted, and that was on the personal safety of the 
34 Judge. Toward that goal, the Judge made it painfully clear throughout the trial that he 
35 had no intention of working even a minute past his personal quitting time of 5:00 p.m. 
36 This intent was reiterated throughout the trial proceedings. And when, just 20 minutes 
37 prior to the designated quitting time, Defendant was asked if he had more witnesses, 
38 Defendant declined, with the understanding that closing arguments by all parties were 
39 still to be completed before the 5:00 hour. It was only then that the Judge let the parties 
40 know that closing arguments would instead be submitted in writing, thereby freeing up 
41 time that Defendant could have used to call either of the remaining two witnesses who 
42 were in the courtroom throughout the proceedings in anticipation of testifying. By then, 
43 however, it was too late. 
44 
45 ******************************** 
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1 a. Trial Transcript page 280, where Defendant stated "I don't, I don't personally 
2 see a need to call any more witnesses, Your Honor." 
3 b. Trial Transcript page 23, where Judge Baldwin announces that he received a 
4 threat as follows: 
5 [Judge] I'm going to take about a two minute recess. I have received a 
6 message that there is a threat and I just need to find out who the threat is 
7 from to determine whether I— 
8 [Smith] Or against. 
9 [Judge] I know who it's to but it's, it's to me but I need to find out just~ 
10 So we're going to take- If you'll just remain there for just a minute and 
11 everyone will remain in place. We'll just take a two minute recess. 
12 c. Trial Transcript page 80, where Judge Baldwin calls an unrecorded sidebar, 
13 where he once again announces the threat and ask each party to watch for 
14 strangers entering the courtroom. 
15 [Judge] Thank you. Mr. Froerer, would you come forward? Mr. Fink 
16 and Counsel have— As you're being sworn would you come forward Mr. 
17 Fink and Mr. Wells? 
18 d. Trial Transcript page 103, where Judge Baldwin states just before lunch that the 
19 proceedings will be completed by 5:00 p.m. as follows: 
20 [Judge] Okay. Well this case is going to be over at 5:00 o'clock. 
21 [Wells] 4:00 o'clock. 
22 [Judge] So we'll be back at, we'll be back here ready to go at 1:00 
23 o'clock. 
24 e. Trial Transcript pages 166-167, where Judge Baldwin reiterates that the case 
25 will be completed according to his schedule, regardless of the actual proceedings 
26 as follows: 
27 [Judge] Let me stop for just a minute and tell all of you I have until 5:00 
28 o'clock to hear this case. Monday is a holiday. I have a trial set the 
29 following two days that is going for sure. I have a law and motion day on 
30 Thursday, I have four cases set on Friday. This case has got to finish 
31 today. I cannot hold the staff past 5:00 o'clock so we're going to have to~ 
32 [Fink] I'll pick up the pace, Your Honor. 
33 [Judge] We've got to move forward. 
34 [Judge] I'll try my best. Okay. 
35 f. Trial Transcript page 281, where Judge Baldwin describes the final actions of 
36 the court day at about 4:40 p.m. as follows: 
37 [Judge] I can tell you what's going to happen as this case closes, I'm 
38 going to require that you submit your, your final argument in writing. So 
39 that you're aware we have about 20 minutes. It's an unique day and a lot 
40 of times I could go over. It's just I've got a lot of Weber County Sheriffs 
41 that are here because of the earlier threat. I can't go over. I'm holding too 
42 many people. It's Friday I can't hold them. So we have, you know, this 
43 amount of time to complete the, to complete the case. 
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Trial Transcript page 186, where Defendant refers to a planned witness, while 
questioning Mr. Wheeler. This witness, as well as one other, was never called 
due to time constraints. 
[Fink] Let me offer that I have a, a witness who's willing or who will 
testify that she handed you this letter attached to that listing and attached 
to your checklist. 
R. at 287-290 (Fink letter of identification of witnesses) 
R. at 408-446 (Fink Rebuttal to Plaintiffs Closing Arguments) 
R. at 533-562 (Fink Rebuttal Closing to Plaintiff on Counterclaim) 
There is no evidence in the record on "In order to accommodate Defendant, 
closing arguments were presented to the Court in writing." The Trial Transcript 
pages 281-285 provide trial dialogue regarding written closing arguments as 
follows: 
[Judge] — that's going to have to be set out. Now you can agree that 
you can do that by affidavit if you want to do it by affidavit and just swear 
to an affidavit that the costs are as follows and the attorney's fees are as 
follows. But that issue has been open and not closed so you tell me what 
your desire is. 
[Wells] Well, just because of the time factor obviously my desire would 
be to submit matters as to attorney's fees by affidavit. 
[Judge] I can tell you what's going to happen as this case closes, I'm 
going to require that you submit your, your final argument in writing. So 
that you're aware we have about 20 minutes. It's an unique day and a lot 
of times I could go over. It's just I've got a lot of Weber County Sheriffs 
that are here because of the earlier threat. I can't go over. I'm holding too 
many people. It's Friday I can't hold them. So we have, you know, this 
amount of time to complete the, to complete the case. 
[Wells] Yes. Just, I'm trying to figure out whether or not I need to put on 
any further evidence to deal with the Third-Party Complaint. 
[Judge] Okay. 
[Wells] With the Court's indulgence here just one moment. 
[Judge] Go ahead. While he's doing that, Mr. Fink, are you locked into 
leaving immediately? 
[Fink] I was planning to travel out tomorrow morning. I've got to back at 
work on Monday. And I have a cat that's going to be unsecured tomorrow 
afternoon because a lady that was watching him is leaving town. 
[Judge] Okay. I didn't know whether or not you planned here to stay. I 
do have the— The courts are not open on Monday. Tuesday is— I to have 
you spend any more time and in the writing but I don't see how we're 
going to do it any other, any other way. 
[Fink] I can, I can do closing argument by writing, sir. It's not a 
problem. 
[Wells] I have nothing further to present, Your Honor. 
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1 [Judge] Thank you. Mr. Smith? I want an agreement amongst you as to 
2 how you're going to handle the, the costs, attorney's fees, any other claims 
3 that are being made. 
4 [Smith] I would suggest that those things be handled by affidavit, Your 
5 Honor, with the opportunity for opposing parties to object. 
6 [Judge] Thank you. Do you have any objections to that? 
7 [Fink] I don't-
8 [Judge] Now let me tell— 
9 [Fink] As I understand the process, Your Honor, that just means I write 
10 down everything I think is a subsequent cost to me, certify it and send it 
11 into the court. And do I send copies to everybody else as well? 
12 [Judge] Yes. 
13 [Fink] Okay. 
14 [Judge] And you send copies to them. But now this, this affects you 
15 more than it affects the others. If, assuming after, after all is said and 
16 done I rule in opposition, then this document talks about attorney's fees. 
17 Attorney's fees again would be, would be required to set out as you, as you 
18 talked about costs. It would have to be set out that on such and such a day 
19 I spent this much time and it's calculated and this is my normal billable 
20 rate and, therefore, this is the amount of attorney's fees that I'm claiming. 
21 If we do it by affidavit then you can have, you could have, and again I'm 
22 putting it, I have not nearly decided this case I can tell you that. But that 
23 would put you in a position then you could object to that if, if you found 
24 something objectionable. 
25 [Fink] Okay. 
26 [Judge] Okay. With that in mind is that agreeable that you submit that in 
27 terms of affidavit both costs and attorney's fees? 
28 [Smith] Yes. 
29 [Wells] Yes, Your Honor. 
30 [Smith] May I suggest we do that. Perhaps the Court could rule and 
31 whatever the Court's ruling is indicate how those are awarded and then 
32 subsequently submit that. 
33 [Judge] Yes. Do not, do not, do not— Don't go through that effort until 
34 the Court makes its decision. Okay? Now, I promised my clerk I would 
35 not take this case under advisement and normally I wouldn't. 
36 [Smith] Well you don't have it yet. 
37 [Judge] Yes, I don't have it yet. That's right. But I want it done, I want 
38 the closing arguments written as quickly as can be done. 
39 
40 Finding #24 
41 During his possession of the premises. Defendant paid a total of $5,124.50, which 
42 includes all rent payments -including those from which rent was abated— and the 
43 security deposit. Plaintiff was entitled to receive twelve months of rent at a 
44 $1495.00 per month, less the rent abatement of $310.00 per month for the eleven 
45 months of August 1995 through June 1996. Accordingly, there is due and owing 
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1 to Plaintiff from Defendant the sum of $9.405.50 (($1495.00 + ($1495.00 -
2 $310.00) x i n - $5.124.50). In addition. Plaintiff is entitled to pre-judgment 
3 interest on that amount from 20 October 1995 to the present, at the lawful rate of 
4 10 % per annum, which amount is. current through 30 September 1997. $1.855.71 
5 ($2.61 per diem). In addition. Plaintiff is entitled to post-judgment interest at the 
6 rate of 7.45 % on the entire judgment amount. 
7 
8 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
9 
10 a. Exhibit 75-D 
11 b. Exhibits 1-P and 76-D 
12 c. There is no evidence in the record to support a finding that interest was due from 
13 10/20/95 when no rent was due at that time. 
14 d. Exhibit 66-D 
15 e. Exhibit 80-D 
16 f. Exhibit 81-D 
17 g. Exhibit 84-D 
18 h. There is no evidence in the record to support the Court's failure to include 
19 security deposit in calculating the total amount of rent paid by Defendant. 
20 
21 Summary of the Evidence 
22 
23 - Lease agreement stated $1495/month 
24 - Defendant paid $800 security deposit 
25 - Defendant deducted rent during tenancy 
26 - Defendant's rent was paid current at termination 
27 - Third-Party Defendant mailed deposit notice to Defendant on November 29, 
28 1995, although letter was dated November 15, 1995 
29 - Defendant's security deposit was not included in calculation of damages 
30 
31 The evidence in this collection clearly describes the money paid by Defendant. The 
32 records of Third-Party Defendant provide the basis for calculation. Other factors, such as 
33 interest rate and date of interest charges are not supported by evidence. 
34 
36 a. Exhibit 75-D, page 10 (Wheeler records of expenses) 
37 b. Exhibits 1-P and 76-D: Lease agreement 
38 c. There is no evidence in the record to support a finding that interest was due from 
39 10/20/95 when no rent was due at that time. 
40 d. Exhibit 66-D, paragraph 7, where Plaintiff contradicted testimony at trial and 
41 denied any agreement for reduced rent, when she stated: "Plaintiff admits that 
42 Defendant deducted certain amounts from the monthly rental as a claimed off-set. 
43 Plaintiff affirmatively alleges that any such off-sets or deductions were wrongful, 
44 unjustified and in violation of the lease and the law. 
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1 e. Exhibit 80-D, (Fink letter 8/31/95 to Wheeler), where Defendant itemized 
2 deductions from the rent as follows: 
3 "Please find enclosed a check in the amount of $1118 for rental of the 
4 property at 3402 Tyler Ave. The reason for the reduction from the 
5 established $1495 is as follows: 
6 $310 Storage of owner property and loss of use of portions of the house 
7 $55 Carpet cleaning supplies for *tree rooms 
8 $ 12 Bug bombs for pest control 
9 Total $377" 
10 f. Exhibit 81-D, (Fink 9/30/95 letter to Wheeler), where Defendant itemized 
11 reduction of the rent as follows: 
12 "$1495 prorated for 23 days of occupancy out of 31 days possible = $ 
13 1110. Loss of property use because of owner property storage for month 
14 of August = $310. Loss of property use because of owner property 
15 storage for prorated month of October = $230. Total payment: $1110-
16 $310-$230 = $570" 
17 g. Exhibit 84-D, Wheeler 11/15/95 letter to Fink, where Third-Party Defendant 
18 states that the security deposit was forwarded to Plaintiff. This letter was mailed 
19 after the 30 time limit imposed by statute. And the "deposit" that was allegedly 
20 forwarded to Plaintiff amounted to just over $59.00 after Third-Party Defendant 
21 spent the rest. 
22 h. There is no evidence in the record to support the Court's failure to include 
23 security deposit in calculating the total amount of rent paid by Defendant. 
24 
25 Finding #25 
26 The lease provides for an award of attorney's fees to the prevailing party. Plaintiff 
27 is the prevailing party in this action. Plaintiff is awarded her attorney's fees and 
28 costs. Third Party Defendant's request for an award of fees is denied. Third Party 
29 Defendant and Defendant shall bear their own respective costs. 
30 
31 Evidence Germane to this Finding 
32 
33 Exhibits 1-P and 76-D 
34 
35 
36 a. Exhibits 1-P and 76-D: Lease agreement 
37 
38 Finding #26 
39 The Affidavit of Brad C. Smith (Re: Attorney's Fees and Costs) has been 
40 reviewed by the court. The Court finds that Mr. Smith has spent a total of 61.33 
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1 hours on this case and that his regular billing rate is $110.00 per hour. Given the 
2 voluminous pleadings filed by the Defendant in this action, the numerous 
3 motions, requests, discovery, and similar material the Court finds that 61.33 
4 hours is reasonable, prudent, and appropriate amount of time. The Court further 
5 finds that $110.00 is a reasonable and appropriate hourly rate for the services 
6 provided by Mr. Smith in this matter in light of its complexity, his skill and 
7 experience level, and the fees generally charged by other practitioners in the 
8 Second Judicial District. Attorney's fees in the amount of $6,746.30 are approved. 
9 In addition, the court approves an award of $413.50 in costs. Each of these 
10 amounts shall be added to the judgment, and shall bear interest at the lawful 
11 post-iudgment rate. 
12 
13 Evidence and Other Pertinent Information Germane to this Finding 
14 
15 a. R. at 588-591 
16 b. Plaintiffs Appellee Brief, page 33 
17 c. R. at 588-591 
18 
19 Summary of the Evidence 
20 
21 - Plaintiff s attorney billed approximately 31.33 hours on case at $ 100/hour through 
22 December 1996 (billing statement) 
23 - Plaintiffs attorney claimed approximately 30 hours on case at $110/hour in 1997 
24 (Appellee brief) 
25 - Plaintiffs attorney claimed approximately 61.33 hours at $ 110/hours (affidavit) 
26 - Plaintiffs attorney claimed reimbursement of time for preparation of judgement 
27 documents - time not billable to his client (Appellee brief) 
28 - Costs differ between Plaintiffs attorney's affidavit ($313.18) and Findings of 
29 Fact ($413.50). 
30 
31 The evidence germane to this finding provides a questionable basis for determination of 
32 proper attorney's fees. While the affidavit of Plaintiff s attorney indicates one hourly 
33 rate, he in fact billed at two rates, as indicated in Plaintiffs Appellee brief. And that 
34 same affidavit is in conflict with this finding for expenses incurred ($313.18 v. $413.50). 
35 And lastly, that Plaintiffs attorney should compensated for preparing the court's 
36 paperwork, when that task is paid for by taxpayers and that time is not billable to his 
37 client, is absurd. Those hours were not expended in litigation of his client's claim against 
38 Defendant. 
39 
41 a. R. at 588-591, Affidavit of Brad C. Smith, 
42 b. Plaintiffs Appellee Brief (page 33, paragraph VI, second paragraph, lines 9-12 
43 "Following trial, the next event was receiving the trial court's decision, and 
44 preparing the lengthy Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, attorney's fee 
45 affidavit, and Judgement.") and in the same paragraph (Regarding Defendant's 
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Fink's claim on the hourly rate, he is correct that there was an error in this regard, 
although no the error to which he points. During the years 1995 and 1996 
Plaintiffs attorney was an employee of David S. Kunz and billed his time at a rate 
of $100.00 per hour. Commencing in May 1997, Plaintiffs attorney became a 
principal of the firm of Stevenson & Smith and began billing his time at a rate of 
$110.00.) 
R. at 588-591 (Smith affidavit of costs), page 3, $313.18 in costs, Finding of Fact 
indicates $413.50. 
Plaintiffs attorney, according to the Plaintiffs Appellee brief dated 8/10/98, 
page 33, expended "approximately 30 hours" in preparation of the " . . . Findings 
of Fact, Conclusions of Law, attorney's fee affidavit, and Judgment." These 
documents totaled about 24 pages. This time was allegedly expended between 
9/10/97, when the Memorandum Decision was signed by Judge Baldwin, and 
9/19/97, when the above documents were signed out for mailing by Plaintiffs 
attorney. This amounts to a total of no more than nine working days, and 
probably less, when taking into account the weekend and document transit from 
the court. 
In the 13 month period from December 1995 through December 1996, 
Plaintiffs attorney expended approximately 31.33 hours on this case. This 
number was calculated by subtracting the "approximately 30 hours" he claimed in 
his Appellee brief on page 33 from the "total of 61.33 hours on this case" found in 
number 26 of the Findings of Fact he prepared for the court. These 31.33 hours 
were expended over the course more than a full calendar year to: 
1. produce in excess of 150 pages of documents, including review of 
documents received, 
2. communicate with and counsel his client, 
3. prepare for and participate in a full day trial, 
4. prepare for and participate in two depositions, 
5. prepare for and participate in two pre-trial hearings, and 
6. prepare for and participate in two inspections of the premises at 3402 
Tyler Ave. 
Conclusions of Law 
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l Conclusion #1 
2 A valid, binding, written lease was entered into by the Defendant on 30 June 
3 1995. The lease was for a term of one year. 
4 
5 Challenge to Conclusion of Law #1 
6 This conclusion of law is based on a flawed finding of fact which failed to include 
7 oral agreements between Plaintiffs agent and Defendant. 
8 
9 Conclusion #2 
10 The Defendant vacated the premises without cause or justification on 20 October 
11 1995, which constituted a breach of the lease agreement. 
12 
13 Challenge to Conclusion of Law #2 
14 This conclusion of law is based on flawed findings of fact which failed to include 
15 all relevant evidence and testimony regarding condition of the premises. And 
16 equally important, this conclusion of law fails to consider the testimony of 
17 Plaintiffs agent who accepted termination and surrender by Defendant on 
18 Plaintiffs behalf, thereby negating any perceived breach of lease agreement by 
19 Defendant. 
20 
21 Conclusion #3 
22 The Plaintiff was in compliance with all material provisions of the lease, 
23 including provisions imposed or implied by law. 
24 
25 Challenges to Conclusion of Law #3 
26 This conclusion of law is not based on any finding of fact. And the court failed 
27 to acknowledge that Plaintiff did not provide any evidence of Plaintiff s 
28 performance to the terms of the composite written and oral lease agreement to 
29 which she was bound as principal to the agent that represented her in negotiating 
30 and signing the agreements, when challenged as follows: 
31 
32 [Fink] I have a question about it. I thought there were four elements of 
33 the case that needed to be proven in breach. 
34 [Judge] Okay. 
35 [Fink] They were that there was a legal contract, there was performance 
36 by the party claiming the breach, there was breach on the other party and 
37 that there were damages incurred by it. But those four elements had to be 
38 proven. I have heard nothing here to suggest that to me before I put on a 
39 defense. 
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1 [Judge] Well, I think what the- Well I'll let you respond to that, 
2 Counsel. Certainly you may respond to it. 
3 [Smith] I don't disagree with the legal analysis. I think we've heard that 
4 Mr. Fink entered into a lease and that was stipulated to. That he took 
5 possession of a lease and that was stipulated to. That in October he broke 
6 the lease and left and has paid nothing since and that under the terms of 
7 the lease the plaintiff was entitled to 12 months of rent and in addition to 
8 her attorney's fees or whatever else the lease provides for. And so as I 
9 said, I think that establishes the prima facie case of breach of lease. He 
10 may have some defenses, he may have offsets. That's really the guts of 
11 this case. And I would suggest that it would be on that basis we could 
12 move forward with that. 
13 [Judge] They've definitely got to prove that. And they've done that by 
14 stipulation saying that you had a lease, you left the lease early. I 
15 understand that you're going to come in with a defense as to why you left 
16 the property and that there was problems with possession, with other items 
17 there and with other problems with the property. 
18 [Fink] Well, the fundamental question and what I'm asking up front is I 
19 haven't heard anything to prove that there was performance on the part of 
20 the plaintiff before I present a defense. Is that necessary or do I just 
21 proceed? 
22 [Judge] The performance of the- At this point the performance that is 
23 being alleged is that there was a written lease and that you were given 
24 possession of the property. I - Are you getting, are you getting to the 
25 point where you're going to go through the lease and itemize things that 
26 were not, not completed in the lease? 
27 [Fink] I have a defense prepared, Your Honor, and I'm not against 
28 starting that. I just, I was expecting a little more is my point. 
29 [Judge] And that's not, that's not uncommon that it be, that it be spelled 
30 out on the stand. But it seems to me like where we're at those facts, it's 
31 commonly done that there be some stipulation and then you can, you can 
32 proceed to say, you know, I did take it but these are the problems with it 
33 and go on from there. 
34 [Fink] Okay. I understand now. I guess I was expecting more than just 
35 stipulations as a case. 
36 
37 Conclusion #4 
38 Plaintiff has fully, completely, and reasonably attempted to mitigate her damages 
39 in this matter 
40 
41 Challenges to Conclusion of Law #4 
42 This conclusion of law is based on flawed findings of fact which fail to consider 
43 the evidence in the record that Plaintiff attempted to gain from Defendant's 
44 termination and surrender by asking a higher rent and deposit, and Plaintiffs 
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1 removal of the premises from the rental market after only 82 days. Other than a 
2 token effort to advertise the rental and then at a higher monthly rental rate, there is 
3 no evidence in the record to support this outrageous finding. In fact, the 
4 overwhelming evidence obtained from testimony at trial confirms that Plaintiff 
5 continued to use this property as her personal storage facility while substantial 
6 electrical and other repairs were undertaken. Further, Plaintiffs rental agent 
7 testified that he had turned away prospective tenants for no particular reason. 
8 
9 Conclusion #5 
10 The premises were habitable and were therefore in compliance with both the Utah 
11 Fit Premises Act and the Implied Warranty of Habitability. 
12 
13 Challenges to Conclusion of Law #5 
14 
15 This conclusion of law is based on flawed findings of fact which fail to consider 
16 the numerous code violations identified and testified to by expert witness, unsafe 
17 conditions testified to by Defendant, and Plaintiffs plan with Third-Party 
18 Defendant to rent a property with known safety defects, in violation of Utah 
19 statute and local ordinance. Additionally, the UFPA requires that properties by 
20 in compliance with local ordinances. And the Ogden ordinance requires that 
21 building codes are complied with. 
22 
23 Conclusion #6 
24 Defendant left the premises of his own volition and-was not forced to leave the 
25 premises as a result of the condition of the premises. No constructive eviction 
26 occurred. 
27 
28 Challenges to Conclusion of Law #6 
29 
30 This conclusion of law is based on flawed findings of fact and complete 
31 misunderstanding of the law. In addition to the obvious unsafe condition of the 
32 premises, Defendant was constructively evicted by Plaintiffs lack of action in 
33 failing to remove her personal property and repair known defects. This inaction 
34 resulted in deprivation of Defendant's access to and enjoyment of the leased 
35 premises. Defendant vacated the premises as a result of Plaintiff s inaction, 
36 thereby constituting constructive eviction. 
37 
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l Conclusion #7 
2 Plaintiff is entitled to judgment against Defendant in the amount of $18,421.01, 
3 which amount shall bear interest at the lawful post-judgment interest rate, 
4 presently 7.45 % ($3.81 per diem). This amount shall be augmented by any 
5 amounts Plaintiff is required to expend or incur in order to collect this amount, 
6 including reasonable attorney's fees. This augmentation may be established by 
7 filing the affidavit of Plaintiff s attorney. 
8 
9 Challenges to Conclusion of Law #7 
10 
11 This conclusion of law is based on flawed findings of fact which failed to address 
12 evidence relating to Plaintiffs failure to mitigate perceived damages, flawed 
13 damages calculations, failure to include Defendant's security deposit, an affidavit 
14 containing false information, and a claim by Plaintiffs attorney for 
15 reimbursement for doing the court's work, work for which he cannot bill his 
16 client. 
17 
18 Conclusion #8 
19 The Defendant has failed to comply with the terms of the Utah Fit Premises Act 
20 which are conditions precedent to the initiation of a lawsuit thereunder, including 
21 the failure to provide appropriate written notices and demands. 
22 
23 Challenges to Conclusion of Law #8 
24 This conclusion of law is based on a flawed interpretation of the UFPA, whereby 
25 the court concluded that because Defendant, who was not interested in initiating 
26 legal action against Plaintiff for failure to deliver while still a tenant in the 
27 premises, did no send a second notice to Plaintiff by formal service, he had no 
28 claim against Plaintiff. This absurd ruling fails to consider the role of the UFPA 
29 with respect to other prevailing law on contracts, constructive eviction, and the 
30 implied warranty of habitability. 
31 
32 Conclusion #9 
33 Neither Plaintiff nor Third Party Plaintiff have committed any act of fraud or 
34 misrepresentation of any kind in this matter. Nor have they committed any acts of 
35 perjury or other dishonest behavior as alleged by Defendant in his closing 
36 argument. 
37 
38 Challenges to Conclusion of Law #9 
39 
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1 This conclusion of law disregards all evidence presented in Defendant's closing 
2 arguments. And because Plaintiffs attorney authored the Findings of Fact and 
3 Conclusions of Law for the court, it amounts to the accused passing judgement on 
4 the accusation without critical review by the court. Defendant's evidence 
5 presentation is provided as follows: 
6 
7 Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendant, and their respective attorneys exacerbated 
8 the many problems of discovery in this case by obfuscating the relevant facts and 
9 intentionally submitting information that was known to be inaccurate and 
10 incomplete, forcing Defendant to resort to motions to compel discovery and 
11 access upon land for inspection. The following is a brief listing of claims and 
12 facts which were submitted by Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendant during the 
13 proceedings of this case, which were known to be false, or which should have 
14 been known to be false at the time they were submitted: 
15 
16 a. In a February 23, 1996 response to Defendant's counterclaim (Exhibit 
17 66-D, paragraph 3, denial of #5), Plaintiff denied the following claim by 
18 Defendant "That Plaintiff was aware or should have been aware that said 
19 premise did not meet full compliance with the Uniform Code for Building 
20 Conservation." This denial was made in spite of correspondence from 
21 Defendant to Wheeler on 7/29/95 (Exhibit 79-D) which specifically stated 
22 that the property did not conform to UCBC. Plaintiff testified in trial that 
23 she received a tremendous amount of correspondence from Wheeler. 
24 Plaintiff further testified in deposition (Exhibit 65-D, page 5 that she was 
25 the general contractor for the remodeling (building) effort which resulting 
26 in the log style house that exists today, that she lived in the house for 
27 about 10 years (Exhibit 65-D, page 4), and that she was familiar with local 
28 building codes (Exhibit 65-D, page 5) and therefore should have been 
29 aware of the condition of the house with regard to prevailing building 
30 codes, and that her responses to other counterclaims (such as #2, #3, #6, 
31 #7, and #9) should not have been denied as well. 
32 
33 b. In a February 23, 1996 response to Defendant's counterclaim (Exhibit 
34 66-D, paragraph 3, denial of #10), Plaintiff denied the following 
35 counterclaim by Defendant "That Plaintiff, by failing to provide premises 
36 that were in full compliance with the Uniform Code for Building 
37 Conservation and the Utah Fit Premises Act, created a situation in which 
38 Defendant either had to live in substandard and unsafe conditions or 
39 through the expenditure of his personal funds and efforts attempt to rectify 
40 code violations." Plaintiff later claimed in response to request for 
41 admissions numbers 3 and 22, dated April 24, 1996 (Exhibit 64-D), that 
42 "Defendant warranted tht [sic] the condition of the premises were in good 
43 repair and expressly agreed to repair and maintain the premises." These 
44 two positions are in direct contradiction of one another. 
45 
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In a February 23, 1996 response to Defendant's counterclaim (Exhibit 
66-D, paragraph 2, denial of #17), Plaintiff denied the following 
counterclaim by Defendant "That Plaintiff having personal knowledge, 
and knowledge by and through her agent, that her personal property and 
household effects were encumbering and limiting Defendant's use of the 
premises, and of Defendant's objection thereto, failed to remove all of said 
property." Exhibit 75-D, pages 20-24, a copy of which Plaintiff testified to 
receiving, along with Exhibits 79-D,80-D,81-D, and 82-D all address 
objection to Plaintiffs personal property. Additionally, rent was withheld 
as an incentive to Plaintiff to remove the personal property. 
In a February 23, 1996 response to Defendant's counterclaim (Exhibit 
66-D, paragraph 3, denial of #19), Plaintiff denied the following 
counterclaim by Defendant "That Plaintiff by and through her agent, was 
notified to cure Uniform Building Code and Utah Fit Premises Act 
violations." Exhibit 78-D contains specific identification of electrical 
system problems which constitute a violation of the Utah Fit Premises Act, 
Utah Code Ann., Section 57 22-4(l)(c), and Exhibit 75-D, pages 20-24 
identify specific defects which are in violation of the Uniform Building 
Code. These documents were provided to Plaintiffs agent on July 7, 1995 
and to Plaintiff on July 18, 1995. 
In a February 23,1996 response to Defendant's counterclaim (Exhibit 
66-D, paragraph 6, page 3, lines 6-7), Plaintiff asserts that Defendant took 
the premises "as-is." However, testimony from Third-Party Defendant 
articulated oral agreements between Defendant and Plaintiffs agent to 
repair defects and remove Plaintiff personal property. Additionally, 
Plaintiff testified in deposition (Exhibit 65-D, pages 17-18) that she 
removed some of her personal property "Because I had told you that I 
would make an attempt to get my things out of there, which I did." 
In a February 23, 1996 response to Defendant's counterclaim (Exhibit 
66-D, paragraph 3, page 3, lines 7-12), Plaintiff asserts that by "the parties 
agreed that certain items of Plaintiff s personality [sic] would be stored in 
the basement of the premises." During trial, her attorney stipulated that 
Plaintiff was never present during oral agreements. Also, the Tyler house 
does not have a basement. 
In a February 23, 1996 response to Defendant's counterclaim (Exhibit 
66-D, paragraph 6, page 3, lines 16- 18), Plaintiff claimed that "all 
personality [sic] of hers which remained in the premises remained there 
pursuant to a mutual agreement between the parties." Testimony provided 
by Third-Party Defendant articulated the oral agreement and contradicted 
her claim by stating that Plaintiffs personal property would be removed 
within two weeks of signing the lease. Further, Exhibit 75-D, pages 20-24, 
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1 and Exhibits 79-D, 80-D, 81-D, and 82 D clearly indicate the agreement 
2 Plaintiff asserts was not mutual. 
3 
4 h. In a February 23, 1996 response to Defendant's counterclaim (Exhibit 
5 66-D, paragraph 8, page 4, line 4), Plaintiff asserts that Defendant 
6 "abandoned the premises." However, testimony by Mr. Wheeler indicated 
7 that he obtained her concurrence with the termination when notified in late 
8 September, 1995, and accepted surrender of the premises on her behalf on 
9 October 20, 1995. Plaintiffs concurrence and acceptance of surrender are 
10 in direct conflict with the assertion of abandonment, and is indicative of 
11 the bad faith with which this Plaintiff proceeded to file suit knowing of her 
12 own breach and concurrence in the property manager's termination of the 
13 lease. 
14 
15 i. In a February 23, 1996 response to Defendant's counterclaim (Exhibit 
16 66-D, paragraph 5, line 2-3, and paragraph 11, lines 3-4), Plaintiff claimed 
17 in reference to the defects identified by Defendant, that "certain rivial [sic] 
18 aspects of the premises did not meet with his approval" and "These iterms 
19 [sic] were of a minor and trivial nature." Plaintiff later testified that there 
20 were some major defects identified on the listing attached to the July 7, 
21 1995 letter to Third Party Defendant (Exhibit 75-D, page 20), which was 
22 also personally handed to Plaintiff on July 18, 1995. Also, testimony by 
23 Mr. Goddard indicated that it would take about $10,000 or six months rent 
24 to fix the problems, and that he had detailed those problems to Mr. 
25 Wheeler in April and May of 1995. 
26 
27 j . In an April 24, 1996 response to Defendant's request for admissions 
28 (Exhibit 64-D, Request No. 3), Plaintiff denied that there was no physical 
29 damage to the premises caused by Defendant. Third-Party Defendant 
30 admitted on March 29, 1996, in response to Defendant's request for 
31 admissions, that the premises were in better condition at termination than 
32 at the beginning of tenancy. 
33 
34 k. In an April 24, 1996 response to Defendant's request for admissions 
35 regarding Plaintiff personal property (Exhibit 64-D, Request Nos. 4, 5, 
36 8-16, & 19-20), Plaintiff asserted that Defendant "accepted the subject 
37 property in the conditions [sic] it was in due to his desire to have 
38 immediate occupancy of the premises)." Plaintiff later testified in 
39 deposition (Exhibit 65-D, pages 17-18 ) to removing some of the property 
40 because "I had told you I would make an attempt to get my things out of 
41 there." Further, documentation abounds in Exhibits 79-D,80-D, 81-D, 
42 82-D,and 75-D, pages 20-24 concerning the interference of personal 
43 property, including rent withholding as an incentive to motivate Plaintiff. 
44 
45 1. In an April 24, 1996 response to Defendant's request for admissions 
46 (Exhibit 64-D, Request Nos. 3 and 22), Plaintiff claimed that "Defendant 
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expressly warranted tht [sic] the premises were in good repair and 
expressly agreed to repair and maintain the premises." However, 
testimony provided by Third-Party Defendant revealed an agreement 
between Plaintiff and Third Party Defendant to use rental income to pay 
for repair of known defects in the premises. Additionally, the property 
management agreement with Third-Party Defendant (Exhibit 75-D, page 
19) included provisions to "supervise and discharge all labor required for 
the operation and maintenance of the property." 
In a May 15, 1996 response to Defendant's request for interrogatories and 
production of documents (Exhibit 74-D), Plaintiff claimed that the Tyler 
house "Passed UBC inspections when it was built." However, testimony 
by Mr. Glover revealed that the current records from the Ogden City 
repository (Exhibits 69-D, 70-D and 72-D) indicate that the required 
building permits were never issued and the required inspections were 
never performed on the Tyler house. These records were finally checked 
by Plaintiffs attorney the day preceding the trial, and then only because he 
had been notified that Mr. Glover would be a witness for defense. Plaintiff 
testified in deposition (Exhibit 65-D, pages 4 and 5) that she was the 
general contractor for the building, and that "I helped design the house, I 
helped build it, I was involved with all of it." Thereby indicating that she 
should have been cognizant of the requirements for inspection. 
In a May 15, 1996 response to Defendant's request for interrogatories and 
production of documents (Exhibit 74-D, page 9, Request No. 4 ), Plaintiff 
claimed that there was no correspondence, notes, documents, or 
memorandums related to the Tyler property, and that she therefore could 
not provide anything in response to the Defendant's request for 
documentation. However, in testimony, she admitted to receiving so 
much correspondence from Third-Party Defendant that she didn't know 
what to do with it. 
In her deposition on August 31, 1996 (Exhibit 65-D, page 9), Plaintiff 
testified that when she terminated Third-Party Defendant as agent on or 
about November 14, 1995 (Exhibit 75-D, page 10, shows last action date), 
she "was questioning whether I wanted to continue to lease the house or 
rent it to anybody." Records provided by Plaintiff (Exhibit 73-D, page 5) 
indicate that Plaintiff commissioned Froerer Real Estate as property 
manager only two days later on November 16, 1995, thereby suggesting 
the her answer as to the reason for termination was questionable at best. 
In her deposition on August 31,1996 (Exhibit 65-D, page 13), Plaintiffs 
attorney stated "from July 1 through approximately October 20, 1995, 
there is no argument regarding what you paid, what you deducted, and that 
there were no late fees for that period." -Plaintiffs lawsuit claim states that 
I refused to pay late fees for September and October, 1995. Nevertheless, 
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1 Plaintiff did not amend her complaint to drop that claim or stipulate that 
2 Defendant did not need to further expend time and money to defend 
3 against this claim. 
4 
5 q. In her deposition on August 31,1996 (Exhibit 65-D, pages 21 -22), in an 
6 obvious attempt to deny the serious defects in the electrical system that 
7 existed during Defendant's tenancy, Plaintiff testified that no repair was 
8 performed by Froerer on the electrical system. Records provided by Mr. 
9 Froerer (Exhibit 86-D) and testimony by Mr. Froerer indicate that 
10 significant electrical system repairs were completed in November and 
11 December 1995, and that itemized statements were provided to Plaintiff 
12 pursuant to his property management contract. 
13 
14 r. In her deposition on August 31,1996 (Exhibit 65-D, page 28), Plaintiff 
15 testified that Mr. John Saunders of Ogden City performed all required 
16 UBC inspections, yet the city records and testimony provided by Mr. 
17 Glover indicate that the required plans were not submitted, the permits 
18 were not issued, and the inspections were not performed (Exhibits 69-D, 
19 70-D, and 72-D). 
20 
21 s. In his 2/9/96 and 2/21/96 response to Defendant's complaint (Exhibit 
22 83-D, page 2, paragraph 3), Third-Party Defendant claimed that he "had 
23 no responsibility to Third-Party Plaintiff at the time of the termination" of 
24 the lease. His attorney later stated that the attorney wrote that section, in 
25 error. This was clearly a known false statement and a clumsy effort to 
26 avoid liability for the misappropriation of Defendant's security deposit. 
27 
28 t. In his 2/9196 and 2/21/96 responses to Defendant's complaint (Exhibit 
29 83-D, page 1, paragraph 1, reference to paragraph 5), Third-Party 
30 Defendant claimed that he didn't have enough information to form an 
31 opinion of whether or not he was aware of the Ogden city requirement for 
32 licensing residential rental properties. According to testimony provided by 
33 Mr. Glover, Third-Party Defendant was notified of the requirement in 
34 writing by Ogden City on May 25, 1995 (Exhibits 92-D and 94-D). 
35 
36 u. In his 2/9/96 and 2/21/96 responses to Defendant's complaint (Exhibit 
37 83-D, page 1, reference to paragraph 9), Third-Party Defendant claimed 
38 that he didn't have enough information to form an opinion of whether or 
39 not he was notified to cure by Defendant of UCBC and Utah Fit Premises 
40 Act violations in the property and failed to do so. Records he provided in 
41 discovery included the July 29, 1995 letter (Exhibit 75-D, pages 25/26 and 
42 Exhibit 79-D) from Defendant to Third-Party Defendant stating 
43 non-compliance with the UCBC. 
44 
45 v. In his 2/9/96 and 2/21/96 response to Defendant's complaint (Exhibit 
46 83-D), Third-Party Defendant denied that he knew the property was not 
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1 code compliant. He later testified that he and the Plaintiff knew the house 
2 needed work had planned to use rental income to repair known defects. 
3 
4 w. In his response to Defendant's complaint on 2/9/96 and 2/21/96 (Exhibit 
5 83-D), Third-Party Defendant denied that he failed to have Plaintiffs 
6 personal property removed according to the oral agreement, but later 
7 testified to the oral agreement to remove the property within two weeks of 
8 signing the lease agreement. 
9 
10 x. In his response to Defendant's complaint on 2/9/96 and 2/21/96 (Exhibit 
11 83-D), Third-Party Defendant denied that he failed to complete required 
12 repairs according to the oral agreement, but later testified to the oral 
13 agreement to repair the electrical system defects within two weeks of 
14 signing the lease agreement, and maintenance records provided by 
15 Third-Party Defendant indicate that no electrical system repairs were 
16 completed. 
17 
18 y. In his response to Defendant's complaint on 2/9/96 and 2/21/96 (Exhibit 
19 83-D), Third-Party Defendant denied that Defendant notified him of the 
20 reasons for rent withholding, yet, in discovery, provided copies of 
21 Defendant letters (Exhibit 75-D) dated July 29 (Exhibit 79-D), August 31 
22 (Exhibit 80-D), and September 30, 1995 (Exhibit 81-D), all of which 
23 itemize the withholdings. 
24 
25 z. In his response to Defendant's complaint on 2/9/96 and 2/21/96 (Exhibit 
26 83-D), Third-Party Defendant denied that he failed to comply with the 
27 provisions of Utah Ann., Section 57-17 regarding refund of deposits. This 
28 claim was made in spite of his letter dated November 15, 1995 (Exhibit 
29 84-D), which does not contain required information and which was mailed 
30 on November 29, 1995, and his own property management records 
31 (Exhibit 75-D, page 10), which indicate that the deposit was spent on 
32 routine repairs, advertisements, bank charges, and a license application, 
33 rather that being forwarded to Plaintiff as claimed. 
34 
35 aa. In his response to Defendant's request for admissions on March 29, 1996, 
36 Third-Party Defendant denied that Defendant did not accept the property 
37 "as-is", yet testified to oral agreements to remove Plaintiffs personal 
38 property and complete the electrical system and repairs within two weeks 
39 of signing the lease agreement. 
40 
41 bb. In his response to Defendant's request for admissions on March 29, 1996, 
42 Third-Party Defendant claimed that Defendant's security deposit of 
43 $800.00 was forward to Plaintiff, however his own property management 
44 records (Exhibit 75-D, page 10) indicate that the deposit was spent, 
45 except for $59.35, which was forwarded to the Plaintiff on November 14, 
46 1995. 
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1 
2 cc. In his response to Defendant's request for admissions on March 29, 1996, 
3 Third-Party Defendant claimed to have had the garage door keyless entry 
4 system repaired, however his own property management records clearly 
5 indicate that there was never a repair completed on the entry system, and it 
6 was in fact never repaired. The combo had been changed, but that was 
7 before Defendant notified Third-Party Defendant on 7/29/95 (Exhibit 
8 79-D) that the system was inoperative. 
9 
10 dd. In his response to Defendant's request for admissions on March 29, 1996, 
11 Third Party Defendant claimed that the Plaintiffs personal property was 
12 stored on the premises with permission of Defendant, but failed when 
13 repeatedly requested in discovery to produce any documentation of that 
14 permission, and later testified to the oral agreement to remove the property 
15 within two weeks of signing the lease agreement. 
16 
17 ee. In his response to Defendant's request for admissions on March 29, 1996, 
18 Third-Party Defendant claimed that only four light fixtures were defective, 
19 yet testified to previous agreement with Plaintiff that the needed repairs 
20 were so extensive as to need to use rental income to pay for them. 
21 
22 ff. In his responses to Defendant's requests for interrogatories and production 
23 of documents on April 30, 1996 (Exhibit 75-D), Third-Party Defendant 
24 failed to provide the residence address for Mr. Goddard until the hearing 
25 on August 31,1996, and even then, Third-Party Defendant provided the 
26 address from memory while his attorney was expounding to the Court why 
27 that information couldn't be provided. 
28 
29 gg. In his responses to Defendant's requests for interrogatories and production 
30 of documents on April 30, 1996 (Exhibit 75-D), Third-Party Defendant 
31 indicated that maintenance personnel Mike Goddard, Mike Bachman, and 
32 Ron of Rocky Mountain Door would be witnesses (with no other 
33 requested witness information provided) until a late supplemental response 
34 to Defendant's motion to compel changed that response to indicate they 
35 were never to be witnesses. 
36 
37 hh. In his responses to Defendant's requests for interrogatories and production 
38 of documents on April 30, 1996 (Exhibit 75-D), Third-Party Defendant 
39 claimed that he responded to Defendant's July 7, 1995 listing of defects to 
40 the extent that Defendant provided access to the premises, yet his own 
41 property management records indicate no repairs until September, 1995, 
42 and Mr. Goddard testified to establishing a weekly time for access to the 
43 property for repairs and maintenance at the first meeting when dispatched 
44 by Third-Party Defendant in early July 1995. 
45 
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l Conclusion #10 
2 The Court has considered Plaintiffs motion to strike contained in Plaintiffs 
3 Rebuttal brief. The motion is well founded in that Defendant inappropriately 
4 argues facts not in evidence. The motion is therefore GRANTED. 
5 
6 Challenges to Conclusion of Law #10 
7 
8 This conclusion of law is absurd in light of the fact that the trial judge never 
9 reviewed the document which contained the motion, Plaintiffs response to 
10 Defendant's rebuttal closing argument to Plaintiffs closing arguments. It was 
11 Plaintiffs attorney who authored the very Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
12 Law which grants the motion, thereby amounting to the Plaintiffs attorney 
13 granting his own motion, without critical review by the court. 
14 
15 Conclusion #11 
16 The Court has reviewed the Counterclaim and the Third Party Claim and for the 
17 reasons noted previously, the Court hereby DISMISSES those claims with 
18 prejudice, no cause of action. 
19 
20 Challenges to Conclusion of Law #11 
21 
22 This conclusion of law is not based on any finding of fact regarding Defendant's -
23 claim against Third-Party Defendant regarding failure to return Defendant's 
24 security deposit according to Utah Statute. The evidence speaks for itself in 
25 incriminating Third-Party Defendant without any evidence or testimony to the 
26 contrary. Simply put, Third-Party Defendant failed to provide either itemization 
27 of dispersal or withhold of the deposit, or the deposit refund within the 30 day 
28 time limit imposed by Statute, and is therefore liable for the full refund, in 
29 addition to a $100 penalty and interest. 
30 
31 Conclusion #12 
32 The Court has reviewed the Defendant's requests for sanctions under Utah R. Civ. 
33 P. 11 and finds no basis for such an award. The motion is hereby DENIED. 
34 
35 Challenges to Conclusion of Law #12 
36 
37 See challenges to conclusion of law #9. 
38 
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1 Conclusion #13 
2 Plaintiff is entitled to recover her attorney's fees and costs from Defendant, as set 
3 forth above. Third Party Defendant shall bear his own costs and fees. 
4 
5 Challenges to Conclusion of Law #13 
6 
7 This conclusion of law is based on flawed findings of fact and previous flawed 
8 conclusions of law. Notably, this conclusion conflicts with the Affidavit of 
9 Plaintiffs attorney and Plaintiffs Appellee brief, which claim that defendant is 
10 liable for reimbursement for the time Plaintiffs attorney expended in preparing 
11 the court's documents, such time is not normally billable to Plaintiff. 
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